


Hi, there.
Thanks! Thanks for purchasing the 2016 
HarrisFootball Player Profile Almanac. I had a blast 
writing it. I hope you have a blast reading it.

Before I get started previewing players, I should get 
some stuff out of the way. There were a lot of things 
this almanac could’ve been, but isn’t. And I want to 
explain why.

The almanac is:

• ...an analysis of every player I think you need to 
know for 2016, with snark added at no extra charge.

• ...a repository for most relevant angles—film-review, 
historical, statistical and otherwise—into evaluating 
the NFL’s biggest names.

• ...a stab at giving you a “ranks range” for each 
player, so you can understand what I think their 
upsides and downsides are for ’16.

• ...a philosophical treatise (or, actually, a series of 
treatises) on how I view fantasy and the NFL, gathered 
over a decade of doing this for a living and a summer 
of combing through ’15 game film.

• ...a careful debunking of some of the most facile 
commentary we hear inside the NFL and fantasy 
media echo chambers.

The almanac is not:

• ...filled with stat projections. I speak from 
experience: NFL stat projections are hot garbage. 
They come from nothing so much as the idea that: 
“Cool, that looks pretty much like an Antonio Brown 
projection. Let’s go with that!”

• ...going to give you auction values. I’ve always 
thought this was shaky: “Here’s Adrian Peterson’s 
fair value in an auction.” Huh? Literally every auction 
is different. Literally every one. Auction dynamics 
are crazy and awesome and so fun, and you could sit 
down with one group and everyone spends $80 on 
a top receiver, and then sit down with another and 
everyone spends $50. I’ve always believed giving one 
dollar value per player does more harm than good.

• ...explicitly about overall draft strategy. I could’ve 
written many dry essays about why my ranks look 
the way they look, but I think my overall ranks—
combined with individual player analysis—speak 
for themselves. You’ll see recommendations about 
individual players, and that’s because we draft players, 
not positions.

• ...interested in explicitly ranking by “tiers.” If I’ve 
got overall ranks, do you need to explicitly be told 
where tiers end? Peruse my overall ranks, and you’ll 
see the occasional break between position-mates. Safe 
to say that’s a tier.

• ...going to deal with IDP. I’m sorry about that, but 
I’ve never played in a league where defensive players 
were scarce enough that it was worth reaching to 
draft J.J. Watt. The vast majority of IDP leagues are 
shallow—say, everyone drafts 2 DLs, 2 LBs and 2 
DBs—in which case my advice is straightforward and 
catch-all: wait. Spend currency on scarcer positions.

What’s the guiding 
operational philosophy here?
If you listen to my podcast, you’re already tired of 
hearing me say this: past statistics aren’t the best 
indicator of future performance. Two things are more 
important: 1. Talent; 2. Situation.

I freely admit that I’ll apply these factors differently 
for different players, because there’s no such thing as 
pure objectivity, and because I’m a hypocrite. And it’s 
not like I never look at past stats; of course I do. But in 
’15, chasing big recent numbers led to over-drafts of 
players like DeMarco Murray, Justin Forsett and C.J. 
Anderson, among many others.

I’ll go so far as to say that you should beware of 
almost any argument for or against a player that 
begins with statistics. Yes, true, sometimes stats are a 
shorthand way some folks use to try and communicate 
the fact that they’ve watched the player, and either like 
or don’t like him. More often, though, stats are a lazy 
way to justify an already-held opinion.

If I like a player, I’ll say I watched him play, and this 
is what I liked. If I don’t like a player, ditto.



How do I use this almanac?
1. You should realize that the ranks reflected in the 
bulk of the almanac are for 12-team standard-scoring 
leagues. Maybe it feels to you like PPR has taken 
over the world, but trust me when I tell you: the 
strong majority of fantasy leagues still use standard. 
That’s not a value judgment on which is better. It’s 
just the truth. And it’s the truth because the major 
web sites use standard as their default. Most folks 
don’t even think about changing their systems. I will 
give my PPR ranks at the end of the almanac, and 
I’ll occasionally refer to them for a player where the 
scoring system really matters (e.g., Danny Woodhead).

2. Also realize that the writing I’ve done in the 
almanac is mostly geared toward re-draft leagues, 
again because that’s what the majority of people play. 
I think dynasty owners will find scads of information 
about many players’ abilities that will help assess with 
a longer view in mind. I’ll give my dynasty ranks at 
the end of the almanac, too.

3. Yes, the same goes for 2QB leagues.

4. Veterans have some stats from ’15. They aren’t 
always the stats you’re used to, but they’re stats I think 
provide a better overview than the usual:

• PYD is Passing Yards. RYD is Rushing Yards. 
RCYD is Receiving Yards. Pretty standard stuff.

• AGE refers to the standard NFL convention, which 
is the age the player will be on Dec. 31st of this year.

• INJURY is the number of games they’ve missed 
because of injury over the past three seasons.

• QBs and WRs have AY@C. For QBs, this is the 
distance that their average completion traveled down 
the field in the air. For WRs, this is the distance that 
their average reception traveled down the field in the 
air. These numbers aren’t perfect, but they hint at how 
players were used.

• WRs have a SLOT %. This is the number of routes 
they ran out of the slot last year divided by the number 
of routes they ran overall. Again: not perfect, but gives 
a sense of how they were used.

• WRs have a DROPS number. But drops are 
subjective! Different stats services present different 

drop numbers for the same player.

• TEs have a ROUTES number. This is the average 
number of pass routes they ran per game, and helps us 
understand playing time and how much they block.

• RBs have a BIG RUNS number, which gives the 
number of 20+ yard rushing gains. This is an arbitrary 
number, and obviously all 20-yard gains aren’t created 
the same. (Did a defender fall down? Did the RB 
dance through an entire defense?) But at least it hints 
slightly at the prior year’s explosiveness.

• Finally, every player has a ’16 Range, where I give 
the high and the low potential final rank at the player’s 
position, provided that player stays healthy.

What else is going on here?
In each of the four main positional sections, you’ll see 
three kinds of “features,” which use the player being 
analyzed to address some larger concern:

1. Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression. Throughout 
the almanac, I assigned myself research projects that 
largely deal with historical context for the current 
player. My intention is to ask a question about how 
the player being discussed fits into recent NFL history, 
with an eye toward figuring out whether their age, size 
or output can guide our expectations.

2. Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments. In 
HarrisFootball parlance, a “crutch argument” is 
a weapon the lazy fantasy player uses to bolster 
an opinion they already hold. For instance: “It’s a 
contract year! That player will be motivated!” Or: 
“That guy is better at home!” Or: “They got a good #2 
WR. That’ll help the #1 guy!” Sometimes these things 
are true. Sometimes they’re not. The point is that 
they’re not necessarily true, so using them to prove 
your opinion about a player is intellectually dishonest. 
In these sections, I pick apart crutch arguments that 
are sometimes applied to the current player.

3. Stats Lie! Some stats in football are helpful in 
adding to a picture of a player’s ability. Others 
can be misleading. The desire to translate baseball 
sabermetrics (in which I believe!) into football leads to 
dogmatic recitation of statistical proof. These sections 
give examples of favorable-looking and unfavorable-
looking stats that apply to the same player.



Where are the kicker 
profiles?
Surely, you jest.

Listen, week-to-week, kickers are too random to 
predict. Even ones in good offenses have bad games 
and you never know when they’re coming. Wait until 
your draft’s final round. Seriously.

Are you really not gonna 
throw us a bone and 
talk about overall draft 
philosophy a little bit?
Fine. After you scroll to the back of the almanac and 
view my overall ranks, the one thing I’ll imagine 
you’d like me to discuss is early-round positional 
strategy. Apparently there are many folks advising 
you to draft a WR in the first round almost no matter 
what—and certainly to draft a WR if you own one of 
your draft’s first few picks—regardless of your scoring 
format. In a PPR league, I’m somewhat down with 
that. I do have three WRs in the first three spots in my 
overall PPR ranks. But for standard scoring, I think 
it’s misguided advice.

I understand where it comes from. ’15 was a harsh 
year for highly drafted RBs. The NFL has never been 
pass-heavier, and fewer and fewer organizations are 
willing to commit to one rusher to be their primary 
carrier.

But a fantasy football draft or auction is a 
marketplace, and a marketplace demands you treat it 
rationally. That means you shouldn’t only consider the 
risk associated with your first-round purchase. You 
should also consider the reward, and you should do it 
in the context of scarcity.

If you’re telling me that true and trustable “lead” 
RBs are scarce, I want one. If you’re telling me that 
everyone throws a ton and there are many incredibly 
good WRs, I can wait for one. I’m going to create my 
draft board in the context of scarcity as well as risk.

This doesn’t mean you should definitely draft a 
running back with your first pick! If you look at all 
the elite RBs not in timeshares—for me that list is 
Adrian Peterson, Todd Gurley and Jamaal Charles...
with dumb ol’ Le’Veon Bell suspended for a month, 
and thus not a first-rounder—and you can’t stomach 
the risk that those specific players carry? I’m okay 
bypassing them. But that’s the point: we draft players 
not positions. The moment you think in terms of 
drafting a position, you’re likelier to make a mistake.

If you listen to my podcast, you’ve heard me talk 
some about Value-Based Drafting. I talk about it in 
this almanac a little, too: check Rob Gronkowski’s 
profile for more. The gist of VBD is pretty simple: 
it gives us a way of looking at past seasons and 
comparing the different positions without resorting 
to the way those positions feel. You can do this via 
season-long numbers, like VBD does. You can do 
it game-by-game, comparing each player at each 
position to the baseline player at his position each 
week. No matter how you do it? Running backs who 
outpace replacement level always do it by more than 
players at any other position. Maybe fewer of them are 
outpacing these days. But that just means I want the 
ones who are.

Anyway, even though I still have the audacity to 
believe I can examine the NFL’s RBs and find the 
players and situations I think are exceptional and thus 
worth the extra risk that RBs bring, my point is less 
about convincing you to agree and more about getting 
you to think of players and not positions. It’s why I 
spent three months writing this almanac. I want you to 
know these people for their abilities, not for what their 
past stats say, not for what some positional philosophy 
says, and not because of what some crutch arguments 
say.

If you take a clear-eyed look at the players you 
might be able to take early in your draft, and you’re 
just not in love with any of the RBs—a completely 
defensible position!—that’s cool. Bake that sentiment 
into your own draft board: elevate some receivers you 
love ahead of some running backs you don’t. That’s 
perfectly rational, and it’s based on what you think 
of those specific players. But do not enter a draft 
telling yourself, “No matter what happens, I’m taking 
Position X in the first round.” It leads to bad decisions.



Notes on second-edition 
updates.
Readers of this second edition will see changes 
demarcated in red:

 • Any player whose rank changed from the first 
edition: his name and rank appear in red.

 • When the multi-slot elevation or downgrade of a 
player’s rank made several players around him move 
up or down one slot, I usually didn’t put those other 
players’ new ranks in red.

 • Any player whose profile required re-writing based 
on current events, the new writing will appear in red.

 • I did make small insertions and deletions, for 
sense, without demarcating every single change in 
red. I also didn’t make note of sentences that were 
deleted outright. If you’ve already read a profile from 
a previous edition and nothing appears in red, don’t 
worry, even if a few words changed, you’ve got the 
gist.

The “without whom” 
department.
Thanks first and foremost to Dillon McGaughey, 
whom you should follow @dillonmcgaughey and 
praise to high heaven. He advised on the design of the 
entire almanac, plus did all the custom graphics.

Thanks also to Andy Behrens, Bill Childs, Mike 
Cohen, Craig Clark, Josh Fischberg, Collin Hagood, 
Viola James, KC Joyner, Craig Kirkland and Rob 
Marantz. Couldn’t have done it without your help, 
people.

Enough with the blah-blahs. 
Can I read this thing, or what?
Yes. Please do. One final time: thank you.

— Chris Harris
@HarrisFootball

www.HarrisFootball.com



1. Cam Newton, CAR

Mr. Newton—a.k.a. “The Human Thinkpiece”—
generates controversy by breathing. Is he 
disrespectful? Does he smile too much? What’s with 
the blue chewing gum? Ah, but isn’t the great thing 
about fantasy the fact that we can put aside the dog 
whistles and just think about football? No doubt, 
Newton is a flawed passer. He has a huge throwing 
arm but doesn’t always know when to throttle back, 
and his accuracy (especially on sideline throws) is 
variable. But as a runner? My God. And yet that brings 
up...

Drafting Newton centers around two questions. Will 
his running get him hurt, and is this the year the 
Panthers make him stop? I can’t give you unequivocal 
answers, but I can tell you that since 1970, we’ve 
seen only six campaigns where a QB in an age-27-or-
older season exceeded the lowest rushing output of 
Newton’s career (539 yards):

That’s a little scary, though the presence of Wilson and 
Kaep soothes me a little. The nightmare scenario here 
is Daunte Culpepper: a fantasy crusher who takes the 
wrong hit at the wrong time while running downfield, 
and is never the same.

 Age: 27     Years: 5     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 245     Injury: 2     Bye: 7

 2015:     3,837 PYD     35 PTD/10 INT     636 RYD     10 RTD     AY@C = 10.2

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 10     ’15 Final Rank: 1     ’16 Range: 1-4

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
Is Newton potentially reaching the point where 

he’s simply getting too old to run like he did in his 
first five seasons?

 Player Year Age RYD RTD
 Randall Cunningham 1990 27 942 5
 Michael Vick 2010 30 676 9
 Colin Kaepernick 2014 27 639 1
 Michael Vick 2011 31 589 1
 Russell Wilson 2015 27 553 1
 Randall Cunningham 1992 29 549 5

I downgraded Big Cam last preseason after 
Kelvin Benjamin’s injury, and Newton proved the 
composition of his wideout corps barely mattered. 
Benjy’s return could help. Newton will have some big 
throwing games. But you’re drafting him early to get 
his rushing stats, and in my mind: that’s a solid idea.

2. Aaron Rodgers, GB

I wish there were some way to quantify how vexing 
I find Packers ’15 game film. Let’s call it somewhere 
between Godfather Part III vexing and Paul Blart 
Mall Cop 2 vexing. I promised myself all winter I 
wouldn’t let my explanation be reduced to “Losing 
Jordy Nelson Really Hurt.” After all, the team couldn’t 
keep a serviceable left tackle healthy, Davante Adams 
displayed mitts so bad even the Duck Hands Family 
wouldn’t take him, and Randall Cobb couldn’t get 
open when defenses clogged short-middle lanes. And 
yet here I am, ranking A-Rod #2, and it feels like I’m 
basically saying, “Losing Jordy Nelson Really Hurt.”

Rodgers himself bears blame for ’15. As the 
campaign wore on, his frustration was tangible. He 
did his little blind-hamster pocket dance way too 
frequently, racking up the NFL’s third-highest Average 
Time Before Pass, and later in games you could 
see him forcing too many throws to wideouts too 
inexperienced to help.

But of course, nobody in recent memory has combined 
Rodgers’s arm, mobility, release and duende. So 
we ask ourselves whether last season represented a 
Nelson-related blip, or a legitimate and permanent 
downgrade to Green Bay’s offense. Clearly, by this 
rank, I’m choosing to believe the former explanation. 
But I’m a little nervous about how easy it is to just 
dismiss the latter.

3. Russell Wilson, SEA
 

Don’t assume you know what the Seahawks offense 
circa ’16 will be! And good heavens please don’t 
believe you can parse Pete Carroll’s breathless press 

 Age: 33     Years: 11     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 225     Injury: 7     Bye: 4

 2015:     3,821 PYD     31 PTD/8 INT     344 RYD     1 RTD     AY@C = 7.7

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 1     ’15 Final Rank: 7     ’16 Range: 1-7

 Age: 28     Years: 4     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 206     Injury: 0     Bye: 5

 2015:     4,024 PYD     34 PTD/8 INT     553 RYD     1 RTD     AY@C = 8.1

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 5     ’15 Final Rank: 3     ’16 Range: 3-7



conference jabberwocky into expressions of actual 
intent. Sunny Pete could literally give you a 1,000-
word quote praising gingivitis.

Moving pieces abound in Seattle’s offense. Marshawn 
Lynch is gone. The o-line’s familiar names are 
gone. And Wilson spent the final six games of ’15 
masquerading as Joe Montana. No, it’s not likely the 
Seahawks become the league’s pass-happiest squad 
this year. But a wide range of offensive approaches is 
on the table.

My guess is that coordinator Darrell Bevell would like 
to stick to the run-heavy attack that goes well with an 
elite defense. But what if Garry Gilliam—who didn’t 
play well at right tackle in ’15—can’t play left tackle? 
What if Thomas Rawls’s broken leg winds up not 
being quite right, and the other RBs are just kind of 
meh? Wilson’s late-season heroics, which included 21 
TDs and 1 INT after Thanksgiving, could be tempting.

On film, Wilson is a confusing passer. He can go 
through Flacco-esque bouts of wildness, but rescue 
himself late in games with behind-the-line scrambling 
and those eyes in the back of his head. The reason 
I rank him so close to the top comes down to his 
running. Because he’s so savvy and takes few hits 
while scrambling, 500-plus rush yards feels like a safe 
floor, and if he’s healthy it’s not likely he gets capped 
at just one rushing TD again.

4. Carson Palmer, ARI

Listen, I’m scared to freaking death of Palmer. He’s 
been in the league 13 years and I know one thing: 
disaster lurks. Last year we had to wait until the NFL 

Stats Lie!

The Good: Wilson had a Passer Rating of 131.2 after 
Week 11! He was a fantasy monster and that will 

definitely carry over into ’16!

The Bad: In those six games, he averaged 31.3 attempts 
per game, which was 23rd-most among all QBs. Big Ben 

averaged 43 attempts in the same span!

 Age: 37     Years: 13     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 235     Injury: 10     Bye: 9

 2015:     4,671 PYD     35 PTD/11 INT     24 RYD     1 RTD     AY@C = 10.4

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 17     ’15 Final Rank: 5     ’16 Range: 3-7

playoffs —long after he could spread his BadCarson™ 
Germs on your fantasy team—but sure enough, in 
January he eventually he soiled himself and wrecked 
the Cardinals’ title hopes.

It shouldn’t be like this. Palmer has a talented and 
varied receiving corps, a hyper-aggressive play caller, 
good-not-great blocking and a pretty big arm. But 
BadCarson™ can bite you. Sometimes it’s obvious 
on film he just doesn’t see a defender and makes a 
disastrous throw. Sometimes he just panics.

But look at me, poking holes by way of justifying 
my horrifically wrong rank of Palmer last year! I 
was wrong! I admit it! Based only on ’15, you’d say 
BadCarson™ has a chance to be fantasy’s #1 QB, 
because the numbers really weren’t a mirage. He was 
awfully good in the regular season, and Bruce Arians 
calls plays with a “screw-you” mentality that hearkens 
back to a more vertical approach; the Cardinals had 
more attempts that traveled 10+ yards in the air than 
any NFL team last year. At his best, Palmer should be 
terrific. Still, if you ranked Method Man based only on 
How High, you’d say he’s a future Oscar winner. The 
full body of work matters.

5. Drew Brees, NO

Brees was a popular guy to trash in advance of ’15. 
He’d just turned 36 and had just finished outside 
fantasy’s top five QBs for the first time since ’10. Both 
he and Sean Payton were widely presumed to be on 
their respective ways out of the Big Easy. And Jimmy 
Graham had been traded. But in the end, statistically 
speaking, everything worked out just fine, didn’t it? 
How boring: another 4,800-yard season.

Well, I can find reasons to worry. Take away that 
insane Week 8 52-49 defensive poopfest against the 
Giants in which he scored 44 fantasy points, and 
Brees’s per-game fantasy point average dips nearly 
outside the QB top 10. Now, that kind of selective 
analysis is a losing enterprise, but my film-watcher’s 
sense is that Brees has lost some consistency as a 
deep-ball thrower, which in turn could rid him of some 
fantasy upside.

 Age: 37     Years: 15     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 209     Injury: 1     Bye: 5

 2015:     4,870 PYD     32 PTD/11 INT     14 RYD     1 RTD     AY@C = 7.9

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 8     ’15 Final Rank: 6     ’16 Range: 4-6



But quite obviously, rumors of his demise were greatly 
exaggerated. Brandin Cooks is a star, the o-line stayed 
mostly in sync and Mark Ingram became a screen-
catching menace. It’s still the same offense, Brees is 
still the same sweaty little bundle of contrived gee-
whizzyness, and the Saints offense should continue to 
be a handful. Time waits for no man, and now Brees 
is in his age-37 season, plus while Payton agreed to a 
five-year extension with the Saints, as of this writing 
Brees was still entering the final year of his contract. 
I can’t imagine he doesn’t get a deal done to finish 
his career in New Orleans, just as I can’t imagine he 
won’t be a fantasy starter this year if he stays healthy. 
But it’s fair to say, at the very least, that Brees is on 
the back-nine.

6. Andrew Luck, IND

Let me be the 705th football analyst to wonder what 
the heck happened to Andrew Luck last year. It’s 
pretty mystifying. Yes, certainly, he lacerated a kidney 
in Week 9 and that ended any chance he had to salvage 
his season. But before then? He was mistake prone, he 
got his offensive coordinator canned, and he basically 
had everyone speculating about what in the world was 
wrong with him from the opener forward.

It wasn’t pretty. All the worst impulses Luck showed 
in his first three seasons were magnified. The costly 
interceptions attributed to the follies of youth became 
more frequent and less charming. He reacted worse 
to pressure, threw into traffic more frequently, and 
the one thing he had going for him right away as an 
NFL player—good-to-great throwing accuracy on a 
play-by-play basis—seemed to leave him. On the one 
hand, we can speculate that Luck was hurt all year 

Stats Lie!

The Bad: Watch out! Brees ranked 19th in Average Yards 
at the Catch last year, lending credence to the idea that 

he’s become a dink-and-dunk artist.

The Good: That’s what the Saints offense is! Brees 
finished 24th and 22nd in AY@C the two years before 

’15. Sean Payton loves his screen game.

 Age: 27     Years: 4     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 240     Injury: 9     Bye: 10

 2015:     1,881 PYD     15 PTD/12 INT     196 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = 9.5

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 2     ’15 Final Rank: 27     ’16 Range: 1-10

(and remember he did sit out Weeks 4 and 5 with 
a shoulder problem), and on the other hand we can 
lament the fact that he’s still committing the same 
kinds of mistakes he did as a rookie. The truth is that 
we won’t know whether White Shrek’s comedown 
was permanent or injury-related until Week 1 against 
the Lions. Which brings me to....

Answering this one is tough, because it’s difficult to 
quantify how “bad” Luck was. I mean, he averaged 
18.0 fantasy points per game, which was top 10 in 
the league. In this case, I’ll take passer rating as a 
representative number; it’s clearly a stupid stat in 
absolute terms, but comparing a QB’s own seasons 
against one another can at least begin to quantify that 
player’s progress or lack thereof. Luck’s passer rating 
dipped a whopping 21.6 points from ’14 to ’15. That’s 
a lot! See the following chart, which represents the 
biggest rate drops over the past decade:

This is a motley crew! You’ve got end-of-career guys 
falling off cliffs, disastrous players leaving the league 
and, yes, a few QBs who righted the ship. Oh yeah 
and, mystifyingly, Big Ben twice.

This list may mean nothing for Luck. You could easily 
argue that on this list he’s the only in-his-prime guy in 
the “potentially elite” class other than Roethlisberger, 
and Big Ben jumped back into stardom twice. But 
I’d argue we also shouldn’t assume a perfect return. 
There are systemic problems in Indy that a few rookie 
o-linemen won’t automatically fix. I lean toward a 
successful return, not least because I’m fascinated to 
see what new coordinator Rob Chudzinski will do 

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
Are there modern precedents for elite QBs who’ve 

taken single-season dips as extreme as Luck’s 
2015, and how do they fare a year later?

 Player  Year  Rate Drop Next Year
 Josh McCown  2014 -38.5 +22.8
 Nick Foles  2014 -37.8 -12.4
 Brett Favre  2010 -37.3 retired
 Peyton Manning  2015 -33.6 retired
 JaMarcus Russell  2009 -27.1 released
 Jake Delhomme  2009 -25.3 DNQ
 Ben Roethlisberger  2008 -24.0 +20.4
 Rich Gannon  2003 -23.8 DNQ
 Ben Roethlisberger  2006 -23.2 +28.7
 Marc Bulger  2007 -22.6 +1.1
 Matt Hasselbeck  2006 -22.2 +15.4
 Andrew Luck  2015 -21.6 ???



with two lightning-bug receivers on the outside. But 
White Shrek had better grow up in his fourth year, or 
risk a permanent downgrade.

7. Ben Roethlisberger, PIT

Speaking of the mercurial Big Ben...! I admit I was 
tempted to put Roethlisberger’s possible range of 
outcomes higher. I thought, “Why can’t he be the 
#1 QB if everything goes right?” He’s got Antonio 
Brown. He’ll hopefully get 12 games of Le’Veon Bell. 
Todd Haley likes to take shots.

But a look back over Roethlisberger’s career leaves 
the impression that some fly always winds up 
swimming in his particular ointment. He’s never been 
cured of his tendency to hold the ball too long, and it 
sometimes gets him hurt. He’s got a huge arm but will 
baby passes in weird situations and suffer multi-pick 
games when you (and the Steelers) least need them. 
And heaven knows he’s one of the NFL’s biggest 
divas: a guy who perpetually leaks how injured he is, 
seemingly so he can bolster his own reputation for 
toughness.

And so my guess is that in ’16 something else will get 
in the way. Big Ben will do enough to be a fantasy 
starter and to make Brown great. He’ll have a bunch 
of three-TD games. But he’ll miss games or crunch his 
fantasy squads with a few head-clutching plays, and 
that’ll once again keep him from super-elite fantasy 
status.

8. Tom Brady, NE

Is Deflategate the stupidest thing in the history of 
sports? Let’s see. There’s Jean Van De Velde, Leon 
Lett, Chris Webber, Downtown Freddie Brown, 
Joe Pisarcik, Grady Little and Bill Gramatica. 
There’s Rush Limbaugh at ESPN, Michael Jordan 
in Birmingham, Isiah Thomas running the Knicks. 
There’s Bobby Petrino’s motorcycle ride, Plaxico 
Burress in da club and John Rocker ever talking, ever.

 Age: 34     Years: 12     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 240     Injury: 4     Bye: 8

 2015:     3,938 PYD     21 PTD/16 INT     29 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = 10.0

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 6     ’15 Final Rank: 20     ’16 Range: 4-8

 Age: 39     Years: 16     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 225     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:     4,770 PYD     36 PTD/7 INT     53 RYD     3 RTD     AY@C = 7.8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 4     ’15 Final Rank: 2     ’16 Range: 6-9

Yup, Deflategate is the stupidest thing in the history of 
sports.

Tom Terrific won’t be wiggling out of his Deflategate 
suspension this year, and missing four games has 
to let some air out of his fantasy rank. (See what I 
did there?) On the one hand, you could argue QBs 
are eminently replaceable in most fantasy leagues, 
so why not draft Brady in the third round, make it 
through September with schlubby Ryan Tannehill, and 
subsequently crush all your enemies the way Brady 
presumably will when he returns Week 5 in Cleveland 
with the heat of Hades burning in his eyes? On the 
other hand, if you lose a bunch of fantasy games in 
September, it could jeopardize your season before the 
playoffs ever arrive.

Quantifying the impact of four games you know a 
player will miss—and when he’ll miss them—is an 
inexact science, and maybe how much you lower 
Brady comes down to your own fantasy league. If you 
trust that you can stay afloat in September by starting 
a lower-level QB and then gain a massive value 
advantage when The Chin Dimple returns, I wouldn’t 
argue too strongly against elevating his rank into the 
top 3. But you should also add to the mix: Brady will 
be 39 when the season begins; he was as great as ever 
in ’15, but the cliff can come quickly.

9. Tony Romo, DAL

I’m going right back to the well with Romo. He was 
#9 on my QB list last year, and he’s #9 this year. 
(Check the dude’s uniform number. There’s never 
been a more “#9” player in league history.) In ’15 his 
collarbones had the stability of a Johnny Depp love 
affair, but the pain we all felt is probably now being 
overstated, just as the oft-pronounced worry that 
Romo was “one hit away” from a career-ending back 
injury was also probably overstated. Who isn’t one hit 
away in the NFL?

If Romo isn’t quite a Shakespearean tragic hero, at 
least he’s Aquaman. You know: perennially second 
tier, looks good in the uniform, has a fishy friend 
named Dez, but in the end if he’s left to his own 
devices eventually the Giants (read: giant squids) win. 

 Age: 36     Years: 13     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 230     Injury: 14     Bye: 7

 2015:     884 PYD     5 PTD/7 INT     13 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = 7.2

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 9     ’15 Final Rank: 41     ’16 Range: 6-11



Like, listen: the Cowboys should be good on offense, 
Romo will probably be healthier in ’16, but he can’t 
help himself. There will be games and moments that 
squash him and your fantasy squad, when suddenly 
he’s throwing back-to-back interceptions to Luke 
Kuechly on Thanksgiving and you can see his soul 
trying to escape from his body. It’s what he does.

In 2014, there were rumblings that Romo was better 
away from the spotlight in Big D. He had a 14/7 home 
TD/INT ratio, compared to 20/2 on the road. But 
the moment you start hearing an expert chirp about 
venue splits, run the other way. Perhaps there are rare 
cases when a player’s home environment suits him 
perfectly—Drew Brees comes to mind: in six of his 
past eight seasons his passer rating has been higher in 
the Superdome by double digits—but the vast majority 
of the time this phenomenon is explained by small 
sample size.

Small sample size is, of course, the bane of many 
stats in football. A couple poor plays can unduly tilt a 
player’s on-paper profile and give the knuckleheads 
something to squawk about. What’s the logic behind 
the home/road argument? Air travel? C’mon, these 
guys basically travel in lavender-scented supersonic 
bubbles. Unfamiliar beds? Maybe I’d have bought that 
in the barnstorming days, but not while Ritz-Carlton 
has anything to say about it. Crowd noise? I mean, 
sure, I guess silence is better than not-silence, but 
don’t these guys practice with AC/DC screaming at 
them every week?

There are so many examples of this supposedly 
immutable home/road trend flip-flopping from season 
to season. Just last year, Derek Carr was a 15/10 
TD-to-INT crumbum at home, while in his rookie 
year he was 14/6 and took 12 fewer home sacks. 
Russell Wilson was a disaster at home in ’14 with 
only six TDs (and six INTs) all season, then ho-hum, 
he went 17/2 in Seattle last year. You’ll often hear 
Matt Ryan invoked as the poster child for home-field 

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
That guy is a better player at home! 

Or: That guy is a better player on the 
road!

advantage, yet over the past two seasons he’s averaged 
15.8 fantasy points per game at home and 14.9 on 
the road. (Over the course of a season, 0.9 FPPG 
comes out to a whopping 14 fantasy points, also 
known as one long TD pass to Julio Jones.) Whenever 
home/road splits are invoked, rather than knee-jerk 
believing, ask yourself: is this one of the historically 
rare cases in which there’s something about a player 
or his surroundings that actually makes a difference? 
Because probably, there isn’t.

10. Philip Rivers, SD

Let’s hearken way back to the olden days—
November 1, 2015—when Philip Rivers was a 
potential fantasy MVP. After Week 8 last year, he 
led the NFL in passing yards, he was second in QB 
fantasy points and third in TD passes. And I wrote 
this:

Philip Rivers is not going to win the passing 
title.... He can get on a hot streak like nobody’s 
business, but he’s also prone to bouts of head-
clutching play. He’s a gunslinger: an old-
fashioned, Favre-esque desperado who goes 
down firing. He’s streaky, and the snowball 
can roll downhill for him at high velocity, 
especially when he’s in “force-it” mode.

Cue the harps and halos. Sure, I’m a dummy 
sometimes, but in this case my timing could scarcely 
have been better. Señor Bolo Tie topped 300 yards 
passing in a contest only once in the season’s second 
half, and had one or zero TD passes in five of those 
games.

I grant you that the Chargers offense line was a FEMA 
site, and it’s a borderline miracle Rivers didn’t wind 
up in traction. I’m not saying he’s a bad player; in 
fact, he’s clearly an above-average player. (Sometimes 
I think the reason he’s able to complete so many 
passes down the seam is that defenses are shocked he 
can shot-put a ball 25 yards.) With a healthy Keenan 
Allen, things could be more consistent. But be careful. 
Rivers’s problems will always run deeper than his 
surrounding cast. He’s a tough dude who plays 
bullheaded, and he’s gonna throw nasty, smelly picks.

 Age: 35     Years: 12     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 228     Injury: 0     Bye: 11

 2015:     4,792 PYD     29 PTD/13 INT     28 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = 7.1

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 13     ’15 Final Rank: 11     ’16 Range: 7-12



11. Matt Ryan, ATL

How many of you are still waiting for the Matt Ryan 
Superstar Train to leave the station? If your hand is 
raised, I encourage you to seek medical attention. Year 
after year, I’m harangued by Ryan apologists who 
proclaim that finally, finally!, this will be the season. 
Sorry. He’s now had Julio Jones for five years. It ain’t 
happening. Ryan has still never finished higher than 
seventh in QB fantasy points in any single campaign.

I’ll be the first to admit that in ’15, Ryan was a 
primary victim of Devonta Freeman’s ridiculous 
October. Little dude kept improbably busting red-zone 
TD runs, to the point where his QB had fewer TD-rich 
attempts than usual. But don’t absolve Ryan of all the 
blame, because if you’re a Falcons fan you got real 
tired of watching Matty Ice melt in ’15. Remember 
that interception he threw from his own 6—up seven 
points in the fourth quarter against the Colts—that 
D’Qwell Jackson returned for a TD? Remember the 
horrendous game-killer against the Bucs, down four, 
into the teeth of an obvious zone? Remember the 
whopper into the end zone, on the run, against the 
Vikings? These weren’t run-of-the-mill interceptions. 
He looked like a rookie.

Ryan won’t finish 19th among QBs again, because 
a guy with 600+ attempts every year who’s even 
vaguely competent and whose primary receiver is 
Julio Jones will throw for more than 21 TDs. But after 
watching him pull the same Matty Melt act year after 
year, his ceiling feels lower than ever.

12. Derek Carr, OAK

The second-year QB who most impressed me in ’15 
wasn’t Blake Bortles. It was Carr The Younger, whom 
I’ve dubbed the Big Dopey Golden Retriever. That’s 
how the kid plays. He knows what he’s supposed to 
do, and most of the time he does it. When he sins, it’s 
a sin of enthusiasm: a window that’s too small to try, 
a receiver who’s probably not quite open. More often 
than not, though, Carr The Younger is a Good Doggie.

 Age: 31     Years: 8     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 217     Injury: 0     Bye: 11

 2015:     4,591 PYD     21 PTD/16 INT     63 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = 7.8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 7     ’15 Final Rank: 19     ’16 Range: 7-15

 Age: 25     Years: 2     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 215     Injury: 0     Bye: 10

 2015:     3,987 PYD     32 PTD/13 INT     138 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = 7.7

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 25     ’15 Final Rank: 13     ’16 Range: 7-15

On tape in his rookie year, Carr was borderline awful. 
He looked overwhelmed under pressure, and was 
easily fooled by defenses; his stats were often made 
respectable by deep jump balls. But listen, film is 
agnostic. I report what I see. I saw a QB in whom I 
didn’t believe in ’14, and one I immediately believed 
in much more in ’15. This is a happy thing. I’m very 
willing to eat crow on Derek Carr.

Now, the Raiders will labor under positive 
expectations for the first time since...Bill Callahan 
intentionally tanked the Super Bowl? (Kidding.) 
Pressure busts pipes. We need to see Carr handle it. 
I think he can. His composure, his footwork and this 
throwing accuracy were so much better last year. I’m 
feeling the possibility of a little bit of a breakout.

Sometimes this is true! Jon Runyan made a big splash 
going from the Titans to the Eagles in ’00 and turned 
around their line. Kevin Mawae was crucial to the Jets 
in ’98 and Steve Hutchinson was great for a bunch 
of years with the Vikings after leaving Seattle. But 
I distinctly remember people talking up Marshawn 
Lynch as a rookie superstar in ’07 because the Bills 
signed the deadly combo of Langston Walker and 
Derrick Dockery for their line. Oops. Neither guy 
lasted past two years in Buffalo. How about Andy 
Levitre going from the Bills to the Titans for big 
bucks in ’13? Tennessee cut him after the ’14 season. 
Remember when the Saints lost Carl Nicks in ’12 and 
the Bucs signed him, what a change in the balance 
of power that was going to be? Nicks hurt his toe his 
first month in Tampa and was retired two years later. 
And poor LeCharles Bentley signed a huge deal with 
the Browns in ’06, ruptured an Achilles’ in camp, and 
never played a down for the team.

All this is to say: relying on a big-name o-line free 
agent signing as the reason you like a skill player is 
a dangerous (read: stupid) game. Even in a best case, 
it can take a long time for a new line to gel. This time 
last year, crutchers inside the fantasy echo chamber 

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
They signed some offensive linemen 

I’ve heard of! That o-line is gonna be 
so much better!



were talking up the Chargers offense because the 
team signed Orlando Franklin. That didn’t work out 
very well. I’m not telling you Kelechi Osemele can’t 
help transform the Raiders or that Alex Mack will fail 
with the Falcons. I’m just telling you neither guy is 
an immediate sure thing, and they shouldn’t be on the 
list of reasons you spout for why you like Oakland or 
Atlanta skill players. History tells us their acquisitions 
might help right away, and they might not.

13. Eli Manning, NYG

If Matt Ryan has a relatively fixed ceiling, Eli has a 
concrete slab five feet above his oddly shaped noggin. 
Even with Odell Beckham making highlights the past 
two seasons, Manning finished 10th in QB fantasy 
points in both campaigns. Bleh. The reason? Eli hasn’t 
thrown fewer than 14 picks in a season since ’08, 
and in that span has averaged 18 per campaign. For 
reference, in 27 combined seasons Aaron Rodgers and 
Tom Brady have never thrown for more than 14 INTs.

Cranky old Tom Coughlin is gone from Gotham, and 
Ben McAdoo’s snazzy West Coast attack got him a 
promotion to the head job. That means Eli won’t be a 
downfield bomber the way he was early in his career, 
and it grants him passing-rate efficiencies that look 
terrific on paper. But no matter the system he helms, 
like Tony Romo, Eli’s cumulative season stats make 
it seem like owning him in a fantasy league was more 
comfortable than it actually was. That’s because he’ll 
have a few games each year that are land-mines. When 
you least expect it, when you couldn’t have predicted 
it, a terrible performance blows up your fantasy squad.

 Age: 35     Years: 12     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 218     Injury: 0     Bye: 8

 2015:     4,432 PYD     35 PTD/14 INT     61 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = 7.5

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 15     ’15 Final Rank: 10     ’16 Range: 9-14

Stats Lie!

The Good: Why does everyone underrate Eli so much? 
Quarterbacks who finish with 4,400 yards and 30+ TDs 

don’t grow on trees!

The Bad: Manning always looks better in the aggregate, 
but he’s basically guaranteed to have four games per 

season where he just gets lost, and gives you single-digit 
points. It’s tough to predict when those games will be!

14. Matthew Stafford, DET

Megatron has left the planet, and now all bets are off. 
You’ll hear noise this summer about how the Lions 
found themselves once Jim Bob Cooter became their 
play caller, but having re-watched a large chunk of 
their film, I honestly don’t see a massive change in 
how they played, even if the numbers got way better 
(Stafford had 19 TDs and 2 INTs from Week 10 
forward...hello, small sample size!). If anything, under 
Jim Bob they got a bit screen-heavier, and last time 
I checked, “screen-heaviness” doesn’t usually figure 
high on your fantasy QB wish list.

Overall in ’15, Stafford’s Average Yards at the Catch 
was second-lowest among all qualified QBs, ahead of 
only arch-conservative Alex Smith. We all know that 
Stat Padford has a big ol’ arm, but last year he was 
only 20th in attempts thrown 20+ yards. This is a huge 
change! Stafford has annually been among the leaders 
in this category! An emphasis on getting the ball out of 
his hand quicker—and removing some of his decision-
making authority—made him a more accurate-
looking QB on paper, but it also clearly made him a 
less-explosive QB on the field. And with no Calvin 
Johnson, Stafford’s upside feels all the more muted. 
It’s hard to imagine after such a screen-heavy season 
and after losing one of the greatest downfield receivers 
in NFL history, the Lions will choose this moment to 
transmogrify back into a bomb-heavy offense.

15. Blake Bortles, JAC

Let the complaining begin. “You’re crazy, you 
cheesecake with two blueberries on top! Bortles led 
me to my fantasy title last year! What more does a 
young QB need to do?”

Hey, if I were basing all these profiles on stats alone, 
Blake Bortles would be a top-five fantasy QB and 
Devonta Freeman would be my first RB off the board. 
I’m a film-watcher, and all I can do is tell you what I 
see. And in Bortles what I see is a signal-caller who 
dug himself massive holes, week after week, and then 

 Age: 28     Years: 7     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 226     Injury: 0     Bye: 10

 2015:     4,262 PYD     32 PTD/13 INT     159 RYD     1 RTD     AY@C = 6.4

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 12     ’15 Final Rank: 9     ’16 Range: 8-16

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 245     Injury: 0     Bye: 5

 2015:     4,428 PYD     35 PTD/18 INT     310 RYD     2 RTD     AY@C = 9.3

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 26     ’15 Final Rank: 4     ’16 Range: 7-17



racked up empty-calorie stats trying to claw his way 
back out.

Bortles led the NFL in TD passes when his team was 
trailing by at least 7, 10, 14 and 17 points. In first 
halves, Bortles had 12 TDs and 10 INTs (as opposed 
to a 23/8 ratio in second halves). Those numbers jibe 
with my experience watching him, but there probably 
isn’t a perfect single stat to encapsulate this. We could 
blame a bad Jaguars defense, too, for digging some 
non-Bortles-related holes, and it’s to B.B.’s credit 
that he was at least capable of producing lost-cause 
numbers. Not all QBs are.

This is purely anecdotal evidence amassed from a 
decade of watching film, but Bortles’s weird season 
does bring a few others to mind. Tony Romo in ’12 
tossed for a career-high 4,903 yards with eight games 
of at least 400 yards, but the Cowboys were always 
playing from behind and did their typical December 
swoon. That same year, remember Matt Stafford’s 
insane 4,967 yards somehow backed up by only 20 
TDs? He had 12 first-half INTs and the Lions lost their 
final eight games. Matt Schaub in ’10? Big overall 
numbers, but so much time with the Texans trailing 
big. Like I said: anecdotal, plus in my memory, none 
of these guys were quite so incompetent early in 
games as Bortles circa ’15.

But the truth is, it’s hard to find QBs who posted 
numbers as big as Bortles’s—no matter what game 
situation they posted them under—and fell off the 
fantasy map the next season. Jay Cutler in ’08? Josh 
Freeman in ’12? Andy Dalton in ’13? Which is why 
my rank of Bortles doesn’t have him falling entirely 
off the fantasy map. But it also doesn’t have him 
repeating his stupefying ’15.

Why? Because his mechanics are a mess. He’s got 
a very good arm, he’s an underrated runner, and of 
course he’s got Allen Robinson, whom I love. But two 
seasons into his pro career, Bortles is still a disaster 
with his footwork. Watch him move around and throw 
on the run: his feet are all over the place. He gets 

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
Just how rare is it for a QB to make so many 

mistakes and play from so far behind, and what 
happens to them the following season?

himself in crazy positions and tries to rely on arm 
strength to rescue him, but often he winds up throwing 
wildly. Listen, obviously, he’s 24. He could improve, 
and if he does, this rank will be dumb. But until I see 
it, I’m not investing a starter-level pick in Bortles.

16. Ryan Fitzpatrick, NYJ

There was lots of drama over Fitzpatrick’s free agency 
this spring and summer, but after months of sturm 
und drang, he signed. Contract posturing aside, we 
all know what Fitz is. He’s a decent QB with a mad-
dog streak a mile long. Even in his great moments 
last season (and there were many), he doesn’t seem 
satisfied making the easy play. He wants to thread 
the needle. I don’t believe the high interception totals 
he’s posted throughout his career are the result of an 
inability to read defenses or of a weak arm. He kind of 
just doesn’t give a crap. He’s gonna jam it in there.

When the Jets had a chance to claim a playoff spot in 
Week 17 last year, FitzMagic gutted his way through 
multiple injuries...and squished Gotham’s soul in the 
fourth quarter in Buffalo. There was the perplexing 
end-zone pick where Eric Decker was simply never 
open and Leodis McKelvin undercut the route. There 
was the pick when he waited too long in the pocket 
and should’ve known a hit was coming, but threw 
it anyway while Marcel Dareus was stomping him, 
popping up the ball for an easy INT. And there was the 
desperation throw into a soft zone where he read that 
Decker keep going, and Decker stopped.

He’s back as the Jets starter, so Fitz has good receiving 
weapons and a terrific system. The Jets ran 404 
offensive snaps with four-plus WRs on the field last 
year; no other team ran more than 143. And Fitzpatrick 
should have a pretty good line, though D’Brickashaw 
Ferguson’s retirement and Ryan Clady’s inheritance 
of the left tackle spot presents an open question. In the 
end, a repeat of ’15 is possible. Unfortunately, so is 
23-INT season. Fitz has done it before.

 Age: 34     Years: 11     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 223     Injury: 2     Bye: 11

 2015:     3,905 PYD     31 PTD/15 INT     270 RYD     2 RTD     AY@C = 9.1

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 28     ’15 Final Rank: 12     ’16 Range: 11-20



17. Andy Dalton, CIN

Non-film-watchers have never understood my Andy 
Dalton disdain. They see his #12 QB fantasy points 
finish in ’12 and his #5 finish in ’13. They see the pace 
he was on last year before he (foolishly) broke his 
thumb, which would’ve put him around #7. And they 
become believers.

I am not a believer. Through 13 games last year, 
he had curbed his insane tendency toward tongue-
wagging picks, but I’m not ready to say they’re gone 
for good. That’s because Dalton throws passes as 
if he’s got a big-league arm, and he doesn’t have a 
big-league arm. In fact, his arm is one of the NFL’s 
weakest. As such, I find him to be one of the league’s 
most “schemable” QBs, as he consistently puts passes 
in traffic...and often gets rescued by a receiving corps 
that got much thinner this winter.

For years I’ve said the Bengals have squandered 
one of the league’s best rosters by failing to upgrade 
on Dalton, and thus capping their upside as an 
organization. Dalton is the walking poster child for 
why judging quarterbacks solely on the basis of 
regular-season team wins is dumb. Yes, Cincy has won 
double-digit games in four straight years and that’s 
terrific. But the cold fact is that winning a bunch of 
regular-season games—many of which are played 
against inferior teams—is easier than winning in the 
playoffs. It’s not hard to be seduced into thinking you 
have “the guy” when he’s beating up on the Browns. 
But when the opponents get better and the stakes get 
higher, you need more than a so-so arm and a stubborn 
streak to win, and that’s where Dalton has fallen short.

“Okay,” you might argue, “so Dalton isn’t an NFL 
champion in the making. What do I care? If you’re 
saying he’s capable of fattening up in the regular 
season, that suits my fantasy purposes fine.” My 
problem here is I don’t trust that Dalton’s bad-
interception tendencies are gone, because I don’t think 
he plays within the limits of his arm strength. I think 
he thinks he’s Brett Favre. With a reduced receiving 
corps, I worry a ’14 relapse could be coming.

 Age: 29     Years: 5     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 216     Injury: 3     Bye: 9

 2015:     3,250 PYD     25 PTD/7 INT     142 RYD     3 RTD     AY@C = 8.5

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 20     ’15 Final Rank: 20     ’16 Range: 11-20

18. Jameis Winston, TB

Winston’s rookie year was pretty good, and there 
are signs he could advance further in ’16. From the 
beginning, the Bucs didn’t need Winston to “split the 
field in half” by rolling out, the way teams often do 
with young QBs. In Cam Newton’s rookie season, 
for instance, the Panthers had him roll out a ton so 
he wouldn’t have to process a full field’s worth of 
information. Accordingly, it’s fair to conclude that 
Tampa trusted Winston as a first-year player more 
than Carolina trusted Newton. Jameis’s footwork was 
generally pretty good and he ran a lot of plays with 
three and four available receivers.

But I’m not going crazy here. Sometimes Winston 
didn’t trust his eyes and when he got deep into his 
progressions and his guy was covered, he’d just throw 
it anyway. (That’s what I call a Blake Bortles Special.) 
And there were too many times where his mechanics 
looked fine to me, but he sailed throws anyway. That 
speaks to inexperience and perhaps a lack of trust in 
his receivers.

It should go without saying that Winston’s #14 finish 
in QB fantasy points was strongly influenced by six 
rushing TDs—second-most among signal callers—five 
of which came from inside an opponent’s 5. Hey, he’s 
a big guy, maybe short TD runs will be as much a 
part of his game as they are Newton’s. If they regress, 
though, Jameis will have to be a markedly more 
advanced passer to justify being your fantasy starter.

Stats Lie!

The Good, Which Is Actually Bad: Dalton threw TDs on 
an unsustainable 6.5% of his attempts, the third-highest 

such rate in the NFL, after averaging 4.7% his first
four years.

The Bad, Which Is Actually Good: Dalton had fewer 
pressures-per-dropback than all but three qualified QBs, 
which enhanced his numbers. But that’s good! Cincy has 

a good o-line!

 Age: 22     Years: 1     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 231     Injury: 0     Bye: 6

 2015:     4,042 PYD     22 PTD/15 INT     213 RYD     6 RTD     AY@C = 9.8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 22     ’15 Final Rank: 14     ’16 Range: 13-20



19. Kirk Cousins, WAS

Here’s my nominee for the 2016 Nick Foles Award. 
You may recall I famously doubted Foles throughout 
his dream ’13 season, proclaiming I’d never seen a 
luckier player. I expected the bottom to fall out quick 
for Foles, and it did. With Cousins, I’m calling my 
shot again. I’m not 100% sure he makes it out of this 
season as Washington’s starter.

Now, the absurdity of Cousins’s ’15 season doesn’t 
hold a candle to Foles’s ’13, but I’m still stunned 
when I read that Cousins only threw 11 picks. I’ve 
gone back and found double-digit times where he 
should’ve been intercepted last year and wasn’t. Heck, 
he was on the verge of a benching (and Jay Gruden 
was on the verge of a firing) down 24-7 to Tampa at 
halftime in Week 7, and in that very game, during 
the fateful two-minute drive, the very play before he 
threw a game-winning touchdown, Cousins zinged a 
ball right at a Tampa defender in the end zone, and if 
Chris Conte had adjusted to the pass, Cousins’s and 
Washington’s season would’ve ended a lot differently.

I’d be lying if I said Cousins didn’t have nice 
moments. That Bills tape from Week 15 is basically 
flawless. But I watch the second half of the Jets game, 
I watch almost all the Bears game—especially four 
minutes left in a game he’s winning, a garbage throw 
to no one across the middle that should’ve been picked 
but was deflected like eight times—and would-be 
interception drops against the Giants, the Dolphins, the 
Rams...I’m gonna say it. He was lucky. I don’t think 
he’s a starting NFL quarterback. Obviously there’s 
a chance I’m wrong, and that this profile will come 
back to haunt me, which is why I acknowledge he’s 
got more upside than several of the guys I rank around 
him. Even though I’ve nudged him up in mid-August, 
considering where he’ll be drafted I’ll be letting 
someone else take him.

 Age: 28     Years: 4     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 202     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:     4,166 PYD     29 PTD/11 INT     48 RYD     5 RTD     AY@C = 7.7

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 31     ’15 Final Rank: 8     ’16 Range: 11-26

20. Brock Osweiler, HOU

Funny how a fan base can turn on you. Even as Peyton 
Manning galumphed into the sunset, the future still 
appeared bright for Broncos fans, because they had 
Brock Ice-Water, who filled in admirably during 
his first meaningful NFL action. But then Ice-Water 
decided he wanted stoopid money, and John Elway 
looked down at his most recent championship ring and 
surmised that he’d bought some goodwill. And that’s 
how the Texans paid $37 million for a guy who’s seen 
relevant action in six games.

Before writing this profile, I re-watched every one of 
Osweiler’s 275 throws from last year. And I do think 
it was reasonable for the Texans to conclude, “Hey, 
we made the playoffs with Brian Hoyer and Brandon 
Weeden, this guy shows promise, our team around him 
is talented, let’s spend the money.” But I also think it 
was reasonable for the Broncos to say, “We just won 
a Super Bowl and we’re not sure enough that we want 
to be married to the lumbering doof for the next two 
years at huge dollars.”

Ice-Water was ragged at times in ’15, misreading 
safeties and failing to look off defenders in the middle 
of the field, plus later in his audition he was more 
tentative in the face of oncoming rushers. But when 
someone tries to tell you his arm is weak, don’t buy. 
I’m not calling him Aaron Rodgers, but he showed 
plenty of wing Week 12 against the Patriots on a 
couple key throws late. It’s become fashionable to say 
Osweiler was “terrible” in his stint as Denver’s starter, 
and that’s just not true.

Hey, with a lot of moving pieces in the skill positions 
around him, Ice-Water may flop around a little bit 
from a fantasy perspective. I expect the Texans to feed 
DeAndre Hopkins—never a bad thing for a QB—but 
otherwise play relatively close to the vest, until they 
know their new guy is significantly better than their 
old guys.

 Age: 26     Years: 4     Height: 6’8”     Weight: 240     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:     1,967 PYD     10 PTD/6 INT     61 RYD     1 RTD     AY@C = 8.6

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 40     ’15 Final Rank: 30     ’16 Range: 14-21



21. Ryan Tannehill, MIA

Which QB had the most throwing attempts with his 
team losing by 14 points or more? It wasn’t Blake 
Bortles! It was Tanny himself, who not coincidentally 
also scored the most fantasy points of any QB when 
down two-plus touchdowns. He made my Flag List 
last year—see that? I’m a dummy after all—and 
proceeded to play the kind of uninspired, mediocre 
ball that’ll get him cut after ’16 if he can’t make Adam 
Gase’s new system work.

When defenses aren’t laying back with a big lead, 
Tannehill just has real trouble completing passes down 
the field. It’s never been about his arm or his offense...
he just routinely misses open receivers down the 
deep sideline. Early in games it often winds up being 
the Jarvis Landry Experience, and Landry is a nice 
player, but he lines up in the slot on 70% of his routes 
and was 15+ yards down the field on only 25% of his 
catches. Good player, valuable kid in a PPR, but not 
the one I want to build my offense around.

That guy is supposed to be Tanny! Remember how 
we all blamed Mike Wallace for his crummy years in 
South Beach? I’m not blaming Wallace anymore. The 
Fins have spent huge on defense and have acquired 
a variety of interesting skill-position weapons, but 
all these moves have been predicated on the idea that 
Tannehill was the man who’d figure it out. Last year, I 
believed. But I’m chastened.

 Age: 28     Years: 4     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 220     Injury: 0     Bye: 8

 2015:     4,208 PYD     24 PTD/12 INT     141 RYD     1 RTD     AY@C = 8.2

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 11     ’15 Final Rank: 17     ’16 Range: 14-22

Stats Lie!

The Good: Well, maybe not exactly good, but Tannehill’s 
traditional Passer Rating in ’15 was 88.7, which tied 

Teddy Bridgewater for 21st and was only slightly below 
average.

The Bad: Passer Rating’s weakness is that it doesn’t 
consider game situation, so it weighs Tannehill’s 

garbage stats the same as any other. ESPN’s Total QBR is 
certainly also flawed, but it attempts to measure players’ 
contribution to meaningful game situations. It’s revealing 

that Tannehill ranked 31st out of 35 qualifiers in QBR 
last year. (Bridgewater ranked 13th.)

22. Marcus Mariota, TEN

After one year, I believe in Jameis Winston, and I 
believe in Marcus Mariota. Well, I mean, I don’t think 
there’s a ton of argument about whether they exist. But 
I think they were good draft picks, and that they have 
good stuff ahead of them in the NFL.

In the short term, though, the Tennessee roster 
doesn’t look close to contending, and the fact that 
Mike Mularkey stayed on as coach is baffling. The 
Titans have a weird mishmash of ill-fitting receiver 
pieces, running back question marks, and a college 
all-star offensive line. Before he injured an MCL in 
’15, Mariota had okay moments. He proved he could 
function in a pro-style offense and made quick throws 
well, but needs to mature handling pass rushers (as 
do most young QBs). His mobility is as advertised, to 
the point where I’d like to see the Titans allow him to 
improvise more in Year 2. But this is still a developing 
QB on what looks like a mediocre team. I’m willing to 
be a late adopter.

Just a moment ago, I mentioned Ryan Tannehill had 
the league’s most pass attempts with his team losing 
by 14+ points. However, the Titans were the team 
that had the most overall snaps down by at least two 
touchdowns. So (according to this crutch argument) 
surely that meant tons of fantasy production for 
Mariota and his late-season injury replacement!

Um, no. In such situations (i.e., losing by two TDs 
or more), Mariota had 103 pass attempts, three TD 
passes and two INTs. And Zach Mettenberger had 84 
attempts, three TDs and three INTs. League-wide, here 
are the numbers from ’15:

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 222     Injury: 4     Bye: 13

 2015:     2,818 PYD     19 PTD/10 INT     252 RYD     2 RTD     AY@C = 8.9

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 27     ’15 Final Rank: 22     ’16 Range: 14-23

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
That QB has an advantage for 

fantasy, because his team is terrible 
and always playing from behind!



You could probably sell me that being behind means 
you throw more. But often it also causes you to force 
things and make mistakes. And most importantly: bad 
teams are usually behind because they’re bad!

Yes, earlier I did proclaim that some of Blake Bortles’s 
production is tainted because he made big plays only 
after digging himself big holes, but I also gave him 
credit for being a non-abysmal QB and ranked him a 
respectable #15. And yes, I also invoked the “tainted 
production” argument against Tannehill. The point is: 
I view the “catch-up QB” label as an indictment rather 
than an endorsement; it’s a reason to be suspicious that 
a player’s talent doesn’t necessarily match his stats. 
In most bottom-feeders’ cases, you don’t want them 
in situations that require them to do such digging. The 
hole often only gets deeper.

23. Tyrod Taylor, BUF

Because of his legs, T-Mobile is more interesting to 
me as a fantasy option than as an NFL-quality passer. 
I admit he’s still young, and sometimes we see Year 
2 growth out of players who’ve just gotten their 
first starting opportunities, but film don’t lie when it 
comes to Taylor The Thrower. He’s not consistently 
accurate and last year if you covered his first read, he 
usually ducked his head and started running around 
the pocket. That doesn’t mean he automatically took 
off running beyond the line—in fact, I wish he’d 
scrambled even more—but it did mean that reading his 
progressions usually flew out the window.

The Bills would like Taylor to dink-and-dunk for as 
long as possible in games, because he’s not the guy 
you want trying deeper stick throws in big spots. He’s 
got the wing for it. It’s just that his downfield work 
last year largely consisted of throwing jump balls to a 
double-covered Sammy Watkins, and that’s not always 
gonna end well. Taylor is a super-elusive runner 
with elite acceleration, and if he stays healthy he’s a 
candidate to lead all QBs in rush yards. But he’ll let 
you down as a thrower. The Bills don’t appear to care 

 Situation  TDs  INTs TD/INT Rate
 Trailing by 14+ pts 126 74 1.70
 All other 714 362 1.97

 Age: 27     Years: 5     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 215     Injury: 2     Bye: 10

 2015:     3,035 PYD     20 PTD/6 INT     568 RYD     4 RTD     AY@C = 10.3

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 29     ’15 Final Rank: 16     ’16 Range: 16-24

very much what I think, though; they gave Taylor a 
new contract in August.

24. Jay Cutler, CHI

Well, this is it. The Bears can get out from under 
Cutler’s onerous contract after ’16, and unless 
Smokin’ Jay shocks us all, he’ll have to renegotiate 
or be on the street next winter. I mean, my God, how 
much more evidence do you need that Jay Cutler is 
the modern-day, walking-around reincarnation of Jake 
Plummer? (Smash-cut to Jake Plummer reading this: 
“Um, I’m not dead.”) Cutler comes with a tempting 
arm, good athleticism, and the sense he should 
produce. But he is very much Not Good Enough.

Last year the more constrained and controlled version 
of Cutler—a.k.a. “The John Fox Version”—showed 
some legit mobility in the read-option and freelanced 
less than ever as a thrower, and all that really got him 
was faint praise for looking like a totally average guy 
who still could dagger your heart with game-altering 
pick-sixes (which he did against the Cardinals and 
49ers). Because he’s got such a big arm, he does have 
a nice week-to-week ceiling; there’s a fun, stabled-
mustang sense about Cutler, like at any moment he 
might say “screw this” and throw one literally out of 
the stadium. But his primary fantasy role in ’16 is to 
not be the reason Alshon Jeffery lets us down.

25. Alex Smith, KC

I assume anyone who listens to my podcast gets the 
inside joke of having Smith ranked directly behind Jay 
Cutler. (Think: “La Bamba.”) Despite what I just said 
about Cutler, I’d still rather have him than Alex Smith.

I just can’t abide! The modern NFL requires some 
degree of swashbuckling from its QBs, and Smith has 
never met a buckle he would willingly swash. The 
problem is in his head. I don’t fully buy that he’s got a 
noodle arm; this guy was the #1 overall pick in the ’05 
draft! (Yes, he’s had injuries, and maybe I’m not being 

 Age: 33     Years: 10     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 220     Injury: 7     Bye: 9

 2015:     3,659 PYD     21 PTD/11 INT     201 RYD     1 RTD     AY@C = 8.4

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 18     ’15 Final Rank: 21     ’16 Range: 19-25

 Age: 32     Years: 11     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 217     Injury: 1     Bye: 5

 2015:     3,486 PYD     20 PTD/7 INT     498 RYD     2 RTD     AY@C = 6.3

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 23     ’15 Final Rank: 15     ’16 Range: 17-26



fair—maybe he’s a significantly reduced thrower 11 
years into his career.) And I don’t think this is all Andy 
Reid, so let’s ask....

I know personally, on my show, I give Reid flack for 
promoting an environment that encourages nothing 
but check-downs. But taking a step back, I’m not sure 
that’s fair. Those latter Michael Vick days in Philly 
were a lot of things, but “conservative” isn’t one of 
them. And here are the seasons of some other pre-
Smith QBs who ran the plays Reid called:

Alex Smith’s average depth of catch the past three 
years? 6.5, 5.6 and 6.3, which ranked second-to-last, 
last and last those respective campaigns. Listen, just 
averaging a QB’s air yards distance doesn’t tell you 
everything about his philosophy, but in this case it 
jibes with what I see. Smith is a very good athlete, an 
underrated runner, and an accurate thrower. But he 
eschews tight windows. He just won’t let the ball go.

The end result is that Smith is an okay guy to have 
as your low-cost second starter in a two-QB league, 
and he gives you inexpensive safety in a DFS 50/50. 
But in an era where 4,000-yard passing seasons are de 
rigueur, Smith is frozen in amber below 3,500.

26. Joe Flacco, BAL

There’s no QB in the NFL—and no QB I can summon 
up from what I know of NFL history—who’s more 
variable from play to play than the Gummy Bear 
Overlord. Boy, can he ever look good! If you know 
one thing about Flacco it’s that he’s got one of the 
world’s strongest arms, and those moments when he 

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
Is Andy Reid really to blame for the Chiefs’ 

constipated pass attack?

 Player/Year   Avg. Yards @ Catch
 Donovan McNabb, 2006 9.5
 Donovan McNabb, 2007 7.6
 Donovan McNabb, 2008 8.4
 Donovan McNabb, 2009 8.9
 Michael Vick, 2010 9.2
 Michael Vick, 2011 9.0
 Michael Vick, 2012 8.5

 Age: 31     Years: 8     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 245     Injury: 6     Bye: 8

 2015:     2,791 PYD     14 PTD/12 INT     23 RYD     3 RTD     AY@C = 7.0

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 19     ’15 Final Rank: 26     ’16 Range: 15-27

zings a deep out all the way across the field and hits 
his man in stride: they’re awe inspiring. But later in 
the same game...he’ll look so bad I almost can’t even 
explain it. I just re-watched his film versus the 49ers 
last year. In the span of less than a quarter, he:

• Threw one six feet over Kamar Aiken’s head 
over the middle.

• The very next play forced one into Aiken in 
double coverage and was picked.

• Next drive: a couple stick throws to Steve Smith 
in traffic, pure perfection.

• Backpedaled on first down and threw a pick with 
literally no receiver in the area, like a punt.

With Flacco, it doesn’t come down to surrounding 
cast and it doesn’t even come down to the fact that he 
suffered a torn ACL in Week 11. It’s that I just don’t 
even know what’s going on inside the guy’s head a lot 
of the time.

27. Robert Griffin III, CLE

Bobby Three Sticks had his glory time; unfortunately, 
that glory time lasted one season. At age 26, his legs 
are broken and he’s apparently never again going to 
be the runner he was back in ’12. And as a passer? 
I took grief for my assessment of RG3’s throwing 
shortcomings after his rookie year; suffice it to say the 
world has caught up to my opinion.

I know what some of you are thinking. “There’s 
nobody else halfway decent in Cleveland! Hue 
Jackson knows what he’s doing! Some young receiver 
has to emerge! This could be a value spot for a bad 
team everyone thinks is a fantasy black hole!” First 
off, may I refer you to the crutch argument up near 
Marcus Mariota’s profile? And second off: nah!

The Browns are razing this thing. They’re burning it 
to the ground. I’m not saying the players won’t try, 
but let me offer the cynic’s perspective. The new front 
office didn’t like the QBs at the top of the 2016 draft, 
so they traded the #2 pick, let all their free agents 
walk, cut some veterans, and gave the team to Bobby 
Three Sticks. And if they just so happen to wind up 
with the #1 pick next year, when they’ll be able to 
choose from among Deshaun Watson and whoever 

 Age: 26     Years: 4     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 222     Injury: 7     Bye: 13

 2015:     0 PYD     0 PTD/0 INT     0 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = N/A

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 35     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 17-36



else has a great final college year...that’s an acceptable 
outcome.

Seen in that light, Griffin’s poor field management, 
shaky throwing accuracy and entitled personality 
could be seen as more feature than bug.

28. Teddy Bridgewater, MIN

I’m still a fan of Teddy B., but I acknowledge he 
doesn’t belong near your fantasy team in 2016. The 
Vikings are so conservative on offense, they make 
the Chiefs look like Bernie Sanders. Whereas with 
Alex Smith, I’m guessing the coaches secretly wish 
they could change his System Preferences to “Take 
Risks,” in Bridgewater’s case this is about coaching. 
Mike Zimmer’s plan is to win games 13-10, and he 
just doesn’t want Bridgewater messing that up with 
mistakes. In Zimmer’s world, a punt is a good play.

Yes, if I were lining up the bottom five QB arms I saw 
on game film last year, Bridgewater would be on that 
list. Maybe it’s conservative play calling that doesn’t 
allow a lot of impressive, on-a-line deep outs, but fair 
is fair: those throws aren’t on film. What Teddy does 
is throw with touch beyond his years. His big plays 
are textbook drops in the bucket, smooth and savvy 
and often the result of extensive read progressions. 
The players he reminds me of most are guys like 
late-career Rich Gannon and late-career Philip Rivers; 
the ultimate aspiration would be someone like Joe 
Montana, who used to say his own arm was like 
throwing balloons at darts.

I believe Bridgewater is nails. Only a horrendous 
decision at the end of Week 14 in Arizona stands out 
as a costly brain fart from last year, and with a more 
aggressive offensive philosophy, he’d produce better 
stats. Lacking that, he’ll have to settle for being a 
better real-world than fantasy QB.

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 215     Injury: 1     Bye: 6

 2015:     3,231 PYD     14 PTD/9 INT     192 RYD     3 RTD     AY@C = 6.6

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 21     ’15 Final Rank: 23     ’16 Range: 18-26

29. Sam Bradford, PHI

“Why are you so low on Bradford this year?”
 —half of Twitter, circa 2015

“I wasn’t low enough.”
 —me, right now

Sam Bradford didn’t single-handedly drive Chip Kelly 
out of Philly. History will probably show that trading 
Nick Foles to get Bradford was an okay move, salary 
expenditure notwithstanding. But Bradford wasn’t just 
a hapless victim of history, either. He’s pretty bad! 
And his pretty-badness was just never going to get 
hidden because the Eagles went no-huddle.

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments

Kids, pro football systems are overrated. One 
mythology the NFL loves is that technocrats rule, that 
headset geniuses can, through sheer force of schematic 
and actuarial will, transform the stinky to the sublime. 
The ugly truth is that most offensive attacks share 95% 
of their DNA, with only terminology varying from 
team to team. Geez, so Chip Kelly wanted everyone 
to sprint from drill to drill and drink healthy shakes? 
And save five seconds per play by “going uptempo”? I 
remember a conversation I had with an ESPN football 
reporter when Kelly went to the Eagles. This reporter 
told me Kelly would not only revolutionize the NFL, 
but he’d create huge market inefficiencies in fantasy. 
Why wouldn’t you want to own every Philly player, 
since they were all going to have 15% more touches 
than players on other teams?

My response? Going fast only works if you make first 
downs. Otherwise you just punt quicker. You know 
what wins in the NFL? Good players.

Sam Bradford isn’t a good player. He’s not the worst. 

 Age: 29     Years: 6     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 224     Injury: 27     Bye: 4

 2015:     3,725 PYD     19 PTD/14 INT     39 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = 6.9

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 14     ’15 Final Rank: 24     ’16 Range: 19-33

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
Who cares if that QB has been 

inconsistent for most of his career? 
That system is gonna make

him a star!



But he’s fragile, and I’m not just talking about his 
body. Kid gets on crummy streaks and can’t bust 
out, he doesn’t see defenders sometimes, he’ll be 
going well then overthrow an open receiver by a ton. 
The Eagles may have given him a two-year deal this 
winter, but in mortgaging the farm to draft Carson 
Wentz, they signaled Bradford won’t be their man for 
very long. I expect Wentz to make starts this year.

30. Mark Sanchez, DEN

They can’t really be doing this, right? The defending 
Super Bowl champs can’t really be going into the 
season with the Buttfumbler as their starting QB. In 
fact, right now that appears to be exactly what the 
Broncos have in mind, as they let Brock Osweiler 
leave and drafted unpolished Paxton Lynch as a 
longer-term replacement. Wow. This will not go well.

The Sanchize is a mercilessly dumb player. He’s 
a good athlete, he can wing it wherever you want, 
but you won’t survive. Opponents have considered 
Sanchez among the most “schemable” NFL QBs in 
recent history because they can confuse him with 
pressure and with zone coverages that look like man. 
In a two-plus-game cameo with the Eagles last year, it 
was S.O.B. (Same Old Buttfumbler): he had receivers 
running free and just threw the ball over their heads. 
It’s been his move for as long as he’s been in the 
league.

I’ve heard many Broncos fans say, “Well, our QBs 
won’t be any worse than last year!” but that is so, so 
wrong. Peyton Manning did enough to win, especially 
early in games, and was a caretaker thereafter. It’s 
true that Demaryius Thomas and Emmanuel Sanders 
proved they don’t need perfect QB play to be fantasy 
starters. But trust me when I tell you the calls for 
Lynch will come early.

 Age: 30     Years: 7     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 225     Injury: 0     Bye: 11

 2015:     616 PYD     4 PTD/4 INT     22 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = 5.8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 34     ’15 Final Rank: 46     ’16 Range: 24-39

31. Blaine Gabbert, SF

32. Colin Kaepernick, SF

Yeah, I’m just gonna talk about the Niners QBs 
together. You don’t want ’em! Even if one of them got 
promised a full 16 games—which they won’t—you 
wouldn’t want ’em. Somehow Chip Kelly has arrived 
in the Bay Area with some fantasy owners still 
believing he’s magic: just rub the disgusting headset 
mic he licks before every play, and a genie will pop 
out of Kelly’s navel and grant you a fantasy title.

The Blaine Gabbert Rehabilitation Tour is in full 
swing, with reporters writing puff pieces about 
how he’s reborn now that he’s away from that nasty 
Jacksonville. No! No! It doesn’t matter what his ’15 
numbers say: he was very bad! He still jumps out 
of his skin every time a pass rusher flinches in his 
direction. And Kaepernick, well, I’ve just been so 
damn wrong about him for so damn long...I think 
there’s more QB ability in that body than in maybe 
all but five other guys on the planet, but it’s clear now 
he’s got a three-dollar head. If either of these guys is 
going to gain fantasy relevance, it’ll certainly be Kaep, 
but he’s coming off three surgeries (knee, thumb, 
shoulder) and is no sure thing to be ready. During 
your draft, pretend that red-and-gold franchise doesn’t 
exist. You’ll be happier.

33. Jimmy Garoppolo, NE

I mean, you’re drafting Jimmy Garoppolo for one 
reason only, and so it’s probably intellectually 
dishonest for me to put him ahead of players who (in 
one case at least) could start the entire season. That’s 
true not least because we have no idea if Garoppolo 
is equipped with anything more than Tom Brady’s 
handsomeness. In his presumptive four games starting 
the season as the Patriots’ main man, Jimmy G. (a.k.a. 

 Age: 27     Years: 5     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 235     Injury: 4     Bye: 8

 2015:     2,031 PYD     10 PTD/7 INT     185 RYD     1 RTD     AY@C = 6.8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 29     ’16 Range: 26-33

 Age: 29     Years: 5     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 230     Injury: 7     Bye: 8

 2015:     1,615 PYD     6 PTD/5 INT     256 RYD     1 RTD     AY@C = 7.2

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 16     ’15 Final Rank: 31     ’16 Range: 19-38

 Age: 25     Years: 2     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 225     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:     6 PYD     0 PTD/0 INT     -5 RYD     0 RTD     AY@C = 3.3

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 41     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 34-40



Jimmy Goatroppolo? a.k.a. Janeane Garoppolo?) will 
face the Cardinals, Dolphins, Texans and Bills, none of 
whom have an obviously atrocious defense. I have lots 
of faith in Belichick—I’m wearing the footie pajamas 
as I type—but I don’t think I’d be all that tempted 
to run Garoppolo out there in my fantasy lineup. 
The reason he’s ahead of the rest of the doofuses on 
my QB list is: maybe he proves something Week 1, 
and becomes usable in September in a deep two-QB 
league. Also: the rest of these doofuses will almost 
certainly be terrible.

34. Jared Goff, LA

There are reports out of Los Angeles that the Rams 
really may start Case Keenum in Week 1, and I guess 
I’m in no position to completely disavow those claims. 
But I have to believe that at the very worst, Goff 
will be starting in September. Keenum just isn’t any 
good. So I’m assuming Goff will post way more pass 
attempts than any of the dudes surrounding him on 
my QB list. Now tell me why that’s a good thing. I 
admit I wasn’t fully sold on Goff as the #1 player in 
this spring’s draft, but even if I liked him more, he’d 
still be heading for a nightmare rookie year. The Rams 
receiving corps is bad. The o-line isn’t obviously 
better (but then see also: the crutch argument in Derek 
Carr’s profile). As a coach, Jeff Fisher is mustache 
trash. Listen, two years ago there were serious 
tweeters who thought they were successfully nailing 
me because Austin Davis had a couple good games. 
People clearly want to believe. And sure, Goff could 
post maybe four games of exciting stats this year. But 
you won’t know when they’re coming.

35. Paxton Lynch, DEN

If Goff or Carson Wentz had somehow landed in 
Denver, I’d be more excited. That’s not because I 
don’t like Lynch; if you listened to my pre-draft 
podcasts this winter, you know he was my favorite 
long-term QB in the draft. But at Memphis he played 
in an offense that resembled an NFL attack the way 
you resemble George Clooney. (And if you are George 
Clooney: welcome! We should really talk about the 

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 210     Injury: N/A     Bye: 8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 27-36

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 6’7”     Weight: 244     Injury: N/A     Bye: 11

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 24-36

movie rights to my new novel.) Memphis has a spread 
attack, with everything based on pre-snap reads. And 
late last year, as college defenses caught on, they 
began to play closer to the line and Lynch struggled. 
I think his arm is accurate and relatively strong, 
but he’s never been exposed to anything close to a 
camouflaged NFL defense, and scuffled when freaking 
Temple took away his first read.

So even when Mark Sanchez inevitably stumbles, the 
Broncos might be willing to give the Sanchize a lot 
of rope. If and when Sanchez gets benched? Trevor 
Siemian might play. And heck, even if Lynch gets an 
opportunity to roll with a great receiving corps and a 
historic defense I don’t think he’s ready as a thrower. 
Now, he does run well for his size. Who knows: even 
if his passing chops aren’t ready, maybe he’ll accrue 
some fantasy appeal later in 2016.

36. Carson Wentz, PHI

Of the three first-round rookie QBs, Wentz landed on 
the NFL team with the most “stability” at the position, 
if Sam Bradford could ever be considered “stable.” I 
hate the simplistic argument that goes, “The Eagles 
never would’ve given up so many picks to trade up 
to #2 and draft Wentz if they didn’t view him as their 
man for the future.” But y’know what? In this case, 
the simplistic argument feels right. Philly can talk 
all they want about how they’d like Wentz to study 
for a year, but it won’t happen. The team will go 2-4 
with Bradford and the ceremonial benching will take 
place—Cheez Whiz on rib-eye for everyone!—and 
Wentz will commence tormenting his new fans with 
rookie yips. His primary complication as of mid-
August was the fact that suffered a fractured rib in 
Philly’s first preseason game, and his development 
could be impeded as a result. But I still think he’ll see 
plenty of action in ’16.

The Rest:
 37. Josh McCown, CLE
 38. Case Keenum, LA
 39. Trevor Siemian, DEN
 40. Brian Hoyer, CHI
 41. Derek Anderson, CAR
 42. Landry Jones, PIT

 Age: 24     Years: R     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 237     Injury: N/A     Bye: 4

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 29-37



 43. Geno Smith, NYJ
 44. E.J. Manuel, BUF
 45. Colt McCoy, WAS
 46. Drew Stanton, ARI
 47. Matt Moore, MIA
 48. Brett Hundley, GB
 49. A.J. McCarron, CIN
 50. Dak Prescott, DAL



1. Adrian Peterson, MIN

I get being afraid of AP. He’s 31. (More on that in 
a moment.) He’s already top 30 in rush attempts in 
NFL history. He just led the league in carries during 
his age-30 season. He’s the standard-bearer for a RB 
generation—and perhaps the entire position as we 
used to understand it—on its way out.

I’m taking him first overall in a standard fantasy 
league. He’s the most talented non-QB offensive 
player in the NFL. His legs can just do stuff they 
shouldn’t be able to do. You shouldn’t be able to take 
three lunging steps toward the line, accelerating near 
full capacity, and then squat mid-stride, assessing 
options, and then reengage. Nobody does this. It’s the 
opposite of what you teach young RBs. But Purple 
Jesus makes it work, and his vision is great, and he’s 
scary to tackle, and he still has a reasonable facsimile 
of the breakaway speed with which he came into 
the league. I can’t promise you he doesn’t get hurt. 
Players get hurt! Even non-RBs! (Here’s looking at 
you, Dez Bryant, Andrew Luck and Rob Gronkowski, 
all of whom were first-round picks in ’15.) And of 
course, the end will come sooner than later for AP. 
But based on how he played last year—not just his 
numbers, but how he played—I’ll be surprised if the 
switch flips off in ’16.

But of course, it might! So let me ask....

Not completely. But I’ll admit, it’d be rare. Here’s an 
assessment of top-10 great old RBs since 2000:

 Age: 31     Years: 9     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 220     Injury: 2     Bye: 6

 2015:   1,485 RYD    30 REC    222 RCYD    11 TD    3 FUM    10 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 6     ’15 Final Rank: 2     ’16 Range: 1-5

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
From a purely statistical perspective, how 

unprecedented would it be for an age-31 RB to 
continue elite production?

It’s not a big group. Way more guys have tried to 
do this and failed. But I hope you’ll agree Adrian 
Peterson is a better player, and will leave a more 
dominant legacy, than every other RB on that list. I’ve 
decided to give him the benefit of the doubt for at least 
one more season. And I’m not letting an early-camp 
hamstring tweak freak me out.

2. Todd Gurley, LA

On my podcast last summer, I told Cousin Josh that 
Gurley would eventually be the #1 overall draft pick 
in fantasy. But I didn’t expect it to potentially happen 
so soon! My instinct was to chalk ’15 up as semi-
lost because Gurley had torn his ACL the previous 
November, which illustrates how far ACL surgeries 
have come. Yes, Gurley missed the season’s first two 
games and had only nine carries in Week 3. After that? 
Ho hum, between Weeks 4 and 16 he was third in the 
NFL in totes.

Now we know what the fuss was about. It’s tempting 
to make Adrian Peterson comparisons—he and Gurley 
are both so big—but AP’s quick-twitch change of 
direction is on a different level for a man his size. I see 
Gurley as a cross between Marshawn Lynch and Ricky 
Williams: he’s a bruiser like Lynch but with riotous 
acceleration like Williams (and he probably has better 
top-end speed than either).

A Gurley doubter will look at the Rams and freak out 
that their QB is a rookie, their receivers are sub-par, 
and they’ve got the same shaky o-line as last year. I’m 
not here to over-praise the Rams offense, but I will 
say: don’t be so sure about the line. They started a 
pair of rookies on the right side last year (before guard 
Jamon Brown broke his leg), and as far as we know, 

 Player/Year Age Tot YD TD RB Rank
 Ricky Watters, ’00 31 1,855 9 8th
 Curtis Martin, ’04 31 1,942 14 4th
 Mike Anderson, ’05 32 1,226 13 10th
 Tiki Barber, ’06 31 2,127 5 7th
 Thomas Jones, ’09 31 1,460 14 6th
 Ricky Williams, ’09 32 1,385 13 7th
 Fred Jackson, ’13 32 1,277 10 10th
 DeAngelo Williams, ’15 32 1,274 11 4th

 Age: 22     Years: 1     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 227     Injury: 3     Bye: 8

 2015:   1,106 RYD    21 REC    188 RCYD    10 TD    1 FUM    11 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 23     ’15 Final Rank: 5     ’16 Range: 1-7



maybe those kids are ready to be better. Anyway, this 
isn’t a worse situation for Gurley than he had in ’15, 
when he finished #5 among RBs. Might there be a few 
frustrating games of stuffage in there for him, as he 
faces some stacked fronts? Sure. But none of us knows 
how most NFL teams and situations will actually turn 
out. You want talent. And Gurley’s got generational 
talent.

3. Jamaal Charles, KC

The issues surrounding J-Mail are part age and part 
injury. He’s about to be on the wrong side of 30 and 
might be part of a dying breed: the 300-touch RB. Plus 
he’s coming back from a season-ending knee injury. 
Fortunately for Charles, that injury was a torn ACL—
which seems to be getting less scary by the year—and 
happened in Week 5.

As recently as 2013, Charles was the #1 RB in fantasy, 
and he didn’t show signs of stopping last year until his 
knee went pop. Charcandrick West and Spencer Ware 
could eat his workload a bit and cause frustration, 
and I don’t usually fall over myself endorsing players 
JC’s size unless they’re otherworldly special on 
film. But Charles is. Last year he still had ridiculous 
springiness—change-of-direction and acceleration—
and he gets a surprising number of carries right up 
the gut, where he’s allowed to feel his way through 
gaps and then burst open and break big. We do have 
to worry that we won’t see him work in a live game 
until Week 1 and that we’ll have to wade through 
mountains of misinformation. The Chiefs brass is 
already talking about how “optimistic” they are 
for Charles to be ready on September 11, which 
sometimes feel like the kiss of death.

And if the risk that his knee doesn’t bounce back 
perfectly is just too much for you to stomach, I 
understand it. I really do. In standard-scoring leagues, 
I’m putting Charles as my #3 overall guy because his 
ability is still incredible (and because Le’Veon Bell 
likes weed). But if your board includes Charles further 
down, how could I argue too loudly?

 Age: 30     Years: 8     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 199     Injury: 13     Bye: 5

 2015:   364 RYD    21 REC    177 RCYD    5 TD    2 FUM    2 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 5     ’15 Final Rank: 49     ’16 Range: 1-8

Stats Lie!

4. Doug Martin, TB

Start to finish, the Muscle Hamster was great in ’15, 
but all can’t be forgiven with him, right? Like, this 
is still the guy who tormented us two straight years 
missing games and limping around when he was on 
the field, right?

I don’t know! I’ve long maintained that when he’s 
healthy, Martin is a young Ray Rice: a handful 
between the tackles who often squirts out the other 
side and is just gone. He led the league last year in 
carries that went 20 yards or more, and golly it’s 
the way he does it: he can almost always shrug off a 
glancing blow near the line, he’s just super direct, he 
has the dream shake when he gets near a defensive 
back, and all you see are defenders taking bad routes 
to tackle him. Nobody really believes he’s as fast as he 
is.

But we do have to factor in situations, and Martin 
doesn’t belong to that shrinking class of RBs whose 
week-to-week workloads are guaranteed. Charles 
Sims is a factor. Kid had 166 scrimmage touches last 
year and three games with double-digit carries. NFL 
backfields are nearly all platoons these days, so when 
your guy gets a two-thirds split in his favor, you take 
it. But it probably will be a split will be again in ’16, 
which is why as much as I like Martin’s talent, his 
injuries and workload dip him out of the fantasy first 
round for me.

Stats Lie!

The Bad: The past two years combined, Charles is ranked 
only 20th among qualifying RBs in Average Yards After 

Contact. See that? He’s soft!

The Good: AYAC isn’t a stat to make judgments by. What 
happens if a RB is so quick, he sometimes takes four or 
five carries untouched to the house each year? Whoops. 
No contact. Oh, and also, what happens if a RB is such a 
bruiser, he scores 7 TDs from inside the 2, like Jeremy Hill 
did in ’15? Whoops. Your AYAC drops from fourth in ’14 to 

41st in ’15. Guess Jeremy Hill got way worse, huh?

 Age: 27     Years: 4     Height: 5’9”     Weight: 223     Injury: 15     Bye: 6

 2015:   1,402 RYD    33 REC    271 RCYD    7 TD    5 FUM    14 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 24     ’15 Final Rank: 3     ’16 Range: 3-8



5. Jonathan Stewart, CAR

Okay. I guess I’d better take a little extra time to talk 
about Stew Beef.

I don’t look at anyone else’s ranks if I can help it. I 
really don’t. So I only wind up knowing I’m out of 
step on a player if a lot of tweeters ask me about him, 
or if I go on multiple other podcasts and they ask me 
about him, or if Cousin Josh comes on my show and 
expresses sputtering disbelief. I did a tweet-up with 
fans in Brooklyn this summer, and Carl W. literally 
asked me, “You’re not really taking Jonathan Stewart 
in the second round, right?”

Um. I guess I am?

I understood Carl’s point. If I look at the overall 
marketplace and find where my opinion varies 
dramatically with the herd’s, I could conceivably wait 
to draft a player I like more than most other people. In 
my experience, though, that tends to be a losing game. 
When I wait, I usually get burned and miss out on 
someone I really want.

Let’s talk specifically about why I like Stew Beef. I 
get that this rank reeks a bit of hypocrisy; if I’m gonna 
ding Mark Ingram or Ryan Mathews for getting hurt a 
lot, how can I avoid dinging Stewart, who’s failed to 
exceed 13 games in four straight seasons? My answer 
is: I don’t love Ingram’s or Mathews’s games like I 
love Stewart’s.

I love his game. I just went back and watched some 
more ’15 film, and it’s so good. Go back and watch the 
very first play of the Divisional Round against Seattle. 
Brandon Mebane gets an arm around him at the line 
and holds him up, but Stewart is a big dude and breaks 
free. And he gets going. And he shoots out of the pile 
at an angle Earl Thomas doesn’t expect, and Thomas 
takes a pratfall trying to change direction, and Stewart 
sprints for 59 yards. Or watch him Week 13 against 
the Saints, a simple outside zone out of shotgun, 
corner Brian Dixon has him sized up one-on-one, puts 
his helmet where Stewart was, and Stewart has zigged 
and is gone.

 Age: 29     Years: 8     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 235     Injury: 17     Bye: 7

 2015:   989 RYD    16 REC    99 RCYD    7 TD    2 FUM    4 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 13     ’15 Final Rank: 16     ’16 Range: 4-9

I get the hesitation you’re feeling. Cam Newton steals 
TDs. Stewart gets hurt. And as enamored as I am of 
Stew Beef’s mobility for his size, I admit he’s not a 
regular home run threat. But what he is is awesome. 
The workload feels safe. I love the guy.

6. David Johnson, ARI

I know you’re tempted by David Johnson, and I’m 
pretty tempted, too. But I have either two or three 
words of warning (depending on your feelings about 
how initials should be counted): “C.J. Anderson.”

Remember last year when some folks had Anderson 
as the #1 overall pick in fantasy? And most other 
folks (present company happily excluded) had CJA as 
a definitive first-rounder? Problem was: he wasn’t a 
special talent. He appeared to be in a special offense, 
but when that offense hit the skids, CJA was no longer 
a beneficiary. Everyone had fallen in love with a half-
season’s worth of elite production from a guy they’d 
previously pretty much never heard of.

And now we get D.J., and we really only saw a 
month’s worth of special production from him (though 
he did score a bunch of TDs as a backup earlier in the 
year). So the moment you’re tempted to make Johnson 
your first fantasy pick, take a breath, close your eyes, 
and smash yourself in the face repeatedly with a photo 
of C.J. Anderson.

But let’s talk about D.J.’s talent. On film, I do think 
his rookie year was better than Anderson’s. Legit size 
and straight-ahead speed and wonderful pass-catching, 
plus the concerns we heard about him out of Northern 
Iowa—that he shied away from contact and didn’t 
play like a 224-pounder—never materialized in the 
pros. His signature TD run Week 15 against the Eagles 
was ridiculous: he was basically stopped at the line, he 
staggered to keep his balance, the field opened up, and 
he took off and outran everyone.

If the Cardinals offense stays great—which basically 
comes down to whether Carson Palmer avoids 
injury and meltdown—Johnson should get terrific 
opportunities. But is he the guy who’ll carry the team 
if everything else wilts? Maybe. He’s a little heavy-

 Age: 25     Years: 1     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 224     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:   581 RYD    36 REC    457 RCYD    12 TD    1 FUM    3 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 50     ’15 Final Rank: 7     ’16 Range: 3-12



footed for me, not much of a lateral runner, and many 
of his big plays last year resulted from slow bounces 
to the outside, the kind defenses will scheme against. 
I’m a believer, but like I said, not in the first round.

What I’m not going to lose my mind over are the 
things Bruce Arians says about his backfield. Arians 
famously lied to reporters about a John Brown injury 
right up until game-time last year, and in general 
has a tendency to go off half-cocked about any 
number of things. He’s a charming rapscallion, but 
he clearly doesn’t consider “telling the truth about 
my depth chart” to be part of his job description. And 
that’s okay! He doesn’t have to! But that means it’s 
incumbent on us not to take the cheese when one day 
he makes it sound like Johnson might not even get 
half his backfield workload. I buy that Chris Johnson 
and/or Andre Ellington could get more carries than is 
comfortable for DJ owners. But I don’t buy that DJ 
won’t get first crack at a starring role

7. Ezekiel Elliott, DAL

There’s no winning when it comes to ranking a player 
like Zeke Elliott. A bunch of you have tweeted that 
I’m crazy for liking him enough to put him in my 
top 10 RBs. But then: I watched the NFL Draft with 
the podcast’s own Craig Clark this spring, and I told 
him where I was likely to put Elliott, and he was like, 
“That’s too low by at least four RB spots.” Shut up, 
Craig.

If you listened to the show this winter, you heard 
me gush about Zeke...skills-wise I think he’s ready 
to be an every-down contributor, he’s ready to pass 
block, he can catch it, he’s fast, he’s powerful. And 
on its face, the landing spot is perfection itself: the 
Cowboys still have a terrific o-line, and have shown a 
willingness to take advantage of it in the run game.

My hesitation is that old bugaboo of mine, the range 
of possible outcomes. Could Elliott be “the man” right 
away and obviate the need for all other Dallas RBs? 
Yes. But with Alfred Morris and Darren McFadden 
still in the fold (even with McFadden’s broken elbow 
likely to keep him out of camp), isn’t it also possible 
that the Cowboys ease in Elliott with a modest 
workload for a month or more? Let’s ask...

 Age: 21     Years: R     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 225     Injury: N/A     Bye: 7

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 1-14

Nine RBs were selected in the first round between ’10 
and ’15. None played in fewer than 10 games in his 
rookie year. Their workloads were:

This averages out to 177 carries and 209 touches. I 
daresay if Zeke gets 209 touches (that translates to 
13 touches per game), some fantasy owners will riot. 
Now, this is highly unscientific and kludgey logic. 
Maybe we should only compare Elliott to top-10 
picks? Or maybe “first-rounder” is a meaningless 
distinction now? (Unfortunately, combining first- and 
second-rounders lowers the average touch total to 
189.) The takeaway here should just generally be: 
despite how much we love Zeke before the season 
starts, it is possible for him to have a disappointing 
workload in his rookie year. This isn’t a crutch 
argument. This is real. Forcing rookies to prove 
themselves—regardless of whether or not you think 
they should have to prove themselves—is a real thing 
that’s been happening forever in the NFL, and is still 
happening regularly. Does that automatically mean 
it happens with Zeke? Nope. But I can’t ignore the 
possibility, which is why I’m not taking him in the 
first round.

I’m also adding in the fact that Elliott hurt a hamstring 
badly enough early in training camp to miss at least 
a week of action. That’s nothing close to a death 
sentence, and as of now, it’s not a reason to lower him 
in your ranks. But it’s something to watch, and it’s 
more significant than it would be for a veteran. Missed 
time in one’s first training camp can hurt. Let’s hope 
he gets back to action quickly.

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
How much workload are modern NFL teams 
willing to give highly drafted RBs right out 

of the gate?

 Player/Year Pick # Rush Rec Touches
 C.J. Spiller, ’10 9th 74 24 98
 Ryan Mathews, ’10 12th 158 22 180
 Jahvid Best, ’10 30th 171 58 229
 Mark Ingram, ’11 28th 122 11 133
 Trent Richardson, ’12 3rd 267 51 338
 Doug Martin ’12 31st 319 49 358
 David Wilson, ’12 32nd 71 10 81
 Todd Gurley, ’15 10th 229 21 250
 Melvin Gordon, ’15 15th 184 33 217



8. Lamar Miller, HOU

I guess now we’ll know for sure. Miller apologists 
have looked at his statistics for years and said, “Look 
at that per-carry average! The Dolphins never used 
him right! If they’d just given him 300 touches per 
season, he’d have been All-Pro!” Meanwhile, Miller 
doubters have looked at his film and said, “Maybe 
the several offensive coordinators who independently 
decided not to use Miller as a full-time back knew 
what they were doing.”

You’re not gonna find much fault with Miller’s 
rate stats. He’s a YPC and YPR hero, and in ’15 he 
converted four one-yard TDs that helped make his 
season. He’s got sprinter’s speed and good agility.
But over years of watching Miller play, I’ve gone from 
being an apologist to a doubter. There’s just something 
missing and I can understand why he’s driven coaches 
a little crazy. In terms of vision and overall football 
sense, I’m no longer 100% convinced. He’s the kid 
who zigs when he should zag, who’s one cut away 
from breaking into the clear but then fumbles. He’s 
good. But there seems to be something in the way of 
him being great.

Anyway, now we’ll find out! The Texans gave him 
$14 million guaranteed and it won’t be much of a 
challenge to beat out Alfred Blue for at least two-
thirds of the work. (I’m betting Jonathan Grimes, a 
third-down favorite of mine, becomes a bit of a Lamar 
nuisance.) The Houston offense has many moving 
parts, but it’s easy to imagine Miller winding up with a 
top-five workload. It’s up to him to take advantage.

9. LeSean McCoy, BUF

Statistically speaking, Shady didn’t do a ton in ’15 to 
reaffirm my faith in him, but I’m going back to the 
well. An early-season hammy problem cost him a 
couple games and a late-season MCL sprain cost him 
a couple more, and rookie Williams Karlos Williams 
famously swiped nine TDs. (Oh, and then for good 
measure, McCoy decided it would be a sweet move 

 Age: 25     Years: 4     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 212     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:   872 RYD    47 REC    397 RCYD    10 TD    1 FUM    7 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 16     ’15 Final Rank: 6     ’16 Range: 4-13

 Age: 28     Years: 7     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 208     Injury: 4     Bye: 10

 2015:   895 RYD    32 REC    292 RCYD    5 TD    3 FUM    6 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 9     ’15 Final Rank: 17     ’16 Range: 6-13

to get into a nightclub brawl with off-duty cops. 
Allegedly! However, McCoy isn’t expected to face 
league discipline.)

But when Shady was out there on the field...he was the 
same dude. Quicker than a bell clapper in a goose’s 
ass. (As my ol’ grandpappy would’ve said, had he 
not been from Massachusetts.) As I said writing 
about Jamaal Charles: a player this size must possess 
extraordinary moves to stay high in my regard. And 
McCoy does.

It’s fun to be on the other side on a player like Shady. 
I imagine the stats-watching echo chamber will see 
Williams Karlos Williams and his 230-pound body 
and his epic career-launching TD streak, and assume 
that McCoy is on the doomed, Gio-Bernard side 
of a platoon in Buffalo. That most certainly won’t 
happen to begin the year, because Williams will be 
suspended for the season’s first four games, but I had 
McCoy rated in this spot even before this Williams 
suspension was announced. As long as he’s healthy, 
McCoy will be the two-thirds to Williams’s one-third, 
and that’ll be enough for him to make big plays and 
win you weeks. The addition of Reggie Bush and the 
continued presence of Mike Gillislee doesn’t change 
that opinion.

10. Mark Ingram, NO

One of last September’s prime revelations was that 
Stephen Colbert isn’t actually a right-wing nutjob. 
One of last September’s other prime revelations was 
that Mark Ingram can catch! In 50 career games prior 
to ’15, Ingram had 53 grabs. In the 11+ games before 
he tore a rotator cuff last year, he had 50! What the 
what! Considering Drew Brees has given RBs an 
average of 167 targets per season during his decade in 
New Orleans, deciding you can catch is a smart career 
move.

So you no longer have to put Ingram in the “lower in 
a PPR” category along with Jeremy Hill and Chris 
Ivory and latter-day Frank Gore. Of course, you do 
still have to put him in the “when will his next body 
part fall off” category. I’m sure Ingram is a tough kid, 
and maybe it’s just his wild open-field running style 

 Age: 27     Years: 5     Height: 5’9”     Weight: 215     Injury: 13     Bye: 5

 2015:   769 RYD    50 REC    405 RCYD    6 TD    1 FUM    5 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 12     ’15 Final Rank: 15     ’16 Range: 7-12



that gets him hurt. You’ll never question whether 
you’re getting the full effort from Ingram: he’s a 
wicked slasher, he’s short-but-stout and tries to punish 
defenders, and while I never like to draft based on the 
“he’s the goal-line back!” game, it’s hard to ignore that 
among active players Ingram has the NFL’s second-
most carries from inside the 3 over the past four 
combined seasons. You get an honest, tough effort out 
of the guy, and only the likes of Tim Hightower and 
C.J. Spiller figure to get in Ingram’s way. But we do 
have to acknowledge that Ingram is likely to miss time 
at some point this season.

11. Le’Veon Bell, PIT

Argh.

I had Bell ranked as my #3 overall player in a 
standard-scoring league, and that was even with his 
ongoing recovery from a torn PCL. But no longer. 
Now Bell is outside my top 10 RBs and a third-round 
fantasy pick, all because apparently he really likes the 
dank.

Bell will miss the season’s first four contests; he was 
suspended for violating the NFL’s substance-abuse 
policy. So in a way, he’s in the same boat as Tom 
Brady. But in another way, he’s not. If he decides to 
spark up again or miss more drug tests, he’d be staring 
at least a 10-game suspension square in the face.

Stats Lie!

The Good: Ingram’s 4.6 yards-per-carry average was the 
second-best of his career. Dude has really made strides!

The Bad: Remove a 70-yard Week 10 scamper against 
Washington, and his YPC was 4.2. Also remove a 

44-yarder Week 7 against Indy, and he was 3.9! Two 
runs! Listen, we’ll take the plays, and it’s not entirely 

intellectually honest to remove those runs. But nobody 
is ever going to mistake Ingram for a perennial big-play 
artist: those are literally the only 40+ yard runs of his 

career! So you can’t fairly evaluate Ingram as though he’s 
a solid bet to hike his YPC with huge runs every year.

 Age: 24     Years: 3     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 225     Injury: 11     Bye: 8

 2015:   556 RYD    24 REC    136 RCYD    3 TD    0 FUM    8 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 1     ’15 Final Rank: 42     ’16 Range: 6-18

As with Brady, I’m sure there will be conflicting 
theories about how to factor Bell’s absence into your 
fantasy ranks. Some may say that the time off will 
be good to ensure his knee is healthy, and that he’ll 
return in plenty of time to dominate. Maybe I’m on 
the harsh side here. Heading into last season, when 
his drug-related suspension was reduced from three 
games to two, I called Bell my #1 overall player 
(which looked pretty good until the knee injury). But 
four games? With the possibility of more if he does it 
again? I don’t know: for every observer, there’s a point 
along the continuum of suspension lengths that would 
crush Bell’s value. Is yours six games? Five games? 
At some point if the dude isn’t going to start on your 
team for one-third of your fantasy regular season, 
and if there are questions about how much action his 
replacement—presumably DeAngelo Williams—will 
cede upon his return...I mean, as good as Bell is, I 
think the rank has to go pretty far down.

And then there’s the knee. Throughout August, you’re 
gonna hear the kind of cheerful reports on Bell’s 
health typically reserved for grandma’s pumpkin pie. 
He will be “ahead of schedule.” His footwork will 
be “off the charts.” He’ll look so good he will be “a 
candidate for the papacy.” And maybe these things 
will be true! But we won’t know for sure. We’ll be left 
to Zapruder ourselves into set opinions. The medical 
experts I’ve had on my show tell me that torn PCLs 
can be tricky, and potentially worse than torn ACLs. 
According to our injury expert Will Carroll, there’s 
actual, real risk that Bell won’t be himself all year. 
Will says that the key test for whether Bell is healthy 
will be whether he can jump-stop. Once we see that, 
we can start to believe all the happy pronouncements.

Healthy, un-suspended, I just love Le’Veon Bell’s 
ability. He’s ultra-quick for a guy his size, he runs with 
power, he catches it...he’s truly exceptional and he 
plays in an aggressive offense that loves to feed him 
the ball. And I should be clear: I don’t think “Le’Veon 
Bell is injury prone” is an accurate statement. He 
hurt his knee last year because of a catastrophic, 
borderline-dirty sideline hit from Cincinnati’s Vontaze 
Burfict that would’ve ended anyone’s season. The 
same was true in ’14, also against the Bengals, when 
he took a huge Week 17 hit on his knee from Reggie 
Nelson. These were plays that would’ve injured 
anyone. No, for me the argument against Bell is that 
he’s recovering from serious surgery, and that he’ll 



miss all of September, and you’re worried one more 
suspension could knock him out for the year. For 
sure, if you consider drafting Bell, you’ll have to grab 
D-Willy way earlier than you’d like to.

12. Eddie Lacy, GB

In a world where every knucklehead knows 
approximately six executive-summary words about 
everything, even your dumb cousin Richard will come 
into your draft saying, “Eddie Lacy ain’t fat no more!”

And you know what? Good. It pleases me when 
a narrative reaches this far, to the point where 
SportsCenter anchors feel obliged to make a “Body 
By Hamburglar” joke. You’re never going to convince 
me we know Lacy’s weight now or that we knew it 
then. I’m not falling for any “ripped-ab” photography. 
He’s a big guy. He was a big guy. He’s always going to 
be a big guy. If he’s got better cardio, if he’s actually 
carrying less weight, of course that’s a good thing. But 
I’ll only believe it when we see it. Don’t choose now 
to start believing the NFL p.r. machine lies!

Why was Lacy really disappointing in ’15? Because 
Green Bay’s offense sputtered. Come on. You never 
really believed Eddie Lacy was an elite player. He 
can run someone over, he has nice feet for a man his 
size, but he’s late-career Jerome Bettis. He needs 
Aaron Rodgers’s cylinders firing. When they don’t 
fire, Lacy is an easy scapegoat, and a poor bet to 
carry the Packers offense. To draft him this year is 
to place a wager on how well the Pack will move the 
ball overall. If you believe Jordy Nelson’s return will 
cure everything that bothered Green Bay’s offense in 
’15, this Lacy rank is probably a little low. If you’re 
worried we saw some flaws in the Rodgers attack that 
could carry over to ’16, this is honestly a little high. 
At #12, I’m hedging. I think Lacy has a better season 
than he did in ’15, but it’s certainly in the realm of 
possibility that being A-Rod’s caddie just isn’t the gig 
it used to be.

 Age: 26     Years: 3     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 234     Injury: 2     Bye: 4

 2015:   758 RYD    20 REC    188 RCYD    5 TD    2 FUM    4 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 4     ’15 Final Rank: 27     ’16 Range: 6-17

13. Latavius Murray, OAK

Some of the criticism I have for Lamar Miller can also 
be leveled at Laxatives Murray. He’s a crazy athlete—
huge and straight-ahead fast with some pretty decent 
change-of-direction—who doesn’t always see the hole 
and sometimes seems to lack great football sense. But 
that’s okay! He’s #13!

We’re never going to know the real reason the Raiders 
took a distressingly long look at Jamize Olawale in 
November last year. (Olawale played double-digit 
snaps in five straight games, and in Weeks 10 and 
11 combined had 13 touches, which is a lot if you’re 
Jamize Olawale.) Maybe Murray’s Week 9 concussion 
symptoms lingered, or maybe his coaches saw some 
of what I see. Certainly, the NFL media seemed to 
believe Oakland was a candidate to invest in a big-
name RB this winter (via trade or draft). But here we 
are, training camps are well underway, and Laxatives 
is still (ahem) on the loose.

I like the Raiders offense. I like Murray’s big-play 
chops. I’m fascinated to see whether he can earn a big 
contract in ’17. I do have trepidation about trusting 
him too much; as such, I think he’s a high-level RB2.

You know the old saw: when an NFL player sees 
dollar signs imminent, he produces big numbers, so 
for fantasy it’s a good idea to invest in contract-year 
players. It sounds lovely. And is complete bull.

That’s true for all positions, but I’ll limit my 
discussion here to RB contract years only. Over the 
past six seasons, I considered 33 fantasy-relevant 
contract-season RBs who didn’t miss significant time 
to injury in their walk years. I examined whether 
their fantasy point totals went up or down in the final 
season of their contract, compared to their average 

 Age: 26     Years: 3     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 230     Injury: 17     Bye: 10

 2015:   1,066 RYD    41 REC    232 RCYD    6 TD    1 FUM    9 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 17     ’15 Final Rank: 10     ’16 Range: 8-17

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
Contract year! Contract year! 

Contract year!



points over the prior two seasons. Here’s what I found:

And remember, I eliminated any RB we might 
consider borderline fantasy relevant. The players I’m 
considering here were all owned in most leagues. Was 
there a slight fantasy point increase? There was, and 
there was also a slight scrimmage yards increase. But 
the real takeaway is that there were just about as many 
fallers as risers.

We love the whole “contract year” rationale because it 
supposedly explains the psyche of the NFL player: that 
something was missing from their regular motivation, 
and they needed the extra cattle prod of a new 
contract to truly get them to care. For the most part, 
I just don’t believe that. I think most of these dudes 
are competitive freaks with largely unguaranteed 
contracts. I think it’s just a really, really difficult game 
to play, and the contract year stuff is mostly noise. 
Remember that when you’re evaluating Latavius 
Murray this summer, as well as players like Le’Veon 
Bell, Eddie Lacy, Drew Brees, Emmanuel Sanders and 
Danny Woodhead.

14. Devonta Freeman, ATL

How outraged are you right now! First I put breakout 
stud Blake Bortles at #15 among QBs. Then I put 
Freeman—arguably fantasy’s MVP—#14 among RBs! 
Outrage! Harumph! String up the redhead!
My critique of Freeman comes down to: he’s little. 
(The Falcons list him at 5’9”, which is a Christmas 
miracle, because he was 5’8” at his combine.) I 
absolutely think there’s a valuable role on any NFL 
team for a player with Freeman’s quickness. I just 
don’t believe he’s a feature back. I’ve watched 
an awful lot of his tape since the season ended, 
and what he accomplished in those first six weeks 
was incredible. He was your goal-line back, your 
breakaway back and your pass-catching back. It was 
pretty great. But while Freeman’s production never 
completely stopped—which is a testament to what an 
effort player he is—it slowed, and it slowed because 

 Contract Year Players #
 Risers   18
 Fallers   15
 Avg. Increase  +15.2 fantasy points

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 5’8”     Weight: 206     Injury: 1     Bye: 11

 2015:   1,061 RYD    73 REC    578 RCYD    14 TD    2 FUM    6 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 37     ’15 Final Rank: 1     ’16 Range: 8-23

defenses decided, “No more over-pursuit in the middle 
of the defense.” In other words: no more cutback lanes 
among the trees.

Yes, Freeman still made plays on the perimeter. He’s 
good and quick and fast, and in some ways defenses 
were giving him license to bounce outside. But his up-
the-middle chunk plays dried up, and with them went 
his massive fantasy production. And all this is to say 
nothing of the fate that awaits a player this tiny if he’s 
really going to carry it 17.6 times per game again this 
year, and if he’s going to lead all NFL RBs in snaps 
played while only playing 15 games. (Hint: it rhymes 
with “schminjury.”)

I have Freeman as my #9 RB in PPR leagues, so 
please don’t think I’m demeaning his talent. Neither 
do I think Tevin Coleman looked like a great prospect 
last year. But a year after he came from nowhere to 
delight us all, Freeman is a candidate to be seriously 
over-drafted.

15. Thomas Rawls, SEA

My go-to comparison for Rawls skills-wise is Ahmad 
Bradshaw, and I’ll tell you why. Despite being on the 
shorter and lighter side of average for an NFL running 
back, both men want to hurt anyone with the audacity 
to try and tackle them.

As a runner, Rawls is all flashing knees and torqued 
shoulders. He isn’t a smooth player. The experience of 
watching him play against your favorite NFL team is 
similar to Bradshaw: “Man! Why won’t he go down?”

I was making this stylistic comparison even before 
Rawls broke his ankle in Week 14 last season, but 
now it’s even easier to draw a straight line, because 
Bradshaw’s biggest problem as an NFL player was 
that he was such a furious runner that his feet and 
ankles and knees suffered from the pounding, and in 
the end simply couldn’t hold up. The same has been 
true for Mark Ingram, another Rawls stylistic forebear. 
We can’t know whether the same fate awaits Rawls 
in the longer term, but some worry is warranted. I’m 
heartened by the fact that he was able to come off the 
PUP list relatively early in training camp; that’s no 

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 5’9”     Weight: 215     Injury: 3     Bye: 5

 2015:   830 RYD    9 REC    76 RCYD    5 TD    1 FUM    7 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 24     ’16 Range: 8-24



guarantee that he’ll be ready to play Week 1, but it’s 
a better sign than the alternative. Add in questions 
about a rebuilding o-line—we can’t definitively say 
it’ll be bad, but we can definitively say it’s got some 
unheralded names in it—and the post-Marshawn-
Lynch era in Seattle figures to be at least a bit pass 
heavier.

16. Matt Forte, NYJ

If you’ve followed me for any length of time, you 
know I’ve tended to be higher on Forte than most 
folks. He’s developed into a personal favorite. And 
on film, before he hurt a knee in Week 8, I thought 
he looked like his old self. He’s the kind of big and 
upright runner who takes a lot of hits if he isn’t 
special, but Forte is a spectacular zone-runner: he 
can glide toward the sideline, see the smallest crack 
develop, then cut hard and accelerate.

Was Forte significantly worse when he returned in 
Week 12? I’ll say no. But I could begin to envision a 
future in which his legs might not quite possess the 
same snap, because I thought he did start taking more 
hard and square hits. And this summer’s hamstring 
injury, which as of this writing has cost him most of 
training camp, doesn’t exactly alleviate my concerns.

He moves to a Jets offense that moved the ball well in 
’15 and lost Chris Ivory; Forte will contend with non-
elite Khiry Robinson and Bilal Powell for touches. So 
why am I reluctant to put him in my top 10? I’m just 
having a hard time recalling too many end-of-career 
backs who changed teams and dominated like their old 
selves. And meanwhile, think of the aging big names 
for whom we had fantasy hopes in the recent past: 
Steven Jackson in Atlanta. MJD in Oakland. How 
about LaDainian Tomlinson and Chris Johnson, both 
with the Jets? With Forte, I never say never. But I’ve 
got a feeling we’ll be watching a slow fade. I suppose 
if the Jets are just being overly cautious with Forte’s 
hamstring in the first half of August, perhaps I’ll 
elevate him again a bit. But if you have to draft right 
now, it adds an extra smidgen of risk.

 Age: 31     Years: 8     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 218     Injury: 3     Bye: 9

 2015:   898 RYD    44 REC    389 RCYD    7 TD    1 FUM    4 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 3     ’15 Final Rank: 8     ’16 Range: 10-18

17. Matt Jones, WAS

If you love David Johnson, you’ll...like Matt Jones. 
Jones is bigger with about the same long speed and 
perhaps more wiggle, but without the initial stop/start 
explosiveness that makes Johnson a top-10 back. They 
both catch it really well, but neither have feet that 
will make you forget Darren Sproles. And there are a 
couple other key differences:

1. As surprising as Washington’s offense was in ’15, 
few would put it on par with Arizona’s.

2. Jones has teensy 8 5/8” hands and, on a possibly 
related note, a fumbling problem.

Does this fumbling problem actually stem from his 
Dooneese-Maharelle-esque hands? (Look it up.) I 
don’t know for sure. But as much appeal as a guy with 
this size, power and receiving ability might have—and 
as attractive as his depth chart looks, with only the 
likes of Keith Marshall and Chris Thompson behind 
him—if the dude can’t hold the pill, the dude will sit.

Jones also needs to be coached out of a couple habits 
I see on his rookie tape. He bounces too many runs 
outside and tries to beat everyone around the edge 
with his speed; that works sometimes, but it also leads 
to losses. And when he doesn’t see an immediate 
opening, he jump-stops before the line, which makes 
him look like he’s making a shifty move, but actually 
just gives defenders a chance to converge. Jones has 
so much ceiling, but a bunch of things could also go 
wrong.

18. Carlos Hyde, SF

Well, Cousin Josh. Carlos Hyde isn’t out of the NFL. 
And in fact, perplexing (read: misguided?) faith in 
Chip Kelly’s “system”—see Sam Bradford’s profile—
seems to have sprinkled a bit of gold dust on Mr. Hyde 
in fantasy circles heading into ’16.

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 231     Injury: 3     Bye: 9

 2015:   490 RYD    19 REC    304 RCYD    4 TD    4 FUM    3 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 52     ’15 Final Rank: 41     ’16 Range: 10-19

 Age: 25     Years: 2     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 235     Injury: 11     Bye: 8

 2015:   470 RYD    11 REC    53 RCYD    3 TD    0 FUM    1 BIG RUN

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 14     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 10-23



I’m skipping all that. I’m just gonna tell you about 
Hyde’s game, and his surroundings. I like the former 
and am utterly terrified of the latter.

So far in these RB profiles, I’ve highlighted some 
bigger backs who have enough athletic ability to be 
more than “just” big bodies: Jonathan Stewart, David 
Johnson, Latavius Murray. As a talent, Hyde belongs 
in this same category in a way that, for example, 
Jeremy Hill (who’ll momentarily clock in at #19), 
LeGarrette Blount and Williams Karlos Williams 
don’t. Hyde has excellent feet for a big guy. (Of 
course, one of those feet had a stress fracture last year, 
but that’s another story). He’s a downhill player in 
the Ricky Williams mold; you can’t ask him to dance 
much, but he’ll get his momentum changed quickly 
enough to surprise a defense, and he’s got a pretty 
solid spin move to boot.

Unfortunately, Hyde’s surrounding cast is poop. The 
combined QB/WR corps looks like the NFL’s worst. 
The o-line is left tackle Joe Staley, a rookie left guard, 
and a bunch of guys who played badly last year. And 
the defense is just meh. Count me among those who 
don’t believe Coach Kelly has magic powers. The 
49ers will stink again, and week to week Hyde could 
find tough sledding as the focal point of opposing 
defenses.

As a longtime veteran of a big media company, I 
can share some insider knowledge. You know those 
breathless pieces that come out every April, telling you 
who’s got the easiest and toughest schedules for the 
upcoming season? They are, in the parlance, clickbait. 
If you read them, you are a sucker who deserves to 
have all of his or her money suctioned out of his or her 
pockets by a cartoon vacuum cleaner.

We’re all very terrible at predicting how tough or 
easy an NFL schedule is before a season begins. I 
know it doesn’t feel that way! I know you think you 
know! But for the most part, you very much don’t. 

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
You don’t want to draft players 

from the 49ers. They’ve got a brutal 
schedule this year!

I’ve run the numbers, and we always mess it up! From 
year to year, team and more specifically defensive 
performances just change too much. I don’t have the 
space here to show you all my spreadsheets, so you’ll 
have to trust me: it doesn’t matter if you’re looking at 
scoreboard points allowed, yards allowed (including 
breaking it down by just rush yards allowed or pass 
yards allowed) or fantasy points allowed (overall or by 
position): the previous year’s statistical performance 
is a very bad predictor of the current year’s statistical 
performance. Here’s a portion of the ’15 schedule-
evaluation chart every clickbait column ran, based on 
’14 opponent’s winning percentage:

Four of the five teams who supposedly had the 
toughest schedules in ’15 finished with double-digit 
wins! And anecdotally, just for the sake of showing 
how crummy we are at predicting good defenses—and 
for the sake of reemphasizing why drafting a D/ST 
before the second-to-last round is dumb—let’s look at 
a few average draft positions in ’15:

Preseason NFL strength of schedule is dumb. And 
you’re not dumb!

 Team   Difficulty ’15 Record
 Steelers 1st 10-6
 Bengals 2nd 12-4
 49ers 3rd 5-11
 Seahawks 4th 10-6
 Cardinals 5th 13-3
 Saints 28th 7-9
 Buccaneers 29th 6-10
 Texans 30th 9-7
 Colts 31st 8-8
 Falcons 32nd 8-8

 Defense ADP ’15 Finish
 Seahawks 1st 5th
 Texans 2nd 6th
 Bills 3rd 22nd
 Dolphins 4th 24th
 Rams 5th 12th
 Broncos 9th 1st
 Chiefs 10th 2nd
 Panthers 11th 3rd
 Vikings 15th 7th
 Steelers N/A 8th



19. Jeremy Hill, CIN

Here comes the Hippo On Roller Skates. Taken 
cumulatively, Hill’s ’15 season looks decent. But 
seven of his 12 TDs came in three games, and he 
never rushed for 100 yards in a contest all year. Those 
who believed Hill had vanquished Gio Bernard for 
domination in the Cincy backfield were left broken 
and sad, which is why I objected when a couple 
fantasy expert friends claimed Hill was a candidate to 
lead the league in carries and rush yards. They were in 
love with his rookie-season 5.1 per-carry average, and 
assumed that a bigger workload would mean stardom. 
But that just not who he is.

I guess this comes across as an insult, but it shouldn’t: 
he’s BenJarvus Green-Ellis. Jeremy Hill has precious 
little explosiveness or long speed and no agility. He’s 
a pure power player, a build-up guy who needs an 
opening to do anything more than crash into other 
bodies. And that’s okay! We can’t all be Shady 
McCoy! Plus, Hill is an awfully good short-yardage 
back. History tells us that he probably won’t get nine 
carries from inside an opponent’s 2 again this year—
these things just tend to even out—but I do feel safe 
saying Hill has a fine chance to pop in a half-dozen 
short ones in any given season.

While I prefer Bernard’s overall talent to Hill’s, I 
acknowledge that in Cincy’s offensive philosophy, 
they’re a package deal. And with both men healthy in 
’15, Hill out-touched Gio 238 to 203. That, combined 
with the likelihood of a higher touchdown total, ekes 
Hill higher on my list in a standard-scoring league.

20. C.J. Anderson, DEN

Well, thank goodness Anderson turned around a 
disappointing season in time to help all his fantasy 
owners win championsh—he didn’t! No he didn’t! 
Why are so many of you in love with C.J. Anderson 
this year?

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 235     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:   794 RYD    15 REC    79 RCYD    12 TD    3 FUM    1 BIG RUN

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 10     ’15 Final Rank: 13     ’16 Range: 12-21

 Age: 25     Years: 3     Height: 5’8”     Weight: 224     Injury: 2     Bye: 11

 2015:   720 RYD    25 REC    183 RCYD    5 TD    2 FUM    5 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 8     ’15 Final Rank: 31     ’16 Range: 13-27

I guess I don’t really know that this is true. I’m 
judging by social media. Perhaps it’s just a very 
vocal minority of CJA admirers, or possibly his 
immediate family. But golly, even if Anderson’s sister 
experienced the pain of owning him last year, I’d 
expect her to stay away in ’15. Was his execrable stat 
line for, um, basically 11 games entirely his fault? 
Of course not. Owners talked themselves into loving 
CJA’s talent, but what they really wanted was a full 
year of Peyton Manning’s caddie. Once Denver’s 
offense was no longer elite—once the QB was below 
average and the o-line was probably worse than that—
Anderson didn’t do anything special to rescue himself. 
Instead, he got thrown into a platoon with pedestrian 
Ronnie Hillman. But apparently a fun playoff run and 
some Gary Kubiak coachspeak has turned people’s 
heads.

I haven’t seen Devontae Booker in a regular-season 
NFL game yet, so take this was a grain of salt: but 
at this exact moment in time, I suspect Booker may 
be a better raw player than Anderson. They’re about 
the same size and neither has great long speed, but 
from his college tape my guess is that Booker has 
more “zero-inertia” burst and is a better pass catcher. 
Anderson definitely gets first crack here and is a good 
bet to have a better ’16 than Booker, but I keep asking 
myself what the Denver offense is really even going to 
be, with Mark Sanchez or Paxton Lynch under center 
and continuing o-line questions. Even as the leader of 
a platoon, Anderson’s floor would feel relatively safe 
via a good workload, but for me, his ceiling is pretty 
low.

21. Melvin Gordon, SD

In your league, it’s possible Melly Gordon may fall 
into that category of players who are so undervalued 
they become overvalued. However much hatred was 
cast CJA’s way in ’15, Gordon seemed to triple it. 
That’s the fate of a man who accrues 217 touches and 
fails to find the end zone. But Melly was so poor for 
fantasy, and the hate percolated so early, it’s possible 
that some owners view him as a buy low. All it takes is 
one owner to mess up your value play! Still, I do think 
there’s value in Melly.

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 215     Injury: 2     Bye: 11

 2015:   641 RYD    33 REC    192 RCYD    0 TD    4 FUM    6 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 19     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 11-31



I’m still a believer in Gordon. Fumbling is his legit 
bugbear; he lost four of six fumbles with a part-time 
workload, and if that doesn’t clear up, his talent level 
doesn’t matter. But he’s so very talented. On film, he 
acquitted himself well in a terrible situation: behind 
what I think was the NFL’s worst o-line, Melly 
consistently turned two-yard losses into two-yard 
gains, he showed the quickness and burst we loved in 
his college days, he wove through traffic, he took hits 
and kept his balance.... It would be one thing if Danny 
Woodhead produced superior results, but Woody had 
five rushes over 10 yards all season! Yes, he was the 
TD maker and that was frustrating, but I don’t see any 
reason in Gordon’s game (other than the fumbling) to 
believe he’s incapable of short TDs.

But listen. Am I sure that San Diego’s line will be 
significantly better? I am not. And Woodhead is still 
around, and is still a candidate to steal dozens of pass 
targets. Plus Gordon is coming off microfracture 
surgery, which can be a risky proposition. Eventually, 
Melly will be a star. This year? It could be a holding 
pattern.

22. Jeremy Langford, CHI

Consistently, throughout the summer and leading 
into training camp, I was asked about Langford more 
than any other player in the NFL. And I was all like, 
“Huh?”

If he stays healthy, for me Langford feels like a RB 
with a pretty narrow range of possibilities. He’s tall 
and runs upright, he’s a big-play threat thanks to 4.42 
speed, and when he gets a crease his acceleration is 
good. He can cut once and get to the second level. 

Stats Lie!

The Bad: Gordon averaged just 1.8 Yards Before Contact 
as a rookie. That was 41st among 44 qualified RBs. 

He’s got bad vision and rushing instincts!

The Good: Melly tied for sixth—with Marshawn Lynch 
and Jonathan Stewart—in the % of his runs on which he 
exceeded five Yards After Contact. He soldiered through!

 Age: 25     Years: 1     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 208     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:   537 RYD    22 REC    279 RCYD    7 TD    0 FUM    1 BIG RUN

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 77     ’15 Final Rank: 23     ’16 Range: 14-24

But his hips don’t seem to fool defenders, as I saw 
precious few examples where he was able to deceive a 
safety into hesitating or taking a poor angle. He’s like 
Matt Forte without all that pesky elite cutting ability.

So why did the fantasy world get hot and bothered 
about him? Why is he such a flashpoint for negativity? 
Well, it’s the echo chamber. Numbers were crunched, 
Langford came out at the bottom of the spreadsheet, 
and subsequently his name has echoed most.

I’ve had guests on my show railing about the fact 
that Langford had seven drops on 41 targets. First, 
we should note that “drops” are subjective. True, one 
stats service had Langford with seven drops in ’15, 
but another had him with four. Either way, though, of 
course I agree that this isn’t good. But what gets lost 
in this analysis is that while Langford was casting 
around for a position early in his career at Michigan 
State, the Spartans changed him from running back to 
cornerback to wide receiver, and then back to RB. He 
literally has been a WR in a major college program! 
Does that mean he automatically is great at catching 
the ball? No. But it’s a hint.

I go back to a play during Week 9 of Langford’s 
rookie year, he’s pretty far down the field covered by 
Eric Weddle of the Chargers, and Langford lays out 
and makes a catch that most RBs can’t make. Surely, 
he has concentration problems. A couple high-profile 
drops in a national TV game against the Packers 
were awful, as was a gnarly one against the 49ers. 
But his ceiling as a receiver is really high! Sure, 
yes, we should be alert to concentration issues. But 
we’re willing to give Matt Jones and Melvin Gordon 
mulligans after their fumble-prone rookie years. If this 
is only a concentration thing—and I suspect it is—
Langford will be way better catching the ball in ’16.

Also there are the workload questions. I’ve already 
said this a bunch, and I’ll say it a bunch more: just 
because a player like Langford doesn’t wind up 
hoarding 80% of his team’s carries doesn’t mean he’s 
a bust. Even at 60%, Langford is likely to approach 
200+ carries, a mark only 15 RBs hit last year. So fine, 
he platoons with Jordan Howard and Ka’Deem Carey 
and Jacquizz Rodgers. I think he’s a better player than 
all three of those dudes. Abilities-wise, I compare him 
to someone like Thomas Rawls. Not elite, but a pretty 
violent runner, and pretty good. He’ll be...okay.



23. T.J. Yeldon, JAC

I had a low opinion of Yeldon as a draft prospect 
last winter, and that opinion wasn’t enhanced by his 
landing with the Jags. But I was wrong. I liked his pro 
tape. Right off the jump, I saw a powerful back who 
could slash and cut: strong legs, good vision, stuff 
I didn’t credit him for at Alabama where he looked 
more like a plodder to me.

Heading into ’16, we were all ready to like Yeldon 
before the Jaguars acquired Chris Ivory, whose signing 
complicates things. Ivory isn’t a speedster and he’s 
not a pass catcher, but he is one of the NFL’s foremost 
bruisers, and he’s got some wiggle of his own. We 
don’t have to guess whether this team is set up for a 
platoon.

So why do I have Yeldon #23 and Ivory, a player I 
championed last season, #32? Because while Yeldon 
doesn’t have Ivory’s killer mentality quite yet, on tape 
he has better ability to turn upfield and hit full speed 
quicker. When I line them up side by side, I think 
each man can withstand a hit and keep rumbling, but 
Yeldon is likelier to break big. Now, 2015’s numbers 
don’t back this up. Yeldon didn’t produce as many 

Stats Lie!

The Bad: Langford’s YPC against a “base defense” last 
year (i.e., four DBs on the field) was just 2.9, 42nd out of 

43 qualifiers! He’s terrible!

The Good: I’m absolutely not ready to credit defensive 
alignment as the primary factor that determined 

Langford’s play-to-play success. Tons of other variables 
influenced those numbers, too. In addition, see Mark 

Ingram’s profile for why I think YPC is an overrated stat. 
But let’s grant the premise. Who says “four DBs” is a “base 

defense” anymore anyway? Last year, NFL defenses had 
more than four DBs on the field 72.5% of the time, the 

highest mark in NFL history. And don’t tell me that “many 
of those were passing plays.” A defense doesn’t know if 

you’ll be passing when it puts its personnel on the field! 
In ’16, teams had 5+ DBs on the field on first down

more than 40% of the time!

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 225     Injury: 4     Bye: 5

 2015:   740 RYD    36 REC    279 RCYD    3 TD    0 FUM    4 BIG RUNS
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long runs as his talent would’ve predicted. But that’s 
how I assess this platoon moving forward: Yeldon has 
a little more lightning, while both men can produce 
thunder.

Conventional wisdom has it that the Jaguars have 
decided Yeldon is incapable of scoring short TDs. 
Last year, he was given only three carries inside 
an opponent’s 3, while Toby Gerhart and Denard 
Robinson had five apiece.

First off, beware of composite stats like this. Four 
of Gerhart’s goal-line carries came on the same 
embarrassing Week 7 series. The Jags gave him four 
straight carries from the Bills 1 and he was stuffed 
four straight times. (And that was a game in which 
Yeldon had 115 yards rushing, had already scored 
a TD, and on that fateful Gerhart drive had already 
touched the ball eight times.) And three of Robinson’s 
goal-line totes came after Yeldon sprained an MCL 
in Week 14, an injury that cost him the season’s 
remainder.

The fact is that Yeldon was unlucky not to get more 
goal-line carries. And that’s the point: luck plays a 
huge role here.

First, we should state that no qualifying RB always 
gets pulled on the goal line. It’s just not the way 
NFL teams think. No back who finished top 20 in 
rush attempts last year had fewer than three carries 
inside an opponent’s 3. If we accept that a player will 
have a significant workload—even in a platoon—by 
definition we’re accepting he’ll get a least a few short-
TD tries.

But the larger point is that there’s a lot of statistical 
noise in red-zone rushing stats because each year’s 
sample size is so small. Each data point becomes too 
important, just as its circumstances get ignored. Was 
the regular running back tired after carrying it several 
times? Did the team simply produce fewer short tries 
than expected because its receivers kept struggling 

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
You don’t want Yeldon. He’s not 
gonna get the goal-line carries!



into the end zone? Who’d been injured? Who’d been 
benched for non-short-yardage reasons?

Take Rashad Jennings. In ’15, he had nine carries 
inside the 3. In ’16, he had three. Andre Williams 
was around in both years (and was frankly a more 
effective player in ’14); Williams got eight and seven 
close-in carries those two seasons. Or take Ronnie 
Hillman, whose goal-line work doubled from four in 
’14 to eight last year. I mean, new coaching staff, C.J. 
Anderson was struggling...frankly Hillman wasn’t any 
good at the goal-line role, but yeah, it’s a small sample 
size.

All this is to say: no question, Chris Ivory is an 
accomplished short-yardage player. The Jets used him 
13 times inside an opponent’s 3 last year (second-
most in the NFL), and he converted five for TDs. 
But contrary to what you may hear from people who 
only read box scores, Yeldon wasn’t “banished” from 
goal-line work last year, and the Jags didn’t sign Ivory 
because they don’t like Yeldon in close. Hey, I’ll buy 
that Ivory winds up with more short-yardage TDs this 
year. But I don’t believe Yeldon will get shut out, and 
I don’t believe it’s reason enough to proclaim Ivory 
your favorite in this platoon.

24. Arian Foster, MIA 

How risk-tolerant are you?

Foster reportedly showed up to Dolphins camp in 
amazing shape. He “annihilated” his conditioning 
test. He’s “head and shoulders” above the rest of the 
running backs. As these beat-reporter missives have 
trickled out of Miami, the temptation to jump aboard 
the Foster hypemobile has gotten strong.

And let’s face it: it’s not often you can get a guy you 
know has top-five upside in the fifth round. If you’re 
familiar with my work, you know how much I’ve 
loved Foster’s tape in the past, how he’s an incredibly 
rare combination of size and one-cut danger, perhaps 
(along with Matt Forte) the greatest zone runner of his 
generation. If you’re simply a believer in Foster and/or 
you’re in a fantasy league in which you can regularly 
find running back solutions on the waiver wire if 

 Age: 30     Years: 7     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 227     Injury: 25     Bye: 9
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something goes wrong, then I understand why you’re 
tempted to take Foster earlier than my rank. Heck, just 
in the first couple weeks of August, I’ve hiked him 
clear of his young teammate Jay Ajayi.

But let’s be honest! Arian Foster isn’t going to last. 
He’s got about as good a chance of being a workhorse 
who doesn’t hit the glue factory as I do of getting a 
really sweet suntan this summer. Not only has Foster 
missed 25 games over the past three seasons with a 
wide variety of ailments, but he’s returning from a 
ruptured Achilles’. This particular surgery has come 
a long way in terms of its invasiveness, but there’s 
still no guarantee Foster will be his usual quick-twitch 
self, and if his injured leg doesn’t work the way he’s 
accustomed to, he’s likelier to hurt something else.

The optimal solution might be to draft both Foster and 
Ajayi, but that could be pretty expensive, and I’m not 
sure the Dolphins offense is one you want your fantasy 
team to be fully committed to. If you can get past the 
risk and only see the lofty ceiling (and especially if 
you’re in a PPR league), Foster might be your guy.

25. Ryan Mathews, PHI

On the one hand, I wouldn’t want to paint Mathews 
as some sort of overwhelming incumbent favorite. 
You know his act. He’s decent in short spurts, he gets 
fans excited, but an injury is always nigh. And I don’t 
blame the guy! I understand I would last exactly one 
play as an NFL RB and then be dead. But facts are 
facts. Mathews is one-for-six playing the full 16.
On the other hand, I don’t look at the rest of Philly’s 
depth chart and see a lot of viable alternatives. Darren 
Sproles is tiny and 33. Kenjon Barner is only slightly 
less tiny and a borderline NFL talent. And rookie 
Wendell Smallwood is worth tracking, but honestly we 
don’t know what he is yet.

On film last year, Mathews was good. The echo 
chamber offered him up as a scintillating alternative to 
a disastrous DeMarco Murray, but meh. His one truly 
good effort, Week 3 against the Jets, Murray didn’t 
play and Mathews was the best of his old Chargers 
self: shifty, powerful, kinda shaky footwork at times. 
Most of the rest of the season, he was a change-of-

 Age: 29     Years: 6     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 220     Injury: 13     Bye: 4

 2015:   539 RYD    20 REC    146 RCYD    7 TD    3 FUM    6 BIG RUNS
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pace guy, he broke three long runs Week 7 against the 
Panthers, and otherwise he looked a lot like Murray, 
i.e., held captive by a poor o-line and non-great QB.

Before you fall in love with Mathews’s YPC (and 
woe betide such an unnatural love!), remember: he 
was a part-time player. Through most of his Funyun-
collarboned career, Mathews’s level of play has been 
inversely proportional to his playing time. All of 
which is long a way of saying: of course he’s in a 
platoon. Everyone’s in a platoon. He’ll be the best of 
the Eagles bunch; but if he’s too good, he’ll get hurt. 
(And, I should add, he already was hurt this summer: 
an ankle injury that cost him the first nine days of 
training camp, though for a veteran that shouldn’t be a 
big deal.)

26. Dion Lewis, NE

Lewis was so fun in 2015. He reached 93 scrimmage 
yards in four of his seven games and looked terrific 
doing it. You haven’t seen quick until you’ve seen 
Lewis grab a screen, turn upfield, and see five or six 
patsy defenders waiting to lose their jockstraps. As 
the Patriots racked up win after win—remember, they 
eventually got to 10-0—Lewis seemed like the glue 
holding this space-age offense together.

And maybe he was! Because after he tore his left 
ACL in Week 9, the Pats offense was never the same. 
(Julian Edelman’s injury the following week and Rob 
Gronkowski’s two weeks later didn’t help.) So now 
fantasy owners are left with a two-pronged question: 
has enough time passed since 11/8/15 for Lewis’s 
knee to recover (as of August 15 he was still on New 
England’s PUP list, which doesn’t mean he won’t be 
ready Week 1 but isn’t what we’d call an extremely 
positive sign), and will the Pats attack morph back 
into the unstoppable short-pass bombardment that 
accentuates Lewis so well?

Because let’s be clear: dude was averaging only seven 
carries per game when he got hurt. He’s not gonna 
help you as a traditional RB. And really, it’s also worth 
asking whether Lewis can be a consistent fantasy 
starter getting only 12 touches overall per game. I 
like him better in a PPR (where I rank him #18), but 
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I question whether the workload will be consistent 
enough once (and if!) he ever plays a full season.

In my opinion, no. You’re probably always going 
to hear me advocating “sell high” on a tiny RB who 
hits a hot streak, especially in a standard league. Joe 
Morris is history’s greatest RB 5’8” or shorter and 200 
pounds or lighter, but his career ended in ’91. Since 
’00, here are the best yardage seasons for smaller 
backs, and their RB fantasy point ranks:

This is a pretty good list if your name is Brian 
Westbrook. And there have been a few one-season 
outliers in this particular mix, which means the door 
isn’t slammed on another in ’16. But my guess last 
year was that Justin Forsett wasn’t Westbrook, and 
my guess now is that Dion Lewis isn’t Westbrook. It’s 
really rare to be Westbrook!

27. Giovani Bernard, CIN

I kind of wish I had the gumption to reverse the ranks 
of Gio and Jeremy Hill. I think players like Bernard 
are harder for NFL teams to find. He’s one of the 10 
quickest RBs in the league, he’s a nimble pass catcher, 
he’s a good pass blocker, and in smaller doses he’s 
actually a pretty tough customer running it up the gut. 
In a different era, he might’ve been the Bengals’ true 
feature back; I liken his game to a Charlie Garner or a 
Dalton Hilliard. (Hi! I’m old!)

Of course, in this Era Of The Platoon, Gio gets the 
rock about 45% of the time, and cedes a lot of goal-

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
Can we ever feel good about trusting RBs
as small as Dion Lewis, Ameer Abdullah, 

Justin Forsett, et al?

 Player/Year Total YD Rush YD RB Rank
 Brian Westbrook, ’07 2,104 1,333 2nd
 Brian Westbrook, ’06 1,916 1,217 6th
 Justin Forsett, ’14 1,529 1,266 8th
 Brian Westbrook, ’04 1,515 812 10th
 Brian Westbrook, ’08 1,338 936 10th
 Darren Sproles, ’11 1,313 603 10th
 Brian Westbrook, ’05 1,233 617 18th
 Justin Forsett, ’09 969 619 34th

 Age: 25     Years: 3     Height: 5’9”     Weight: 205     Injury: 3     Bye: 9
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line carries to the contusing Hill. (Last year it was 
12-3 Hill inside an opponent’s 3.) Could some of 
this change with former coordinator Hue Jackson out 
of Cincy? I guess. But I’m not counting on it, and 
besides: Hill isn’t a bad player. I just think he’s kind of 
a one-trick lumberer who’s worth more in fantasy than 
on the actual field. In PPR, I do have the Bengals RBs 
flip-flopped: Gio is #20 and Hill is #28. In standard, 
though, Bernard is best cast as a flex from whom 
you’ll get steady yardage totals but not more than 15 
touches most weeks.

28. Frank Gore, IND

He’s 33. Remember way back at #1, I questioned 
whether Adrian Peterson could still be a fantasy 
overachiever at age 31? Yeah, that was quaint. Here’s 
the mess for guys 33 or older since ’00:

Can we agree this is not a murderers’ row of fantasy 
excellence?

Gore circa ’15 with the Colts didn’t look dramatically 
reduced from Gore circa ’14 with the 49ers. He’s still 
spry and burly and invites contact, he still has nice 
balance and absolutely no remaining breakaway speed. 
He had a pretty okay season. But I’m not drafting 
him to be an every-week fantasy starter, not when the 
evidence is so strong that the cliff is coming.

29. Jay Ajayi, MIA

It’s pretty safe to say the Dolphins weren’t 
comfortable going into the ’16 season with Ajayi as 
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 Player/Year Age Tot YD TD RB Rank
 Larry Centers, ’01 33 780 4 33rd
 Terry Allen, ’01 33 726 3 35th
 Emmitt Smith ’02 33 1,064 5 26th
 Emmitt Smith, ’04 35 1,042 9 22nd
 Antowain Smith ’05 33 705 3 40th
 Warrick Dunn, ’08 33 1,116 2 33rd
 Ricky Williams, ’10 33 814 3 38th
 Fred Jackson, ’14 33 1,026 3 24th

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 228     Injury: 7     Bye: 8

 2015:   187 RYD    7 REC    90 RCYD    1 TD    0 FUM    3 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 14-30

their pure starter at running back. They signed C.J. 
Anderson to an offer sheet (only to see the Broncos 
match), they drafted Kenyan Drake in the third round 
of April’s draft, and then they signed Arian Foster in 
July.

Ajayi didn’t play enough as a rookie for me to develop 
immutable opinions about him. I liked him coming out 
of Boise State, and on his 49 regular-season carries I 
saw hints of a one-cut power back with speed. Though 
I’m bullish about what he can eventually be, he 
probably wasn’t worth reaching for even before Foster 
signed, and now he’s got one seriously enormous 
range of possible outcomes. On the optimistic side: 
he’s a big young player with talent, Foster gets injured 
per usual, and Ajayi is able to distance himself and 
earn 75% of the Dolphins backfield. On the negative 
side: Foster undergoes a career renaissance, stays 
healthy for the first time since ’12, and Adam Gase 
falls in love with the veteran’s ability and stability.

Here’s how I’m thinking about this situation. If 
Foster is healthy? He’s the lead guy. He has to be. 
He’s been a great player quite recently, he’s carried 
big workloads, and he’s the kind of player who can 
transform an offense. But am I willing to make a bet 
that he’ll be healthy? Uh, no! Absolutely not!

So drafting Ajayi in the middle rounds of your draft 
could be a savvy move. At the very least, he’s Foster 
insurance, and there’s a decent chance you’ll be 
getting a top-15 back at a fine discount.

30. LeGarrette Blount, NE

We all owe a debt to Mr. Blount. Without him, 
would we have the @WhatATrashBag Twitter 
account? Would we have “It’s Trash Bag Again” by 
DryEraseGirl? Would we have the Cousin Josh intro? 
Would we have Cousin Josh?

Blount is a trash bag. He’s a big frontrunner I find 
too scary to rely on for fantasy. But I rank him #30 
because I agree with Patriots observers who say, 
“I can look at the schedule and tell you which are 
the BlountGames™.” It’s true. You kind of can. 
BlountGames™ aren’t necessarily ones against bad 
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run defenses, but rather games where we expect the 
Pats to be winning by a lot, so that Blount gets a big 
second-half workload to salt the game away. (And 
doesn’t that say everything? “The only time I feel 
good using this player is when he’s making plays 
that don’t mean very much.”) The team’s two biggest 
point spreads in ’15 were Week 3 against Jacksonville 
and Week 9 against Washington, and Blount had 47 
combined carries in those games, 40 of them with the 
Pats winning by at least two touchdowns.

But what happens when your fantasy team needs a 
win, and the Patriots face a good opponent? If you’ve 
been relying on Blount, you’re cooked. He got three 
carries Week 7 against the Jets and nine carries 
Week 12 against the Broncos. I’m wearing my footie 
pajamas when I tell you: Blount is untrustable under 
pressure. In his career, this 250-pound human has 72 
rush attempts when he’s had one yard to go for a first 
down, and he’s converted just 46 of them. And when 
he’s on the 1-yard-line? He’s 9-for-20! Trash bag!

31. Ameer Abdullah, DET

In the end, nobody was right about the Lions 
backfield. I talked so much about Joique Bell last 
summer I almost named my podcast after him, and he 
was a bust. But at least you only had to take him in 
the seventh round. The Abdullah hype got so out of 
control that A.A. was a fourth-rounder in the average 
draft, and he only wound up with six more fantasy 
points than Bell.

More than anything, ’15 was a referendum on an 
awful Lions o-line. I won’t bother to convey Detroit’s 
blocking problems via stats, because fans of the 
team knew it when they saw it: there were so many 
breakdowns from so many different players on such a 
wide array of plays, the RBs were left hanging. Bell 
didn’t look any slower than usual to me, and Abdullah 
didn’t look indecisive. Too often there was just 
nowhere to run. Jim Bob Cooter’s schemes get credit 
for creativity in the short passing game, but in point of 
fact I wonder if he had much choice.

Anyway, I don’t think we’ve seen the real Abdullah 
yet, but I also don’t feel certain the Lions have fixed 
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their line. Bell is gone, but Stevan Ridley or Zach 
Zenner could play the big-back role, and Theo Riddick 
tied for the lead in receptions among all RBs. I’d 
take A.A. first out of this backfield because he’s an 
incredible cutter (even if he still does have some 
ball-security questions, and even if he’s coming off 
shoulder surgery). But he’s better cast as a high-upside 
bench player than as someone penciled into your Week 
1 lineup.

The two franchises who invested heaviest in o-line 
rookies this spring were the Colts and Lions. Indy 
took the draft’s consensus #1 center in the first round 
and a potential right tackle in the third, while Detroit 
selected their presumptive starting left tackle in the 
first, a potential starting center in the third, and a 
guard prospect in the fifth. And so from folks who are 
inclined to believe in the skill players on those teams, 
you’ll hear the logic that goes: “They’ve addressed 
their blocking needs!”

Hm. I did an analysis of the past six drafts, looking at 
teams who invested the equivalent of a first-round pick 
in an offensive lineman or linemen, and looked at how 
much those teams’ RBs and QBs saw their fantasy 
points go up or down that same season:

In other words, yes, in the case of these 41 squads—
who, if we add up the draft-chart value of the 
offensive linemen they took, selected the equivalent of 
a first-round o-lineman—there was a slight benefit to 
such a pick or picks. Those teams’ RBs tended (54% 
of the time) to have improved fantasy seasons in those 
linemen’s rookie years, and those teams’ QBs tended 
(61% of the time) to have improved fantasy seasons.

But I hope you’ll agree those aren’t overwhelming 
numbers. Suffice it to say that I’d be loath to predict 
with any certainty a skill player’s performance 

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
They drafted some highly rated 

offensive linemen! That means big 
things for that offense right way!

 Result   RBs  QBs
 Team’s Fantasy Points Increased 22 25
 Team’s Fantasy Points Decreased 19 16



based solely on the presence of highly drafted rookie 
o-linemen.

32. Chris Ivory, JAC

It was exciting to discover where Ivory would land 
in free agency, until the exact moment he became an 
impediment to T.J. Yeldon. Blurgh! Hey, I like the 
move for the Jags. Get as many good players as you 
can. For fantasy, though, it’s a nightmare.

Ivory has more than a little Marshawn Lynch in him. 
He’s a big, tough dude, sort of a stubbornly physical 
player with agility and vision. He did disappear for 
a couple games in the fantasy playoffs and that left a 
sour taste for some owners, but overall I just loved his 
film. Really a consistently nasty runner.

Maybe I do have Yeldon and Ivory in the wrong order. 
My impulse is to take the guy on the career upswing, 
but maybe I’ve just fallen in love with the unknown, 
as opposed to taking what I know Ivory will give 
me. I don’t think the Jags will carve out different job 
descriptions for their two backs. Both guys will do 
lots of different things. I’ve heard some guests on 
my show and folks on whose shows I’ve guested say, 
“Ivory is the goal-line back!” and that could be true 
as far as it goes. (I talked about the whole “he’s the 
goal-line back” thing in Yeldon’s profile.) I agree that 
Ivory trouncing Yeldon in TDs is probably a likelier 
result than Yeldon trouncing Ivory. My guess, though, 
is that they see-saw the scores and Yeldon produces 
more yardage as he blossoms. I’ll say this, though: it’s 
a viable strategy that if you draft one of the Jags RBs, 
maybe you reach for the other.

33. DeAngelo Williams, PIT

I thought the Steelers running game was doomed last 
September, as Le’Veon Bell served his two-game 
suspension for doobage. In his final couple seasons 
in Carolina, D-Willy looked like the proverbial man 
after the mountaintop: slower and less powerful, and 
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basically kind of over being an NFL RB.

Whoops. On tape, Williams wasn’t a box-score 
anomaly in his age-32 season. He was terrifying! It 
was easy to remember the dude who rushed for 1,500+ 
yards and 18 TDs way back in ’08. The old burst 
returned in tight quarters, defenders couldn’t get a 
bead on him, and his career calling card—the ability 
to stay balanced after multiple hits—drove the league 
nuts. He crushed it for two games, sat back as Bell 
started for six, and then dominated all over again after 
Bell’s injury. Unfortunately D-Willy got his right foot 
mashed in Week 17 and missed the playoffs.

Get ready for a repeat story for Williams. Now Bell 
is suspended for the season’s first four games, and 
presumably the Steelers will once again rely on the 
aging veteran. So Williams is no longer merely a 
handcuff. He’s the starting RB on what could be 
a great offense for a full one-third of your fantasy 
regular season. Plus if he excels again, it’s possible he 
stays involved all year, especially if it turns out Bell’s 
knee isn’t at full strength.

Now, we also do have to consider the fact that time 
waits for no man, that now D-Willy is entering his 
age-33 season, and that just a few moments ago I told 
you in Frank Gore’s profile that this is an age where 
precious few RBs keep their chops. The cliff really 
could be coming for Williams. It can happen fast. But 
truthfully, it almost doesn’t matter what I think that 
likelihood is. Whoever takes the plunge and drafts 
Le’Veon Bell will have to reach for Williams early.

34. DeMarco Murray, TEN

Pretty weird to see Jerry Jones make a decision that 
turns out looking this smart. Murray won the 2014 
Fantasy MVP and rushing- and scrimmage-yards titles 
for the Cowboys, with 2,261 total yards and 13 TDs. 
But the Eagles gave him $21 million guaranteed and 
JerryWorld let his stud RB walk. Good call.

I’ve yet to hear a cogent argument for why Murray 
flopped in Philly. The whole “he can’t play out of the 
shotgun” thing just isn’t logical. Why can’t he? In 
’14 in Dallas, Murray played about 70% of the total 
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shotgun snaps he played in Philly, and his stats on 
those plays were terrific. All I know is that the Eagles’ 
“party line” during LeSean McCoy’s final Philly 
season was that Shady danced too much, and the very 
next year it was that Murray wasn’t elusive.

Anyway, if you were still trying to figure out how 
much of his incredible ’14 campaign happened 
because Murray is a transcendent talent...now you 
know. He’s pretty good. He’s big, he can catch, his 
vision is average but he’ll drive hard into defenders to 
learn who’s really committed to tackling him. But...
Tennessee? I’m putting a pretty good talent in a so-so 
situation that can charitably be called a rebuild? I’m 
not biting. Add Derrick Henry to the mix—a potential 
bulldozer who won’t make anyone quake with his 
moves but who certainly represents the Titans’ “RB 
of the future” more than Murray does—and I’m not 
interested in Murray. My bet is that a resurgence isn’t 
coming.

35. Justin Forsett, BAL

36. Buck Allen, BAL

The Ravens already had a pair of stylistically similar 
RBs in Forsett and Allen, and then drafted Kenneth 
Dixon, another quick, solid, somewhat undersized 
back—and a favorite of mine from the ’16 draft—this 
spring. Sheesh.

Forsett was a fantasy superstar a couple years ago, but 
he’s just so small I thought he’d be way over-drafted 
in ’15, and that turned out to be correct. He was good-
not-great for 10 games and then broke his arm. That’s 
when Allen took the lead job, and while he’s a bigger 
man, I thought he basically looked a lot like Forsett: 
quick and not particularly powerful, good at squirming 
through cracks but probably at his best when used as a 
receiving weapon.

When your coach is “the less-crazy Harbaugh,” it 
isn’t much solace. Accordingly, I don’t know what 
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Baltimore’s backfield plans are, especially since now 
we get word that Terrance West is getting some run in 
training camp. If either Forsett or Allen somehow sees 
250+ touches, there’s big fantasy value in where he’ll 
be drafted. But a workload that size probably isn’t 
happening for anyone here. Forsett gets the tiniest of 
nods for me as the proven lightning bug, but he’s 31 
and not the future.

37. Derrick Henry, TEN

Henry was a polarizing prospect in April’s draft. He 
won the Heisman in ’15 rushing for 2,219 yards and 
28 TDs, has size that blots the sun, and many of his 
combine drills were amazing for someone 6’3” and 
247. But the dude can’t move laterally. He just can’t. 
If you expect him to dance through a defense, you’ll 
be disappointed. So the specter of Brandon Jacobs 
looms.

I think Henry will be better than that. Naturally a man 
his size is destined to be a flattener of defensive backs, 
but Henry also happens to be an alarming home run 
hitter. If and when an NFL defense lets him get square 
and into the clear, he’ll score. But I do think he’ll be 
somewhat system dependent. You’re not gonna want 
him running a lot of zone stretch. He’s too apt to get 
caught in the backfield before he can get going, and he 
doesn’t seem to see slower-developing plays in front 
of him. And of course, as a rookie, he has to deal with 
DeMarco Murray and a pedestrian Tennessee offense. 
But I don’t view Murray as any kind of sure thing; I 
think the Titans pounced on the Eagles’ desperation 
to get rid of him, and view him as a “nice-to-have” 
veteran mentor. If the team is bad, it’s not hard to 
imagine Henry getting extended chances to show his 
skills. I’d love to see him in the screen game, getting 
the ball with his hands in space.

38. Danny Woodhead, SD

Little Woody was the #10 RB in standard fantasy 
leagues last year! And in PPR he was #3! That’s pretty 
incredible. It’s also not happening again, ever.
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Don’t draft based on last year’s top-line stats. 
Woodhead’s 178 touches in ’15 were 33rd among all 
RBs, and 31 of those touches came with the Chargers 
trailing by at least two TDs. In Week 7 against the 
Raiders, San Diego fell behind 30-3, whereupon 
Woody got eight second-half catches with Oakland 
playing contain. And all of this is maybe okay, because 
maybe the Chargers will be bad again and maybe 
Woodhead will again be a garbage-time king. But 
garbage-time kings don’t usually post top-10 fantasy 
finishes.

The key variable here is the TDs. I know we list 
Woody at 5’8”, but he’s not 5’8”. He might be closer 
to 5’6”. Last year, the Chargers gave him five carries 
inside an opponent’s 3 (he converted two of them), 
while Melly Gordon and Donald Brown each got one. 
With the core of my being, I don’t believe that’ll be 
the case again in ’16. Woody probably grabs you 70 
passes again this year, but the TDs fall off and his 
prime value comes in a PPR league (where I have him 
ranked #21).

39. Duke Johnson, CLE

Duke’s receiving skills are so good he could contend 
for the RB receptions crown in his second year. Maybe 
the single best RB catch I remember from ’15 was 
Duke in Week 4 against the Chargers: Johnson was in 
the left slot with linebacker Donald Butler on him, he 
ran a fly, Josh McCown lofted it 40 yards into the end 
zone, and Duke made a pillow-soft over-the-shoulder 
catch while toe-tapping to stay in bounds. Epic.

Unfortunately, the Browns’ helmets are brown for a 
reason. They will be poop again this year. Duke will 
share rushing work with Isaiah Crowell behind a 
designed-to-fail o-line, and will catch garbage-time 
passes from a sub-par QB. I don’t believe Johnson 
is a candidate to be an NFL backfield’s leading man 
because he’s small and shifty, and in case you haven’t 
figured it out yet, I’m a wee touch biased against the 
littler guys as between-the-tackles runners. Someday, 
though, Duke will be Gio Bernard, and that will be 
cool. For now, he’ll have to be content with being my 
#25 RB in a PPR league.
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40. Rashad Jennings, NYG

How embarrassing for the Giants. They’re the last 
NFL team to have a RB represented on my list, behind 
even the Browns, Titans and Lions. Of course, they’re 
also a team with a superstar receiver and a competent 
QB, and they finished in the top 10 last year in total 
yards and scoreboard points, so there’s potential for 
a single Giants back to be Eli’s caddie and post a 
surprising season.

There’s been lots of scuttlebutt in camp that the Giants 
plan to scrap their ’15 mega-platoon. (Last year they 
were one of three teams—the Eagles and Lions were 
the other—to give three RBs at least 89 touches.) The 
word is that Jennings could be a lead back, and that 
the likes of Shane Vereen, Andre Williams and rookie 
Paul Perkins will be more on the periphery. I suppose 
that’s possible, but I think you’d be making a mistake 
to base your strategy on scuttlebutt. When he’s 
healthy, Jennings is the most versatile player in this 
group: a strong insider runner who catches well. But 
he isn’t a good bet to stay healthy with a big workload, 
and these things usually tend toward entropy: the 
Giants may intend to concentrate the work with 
Jennings, but they’ve got a bunch of other dudes, and 
they’ll be tempted to involved them, too. Besides, 
Vereen catches better and Williams is only effective in 
short yardage, and so: quagmire. (Giggity.)

41. Karlos Williams, BUF

The summer hype machine on Williams Karlos 
Williams would’ve been fascinating. What would’ve 
happened when Shady McCoy sat out some training 
camp practices and didn’t do much in the preseason, 
while the strapping WKW clobbered second- and 
third-string defensive players? The echo chamber 
would’ve be deafening.

But now we’ve all got earplugs. WKW was suspended 
four games for violating the NFL’s substance-abuse 
policy plus supposedly reported to camp overweight, 
and suddenly McCoy’s hold on the feature job looks 
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pretty safe, at least for a month.

I’ll be honest: I’m not a massive WKW fan even when 
he’s out there. He’s big, but he’s all build-up speed and 
no zero-inertia bang. His top speed is impressive; it 
just takes him too long to get there, and he has a habit 
of smacking into the backs of his offensive linemen. 
He’s a Jeremy Hill type around whom I don’t want my 
rushing offense revolving. Very cool story, formerly 
the nation’s #1 high school safety prospect, converting 
to RB but never becoming more than a part-time 
player at Florida State, then tying an NFL record for 
most games with a TD to begin a career. Once he 
returns, Williams might find the end zone some as a 
short-yardage player, and as such he’ll deserve to be 
owned in all leagues. But his value will be highest 
if you’re a Shady owner looking for a handcuff after 
September.

42. Isaiah Crowell, CLE

How the heck is Isaiah Crowell only 23 years old??? I 
had to recheck that three times. It seems like he should 
be 29 and barely hanging on as an impediment to the 
exciting Duke Johnson. Crowell is Rudi Johnson, 
Marion Barber and Julius Jones rolled into one: an 
honest, squat, head-down grinder with nice balance 
and power and basically no ability to surprise a 
tackler.

That skill set can be more than enough when your 
offense is affording you lots of chances in an 
opponent’s red zone. Behind Cleveland’s o-line it just 
doesn’t feel like Crowell will see enough open air. 
He gets met in the backfield a ton, and he just doesn’t 
have the arsenal to do much when that happens. I’ve 
raised him inside my top 50 RBs because I’ve given 
up on the notion that the Browns will find a big-back 
alternative; outsider candidate Terrell Watson may 
have followed Hue Jackson from Cincinnati but 
apparently hasn’t looked ready for prime time. Still, in 
all formats I’d rather own Duke.
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43. Spencer Ware, KC

Ware and Charcandrick West took turns being happy 
surprises after Jamaal Charles’s Week 5 torn ACL. 
After J-Mail’s injury, the Chiefs decided Ware—a 
part-time collegiate player at LSU who seemed 
ticketed for a career as a fullback—had done enough 
on the practice squad, and when West left Week 11 
with an injured hammy, Ware got his first real regular-
season crack. And his numbers were good! His tape? 
Listen, you don’t turn up your nose at 52-yard gains, 
but the Week 11 scamper that introduced Ware to the 
fantasy world did occur with the Chiefs up 16 in the 
fourth quarter. It’s nice, but in my opinion that long 
run won’t be borne out in the long run.

Ware is a Marion Barber type —aren’t you proud I 
didn’t call him a Jeremy Hill type?—who can bang 
in a few touchdowns but belongs in the “tries to run 
through every defender” category. If Charles isn’t 
ready because of his knee or gets hurt again, I’m 
skeptical that either Ware or West would inherit the 
full job, without the other guy being a nuisance. 
Beware of the argument that goes, “The Chiefs clearly 
want to use Ware!” Still, I’ll admit it does seem 
likelier that Ware would be the touchdown-scoring 
half of the platoon, so he gets the slight nod for me 
here.

44. Devontae Booker, DEN

The likeliest scenario for Booker is he eases into his 
first season as a pro, while C.J. Anderson leads a 
platoon that should also include Ronnie Hillman. But 
I’m a major proponent of Booker’s skills, and I don’t 
think CJA is a special player. The range of possible 
outcomes for this rookie includes being the defending 
champs’ starter by mid-season.

On tape, Booker has the best vision of any RB in the 
’16 draft. He’s patient and accelerates well: he sees 
defenders sliding at the second level and times his 
moves beautifully. And he’s mean. It’s worth asking 
whether Booker’s furious, physical style will wear 
well in the NFL, because while he’s not tiny, he’s 
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certainly not a huge back. He’s also not really a home 
run guy, either, but neither is Anderson. I’ll be frank: 
line up these Denver RBs and don’t take incumbency 
into account, and I say Booker might be best.

45. Chris Johnson, ARI

CJ?K didn’t sign with the Cardinals until mid-August 
and was coming off back-to-back meh seasons in 
which the echo chamber questioned his desire and 
willingness to take hits. I never went that far, but I 
didn’t like his recent tape and I didn’t think he’d do 
much in a three-way platoon in Arizona. But when 
Andre Ellington suffered a non-contact knee injury 
in Week 1, Johnson was next man up and produced 
big numbers. Was his film as good as those stats? 
It wasn’t. I recall his 62-yard run Week 7 against 
the Ravens when he was tackled, lying on top of a 
defender, the officials didn’t blow the whistle, and 
CJ?K got up and ran by his lonesome...and still didn’t 
score.

In that same game, though, Johnson also scored a 
bonkers 26-yard TD on which he took huge hits, 
kept his balance, and somehow ran all the way back 
around the left side. So maybe what he’s traded away 
in speed, he’s gotten back in all-around ability and 
toughness. I think David Johnson gets a lot of rope 
with the early-down gig, but CJ?K looked better 
equipped to be a valuable handcuff last year than 
Ellington.

46. Charcandrick West, KC

The Charknado was on my deep-sleeper list before 
last season, because it seemed clear the Knile Davis 
Era was over in Kansas City and West has intriguing 
measurables (including a wind-aided 4.27 40 at his 
pro day). On film, “Rick” is kind of a lesser version 
of Jamaal Charles, which is no insult: quick enough 
to make the first man miss, and guaranteed to burst 
past several defenders in the open field a couple times 
per game. He did that in November, but alas hurt 
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a hamstring and thereafter platooned with Spencer 
Ware.

On film, I like West better than Ware because I view 
him as a more complete player. He’ll catch it better, 
he can run inside and out, and he’s a home-run hitter 
in a way Ware isn’t (see my Ware profile for thoughts 
about his couple long runs from ’15). But the distance 
between West and Ware isn’t huge, they’re different 
kinds of backs, plus situations matter: Ware is the 
banger here, and probably a better bet to score TDs if 
Charles gets hurt again.

47. Charles Sims, TB

Sims has an interesting mix of hands and breakaway 
speed, but his at-the-line instincts are sluggish and 
he doesn’t set up blocks. He’s not Doug Martin. 
But when Sims happens upon some daylight, he’s 
positively Hamsterlike. That leads to big plays which 
in turn lead to the kind of favorable-looking counting 
stats that cause the echo chamber to believe Sims is a 
future feature back.

He’s big enough, he’s fast enough, but I don’t see 
enough diversity in his run types. Whereas Martin 
evinces a veteran’s vision and slashes through 
defenses before linebackers can fill gaps, Sims runs 
up the middle like his hair is on fire, and so finds more 
success on the perimeter. That’s part of why he’s such 
a dangrous weapon in the screen game. He should 
absolutely be owned in all leagues; he’ll get 40% of 
the Tampa backfield work this year and be Martin’s 
Hamstercuff.

48. Tevin Coleman, ATL

Last summer, we looked at Coleman as a potential 
leading man as a rookie, and in fact, he did get 
starter’s work in Weeks 1 and 2 and looked okay: he 
also runs like his hair’s been ignited, but that makes 
him pretty fun. Alas, he pulled a hammy in Week 2, 
Devonta Freeman took over, and now the roles in 
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Atlanta are reversed: Freeman is the presumptive 
starter and Coleman will supplement.

There’s real breakaway speed in this kid, but the 
problem is he’s got one gear (11th gear) and it causes 
him to make hasty cutting decisions, to fumble at the 
ends of runs, and to get smacked around by defenders 
he doesn’t see. We’ve all heard beat-reporter talk that 
says the Falcons want Coleman to be more involved—
from Week 5 on, in games with a healthy Freeman, 
Coleman never topped four totes in a game—and 
that makes sense. Freeman is small and Coleman is 
big, and Freeman led all NFL RBs in snaps last year. 
It would be wise to diversify. But if Coleman hasn’t 
improved, it won’t happen.

49. Alfred Morris, DAL

Although I still don’t consider Zeke Elliott a 
first-round pick, I’ve lowered his alternatives. The 
backfield behind the rookie has gotten murkier, with 
Darren McFadden missing all of camp because of 
a broken elbow (he’s questionable for Week 1) and 
rookie Darius Jackson showing well in drills. Morris 
still seems likeliest to cut into Zeke’s march to Rookie 
of the Year status, but that’s no sure thing.

Alf crashed hard his final season in D.C. as 
Washington’s entire backfield failed to come along 
for Kirk Cousins’s statistical joyride, but he only 
turns 28 in December and the idea that he was only a 
good player because RG3 distracted defenses with the 
read-option is stupid. Morris was legit good because 
he’s terrific as a zone runner, and the Cowboys are 
excellent with zone schemes. Remember when Adrian 
Peterson had to deal with Chester Taylor getting 186 
touches in AP’s rookie year? My concern is that Dallas 
will ease Elliott into full-time work in September, and 
a parade of backups—headlined by Morris—will take 
turns being annoying.
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50. Bilal Powell, NYJ

Powell had 70 rush attempts and 63 targets last year, 
which tells you what he is: a gifted receiver and a 
player who won’t make his own yardage in traffic. 
(He is, after all, the original Ham-and-Egger™.) And 
I can imagine scenarios where newly acquired Matt 
Forte—a pretty fair receiving RB in his own right—
stays healthy and gets rolling and makes Powell a 
superfluous appendage.

But I think it’s likelier that Forte eases back on third-
down work, and Powell becomes a candidate to steal 
double-digit targets on a weekly basis. Remember 
that as of this writing, Khiry Robinson is a Jet, too, 
which means Forte doesn’t have a clean handcuff. But 
the guy likelier to have a regular role no matter what 
happens in front of him on the depth chart is Powell.

51. Theo Riddick, DET

Riddick chronicled a surprise season by tying Danny 
Woodhead for the RB receptions title last season, on 
his way to an outrageous ratio of 97 targets and 43 
carries. It’s arguable that Riddick’s huge role was the 
result of a poor running game, and that if the Lions do 
fix their o-line, Matt Stafford won’t lead the world in 
passes behind the line of scrimmage again.

But yeah, the Lions aren’t gonna fix their o-line, 
right? Riddick will keep dinking and dunking in 
lesser-impact situations—32 of his grabs last year 
came with the Lions down 10 or more, which we’ll 
take!—showing the quickness to fool the first tackler 
and thereafter going down in a Honolulu-blue heap.

52. C.J. Prosise, SEA

I entered this spring’s NFL Draft season without much 
regard for Prosise. He posted nice numbers last year at 
Notre Dame, but only got the starting gig because of 
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injuries to Tarean Folston and Jarron Jones, and is the 
definition of a collegiate one-year wonder. But I had 
Josh Norris on my podcast and Norris’s enthusiasm for 
Prosise made me take another look.

I can see what Josh likes. Since he’s a converted WR, 
Prosise should be a strong pass catcher as a pro (of 
course, we were saying the same thing about Jeremy 
Langford last year and now everybody pillories 
him), and he’s got unquestioned quickness that’s 
surprising in a 220-pounder. What I didn’t see from 
him in college was a good feel for inside running. 
That may simply have been inexperience, but Prosise 
didn’t hit holes “north/south” as hard as you’d like, 
and sometimes just didn’t see where the hole was. 
That won’t fly as a feature back, especially with the 
Seahawks, who want to grind the interior. Of course, 
these are things at which a young back can get better; 
as such, Prosise’s career ceiling feels pretty high. This 
year? He suffered a hamstring injury early in camp 
and still hasn’t returned, and that isn’t always good 
news for a rookie. I still give him a chance to carve 
out a Fred Jackson style role in ’16, but he could be 
losing ground to Christine Michael in his bid to back 
up Thomas Rawls.

53. James Starks, GB

If Eddie Lacy had a player behind him on the depth 
chart whom I liked, I’d invest heavily in that guy. In 
a related note, James Starks won’t be on any of my 
teams this year. He’s one of those huge dudes who 
looks terrific coming off the bus—in theory, he should 
be the athletic solution for Lacy, a.k.a. Dr. Tummy—
but he only ever shows up in spurts. Starks is a veering 
long-strider who doesn’t consistently fool defenses. At 
minimum he’s a must-handcuff, and he’ll have a few 
games this year where he gets a bunch of work and 
makes Lacy owners itchy. But I don’t think he’s an 
NFL feature back.
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54. Christine Michael, SEA

This guy again? How many seasons will we tell 
ourselves, “You know what? Christine Michael still 
has a chance to make a huge fantasy impact!” Um, 
make that four and counting? Like, obviously, when 
someone is given as many chances as Michael to step 
into valuable situations and continually spits the bit, 
we should be dubious as hell. As Marshawn Lynch 
dithered through training camp last year, maybe 
Michael had a shot! Nope: traded. But traded to the 
Cowboys, who needed someone good behind their 
excellent o-line! Nope: cut. But landed with a good 
Washington offense that might take adv—! Nope: cut. 
But signed with the Seahawks again, who actually 
used him a bunch in December and January. You 
can see a path to playing time! Thomas Rawls might 
not be healthy! C.J. Prosise is a total unknown and 
has barely practiced in camp because of a hamstring 
injury! One thing you shouldn’t do is buy the sunshine 
coming out of Pete Carroll’s orifices. Of course he 
thinks Michael finally gets it! Of course this is the 
year! I think I’d still probably draft the rookie Prosise 
first, but I acknowledge that if Rawls gets injured, 
Michael might have the best shot at early-down work.

55. Khiry Robinson, NYJ

Like the man once sang, “Where have you gone, 
Khiry Robinson?” It’s been the official opinion of 
my podcast that Robinson should get his Hall of 
Fame jacket measurements out of the way, yet in 
free agency he only got $80k guaranteed. (Khiry 
gruesomely broke his left leg in ’15, and perhaps his 
presence as a central piece on an a roster just would’ve 
made everyone nauseous with the memory of his leg 
bending like a crazy straw?) I guess it’s possible the 
brilliant minds that run the NFL don’t agree with me 
that Robinson deserves a shot at being someone’s #1 
back. In Gotham, he’ll begin the year behind Matt 
Forte and Bilal Powell, and may have to fight off 
Bernard Pierce for a roster spot. But don’t worry, 
Khiry! Cousin Josh will sing cheesy ’80s tunes in your 
honor no matter what happens in ’16!

 Age: 26     Years: 3     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 221     Injury: 0     Bye: 5

 2015:   243 RYD    3 REC    16 RCYD    0 TD    0 FUM    1 BIG RUN

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 44     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 28-N/A

 Age: 27     Years: 3     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 220     Injury: 14     Bye: 9

 2015:   180 RYD    17 REC    115 RCYD    4 TD    0 FUM    0 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 56     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 29-N/A



56. Tim Hightower, NO

Hightower scored 18 TDs in his first two NFL seasons, 
14 of which came from inside an opponent’s 3. 
But knowing Hightower was a ham-and-egger, the 
Cardinals tried like heck to give their RB job to Beanie 
Wells and in ’10 traded Hightower to Washington for 
a draft pick, whereupon Hightower badly tore an ACL. 
He spent years trying to rehab, suffered an infection in 
his injured knee, and seemed cooked. But then—Roy 
Hobbs style—Hightower signed a reserves contract 
with the Saints, waited around, saw Mark Ingram and 
Khiry Robinson hit IR, and somehow became the 
starting runner in New Orleans last December. He 
ain’t fast, he ain’t quick, but he’s there, which makes 
him a great story. And if Ingram gets hurt again, I’d 
feel better trusting Hightower than C.J. Spiller.

57. Darren McFadden, DAL

DMC was okay last year. Sure, he did it for a 
terrible team without a real quarterback behind the 
league’s best line, but McFadden wasn’t just a stat-
sheet stuffer late in the season; he showed up at his 
hard-cutting best, galloping to the second level of 
defenses (admittedly through huge holes) and showing 
toughness that wasn’t always in abundance during 
his Oakland years. Unfortunately, he broke his elbow 
in June and will sit out all of training camp. And it’s 
gotten ugly for him on the depth chart: Zeke Elliott 
was drafted, Alf Morris signed and even rookie Darius 
Jackson has turned heads. Dallas would save more 
than $2 million against the cap if they release DMC, 
and that’s a real possibility if they become convinced 
that the other guys can handle supplementing Zeke.

58. Terrance West, BAL

I don’t feel good about including West, but I also don’t 
want to bury my head in the sand about the possibility 
that it’s him—and not rookie Kenneth Dixon—who 

 Age: 30     Years: 5     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 220     Injury: 16     Bye: 5

 2015:   375 RYD    12 REC    195 RCYD    4 TD    0 FUM    1 BIG RUN

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 31-N/A

 Age: 29     Years: 8     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 220     Injury: 6     Bye: 7

 2015:   1,089 RYD    40 REC    328 RCYD    3 TD    3 FUM    9 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 39     ’15 Final Rank: 13     ’16 Range: 29-N/A

 Age: 25     Years: 2     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 225     Injury: 0     Bye: 8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 46     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 32-N/A

winds up crashing the Justin Forsett/Buck Allen party. 
Yes, your job as a savvy fantasy owner is to filter out 
glowing reports about unlikely players from the first 
few weeks of training camp, and all I know for sure 
about West is that in his first two seasons, he made a 
plodder like Isaiah Crowell look quick. But I guess 
it’s possible a young guy can step up his game, right? 
I’m dubious. I don’t want to get all excited because 
some beat reporters liked the way West looked in a 
drill, or because he scored a short TD with the backups 
in a preseason game. But we have to admit that he’s 
played ahead of Dixon so far, and while I think higher 
of Dixon’s future, if you’re drafting right now you 
probably have to select West ahead of Dixon, on the 
off chance that he’s the bull-rusher in this offense.

59. Zach Zenner, DET

Talk about your purely speculative ranks! Zenner 
was a fanboy’s dream investment last summer; as 
everyone else was foaming over Ameer Abdullah, 
Zenner got first-team preseason work and looked like 
a potential solution if Joique Bell failed as the Lions’ 
power back. But...not so much. Zenner barely played 
and then suffered broken ribs and a collapsed lung, 
and was out for the year. Abdullah and Riddick have 
the spread-out work covered, but you’d think a power 
back will join them to create a trio. Will it be Zenner, 
a great raw athlete who’s proven zero in the NFL, and 
who’s started the preseason on a hot streak? Will it be 
veteran Stevan Ridley or rookie Dwayne Washington? 
I dunno!

60. Kenneth Dixon, BAL

Dixon set the career FBS record for total touchdowns 
at Louisiana Tech and was my #3 RB in April’s draft, 
behind only Zeke Elliott and Derrick Henry. It’s true 
that he didn’t play many elite defenses in college, 
so his pro prospects are a projection and his size 
isn’t ideal. But on tape I find him to be the fastest 
accelerator in his first few steps of any RB in this class 
(even Zeke Elliott), and he’s shifty, too. Oh, but the 
landing spot! If Justin Forsett and Buck Allen remain 

 Age: 25     Years: 1     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 222     Injury: 10     Bye: 10

 2015:   60 RYD    2 REC    11 RCYD    0 TD    0 FUM    0 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 36-N/A

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 215     Injury: N/A     Bye: 8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 30-N/A



on the Ravens roster, Dixon will be battling Terrance 
West to even see the field on offense early in the year. 
My guess is that West recedes and Dixon does get a 
crack at some real work at some point in ’16, but that’s 
not a sure thing.

61. Jordan Howard, CHI

If you prefer a Tevin Coleman who’s bigger but with 
much less speed...wow, are you in luck, you will love 
Jordan Howard! All right, that’s harsh. Howard laid 
down some great game film against difficult collegiate 
competition, and that doesn’t just “happen,” especially 
not at Indiana University. Howard never had great 
blocking to work with, yet he regularly found creases 
and hit them hard—often taking huge shots—and 
broke long runs that belied his speed. Right now he 
strikes me purely as a power-scheme back; if you 
need him doing the one-cut zone thing, you’ll be 
disappointed. But I agree with Howard’s boosters that 
he’s not just another big body...there’s uncommon 
vision here that could serve him well if Jeremy 
Langford’s doubters are correct.

62. Shaun Draughn, SF

Draughn is a journeyman who’d spent four years 
bouncing among five teams, and last season got 
released by the woeful Browns in October. But the 
49ers got nothing out of their backfield after Carlos 
Hyde’s foot injury, so they signed Draughn to at 
least get a professional RB in there. And he was 
okay. Without any more room to run than Hyde 
had, Draughn slashed and spun and struggled, he 
caught passes, he tried real hard and he didn’t trip 
all over himself (and then he sprained a knee and 
went on IR). Draughn is a below-average talent who 
probably shouldn’t even be a primary NFL backup, 
but welcome to the Niners! He’ll play on third downs 
and catch enough passes to be worth considering as a 
fill-in in PPR leagues.

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 222     Injury: N/A     Bye: 9

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 27-N/A

 Age: 29     Years: 5     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 205     Injury: 2     Bye: 8

 2015:   263 RYD    25 REC    175 RCYD    1 TD    0 FUM    1 BIG RUN

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 40-N/A

63. Andre Ellington, ARI

Ellington deserves better. And maybe he’ll get better 
in ’16. He was set for a significant role in what turned 
out to be a lethal Arizona offense last year, but he hurt 
a knee in September and by the time he returned, he’d 
been Wally Pipped by none other than a purportedly 
fossilized Chris Johnson. And then by the time CJ?K 
broke his leg in December, Ellington was already out 
with a bad toe and it was David Johnson who burst 
onto the scene. Ellington is on the smaller side, but I 
think he’s more than just a pass-catching complement. 
Looking back at tape from his first two years, I see 
functional quickness that helped him avoid big losses 
and big contact at the line. If injuries break his way in 
’16, Ellington could burst back onto the scene as an 
early-down carrier. I’m persuaded by podcast guest 
and Rotoworld stalwart Pat Daugherty that he’s not a 
terrible flyer last pick.

64. DeAndre Washington, OAK

Here’s where I come clean: until the Raiders took 
Washington in the fifth round, I’d never consciously 
seen him play. I’ve since gone back and seen yet 
another fun-and-gun Big 12 offense (Texas Tech) 
that covered up for its feature back’s size limitations 
by rarely putting him in the vicinity of too many 
defensive behemoths at one time. Does that mean 
Washington can’t be an NFL feature back? No. But 
I have doubts, because I haven’t yet seen the kind of 
insane quickness a player Washington’s size need to 
have to be a 200+ touch guy. But with Roy Helu gone, 
he only has to beat out the Marcel Reeces and Jamize 
Olawales of the world to back up Laxatives Murray 
and to conceivably produce on third downs. But this 
business about how Oakland views him as a “complete 
back”? I’m skeptical.

 Age: 27     Years: 3     Height: 5’9”     Weight: 199     Injury: 11     Bye: 9

 2015:   289 RYD    15 REC    148 RCYD    3 TD    1 FUM    2 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 20     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 28-N/A

 Age: 23     Years: R     Height: 5’8”     Weight: 204     Injury: N/A     Bye: 10

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 36-N/A



65. Ronnie Hillman, DEN

As the Broncos were diagnosing what ailed their 
offense in ’15, one prescription they tried was ceding 
some of C.J. Anderson’s touches to Hillman. And for 
about nine minutes, it seemed to be working, as the 
smallish Hillman somehow kept getting around the 
edge in a way CJA hadn’t, and somehow found the 
end zone seven times. By season’s end, though, order 
was restored, and Hillman was godawful pretty much 
whenever he touched it in the playoffs. Observers 
thought surely Hillman would play elsewhere in ’16, 
but he re-upped for relatively short dough, and will 
battle Anderson and Devontae Booker for touches. 
I’m not a Hillman fan. He’s small but not as quick as 
you think, and hasn’t caught more than 24 balls in a 
season. But I’ll hike him in the ranks for the moment, 
as he’s clearly in the mix to back up Anderson. If 
Booker can’t get a foothold—something that happens 
to many rookies—Hillman will be more involved than 
I’d like him to be.

66. Darren Sproles, PHI

Sproles will finish higher than 66th in RB fantasy 
points, but you probably can’t use him. That’s because 
the little guy will do his damage in four games, and 
the rest of the time he’ll have five touches for 25 
yards. “So what?” you say. “I’m used to owning 
LeGarrette Blount!” And...actually...that right there is 
a pretty good point. Anyway, you know Sproles’s act: 
he’ll get you a few traditional backfield carries per 
game, and then whether he actually helps you depends 
on if he catches a couple screens and out-quicks an 
entire defense, or returns a punt for a TD. Fun guy! 
Not awesome for fantasy.

 Age: 25     Years: 4     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 195     Injury: 6     Bye: 11

 2015:   863 RYD    24 REC    111 RCYD    7 TD    1 FUM    5 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 43     ’15 Final Rank: 18     ’16 Range: 30-N/A

 Age: 33     Years: 11     Height: 5’6”     Weight: 190     Injury: 2     Bye: 4

 2015:   317 RYD    55 REC    388 RCYD    4 TD    0 FUM    1 BIG RUN

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 57     ’15 Final Rank: 35     ’16 Range: 35-N/A

67. Stevan Ridley, DET

Ham? Meet egg. Ridley fooled some folks into 
believing he was an exceptional player by lucking 
into the Patriots’ short-yardage role in ’12 and ’13 and 
scoring 19 combined TDs. The truth is that he’s j.a.g. 
(just another guy), though he does bring some power 
to the proceedings. He tore his right ACL early in ’14 
and the injury lingered well into last season, when he 
began the year on the Jets’ PUP list. This fall, Ridley 
gets one more chance to out-Zenner Zach Zenner and 
become the Lions’ big-back complement to Ameer 
Abdullah and Theo Riddick.

68. Chris Thompson, WAS

For the moment, Thompson is Washington’s third-
down back. That could make him a nice deep-leaguer 
in a PPR. But he’s coming off a shoulder injury that 
limited him late last year and required surgery, which 
cracked open the door for Pierre Thomas to rejoin 
the NFL party. Rookie Keith Marshall is around, 
Frenchy could conceivably re-sign, and at this point 
Thompson has to be viewed as an injury risk. If he’s 
out there in passing situations, though, Thompson has 
the prototypical little-guy quickness to rack up a safe 
weekly baseline of perimeter plays.

69. C.J. Spiller, NO

Cue the C.J. Spiller Apologist Tour, Part Five. Gird 
your loins for a cavalcade of puff pieces about how 
Spiller never had a fighting chance last year because 
of a late-summer knee scope that caused him to miss 
Week 1 and limited his explosiveness thereafter, and 
how great he looks now. But let’s be frank: Spiller has 
been a disappointment in five of his six pro seasons, 
a history that’s downright McFadden-esque in its 
comprehensive putridity. Yes, I know it’s been injuries 
that have done it to him. I’m not blaming the guy. And 

 Age: 27     Years: 5     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 220     Injury: 20     Bye: 9

 2015:   90 RYD    4 REC    -2 RCYD    0 TD    0 FUM    0 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 36-N/A

 Age: 26     Years: 3     Height: 5’8”     Weight: 193     Injury: 10     Bye: 9

 2015:   216 RYD    35 REC    240 RCYD    2 TD    0 FUM    3 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 44-N/A

 Age: 29     Years: 6     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 200     Injury: 13     Bye: 5

 2015:   112 RYD    34 REC    239 RCYD    2 TD    0 FUM    0 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 33     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 38-N/A



I also know that like Andre Ellington, Spiller when 
healthy is more than just an in-space pass grabber. But 
fantasywise, I’m willing to miss out on the seven-year-
locust arrival of a healthy C.J. Spiller.

70. Shane Vereen, NYG

Early last season, Vereen was one of the players about 
whose ranks I was most consistently pestered. Didn’t 
I see his 12 combined catches in Weeks 1 and 2? Was 
I merely a scorned Patriots fan, or actually dense? 
(Ha! Joke’s on you! Those two things are redundant!) 
But eventually my lack of faith prevailed. Vereen was 
a tease throughout his four-year stay with the Pats, 
and only his Super Bowl performance against the 
Seahawks stands out as a trustworthy game. Workload 
is a big part of the question with the Giants—they’ve 
still got Rashad Jennings and Andre Williams, and 
they drafted Vereen clone Paul Perkins this April—but 
it’s not the only part. Vereen is extremely game-flow 
dependent, but more importantly he’s a mental mistake 
waiting to happen.

71. Jerick McKinnon, MIN

Coming off a rookie year in which he was thrust into a 
starting role because of Adrian Peterson’s suspension, 
McKinnon seemed ticketed for a “grooming” season 
in ’15. Instead AP was dominant, and McKinnon 
was a bench warmer. That doesn’t change the kid’s 
big-play pedigree: you don’t find many RBs with 
the combination of long speed, quickness, hands 
and snarl that McKinnon has. Longer term, could he 
turn into a Doug Martin type? Because he’s not as 
strong—dare I say not as hamster-y?—as Martin, I 
tend toward no, but he’s got an outside shot. This year, 
of course, it would take a Peterson injury to bestow 
value to McKinnon, and he’s probably not even a great 
handcuff with Matt Asiata still galumphing around in 
Minny.

 Age: 27     Years: 5     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 205     Injury: 8     Bye: 8

 2015:   260 RYD    59 REC    494 RCYD    4 TD    0 FUM    1 BIG RUN

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 41     ’15 Final Rank: 37     ’16 Range: 36-N/A

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 5’9”     Weight: 205     Injury: 5     Bye: 6

 2015:   271 RYD    21 REC    173 RCYD    3 TD    0 FUM    1 BIG RUN

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 54     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 40-N/A

72. Josh Ferguson, IND

The Colts need to find Frank Gore’s successor pretty 
dang fast; Gore is 33 and his contract is extremely 
cuttable in ’17. While he netted Indy nearly 300 
touches under rough conditions last year, the football 
grim reaper is breathing sulphurous air on Gore’s 
neck. But is there anyone on the roster who could 
come close to replacing him? The rookie Ferguson 
has gotten hype this summer as a lightning-quick 
alternative and someone who might actually play as a 
passing-back complement to Gore in his dotage. But 
Ferguson himself was hugely injury prone at Illinois 
and doesn’t profile as a between-the-tackles grinder. 
Remember that the Colts tried this last year with Josh 
Robinson in his rookie campaign, and Robinson even 
played extensively in a Week 2 game against the Jets, 
and he’s not even on the roster any longer. Suffice it to 
say the Colts are casting around for solutions, and that 
the depth chart behind Gore is fluid.

73. Alfred Blue, HOU

If you’ve only read Blue’s box scores in his first 
two seasons, my guess is you wonder why I get so 
down on him. After all, in that span he ranks 29th in 
the NFL in rush yards. But physically, he should be 
better. He’s an imposing human, and he may not have 
drool-worthy speed but he’s not just a one-direction 
player: when he actually sees a hole, he’s got the legs 
to make a pretty sharp cut. Alas, you get Good Blue 
one out of every three plays, and the rest of the time 
he’s stumbling or hitting the wrong hole or cutting the 
wrong way. His size nets him chance after chance, but 
my bet is he’ll never put it all together. Right now he’s 
the best candidate to be Lamar Miller’s handcuff that 
the Texans have, but in standard leagues I probably 
wouldn’t feel compelled to draft Blue even if I took 
Miller.

 Age: 23     Years: R     Height: 6”0’     Weight: 200     Injury: N/A     Bye: 10

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 42-N/A

 Age: 25     Years: 2     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 223     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:   698 RYD    15 REC    109 RCYD    3 TD    1 FUM    2 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 38     ’15 Final Rank: 40     ’16 Range: 40-N/A



74. Cameron Artis-Payne, CAR

The Panthers haven’t yet added to their RB stable 
behind Jonathan Stewart, which presumably means 
they’d be comfortable using CAP if and when the 
inevitable Stew Beef injury happens. Unfortunately, 
Mike Tolbert would also be in the mix, and Tolbert 
would seem far likelier to rack up cheap, non-Cam 
TDs. In his rookie season, Artis-Payne was a healthy 
scratch for weeks, and only got run late when Stewart 
was out and Carolina was gearing up for the playoffs. 
(He fumbled in the Divisional Round and was inactive 
the next two games.) I’m intrigued by CAP. He’s a 
dynasty stash for me, as a bigger kid who seems to 
have patience and wiggle...but the project of earning 
his team’s trust begins anew in ’16.

75. Kenyan Drake, MIA

Drake is really fast and he’s a terrific receiver, but he 
was injured so often at Alabama—mostly soft-tissue 
injuries—that it felt difficult to grasp exactly what 
kind of pro prospect he might be. Could he be a 
David Johnson type: someone draft experts viewed as 
purely a third-down back but whose size was being 
overlooked? (I’d be inclined to bet bigger on Drake 
if it wasn’t Mike Tannenbaum—um, not my favorite 
GM—who drafted him.) With second-year man Jay 
Ajayi already in place and Arian Foster signing with 
the Dolphins in July—perhaps in direct response to 
Drake injuring a hamstring in minicamp—it’s tough 
to imagine that Adam Gase is expecting a big role 
for Drake in Week 1. If Foster suffers the inevitable 
season-ending injury at some point in ’16? We’ll see.

76. Wendell Smallwood, PHI

Do you love Ryan Mathews? Me neither. Do you love 
33-year-old Darren Sproles or borderline NFL talent 
Kenjon Barner? Me neither. Do you see anything else 
in this Eagles backfield other than Mathews, Sproles, 
Barner and this rookie Mr. Smallwood? You know 

 Age: 26     Years: 1     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 220     Injury: 0     Bye: 7

 2015:   183 RYD    5 REC    58 RCYD    1 TD    0 FUM    2 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 63     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 38-N/A

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 210     Injury: N/A     Bye: 8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 45-N/A

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 208     Injury: N/A     Bye: 4

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 34-N/A

where I’m going with this. Smallwood led the Big 
12 in rushing his final season at West Virginia. Yes, 
that comes with a Lache-Seastrunk-sized caveat: like 
most of the B-12, WVU plays super spread-out, and 
Smallwood will have a major adjustment ahead in the 
NFL. But Smallwood has legit great speed and agility 
measurables, so if that adjustment happens quickly, 
watch out. You’re looking at a possible waiver add. 
Missing a couple weeks of training camp with a quad 
injury didn’t exactly help his development, but as of 
this writing he’d returned to the field.

77. Paul Perkins, NYG

As a prospect, to me Perkins feels like a lesser version 
of Smallwood: same size questions, but without as 
much burst. Then again, at UCLA, Perkins played in a 
pro-style offense and produced great numbers back-
to-back years, so maybe I’m fooling myself. Perkins 
appears to have a more crowded depth chart than 
Smallwood, but if he’s readier to be an NFL-quality 
pass blocker right away, maybe that doesn’t matter. 
When the Giants drafted him in April, I immediately 
thought Shane Vereen’s days in Gotham might be 
numbered because Perkins is a Vereen-style player. If 
that transaction happens, Perkins rises on my RB list.

78. Alex Collins, SEA

The Arkansas rookie prospect I wanted to be more 
excited about was Jonathan Williams, who missed 
all of ’15 with a foot injury but who profiles as a 
potentially interesting athlete. Collins was productive 
in the SEC, but isn’t a wow guy on film: frankly, at 
times I couldn’t believe how big the holes were that 
Collins and Williams had to run through—stuff you 
won’t see often in the NFL—so these players are 
difficult to project. Williams seems relatively buried in 
Buffalo for the moment, but Collins has gotten some 
run in Seahawks camp and has to be considered part 
of the backfield mix. By NFL standards, he’s a so-so 
athlete and he doesn’t have the obvious strength and 
power that would let him be a banger. I’d be placing 
my fantasy football bets on Thomas Rawls, C.J. 
Prosise and Christine Michael before Collins, but I 

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 208     Injury: N/A     Bye: 8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 40-N/A

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 217     Injury: N/A     Bye: 5

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 50-N/A



admit he’s got a path to playing time.

79. Ka’Deem Carey, CHI

Let’s travel back, shall we, to ’14 when I wrote a 
bunch of pieces for ESPN about how Carey was 
sneakily my favorite RB in that year’s draft, better 
even than Bishop Sankey, Jeremy Hill, Carlos Hyde, 
Charles Sims, Devonta Freeman and others. (Well, at 
least I got Sankey right.) That analysis deserves an 
oops. In Chicago, Carey has vultured a few TDs, but 
it’s turned out that the draft experts who had concerns 
about his lack of exceptional acceleration and a top-
end gear were right. (“But what about that 366-yard 
game against Colorado?” shouted the 2014 version of 
me.) When I look at Carey’s tape now, I don’t see a 
bad player. I’m just not sure I see a special one, plus 
he may have suffered a concussion in the Bears’ first 
preseason game.

80. Robert Turbin, IND

As I said in Josh Ferguson’s profile, a Colts RB 
other than Frank Gore is likely to get a sterling 
opportunity this season. I just wish I liked any of 
the candidates. Turbin is coming off a campaign 
where he injured an ankle with the Seahawks in the 
preseason, got cut, signed with the Browns, sat around 
for a few weeks then fumbled a bunch, got cut, and 
wound up on a terrible Cowboys offense backing up 
Darren McFadden. As a runner, he’s ponderous. But 
considering the backup alternatives in Indy include 
the undersized rookie Ferguson and Jordan Todman, I 
can’t tell you that Turbin isn’t the best Gore alternative 
available. Fantasy-wise, there’s really nobody you can 
bet on to be Gore’s handcuff before the season begins.

The Rest:
81. Keith Marshall, WAS
82. Jordan Todman, IND
83. Andre Williams, NYG
84. Mike Gillislee, BUF

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 210     Injury: 1     Bye: 9

 2015:   159 RYD    3 REC    19 RCYD    3 TD    1 FUM    0 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 44-N/A

 Age: 27     Years: 4     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 222     Injury: 0     Bye: 10

 2015:   199 RYD    7 REC    23 RCYD    1 TD    0 FUM    2 BIG RUNS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 48-N/A

85. Benny Cunningham, LA
86. Jonathan Grimes, HOU
87. Tyler Ervin, HOU
88. Reggie Bush, BUF
89. James White, NE
90. Denard Robinson, JAC
91. Jonathan Williams, BUF
92. Dexter McCluster, TEN
93. Darius Jackson, DAL
94. Jalen Richard, OAK
95. Jacquizz Rodgers, CHI
96. Mike Tolbert, CAR
97. Marcel Reece, OAK
98. Bernard Pierce, NYJ
99. Fozzy Whittaker, CAR
100. Matt Asiata, MIN



1. Antonio Brown, PIT

How did a person this teeny turn into the best receiver 
in the NFL? Brown is the poster child for today’s 
pro passing game. In decades past, it would’ve been 
tough to justify lining him up on the outside. Corners 
were allowed to grab at the line. Safety help was more 
consistently available. More linebackers patrolled the 
middle. And you were allowed to crush defenseless 
WRs. Today’s combination of rule changes and more 
nickel and dime defenses means that outside receivers 
no longer have to be behemoths, and in fact belong to 
the Antonio Brown Phylum. Behold:

It wasn’t unheard of, but it sure wasn’t common, and 
most startlingly, two active players are currently #1 
and #2 in T.M.R.Y.P.G. (Teeny Man Receiving Yards 
Per Game) in the modern era:

Of course, playing in the right era doesn’t mean 
anything if you don’t have insane skills, and Brown’s 
quickness is nonpareil. I watch corners sometimes 
try and be bold with A.B. to begin a game, but the 
first few times they reach out and try and bump him 
and grab air—Antonio Cromartie is infamous for 

 Age: 28     Years: 6     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 181     Injury: 0     Bye: 8

 2015:  136 REC   1,834 RCYD   11 TD   AY@C = 10.8   SLOT = 18%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 1     ’15 Final Rank: 1     ’16 Range: 1-6

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
How rare did it used to be for a player Brown’s 

size to become a superstar as an outside receiver?

 Player/Last Year  Height Weight YPG
 Antonio Brown, active 5’10” 181 82.5
 DeSean Jackson, active 5’10” 178 69.8
 Gary Clark, ’95  5’9” 173 65.0
 Mark Clayton, ’93  5’9” 177 56.8
 Ernest Givins, ’95  5’9” 178 55.9
 John Brown, active 5’10” 179 54.8
 Bert Emmanuel, ’01 5’10” 180 47.1
 Terrance Mathis, ’02 5’10” 177 42.8

this—they realize: uh-oh. You really have to give 
Brown a couple steps off the line, and then once he’s 
in his route, his legs are so springy, he can literally 
run in any direction with either foot on any step. The 
only way defenses have found to ground Brown is 
hit him with cheap shots a la Vontaze Burfict in the 
’15 playoffs. Barring more of that, expect Brown to 
dominate again.

2. Julio Jones, ATL

In ’15, Jones notched the second-most single-season 
receiving yards in NFL history, and even then 
something felt wanting. If you watched him week-to-
week, you occasionally felt Matt Ryan didn’t throw to 
Jones enough, and that Jones himself committed soul-
crushing drops in big moments. I say all this by way of 
a compliment: if Jones ever puts together a full season 
at his topmost level, he’s shattering 2,000 yards.

If Antonio Brown achieves greatness with moves and 
feints, Julio does it with sheer straightforward power. 
He’s a monster. The prototype of a WR who’s open 
even when he’s covered, Jones has the additional 
advantage of 4.39 speed which gives him the biggest 
arsenal of any current NFL receiver. Seriously, if you 
lined up Jones and Brown in a footrace, the guy who’s 
40 pounds heavier would win! That’s crazy! The only 
thing that can derail Julio is injury: he missed most of 
’13 with a broken foot, battled hip and ankle problems 
in ’14 and even last year had a lingering toe problem 
that didn’t cost him games, but may have cost him 
stats.

One thing I should say about Julio and the entire “top 
tier” of receivers is: we sure do have short memories. 
Having interacted with fans and other podcasts this 
summer, I’ve been struck by how many folks begin a 
sentence by saying some variation on: “There’s that 
first group of obvious receivers....” Really? Because 
about 365 days ago, I’m guessing Julio wouldn’t 
have been in your “obvious” group. Nobody doubted 
the skills or the situation, but he’d spent two seasons 
disappointing fantasy owners with his health. What a 
difference a year makes! Now some of the same things 
people (including me!) said about Julio last year are 
being said about, for instance, Dez Bryant.

 Age: 27     Years: 5     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 220     Injury: 12     Bye: 11

 2015:  136 REC   1,871 RCYD   8 TD   AY@C = 10.3   SLOT = 28%   6 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 5     ’15 Final Rank: 2     ’16 Range: 1-8



3. Odell Beckham, NYG

If you put ODB #1 on your WR list, I wouldn’t argue. 
Everything I said about Antonio Brown also applies to 
Beckham: he’s a true modern-era outside-the-numbers 
player, he’s nearly as quick as Brown, and he might 
currently be the most athletic leaper in the game. 
Numbers don’t do him justice. Heck, his highlight 
reel of one-handed suction-cup grabs doesn’t do him 
justice. ODB is a technician, too. His footwork is 
premeditated and flawless.

If I’m dinging Beckham half-a-notch behind Antonio 
and Julio, there are two reasons. First, hamstring 
issues have consistently dogged his first two NFL 
seasons. Literally any player can get injured at any 
moment, but ODB has yet to prove he can keep this 
soft tissue intact. And second, dude has a little bit 
of a temper. Anyone who rode Beckham to a Week 
16 fantasy finals last year was dispirited by his 
suspension for on-field fighting the previous game. 
That’s not to say these issues will definitely recur, but 
rather: when you’re looking for tiebreakers, these are 
the things that stand out.

4. Dez Bryant, DAL

Before last season, Dez had gone three years without 
missing a game, but in that span he’s been sneaky 
banged-up. Back in ’13, we blamed a sub-par 

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 198     Injury: 4     Bye: 8

 2015:  96 REC   1,450 RCYD   13 TD   AY@C = 11.4   SLOT = 26%   5 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 7     ’15 Final Rank: 5     ’16 Range: 1-7

Stats Lie!

The Bad: Beckham is all flash and no toughness! He 
finished 55th among 79 qualified WRs in Average Yards 

After Contact!

The Good: AYAC is as bad a stat for receivers as it is for 
rushers. In ’15, ODB had a grand total of 90 yards after 
the catch. Albert Wilson, who somehow was #1 in this 
bogus stat, had 222, 67 of which came on two plays 

where a prospective tackler fell down. One long (read: 
fluke?) play changes your rank for the whole year. And in 

’14, ODB ranked 22nd.

 Age: 28     Years: 6     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 220     Injury: 7     Bye: 7

 2015:  31 REC   401 RCYD   3 TD   AY@C = 13.2   SLOT = 19%   5 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 3     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 1-8

November on his bad back. His first half of ’14 was 
saved by a bunch of TDs, but his yardage totals were 
low and we thought a balky shoulder might be the 
culprit. And then of course last year Dez broke his foot 
in the Cowboys’ opener, had surgery, and was never 
the same. I don’t bring all this up to malign Bryant’s 
fantasy stock or toughness—after all, I’ve ranked him 
#4—but rather to remind you that things are never as 
simple or complicated as the best or worst cases. Last 
year’s disaster was neither a totally isolated incident 
that has no chance of repeating or a harbinger of Dez’s 
end. 

I expect him to bounce back. Bryant might be the best 
end-zone receiver in the NFL: he’s tall and long and 
can box out and has insane body control. He’s also the 
poster child for the phrase “wide receiver diva.” Dez 
collects drama like a Kardashian, and I’m pretty sure 
the Cowboys employ an assistant coach to tell him 
whenever there’s a camera trained on his blue 88. But 
he’s great. He needs a healthy Tony Romo; assuming 
he gets that, Keeping Up With Dez will be a hit.

It happens every year in the NFL media echo chamber: 
a cornerback emerges as the hot new name, and soon 
my Twitter feed is full of lineup questions wondering 
whether a star receiver playing against that defensive 
back should be benched for Marlon Brown. In the 
case of Dez and Odell Beckham, I’ll be asked nonstop 
about Josh Norman—who signed with NFC East rival 
Washington this winter—but this applies to names 
like Richard Sherman and Darrelle Revis and Patrick 
Peterson, in addition to Jalen Ramsey and Eli Apple 
and Vernon Hargreaves and that eighth-grade corner 
you know who’s gonna be awesome someday. Hear 
me clearly: you don’t bench great receivers because of 
a great defensive player. Hell, you don’t bench great 
receivers!

“Corner X is gonna shadow Receiver Y” is one of 
the great overused crutches of our football-watching 
time. The vast majority of the occasions, exclusive 

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
That receiver is playing against a 
great corner! Downgrade him!



shadowing just doesn’t happen. NFL defenses prefer 
not to scrap months’ worth of careful planning and 
calibration and practice; they’d rather do what they do, 
react to offensive formations, and use extra coverage 
personnel to help where needed. (For instance: 
Sherman played 79% of his snaps last year on the left 
side.) And even when a receiver gets shadowed, there 
are ways a creative offense can get their stud free: run 
slants and crosses, run pick plays, run screens that get 
the ball in a playmaker’s hands and let him go.
Do receivers produce lesser numbers when they 
face top defensive backs? Probably, though any 
stat claiming to quantify the exact effect is a partial 
truth: there are so many interlocking pieces you can’t 
perfectly capture the reason a given WR struggled in 
any given week. (Was that the week the left tackle got 
hurt? Was it the week the running back caught fire 
and couldn’t be stopped?) For sure, when comparing 
similar WRs for your lineup, the fact that Peterson 
might be hanging around one of them can make a 
fine tiebreaker. Often as not, though, that’s because 
Peterson is accompanied by 10 other pretty good 
players on that Arizona defense. I happen to think 
Desmond Trufant is a top-10 NFL corner, but you 
don’t hear fantasy owners fretting about him, because 
his surrounding defensive cast in Atlanta isn’t good.

5. A.J. Green, CIN

Green is great. He followed a banged-up ’14 season 
with probably his healthiest campaign, scored a TD 
in five of his final six games, and saved Red Popgun 
Andy Dalton on floaty deep targets too many times 
to mention. If he’s had a slight fantasy flaw the past 
couple seasons, it’s been how frequently he’s rotated 
out of games. He played the full 16 last year and was 
only listed on the injury report once, yet he saw 272 
fewer snaps than DeAndre Hopkins, and ran 184 fewer 
routes.

This is utterly forgivable. Green has Dez-esque 
red-zone chops and while you wouldn’t rank him 
among the game’s top-10 speedsters, almost any time 
he catches a pass downfield and the initial defender 
misses him, he’s gone. Plus sometimes his “rest” 
downs have been on running plays, where I frankly 
don’t care if he’s on the field. And finally, remember 

 Age: 28     Years: 5     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 207     Injury: 3     Bye: 9

 2015:  86 REC   1,297 RCYD   10 TD   AY@C = 13.0   SLOT = 19%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 6     ’15 Final Rank: 8     ’16 Range: 1-10

that coordinator Hue Jackson—the guy who used to be 
in charge of said rotations—is gone and the Bengals 
lost most of their WR depth chart to free agency, so 
this may not even be an issue in ’16. Still, if we’re 
splitting hairs among the best of the best, it’s been a 
few years since Green numbered among the elites in 
WR targets.

6. DeAndre Hopkins, HOU

Want a poster child for crutch arguments? Enter Mr. 
Hopkins. If you’re inclined to believe he’ll be the 
#1 receiver in fantasy, you tell yourself: “This dude 
was amazing with Brian Hoyer, Ryan Mallett, T.J. 
Yates and Brandon Weeden flinging him the pill, 
and no running game to distract defenses. Imagine 
how amazing he’s gonna be with Brock Osweiler 
and Lamar Miller around!” And if you’re inclined 
to believe he’s due for a regression, you say: “Sure, 
he’s a great player, but he led the league in routes run 
and was third in targets. The minute the Texans get 
a competent run game and develop aerial weapons 
opposite him—cue Jaelen Strong, Will Fuller and 
Braxton Miller—his workload will drop, and so will 
his counting stats.”

Here’s a hard truth: nobody can tell you with certainty 
which of these scenarios is right. We’re all guessing. 
That’s why invoking crutch arguments is dumb: not 
because they’re always wrong, but because they’re not 
necessarily right. Yet I promise you’ll hear multiple 
fantasy “experts” breathlessly use each of these 
arguments to back their overall Hopkins opinions, and 
when that happens, I encourage you to have a pair of 
scissors handy to gouge your eardrums. Heck, even his 
contract unrest—which led Hopkins to hold a two-day 
mini-holdout before reporting to training camp—can 
be used as both a “for” or “against” argument.

You’re better off allowing “talent” to be your primary 
guide, with “situation” as an important factor, and 
“interpreting statistical data as though they are animal 
entrails” left behind. Hopkins isn’t a sudden athlete 
and doesn’t have Julio-esque speed, but he’s a good 
leaper and has a bonkers catch radius. Like, seriously. 
Go ahead and fling your computer at the wall. 
DeAndre Hopkins will probably catch it. 

 Age: 24     Years: 3     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 218     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:  111 REC   1,521 RCYD   11 TD   AY@C = 14.0   SLOT = 15%   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 12     ’15 Final Rank: 6     ’16 Range: 1-10



7. Allen Robinson, JAC

He’s done it once. Robinson fulfilled draftniks’ faith in 
’15 after a broken-footed rookie campaign, translating 
otherworldly jumping measurables into actual on-field 
jumping. When I dip into A-Rob’s film, I’m astonished 
how often a good defensive back is level with him, 
Blake Bortles blithely flips it up there, and Robinson 
times his leap perfectly on the dead run and takes the 
ball from the defender’s fingertips. If A.J. Green is 
an occasional rescuer of Andy Dalton, Robinson is 
Bortles’s damn guardian angel.

The concerns? Well, I don’t buy that because 
Jacksonville’s defense might be better, that’s a reason 
to devalue the Jags passing game. Great receivers 
“overcome” their own good defenses all the time. (I’m 
about to write up Brandon Marshall, who did a fine 
job of that in ’16.) Nor do I think the acquisition of 
Chris Ivory will change the team’s offensive identity 
into a ground-and-pound machine.

But there’s probably a small regression ahead for 
Robinson for talent reasons, and not his own. Bortles 
will almost certainly pay more dearly for his mistakes 
this year. Also, the harmonious nature of the universe 
dictates that teams that score so many pass TDs and 
so few run TDs (an incredible 35 to 5!) usually regress 
to the mean, to say nothing of the fact that Robinson 
won’t get to face Brandon Browner in a December 
game in New Orleans this year. (In that contest, A-Rob 
humiliated an effort-free Browner on two long catches 
that accounted for 127 yards an a TD.) But Robinson’s 
size and talent are real, and he’ll be excellent.

8. Brandon Marshall, NYJ

This rank scares me. I see some younger players 
beneath B-Marsh on my list whose noggins I worry 
about less. A decade into his pro career you wouldn’t 
think concentration would still be such an issue for a 
pro football player—Marshall’s 10 drops in ’15 tied 
him for second in the NFL—but on the field is always 
one more misfortune away from a temper tantrum.

 Age: 23     Years: 2     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 215     Injury: 6     Bye: 5

 2015:  80 REC   1,400 RCYD   14 TD   AY@C = 15.3   SLOT = 15%   5 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 28     ’15 Final Rank: 4     ’16 Range: 3-15

 Age: 32     Years: 10     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 230     Injury: 3     Bye: 11

 2015: 109 REC   1,502 RCYD   14 TD   AY@C = 12.2  SLOT = 22%   10 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 22     ’15 Final Rank: 3     ’16 Range: 4-15

Yet three of the past four seasons, it’s all come out in 
the wash. How can you complain about a guy who’s 
finished second, fifth and third in receiver fantasy 
points in that span? Amazingly, Marshall accomplishes 
this with practically no speed. He is slow, man. He’s 
so slow it takes him an hour-and-a-half to watch 60 
Minutes. But he’s just so dang big and strong. Maybe 
no WR in the league hand-fights down the sideline like 
Marshall does (some would call it perpetual pushing 
off), and he’s the personification of a jump-ball winner 
in the end zone. Does his act get old? Yup. He’s worn 
out his welcome in three separate cities, and when 
you’re as talented as he is, that’s tough to do. But this 
will only be his second season in Gotham, so they 
probably still like him.

9. Jordy Nelson, GB

If having Marshall in my top 10 scares me a little, 
Nelson’s presence here is the equivalent of the 
chestburster scene from Alien. And of course, my fear 
is almost (almost!) entirely related to the notion that 
Jordy is returning from a torn ACL. I mean, it’s one 
thing to take a crack at Kelvin Benjamin in the fourth 
round. Grabbing Jordy is almost certainly gonna 
require an early second. Which begs the question:

I’m tempted to say that historical analysis when it 
comes to ACLs isn’t worth it, because apparently the 
surgery has come a very long way in recent years. 
(And, as we’ve been told again and again, not all torn 

Stats Lie!

The Good: What are you talking about, “He’s a possession 
receiver”? Marshall tied Calvin Johnson, Odell Beckham, 
T.Y. Hilton and Mike Evans for eighth in targets over 20 

yards down the field!

The Bad: Just ’cuz they throw it to him deep doesn’t 
mean he catches it deep. B-Marsh had only eight grabs 
on those deep targets, fewer than all those other guys 
I mentioned other than Evans, who probably dropped 

about six of his.

 Age: 31     Years: 8     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 217     Injury: 16     Bye: 4

 2015:  0 REC   0 RCYD   0 TD   AY@C = N/A   SLOT = N/A   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 5-15

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
How frequently has a WR suffered an early-
season torn ACL and returned to form the 

following season?



ACLs are the same.) Still, perspective is useful. Here 
are five WRs in the recent past who tore ACLs either 
in training camp or the first couple weeks of a season:

This is such a limited sample size that you can 
almost decide anything you want with the results. As 
borderline NFL players even at their best, are Douglas 
and Avery even relevant? Do we care about Walker’s 
ACL surgery that happened more than a decade ago? 
Should Maclin’s be the only one we care about? I 
dunno!

I’ll say this: Maclin’s result   —actually jumping from 
27th in WR fantasy points in ’12 to ninth in ’14—at 
least gives me hope that Nelson and Benjamin aren’t 
totally screwed. But again, a WR suffering a torn ACL 
in August or early September isn’t a common use case, 
and then we add in that fact that all such injuries aren’t 
created equal, and then we add the fact that Jordy 
apparently overdid his rehab and suffered tendinitis in 
his other knee and spent the first half of August on the 
PUP list? There sure are a lot of unknowns here.

And then let’s throw one more variable into the mix. 
What if what ailed the Packers offense last year wasn’t 
just Nelson’s absence? What if a more fundamental 
flaw has been exposed: say, an o-line deficiency 
that can’t be patched by a healthier left tackle, or 
a problem in receiving depth beyond Nelson and 
Randall Cobb? This worries me a little. And yet in the 
end, here Nelson is in my top 10 WRs. I admit it’s just 
about the rosiest interpretation of an uncertain future, 
and if Nelson doesn’t get off that dang PUP list soon, 
he’ll be getting a downgrade.

10. Demaryius Thomas, DEN

What a crummy terrific season Bay-Bay had in ’15. 
You can’t argue with 100+ catches, 1,300+ yards and a 
top-15 fantasy finish among receivers. But he was soft. 
Especially as the season wore on: too many drops, too 

 Player/ACL Year Previous WR Rank Subsequent Rank
 Javon Walker, ’05 3rd 9th
 Nate Burleson, ’08 23rd 40th
 Harry Douglas, ’09 72nd 103rd
 Donnie Avery, ’10 52nd 134th
 Jeremy Maclin ’13 27th 9th

 Age: 29     Years: 6     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 229     Injury: 0     Bye: 11

 2015:  105 REC   1,304 RCYD   6 TD   AY@C = 10.2   SLOT = 23%   9 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 2     ’15 Final Rank: 13     ’16 Range: 5-15

many alligator arms, too many routes he gave up on. 
In bigger moments, he seemed to shrink, while his 
compadre Emmanuel Sanders rose to occasions.
Has it always been thus for Thomas? I’ve never 
thought so. To me, he’d previously seemed like a 
seriously tough guy in double coverage and going over 
the middle. The local media excuse-making machine 
has already been in overdrive: Thomas was distracted 
by his franchise tag and the fact that he was late 
learning Denver’s new offense, his mom was released 
from prison, he was thinking too much, the sun was in 
his eyes. Of course, any of those things could be true, 
but my point whenever we doubt what players say 
and what gets said about players is: we can’t know for 
sure.

But the fact remains that I’ve seen Demaryius Thomas 
be one of the NFL’s unstoppable forces—a huge, 
fluid, dangerous player in the middle of he field—and 
I’m not yet ready to believe that guy is done before 
he even turns 30. Hey, some WRs do fall off the 
table early, and I guess you could argue this was the 
beginning of a backslide. Truthfully, though, if there’s 
a reason I’m tempted to lower Thomas a few spots, 
it’s the reality of Mark Sanchez setting in. But so far 
I’ve resisted temptation, because the Broncos didn’t 
exactly get elite play under center last year. But if your 
inclination is to drop Demaryius, I can’t blame you.

11. Alshon Jeffery, CHI

Owning Jeffery in a fantasy league last year was 
particularly maddening because he just wouldn’t stay 
down. If we’d simply been told, “Yeah, he’s out for 
a month,” our expectations would’ve made us more 
magnanimous. Instead, it seemed Alshon was week-to-
week with his hamstrings made out of Silly String and 
sadness for most of the season. I’m not sure why that 
made us more pissed at him, but it did.

It’s natural to have doubts about Jeffery’s physical 
state after last year, and he isn’t happy about his 
contract, so I guess we can’t wipe out concerns over 
his mental state, either. But there’s just so much 
upside. I re-watched what little tape he did lay down 
in ’15 (I’m being melodramatic; he played half the 
season), and even with a tranquilized Jay Cutler the 

 Age: 26     Years: 4     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 216     Injury: 7     Bye: 9

 2015:  54 REC   807 RCYD   4 TD   AY@C = 14.6   SLOT = 27%   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 9     ’15 Final Rank: 40     ’16 Range: 7-13



Bears were invested in sending Jeffery deep. He’s 
on the slower side of average but he’s a perpetual 
jump-ball winner, and I think he should be right back 
in the WR1 mix. Of course, if you’re prone to being 
concerned about Jeffery’s soft-tissue problems, the 
fact that he missed the first week of August because 
of yet another hamstring tweak won’t calm you down. 
There are safer guys than Alshon.

12. Mike Evans, TB

You will most certainly not be surprised to learn that 
Duck Tats led the NFL in drops last year. You will 
also not be surprised to learn that Duck Tats spent 
the winter telling reporters that he must “get back to 
fundamentals.” Oh, for sure! That’ll do it!

The truth of Evans’s ’15 fantasy season came down 
to touchdowns. He had a dozen in ’14 and only three 
last year. Why? There’s no single answer, but I’ll start 
with the red zone. Evans saw 12 RZ targets as a rookie 
and 13 last year; he scored six RZ TDs as a rookie and 
two last year. Hm. This will sound like excuse-making 
of the highest order, but I’m afraid this was mostly a 
Jameis problem.

Evans didn’t have any drops on his red-zone targets 
in ’15, and in fact precious few of the “targets” in his 
direction were even vaguely catchable (including the 
Week 17 throw into double coverage about which 
Evans argued so adamantly that he bumped an official 
and was tossed). Do I think there’s something about 
Jameis Winston, or about the chemistry between 
Winston and Duck Tats, that will cause this to be a 
long-term problem? Not especially. Defenses paid 
more attention to Evans than other Bucs receivers in 
high-leverage situations, which helps explain why 
two of Vincent Jackson’s TDs came immediately after 
failed red-zone targets to Evans. But great receivers 
usually work this stuff out.

Is Evans great? I think he will be. Honestly, he’s so 
much like a young Vincent Jackson it’s spooky, and 
V-Jax had a five-year span where he was always good 
for 1,200 yards and between seven and nine TDs. 
Evans needs to catch the damn ball, but for a player 
with his speed and catch radius, volume will be there.

 Age: 23     Years: 2     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 231     Injury: 2     Bye: 6

 2015:  74 REC   1,206 RCYD   3 TD   AY@C = 15.2   SLOT = 19%   11 DROPS
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13. Keenan Allen, SD

His first two years in the league, Allen rode the roller 
coaster from a great rookie year to a strange and 
dispiriting sophomore campaign. In his third season, 
he decided to roll the full Keenan Allen Experience 
into one. Through Week 8, Allen had posted three 
incredible games and only failed to top 50 yards in a 
contest twice. Alas, he lacerated his kidney stretching 
out in the end zone to make his final grab of the 
year—a dramatic halftime TD versus the Ravens—and 
immediately was placed on IR.

I love this kid’s polish. He came into the league with 
elite route-running skills. You can see it in the way 
defensive backs react to his moves; for a guy with 
pedestrian speed and non-elite quickness, Allen gets 
so wide open sometimes. He’s a technician. Rumors 
of weight gain might explain away ’14, and though 
I didn’t see any obvious signs of such issues (he still 
looked pretty open to me), it was awesome to see how 
integral he was to the Chargers short passing attack 
last year.

Now, be aware: Allen isn’t a stretch receiver. He’ll 
make acrobatic catches down the seam or in the 
corner, but those grabs have to be acrobatic because 
he’s rarely out in front of a defender. There’s a reason 
he ranked 68th among 79 qualified receivers in 
Average Yards at the Catch. But even with limited 
deep speed, Allen gets open. Often he reminds me of 
an outside-the-numbers Julian Edelman, just surgically 
cutting up a defense with hooks and crosses and 
stops. If he’s healthy all season, it’s fair to imagine he 
finishes among the NFL leaders in targets.

14. Amari Cooper, OAK

Cooper’s play in ’15 looked better than his stats 
indicate. He’s going to be a star. His downturn in 
December was almost certainly related to a foot injury 
that didn’t cost him games, but left him less able to 
cut; on film, I see him sliding to stops and sometimes 
just flinging his body toward the sidelines rather than 

 Age: 24     Years: 3     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 211     Injury: 11     Bye: 11

 2015:  67 REC   725 RCYD   4 TD   AY@C = 7.8   SLOT = 18%   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 15     ’15 Final Rank: 46     ’16 Range: 8-17

 Age: 22     Years: 1     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 210     Injury: 0     Bye: 10

 2015:  72 REC   1,070 RCYD   6 TD   AY@C = 10.2   SLOT = 18%   10 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 24     ’15 Final Rank: 24     ’16 Range: 8-23



taking an extra step to get himself in position for a 
toe-tap. In healthier times, he’s got Keenan Allen’s 
smoothness with an extra jet of speed. I’m not coming 
off my position that if the Raiders keep improving at 
QB, Cooper will be the #1 receiver in fantasy at some 
point in his career.

Now, is that stardom coming in ’16? It could. But I’d 
be dishonest to say that the drops don’t concern me. 
Cooper tied for second in that stat, and I clearly recall 
a mild complaint some smart draft experts had about 
him at Alabama was his tendency to commit “focus 
drops.” This brings up a question:

Not in a particularly good place! They tie Kelvin 
Benjamin for the second-most drops by a rookie since 
’09:

Right now, comparing Cooper to most of these clowns 
feels foolish because he’s a better prospect. Perhaps 
the only potentially relevant name on the list is Mike 
Williams, who shook up the fantasy world as a rookie 
in ’10 but vanished thereafter and never got his hands 
problems under control. But again, Williams was a 
fourth-round pick who didn’t have his head screwed 
on straight and was never the specimen Cooper is. 
Suffice it to say I’m (puts on sunglasses) Hanging 
With Mr. Cooper. (Yeeeeeeeeeah!) But I sure hope his 
paws get better.

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
Where do Cooper’s 10 drops put him in the 

context of other rookie WRs in recent history?

   Rookie WR Next Year Next Year
 Rookie/Year  Drops Rank Drops Rank
 Greg Little, ’11  12 57th 6 54th
 Kelvin Benjamin, ’14 10 16th N/A N/A
 Louis Murphy, ’09  9 61st 3 65th
 Michael Crabtree, ’09 7 65th 7 33rd
 M. Massaquoi, ’09  7 58th 4 71st
 Brandon LaFell, ’10 7 76th 2 58th
 Mike Williams, ’10  7 12th 7 50th
 Tavon Austin, ’13  7 54th 3 79th
 Aaron Dobson, ’13  7 58th 5 N/A

15. Brandin Cooks, NO

Sometimes I get one right. The Twitteratti asked me 
so many questions about my Cooks ranking last year, 
I considered witness protection. And then Cooks had 
a relatively craptastic September and the poop rained 
down on my sensitive skull. But I hung with him. To 
me, Cooks is Antonio Brown with more straight-line 
speed. He’s in the Antonio Brown Phylum. His agility 
is incredible.

I closely re-watched Week 16’s game against the Lions 
to get a look at Cooks going up against defensive back 
Darius Slay, who is a top-10 corner right now. Cooks 
ate him up! I grant you, the Saints were down big in 
the second half and maybe Slay wanted to be sure he 
didn’t get toasted deep, but even while the score was 
close Slay had his hands full, and in fact Cooks was 
originally credited with a berserk early TD where he 
adjusted brilliantly to a ball unexpectedly thrown to 
his outside shoulder (though it was overturned on 
replay). The takeaway was—and please check out the 
Dez Bryant crutch argument above—you’re over-
thinking if you see your guy going against an elite 
corner and you automatically bench him. Cooks was 
that good.

Why don’t I put him inside my top 10? I’d like to! 
He’s got that kind of upward mobility! But there are 
so many more proven studs, and Drew Brees has a 
nasty habit of using seven/eight/nine pass catchers in a 
game. But I will wind up with Cooks on my teams in 
’16.

16. Sammy Watkins, BUF

In retrospect, I think I probably had Li’l Bug too high 
this spring before news leaked about his broken foot. 
In my initial ranks, Watkins was #9; I was trying to 
capture how stunning his final six games were, when 
he kept rescuing ill-conceived Tyrod Taylor throws 
and converting them for huge gains and touchdowns. 
The stress fracture in his left foot that required a screw 
to be surgically implanted splashed some cold water 

 Age: 23     Years: 2     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 189     Injury: 6     Bye: 5

 2015:  84 REC   1,138 RCYD   9 TD   AY@C = 12.3   SLOT = 30%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 14     ’15 Final Rank: 12     ’16 Range: 10-20

 Age: 23     Years: 2     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 211     Injury: 3     Bye: 10

 2015:  60 REC   1,047 RCYD   9 TD   AY@C = 16.7   SLOT = 13%   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 19     ’15 Final Rank: 16     ’16 Range: 7-25



across my fevered brow.

I love Watkins’s body control, which he uses to outfox 
defenders like only a few humans can. He’s not a 
giant, he’s not the quickest...but he runs well and 
somehow he goes up against great defensive athletes 
and keeps taking poorly thrown balls away from them. 
But the fact is: they are poorly thrown balls. Taylor 
is kind of a nightmare as a decision maker when he’s 
forced to play catch-up. So maybe part of me was 
always looking for an excuse to knock Watkins off his 
lofty rankings perch.

Obviously we’ve learned from the likes of Dez 
Bryant, Julian Edelman and Allen Robinson that even 
supposedly “small” breaks in a WR’s foot can ruin a 
season. It’s awesome that Watkins passed his physical 
and got himself off the PUP list, but it’s impossible not 
to consider him riskier than before we knew about the 
break.

17. Kelvin Benjamin, CAR

Can Benjy return from his ’15 training camp ACL and 
be great? See also: Jordy Nelson’s profile. Can Benjy 
recover from a drop-filled rookie year? See also: 
Amari Cooper’s profile. Beneath these questions rests 
the whopper: what the heck is Kelvin Benjamin, and 
how were we all so wrong about him two years ago? 
(My hand is raised high.) 

I re-familiarized myself with Benjy’s ’14 late-season 
game film, and my conclusion? He’s slow and 
has mediocre footwork, but my heavens he’s big. 
He’s latter-day Larry Fitzgerald, except with anti-
gravitational force fields where his hands are supposed 
to be. Kelvin Benjamin is the minimum dream NFL 
teams have when they over-draft Roy Williams, 
Reggie Williams, Mike Williams, Matt Jones, Limas 
Sweed, J.J. Stokes, et al: a huge human being who 
moves well enough to threaten routes other than the 
slant, so that when he does run the slant against man 
defense, he’s uncoverable. The great news for Benjy 
is Cam Newton became a more efficient thrower in 
’15—not perfect, but more efficient—so the big guy 
can step back into his “X” role on the outside and see 
a whole bunch of targets.

 Age: 25     Years: 2     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 240     Injury: 16     Bye: 7

 2015:  0 REC   0 RCYD   0 TD   AY@C = N/A   SLOT = N/A   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 12-18

18. Larry Fitzgerald, ARI

Podcast listener Dylan B. heard my conversation 
about the NFL’s best hands this spring and my plea for 
HarrisFootball terminology for the opposite of Duck 
Hands, and Dylan had the best suggestion: Kitten 
Mittens! Larry Fitzgerald probably has top-five hands 
in the history of the NFL. He has Kitten Mittens!

I’ve apparently perplexed the fantasy world with my 
’16 Fitz rank as much as with any other save perhaps 
Jonathan Stewart; I honestly don’t look at other folks’ 
ranks, but many of you seem angry I have Fitzgerald 
in my top 20!

But I’m just not sure what’s changed. Yes, certainly, 
Fitz isn’t the outside WR we remember from a decade 
ago. He’s the possession guy in Arizona’s prolific 
offense, while the speed work mostly gets split 
between Michael Floyd and John Brown. And yes, 
sure, Floyd is also a pretty good red-zone weapon.

But nobody is Larry Fitzgerald in the red zone! He 
had 18 targets and eight TDs from inside the 20 last 
year and only failed to get a red-zone target in four 
games. (By comparison, Floyd had 10 RZ targets and 
two TDs, and had 10 games where he didn’t have a 
RZ target.) No, this rank isn’t purely based on TD 
potential, because TDs come and go. Fitz is also a 
great bet to lead the Cardinals in targets and approach 
top 10 for the entire league. I’ve heard the argument 
that says, “Fitzgerald didn’t excel unless either Brown 
or Floyd was injured!” and I’ve heard the argument 
that goes, “Fitz is too old and faded to get another 142 
targets!” I don’t have a crystal ball that tells me for 
sure how this workload split will go, but I just don’t 
find myself as freaked out by Fitzgerald’s supposed 
risk as much as other folks do. I don’t begrudge you 
your fears. I just don’t share them.

 Age: 33     Years: 12     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 218     Injury: 2     Bye: 9

 2015:  109 REC   1,215 RCYD   9 TD   AY@C = 8.4   SLOT = 57%   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 34     ’15 Final Rank: 10     ’16 Range: 10-27



19. Jeremy Maclin, KC

Remember when the one dumb thing your little 
brother knew about the Chiefs was that Alex Smith 
went the entire ’14 season without throwing a TD to a 
wide receiver? That’s one of the stupidest reasons not 
to draft a player I’ve heard since Aunt Tammy decided 
to stay away from players with D’s in their names out 
of respect for Princess Diana.

I’m the last person to defend Alex Smith—no, 
seriously—but can we agree that Maclin was an 
upgrade on the prior year’s WR corps, which had 
included the leftover ink from Dwayne Bowe’s 
misbegotten contract, Donnie Avery, Junior 
Hemingway and the ghosts of Samie Parker and Dante 
Hall? Maclin is a really good player. He was always 
going to make a difference.

No, Maclin didn’t have perfect success getting his QB 
to remove his miserly grip from the pigskin. But four 
of Maclin’s eight scores came on deep posts where the 
window was closing pretty quickly, and Smith showed 
trust in his own arm strength—which isn’t horrible—
and in Maclin by zinging it between a linebacker 
and a safety. I daresay it’s the kind of pass Smith just 
wouldn’t have thrown in previous seasons, and it 
says a lot about Maclin’s speed and ability to surprise 
defenders with cuts down the field. There will be some 
three-catch, 48-yard games in ’16, and Maclin will at 
some point suffer an injury during which he will act as 
though he’s lost a limb or an eyeball, and then shake 

Stats Lie!

The Bad: Look at Fitzgerald’s production last December! 
In Weeks 1 through 13 he averaged 10 targets, eight 

catches and 88 yards; in Weeks 14 through 17 he 
averaged 6/4/42!

The Good: Watch the games, and know the situations. 
The Cards were on cruise control getting ready for the 
playoffs, killed the Eagles and Packers and sat their 

starters in the second half against the Seahawks. You’re 
conveniently forgetting Fitz’s 176 yards in

the Divisional Round!

 Age: 28     Years: 6     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 198     Injury: 17     Bye: 4

 2015:  87 REC   1,088 RCYD   8 TD   AY@C = 10.5   SLOT = 33%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 26     ’15 Final Rank: 17     ’16 Range: 14-23

it off and return to action. But I’m okay with him as 
a WR2, and a re-reassessment of his talent in mid-
August caused me to bump him up even a couple more 
spots in this WR list.

20. Randall Cobb, GB

There was a time when I thought Randall Cobb could 
carry an NFL passing game. That time is gone.

One of most blameworthy culprits in the Packers’ 
disappointing offensive season, Cobb—who usually 
makes a living being open in the middle of the 
field—couldn’t find free acreage without a viable 
outside threat opposite him. Color me surprised. I 
thought his quickness and hands would serve him 
well even without a healthy Jordy Nelson, but no. So 
many times I’d watch Green Bay tape and see Cobb 
running across a short zone, not stopping his routes at 
the right moment, sort of covering himself by finding 
a linebacker and never darting away. It was weird. I’d 
given him credit for Julian Edelman uncoverability, 
but I didn’t see that in ’15.

So here we go again: here’s where I do my dithering 
Hamlet act about whether we’re all ready to bounce 
right back into drafting Packers because of Nelson’s 
return. I guess so? I think? Maybe? The Pack was 
actually at its best toward the end of last season with 
Cobb lined up in the backfield...not necessarily getting 
a ton of carries, but shaking loose as a defensive 
afterthought in pass patterns. And those kinds of tricks 
get easier to pull off when safeties are fixated on 
helping deep. So I guess when it comes to Cobb and 
the Packers in general, ol’ Hambone over here (that’s 
me) recommends pretending last year never happened. 
Ahem. When has that approach ever gone wrong?

21. Eric Decker, NYJ

Pretty amazing that the Jets had the #3 and #9 WRs 
in fantasy last year with Ryan “F.B.S.” Fitzpatrick 
flinging the pill. (F.B.S. = Frozen Beard Spit.) The 

 Age: 26     Years: 5     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 192     Injury: 10     Bye: 4

 2015:  79 REC   829 RCYD   6 TD   AY@C = 7.5   SLOT = 86%   6 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 8     ’15 Final Rank: 30     ’16 Range: 12-28

 Age: 29     Years: 6     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 214     Injury: 2     Bye: 11

 2015:  80 REC   1,027 RCYD   12 TD   AY@C = 11.5   SLOT = 69%   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 32     ’15 Final Rank: 9     ’16 Range: 12-28



scary thing for Decker’s fantasy stock going forward 
is that his two seasons with New York have been quite 
similar, except for touchdowns:

Now, of course, FitzMagic was Decker’s guy in ’15 
and it was a Frankenstein of Sadness the year before 
(Geno Smith/Michael Vick), so let’s not rule out QB 
being the key variable. And in Decker’s career, dude 
has 50 TDs in 92 games, including double-digit scores 
three of the past four seasons...and this cannot be 
emphasized enough: HE CAUGHT EIGHT TDS IN 
A SEASON FROM TIM TEBOW! Okay, fair, he does 
seem to overachieve when defenses pay attention to a 
better WR on Decker’s team (Demaryius Thomas and 
Brandon Marshall), and he’s a bit of a one-trick pony, 
as I counted nine of his 12 TDs in ’15 on seam throws. 
But like I sometimes say: it’s a good trick! Decker is 
a hard guy to keep out of the end zone. Which makes 
me wonder:

I guess unsurprisingly, the players who earn the 
biggest proportion of their points through trips to 
the end zone tend to be big dudes who are good at 
football. Since ’11, here are the WRs who’ve played at 
least 50 games and derived the biggest percentage of 
their fantasy points from touchdowns:

(Yo! Beasley and Royal! What are you guys doing 
here?) Since ’01, only Chris Henry and Marcus 
Robinson had higher rates than James Jones; in his 
career, Randy Moss had basically the same fantasy-
points-from-TDs ratio as Decker. By all of which I 
mean: both statistical and visual evidence suggests 
that there’s something sustainable about Decker’s TD 
catches. His game appears to be well suited to the 
end zone, more than his middle-of-the-road yardage 
production might indicate. And but so: I’m okay 

 Season Targets Catches Yards AY@C TDs
 2014 110 74 962 11.0 5
 2015 133 80 1,027 11.5 12

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
Where does Decker rate among WRs who get a big 

chunk of their fantasy points via touchdowns?

 Player  Games Yards TDs Ratio
 James Jones 78 3,792 38 40%
 Dez Bryant 72 5,264 53 39%
 Eric Decker 78 4,953 49 39%
 Cole Beasley 56 1,452 11 37%
 Eddie Royal 62 2,036 18 36%
 Jordy Nelson 60 4,841 43 36%

penciling him in for another eight scores this year, 
even if I don’t imagine another top-10 fantasy season 
is in the offing.

22. Emmanuel Sanders, DEN

With the reality of Mark Sanchez under center in 
Denver really starting to dawn on me, I lowered 
Sanders a few spots, while I didn’t touch Demaryius 
Thomas. This is a little weird and perhaps 
hypocritical, but somewhat reflective of the fact that 
Thomas—who’s more of a possession receiver than 
Sanders  —might benefit most from playing with a QB 
you desperately need to protect.

But I’d still draft Sanders! I still love the dude! It’s 
totally possible that both Thomas and Sanders post 
top-20 seasons again; after all, Peyton Manning was 
(relatively speaking) hot garbage last year and both 
Sanders and Demaryius Thomas finished in the top 
20 catching quails from him. Then again, Manning’s 
rotting corpse with a parrot inside the corpse’s mouth 
humming the Nationwide theme would give me more 
confidence under center than Mr. Buttfumble. It’s a 
strange damn situation.

I’ll tell you this: what I saw from Sanders last year 
told me he’s nails. Kid missed one game with a bad 
ankle but that injury basically lasted all year, yet there 
he was in the playoffs rescuing Denver’s bacon on 
third downs over and over. He’s so quick and fast, he 
absolutely belongs to the Antonio Brown Phylum. I 
love him, and if you told me Thomas’s season-long 
meh play will earn The Colonel even more targets in 
’16? I might just believe you. In the end, though, my 
comfort level has shrunk just a bit.

23. Julian Edelman, NE

Like Eric Decker, Edelman is a one-trick pony whose 
trick is awfully good. He’s not exclusively a slot guy 
like, say, a Doug Baldwin, but with Edelman you 
know you’re getting about 80% of your routes, targets 

 Age: 29     Years: 6     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 180     Injury: 1     Bye: 11

 2015:  76 REC   1,135 RCYD   6 TD   AY@C = 14.1   SLOT = 21%   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 13     ’15 Final Rank: 18     ’16 Range: 15-30

 Age: 30     Years: 7     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 200     Injury: 9     Bye: 9
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 ’15 Preseason Rank: 18     ’15 Final Rank: 37     ’16 Range: 14-22



and catches on throws of fewer than 10 yards. And 
when defenders know that about a player and that 
player can still get open? That’s pretty great.

This winter, I ranked Edelman as my #2 quickest WR 
currently in the NFL, behind only Antonio Brown. 
When Edelman lines up outside, you know what’s 
coming: it’s usually some kind of in-breaking route—a 
slant or a cross—but you can’t stop it, because like 
Brown, Li’l Edelman can cut with either foot on 
any step. And Tom Brady requires precision. Many 
Patriots routes are option-flavored, where the “correct” 
path for the receiver is only known after the snap: 
both Brady and the WR must judge how a defender 
is guarding, and connect accordingly. Edelman has a 
big advantage in such assessments because his legs 
and hips give nothing away; if you watch his routes in 
slo-mo, you can’t tell which step is a setup, and which 
is the actual break.

Hey, Edelman has fantasy limitations. He’s never 
topped 1,056 yards or seven TDs in a season, although 
he was on pace for 1,230/12 last year before breaking 
his foot Week 9. But he also almost always misses 
games because of injury, so that’s part of the equation, 
too. WRs who do most of their work close to the 
line don’t tend to be the highest-ceilinged players, 
but Edelman is an every-week starter—and PPR 
monster—whenever he’s active.

24. Golden Tate, DET

This spring I also did a ranking of the WRs with the 
best hands in the NFL, and Tate came out on top. Yes, 
he had three drops in ’15, but think of it like a baseball 
shortstop: his range is greater so sometimes he’ll make 
an error on a ball other players never get to.

What the Lions offense will be post-Megatron is an 
open question. It’s possible Tate isn’t really a WR1 
and Matthew Stafford will spread the love around 
to so many receivers, none of them will produce 
consistent numbers. And then there’s the issue of how 
dink/dunk the entire passing game was last year. I’ve 
mentioned elsewhere that Stafford led the NFL in 
passes behind the line; Tate led all WRs in targets and 
catches behind the line, meaning he was the ’15 king 

 Age: 28     Years: 6     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 198     Injury: 0     Bye: 10

 2015:  90 REC   813 RCYD   6 TD   AY@C = 5.8   SLOT = 56%   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 21     ’15 Final Rank: 34     ’16 Range: 13-28

of the receiver screen. That meant he was quite useful 
in PPR and had a safe weekly floor, but he only had 
double-digit fantasy points four times all season. But 
what if the Lions have improved their o-line and can 
run? Mightn’t that reduce the need for a pass-game-as-
glorified-run-game?

The most tempting aspect of Tate in ’16 is the 
memory of him in ’14, during the five games in which 
Megatron was hobbled with a bad ankle. From Weeks 
4 to 8 that year, Tate averaged eight grabs, 120 yards 
and 10+ air yards at the catch. If that’s the guy you’re 
getting this season, he’ll be a steal in the fifth or sixth 
round.

Because he had so many catches behind the line last 
year, Tate finished 78th out of 79 qualifying WRs in 
Yards Per Catch. The company he kept wasn’t exactly 
a murderers’ row of fantasy glory:

I daresay that there is a causal link between YPC and 
a WR’s fantasy performance. We prefer big plays. 
But where the crutch argument comes apart is: not 
all receivers who post low-YPC seasons are, by their 
natures, low-YPC receivers. In other words: yes, 
there’s something about the skills of Julian Edelman 
and Wes Welker and Kendall Wright and Harry 
Douglas that make them low-YPC WRs and that 
tends to limit their fantasy upsides. But determining 
which receivers have limited upsides by looking at the 
bottom of a YPC list is doing it backwards. Instead 
we should be looking at each player’s game on tape, 
and then confirming their lack of explosiveness by 
examining the YPC list.

Tate is the poster child for this. The crutch-user 
examines the low YPC in ’15 and says, “See? One 

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
Look at his Yards Per Catch! That 

tells me he’s the kind of WR who just 
won’t make plays down the field!

 Player  YPC Yards Rec TDs WR Rank
 Danny Amendola  9.9 648 3 55th
 Davante Adams  9.7 483 1 79th
 Tavon Austin  9.1 473 5 21st
 Golden Tate  9.0 813 6 34th
 Eddie Royal  6.4 238 1 N/A



more reason I don’t like Golden Tate!” The film-
watcher says, “Hm, on the field I see a guy with 
excellent long speed in addition to quickness and 
hands...and I don’t see any limitation that would cause 
him to be ‘merely’ a screen player.” In fact, Tate’s 
low YPC in last year was mostly about what his team 
needed. In his four seasons as an NFL starter, ’15 is 
clearly the year that stands out as a YPC outlier:

25. T.Y. Hilton

Viewed one way, this rank is an insult to Hilton. I 
had him 11th heading into last year, after he finished 
the ’14 season ranked 10th in WR fantasy points. 
One major reason he “struggled” in ’15 (if finishing 
15th in the NFL in receiving yards can be said to be 
struggling) was Andrew Luck’s injury. After Luck 
went down, Hilton had only one game where he 
exceeded four catches, as he had to haul in passes 
from popgun-armed Matt Hasselbeck.

Viewed another way, what I’m saying is: of the small 
speed merchants who mostly play outside, I only 
like a few guys more than T.Y. Hilton. Hey, what a 
compliment!

My hesitation embracing Hilton this year is twofold. 
First, I’m hesitating on Luck. Yes, of course, Hilton 
posted three very nice seasons with Luck before last 
year, so even if the QB is more of an interception 
machine than we want him to be, Hilton should get 
his. But still, I think some of the optimism we’ve 
thrust on Hilton these past couple years was the idea 
that the really big Andrew Luck season was coming, 
and I’m not sure that’s true anymore. And second, I’m 
fascinated to see what Indy’s offense will be under 
new coordinator Rob Chudzinski. The Colts have a 
good tight end (and Chud loves his TEs) and three 
terrific young WRs, two of whom appear to have a 
ton of overlap. I like Phillip Dorsett quite a bit: he’s 
got just as much straight-ahead turbo speed as Hilton, 

 Year  YPC YPC Rank Fantasy Rank
 2015  9.0 78th 34th
 2014  13.4 34th 13th
 2013  14.0 30th 29th
 2012  15.3 15th 34th

 Age: 27     Years: 4     Height: 5’9”     Weight: 180     Injury: 1     Bye: 10

 2015:  69 REC   1,124 RCYD   5 TD   AY@C = 13.1   SLOT = 28%   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 11     ’15 Final Rank: 21     ’16 Range: 12-28

but he’s got the potential to be quicker and scarier in 
the open field. So you could say this modest rank of 
Hilton is a bet against Luck reaching a new plateau, 
and a bet on Dorsett reaching one. In general, my 
comparison for Hilton is more DeSean Jackson than 
Antonio Brown, and so I think we’ll get more feast-or-
famine than feels comfortable.

26. Doug Baldwin, SEA

I kept not ranking Baldwin highly enough in 
December last year, and it kept being a major, major 
mistake. After spending the first half of ’15 being 
the highly mediocre fantasy receiver he’d been for, 
oh, basically all four years of his career, Baldwin 
was possessed by the spirit of Steve Smith and went 
bananas. (Fact: Steve Smith tore his Achilles’ in Week 
8. The Seahawks had a bye in Week 9. From Week 
10 forward, a haunted Baldwin scored more fantasy 
points than any WR in the NFL. Coincidence? WAKE 
UP SHEEPLE!)

But the question I had to ask myself this winter was: 
what changed? Baldwin was a nice, sure-handed 
possession receiver who’d never topped five TDs or 
finished higher than 38th in WR fantasy points in 
a season. Should a seven-week bonanza be enough 
to change our opinion of who Doug Baldwin is as a 
player?

My answer is no. I’ve heard folks say, “This is the new 
normal in Seattle. The days of being an elite running 
offense ended in the second half of last year, as the 
Seahawks lost Thomas Rawls and Marshawn Lynch 
and Jimmy Graham and had to throw it a bunch. 
Baldwin was in the middle of that, and will be in ’16, 
too.” That sounds nice, but neither the film nor the 
stats bear it out. Graham was hurt in Week 12. Rawls 
went down in Week 14. And neither Russell Wilson’s 
pass attempts nor passing yardage increased. The only 
thing that changed was that Wilson kept throwing TD 
after TD to Baldwin.

Yes, and in the red zone the Seahawks went pass-
heavier: Wilson had 23 RZ attempts in the season’s 
first half and 30 in the second. And Baldwin was a 
huge part of that: he had one solitary RZ target in the 

 Age: 28     Years: 5     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 189     Injury: 0     Bye: 5
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season’s first half and 12 in the second, and that’s how 
he scored six of his TDs. But there’s nothing about 
Baldwin’s game that screams “red-zone specialist!” 
He’s a slot player 79% of the time. No matter how 
quick you are, it’s not likely that you amass tons of 
red-zone TDs from the slot. That’s how Wes Welker 
could consistently rack up 1,300 yards and score just 
six times. Baldwin is a good player who had an insane 
(short) stretch of fantasy greatness last year, and he’s 
destined to be over-drafted in ’16.

27. Jarvis Landry, MIA

Two years into his career, I admit I still don’t have a 
firm handle on everything Landry can do. I’ve seen 
him in one kind of role with the Dolphins. He’s really 
good truncating most of his routes, presenting his 
shoulders to the QB as he runs either parallel to the 
line or angled upfield, and serving as a secondary or 
at least delayed read. I’d say five of every six routes 
he’s run have been like this, and when he’s been a 
more vertical option, Ryan Tannehill mostly hasn’t 
connected with him.

But judging from Tanny’s terrible body of work 
throwing downfield, how can we blame this on 
Landry? Is it possible that if he were cast in a different 
role, where he was less of a safety valve, he’d still 
produce? Absolutely, and with Adam Gase as the new 
play caller setting up shop in Miami, we should bake 
that possibility into Landry’s ’16 value. Unfortunately, 
it’s still Tannehill under center, so I’m skeptical 
Landry suddenly takes off and becomes a clone of his 
college teammate Odell Beckham. It’s more likely 
that, for at least one more season, Landry remains a 
safe-floored option who’s better in PPR.

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 202     Injury: 0     Bye: 8

 2015:  110 REC   1,157 RCYD   6 TD   AY@C = 7.1   SLOT = 70%   5 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 27     ’15 Final Rank: 14     ’16 Range: 16-30

28. Michael Floyd, ARI

29. John Brown, ARI

I put these Cardinals receivers together in honor of 
the fact that ranking them week-to-week last year 
was a pain in my snow-colored butt. Long around 
mid-season, once Floyd’s broken fingers were healed 
and he was fully back in the swing, there was a month-
long period where these talented deep threats would 
alternate production from game to game with no 
obvious explanation. Brown would go off and Floyd 
would be silent, then vice versa.

Brown is the diminutive kid with 4.34 speed that 
absolutely shows up on film. He’s like a headier 
DeSean Jackson; with pads on, he might be the 
straight-line-fastest player in the NFL right now. Floyd 
is a 4.47 guy at 230 pounds who regularly surprises 
corners with how quickly he gets to his top gear. Plus 
he’s 6’3” and thus is the natural jump-ball candidate 
Brown will never be. As much as Bruce Arians wants 
to throw the rock, there should be 100 targets available 
to each of these guys. The rub is that there should also 
be 140 targets available to Larry Fitzgerald, because 
latter-day Fitz is a weekly high-volume security 
blanket. In any given game, I’d give each of these 
two players a definite shot to be that week’s bust-out 
fantasy star via a big play or two, but I’d also give 
them each a chance to randomly disappear. The love 
that’s being thrust Floyd’s way in fantasy drafts feels 
premature, because we’ve all been falling in love with 
his size/speed combo for nearly a half-decade, and 
he’s never yet put together the season that his raw 
tools might predict. I get it: sometimes a player needs 
time to bust out. But in Floyd’s case, boy, it feels like 
that time should already be here by now.

Nevertheless, I’ve bumped these two dudes up a little 
out of respect for their weekly ceilings, and because 
I do have faith that if Carson Palmer stays healthy, 
Arizona’s pass offense ought to be mighty good.

 Age: 27     Years: 4     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 220     Injury: 1     Bye: 9

 2015:  52 REC   849 RCYD   6 TD   AY@C = 15.4   SLOT = 30%   5 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 43     ’15 Final Rank: 32     ’16 Range: 16-34

 Age: 26     Years: 2     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 179     Injury: 1     Bye: 9

 2015:  65 REC   1,003 RCYD   7 TD   AY@C = 14.8   SLOT = 36%   5 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 6     ’15 Final Rank: 23     ’16 Range: 16-34



30. Allen Hurns, JAC

Remember when I gave that Eric Decker list of the 
WRs who derive the highest percentage of their 
fantasy points from TDs? Hurns is headed in that 
direction, too. Two years in, he’s got 16 TDs on 115 
receptions and more than a quarter of his yards have 
come on his touchdown plays.

This isn’t a bad thing! I remember when Hurns posted 
big numbers in the first game of his career against 
the Eagles, and I wittily declared it was the last we’d 
ever hear of this string bean whose lateral quickness is 
akin to my refrigerator. Who’s laughing now, Freckle 
Boy? An UDFA in ’14, Hurns just got $20 million 
guaranteed. Did he, like most other Jaguars last year, 
take advantage of garbage time? Yes. Five of his 10 
TDs came with the Jags losing by double digits. But 
Hurns is a pretty savvy red-zone guy no matter the 
score, which speaks well of his ability to think the 
game. While defenses rightly put more energy into 
containing Allen Robinson, Hurns is smart enough 
to power down in a zone, and a good enough route 
runner to fool a nickel or dime back with stems that 
look the same no matter which way he breaks. His 
touchdowns should regress, but you’ll get several 
games of spiked production in ’16 that will justify 
Hurns as a solid WR3. I’ve lowered him just a bit 
in mid-August out of belief that Robinson will be 
great again, and someone else probably has to see a 
downturn if Blake Bortles is really going to regress.

31. Michael Crabtree, OAK

I’d started to think of Crabtree as the Darren 
McFadden of WRs. As in: great college career, great 
draft pedigree (10th overall pick in ’09), multiple 
seasons of hype and buildup as a potential star but 
basically one year where he was any good, and 
otherwise a bunch of gum-flapping and injuries. 
Ironically, though, Crabtree came to Oakland to shed 
the DMC label.

 Age: 25     Years: 2     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 205     Injury: 1     Bye: 5

 2015:  64 REC   1,031 RCYD   10 TD   AY@C = 11.8   SLOT = 38%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 70     ’15 Final Rank: 14     ’16 Range: 16-28

 Age: 29     Years: 7     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 215     Injury: 11     Bye: 10

 2015:  85 REC   922 RCYD   9 TD   AY@C = 9.8   SLOT = 29%   8 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 61     ’15 Final Rank: 19     ’16 Range: 18-32

Well, maybe it’s not all the way shed. Crabtree 
demonstrates a tightrope-walker’s footwork along the 
sideline and he’ll make breathtaking catches, but he 
also still sometimes seems like a head case, needlessly 
bobbling catches in key situations (one overtime 
end-zone drop against the Chargers last year comes 
to mind). I’m pretty bullish on Derek Carr, I’m really 
bullish on Amari Cooper, and I think there’s enough 
possession and ancillary work available for Crabtree 
to continue fantasy relevance. But belonging to the 
McFadden Club doesn’t go away after just one season. 
Now let’s see him do it again.

32. Josh Gordon, CLE

How do you rank this knucklehead? First off, there’s 
his four-game suspension to begin the season. Then 
there’s the question of whether he can stay away 
from marijuana between now and Week 5 against the 
Patriots. (That game is shaping up to be the return 
of both Gordon and Tom Brady.) And finally there’s 
whether a guy who hasn’t played in a game since 
12/21/14 can immediately re-emerge as a star.

Listen, do I think the NFL is behind the times when it 
comes to pot? I do. Eventually, I think we’ll look back 
and say, “They used to suspend guys for that?” But 
you get paid millions, you have to play by The Man’s 
rules, and Gordon has proven incapable. Plus he was 
hanging out with Johnny Manziel this winter? Oy. I 
don’t need to tell you he’s a very good, very dangerous 
player when all cylinders are firing. He was fantasy’s 
#1 receiver in ’13! There’s a chance you could 
recapture that glory for your fantasy squad at a huge 
discount, and that’s why in most leagues Gordon will 
go higher than the late-sixth round or early-seventh 
that I’m recommending in a standard 12-team league. 
But if you draft Gordon higher than that, there’s also a 
chance you’ll be flushing that pick down the toilet like 
Ray Liotta did some other substances in Goodfellas.

 Age: 25     Years: 4     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 225     Injury: 0     Bye: 13

 2015:  0 REC   0 RCYD   0 TD   AY@C = N/A   SLOT = N/A   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 12-N/A



33. Jordan Matthews, PHI

Three words: Duck. Hands. Junior.

Matthews is the man who launched a thousand memes 
(at least on my podcast), a wildly disappointing 
fantasy option emblematic of all Chip Kelly’s 
unfulfilled Philly expectations, and the guy who 
caught fire at exactly the right time (read: Week 15) 
to deliver some unexpected fantasy championships, 
including mine in La Liga Lebowski.

Let’s talk about his overall ability. Matthews aspires to 
be a latter-day Marques Colston. He’s tall and strong 
and fast for his size; he doesn’t have a traditional 
slot receiver’s quickness but he makes up for that 
by simply being a mismatch for almost anyone who 
covers him on the inside.

Now let’s talk about his hands. They’re not good. I’m 
remembering the Panthers game in Week 7, a national 
TV tilt where I guess Matthews somehow only got 
credited with one drop but I just re-watched that tape 
and I saw three drops and they were so bad. There was 
excuse-making during last season about an injured 
ligament in his hand...but no, sorry, this is about 
injured ligaments inside the kid’s brain. It’s about 
concentration. Add concerns about Doug Pederson’s 
offense going three-wide less frequently (potentially 
offering fewer slot WR snaps) and Sam Bradford 
being bad at football, and yeah, for all Matthews’s 
ability, there’s real risk. Plus he took a big hit on his 
knee in training camp and figures to miss most of 
August with a bone bruise. That shouldn’t hurt terribly 
because by now he’s a veteran. But it doesn’t help!

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 212     Injury: 0     Bye: 4

 2015:  85 REC   997 RCYD   8 TD   AY@C = 8.4   SLOT = 93%   5 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 16     ’15 Final Rank: 19     ’16 Range: 20-31

Stats Lie!

The Good: What are you so stressed about? Matthews 
was credited with just five drops last season.

This “Duck Hands” stuff is all hype!

The Bad: There’s little consistency in how the NFL credits 
drops. One stats service (which I didn’t use for this guide) 
had Matthews with nine! Trust me: if you watched Eagles 

film in ’15, you were left shouting “Duck Hands!” at 
Matthews in multiple games.

34. DeSean Jackson, WAS

It was pretty predictable. The Eagles cut D-Jax in ’14, 
he signs a big-money deal with Washington, and has 
a 1,169-yard revenge season filled with big plays, 
including 243 combined yards in two tilts against 
Philly. And then, as sure as a neck tattoo will one day 
sag, Jackson chose not to work out with his new team 
during last offseason and pulled a hamstring on the 
second series of ’15.

Jackson is probably entering his final season in D.C. 
Behind closed doors, I’d imagine the team is about 
as sick of him as Philly got. He’s a high-maintenance 
diva. But man, the guy can still fly, and you started to 
see it after his six-game absence. He got back on track 
catching at least one bomb per week, and we all know 
what owning D-Jax is like: when that bomb happens to 
go for a TD, he can make your fantasy week. Having 
rookie Josh Doctson aboard along with Pierre Garcon 
complicates things, but never lose sight of what a 
difficult transition it is for a first-year WR to jump into 
a starring role, plus Docston has missed all of camp 
with an Achilles’ injury that just keeps lingering. If I 
had to pick one Washington receiver to take an early 
bench flier on, it’d still be Jackson.

35. Tyler Lockett, SEA

I wanted to put Lockett higher than this. I talked 
smack all winter about how I planned on putting him 
ahead of Doug Baldwin in my WR ranks. But when 
list-making time arrived, I wimped out. Here’s why: 
while I think Lockett is the likelier guy to go 1,400/10, 
I have to acknowledge he’s also the likelier guy to 
go 600/3. Jermaine Kearse re-upped. Speedster Paul 
Richardson is healthy. And Lockett is still unproven.

But I’m gonna own him a bunch. I think he might turn 
out to be Brandin Cooks or, in an ultimate best-case, 
Antonio Brown. (Yes! Think Phylum!) I was flat 
wrong about the Seahawks reaching for him in the 
third round last year. Lockett is every bit the modern 
wideout, with the impossible liveliness in his legs that 

 Age: 30     Years: 8     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 178     Injury: 7     Bye: 9

 2015:  30 REC   528 RCYD   4 TD   AY@C = 15.3   SLOT = 28%   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 25     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 22-30

 Age: 24     Years: 1     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 182     Injury: 0     Bye: 5

 2015:  51 REC   664 RCYD   8 TD   AY@C = 13.1   SLOT = 33%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 38     ’16 Range: 12-37



leads to agility and flat-out burnerhood. He scored two 
TDs on special teams as a rookie and there’s every 
reason to expect that again in ’16, to say nothing of 
the way he threatens secondaries both deep and in the 
open field with the ball in his hands. Whatever you 
think about Cooks and Emmanuel Sanders applies 
maybe even more to Lockett, because he changes 
directions so damn quickly.

36. Donte Moncrief, IND

I love the good stuff in Moncrief’s game film. I just 
wish I saw it more frequently. In fact, at his peaks, 
the guy Moncrief reminds me of most is DeAndre 
Hopkins: tall with a big wingspan, fast with nutty 
hops, and strong hands and footwork on the sidelines. 
Yet here he is at WR36? What gives?

Even during games where Andrew Luck was healthy 
last year, the way the Colts used Moncrief was 
curious. So many of his targets came on delays 
and drags, short stuff, while other guys—including 
the rotted husk of Andre Johnson!—were going 
downfield. I loved Moncrief’s TD Week 6 against 
the Patriots: just line him up man-on-man against 
Malcolm Butler from the 5 and lob it...that’s real #1 
WR stuff. But in both his pro seasons, Moncrief’s 
coaches mostly haven’t trusted him with volume or 
many big-play targets. Watching those All-22 views, 
I’ve decided it isn’t even a question of whether he 
can get open. They’re just not focusing on him. With 
AJ gone and only smurfs around him in the receiving 
corps, this is a huge year for Moncrief. If Luck is 
ready to scorch the earth in his return to health, and if 
Moncrief has earned enough trust to be a true #1, then 
I’m way too low on him. The fantasy football market 
sure seems willing to bet on his upside, and I don’t 
hate that bet. But I’m okay being a little slow to the 
party here. For sure, I’ll be watching Moncrief’s film 
those first couple games of ’16, ready and willing to 
be proven wrong.

 Age: 23     Years: 2     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 222     Injury: 0     Bye: 10

 2015:  64 REC   733 RCYD   6 TD   AY@C = 10.4   SLOT = 14%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 67     ’15 Final Rank: 38     ’16 Range: 19-37

37. DeVante Parker, MIA

Parker broke his left foot during his senior season 
at Louisville, then required surgery last June after 
experiencing continued pain. That caused him to 
miss most of training camp and—no matter what the 
Dolphins coaches said at the time—obviously caused 
him to fall behind in his rookie learning curve. Before 
Week 12, he only had one game where he played more 
than 18 snaps. Only a Rishard Matthews rib injury 
thrust Parker into the starting lineup, and even then...
he didn’t do a lot.

Parker has obvious athletic potential. Like Moncrief, 
he’s one of those prototypical size/speed freaks who 
boxes out defenders just by running in front of them, 
and who can jump out of the stadium. He should 
lead Miami’s outside receivers in targets. But saying 
the bloom is off Ryan Tannehill’s rose is like saying 
Lindsay Lohan is a wee bit eccentric. Those particular 
ships have sailed, folks. And so I must question 
whether Tannehill is really the guy to coax DeVante 
“Don’t Call Me Deviant” Parker out of his potential-
laden chrysalis and into full rapturous flight, especially 
when Parker keeps hurting himself: he missed a week 
of camp this August because of a hamstring injury.

I mean, I hate this one. It’s just not true. Using this 
crutch in a discussion about a player is just about the 
last gasp, because even as the words are leaving your 
lips, you know there are dozens of cases where a skill-
position player got drafted early and then didn’t play 
much as a rookie. And that doesn’t mean the guy was 
a busted draft pick! Sometimes it just takes a while!

Let’s break this crutch down among RBs and WRs. 
Here’s how early-round RB rookie workloads have 
looked over the past 10 years, after removing rookies 
who were severely limited by injuries:

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 218     Injury: 2     Bye: 8

 2015:  26 REC   494 RCYD   3 TD   AY@C = 14.3   SLOT = 14%   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 50     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 14-40

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
They wouldn’t have drafted him so 

highly if they weren’t gonna play him!



This doesn’t look terrible: healthy first-round RBs 
have averaged 224 touches in their rookie years. 
However, a full one-quarter of first-round RBs wind 
up with fewer than 150 touches, and when we start to 
count both first- and second-rounders, you’re almost 
as likely to draft a rookie back with fewer than 150 
touches as one with 200+. As for receivers, the picture 
is even bleaker:

If we count first- and second-round rookie receivers 
together, we’re significantly likelier to get a player 
with fewer than 40 touches than one with more 
than 60. And even first-round wideouts alone are 
statistically likelier not to receive 60 targets. Of 
course there are many exceptions to this, and I’d never 
be mad at you for falling in love with a particular 
prospect’s idiosyncratic abilities and proclaiming that 
he’ll wind up on the happier side of these probabilities. 
But using draft position alone as a reason to endorse a 
player is a foolish, foolish game.

38. Marvin Jones, DET

I’ll give the Lions this: they have a type. If you 
remove Golden Tate and Anquan Boldin from the 
equation, it seems like every Detroit WR is over six 
feet and under 200 pounds: beanpoles with speed 
but little power, all of whom wear their Honolulu 
blue socks so high you’d swear the city was flooded. 
Marvin Jones, T.J. Jones, Corey Fuller...these guys are 
all cloned versions of Todd Pinkston, set loose on the 
world to wreak marginal havoc.

Marvin Jones is the best of these, and so—even 
with Boldin aboard—is the best bet for outside-WR 
production. Jones was last seen in Cincinnati failing 

     Pct. of Pct. of
  Number of Avg. Players Players
 Drafted  Players Touches > 200 < 150
 Round 1 only  21 224 62% 24%
 Rounds 1 & 2  46 188 46% 39%

     Pct. of Pct. of
  Number of Avg. Players Players
 Drafted  Players Touches > 60 < 40
 Round 1 only  42 60 45% 24%
 Rounds 1 & 2  81 49 32% 42%

 Age: 26     Years: 4     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 198     Injury: 16     Bye: 10

 2015:  65 REC   816 RCYD   4 TD   AY@C = 12.4   SLOT = 14%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 45     ’15 Final Rank: 40     ’16 Range: 18-34

to attract enough of Andy Dalton’s attention to make 
him a viable fantasy starter, despite his good speed and 
obvious size advantages. (Care to rebut the “contract 
year” crutch argument I talked about in Latavius 
Murray’s profile? How about Marvin Jones being 
totally meh in his contract year?)

We’ll always think back to the 10 TDs Jones scored 
in ’13, but we’ll forget that four of those came in 
one silly blowout game against the Jets. Twelve 
of Jones’s 15 career TDs have come inside the red 
zone (including all four in that long-ago Jets game), 
so maybe he’s about to become Matt Stafford’s TD 
weapon. Maybe. My suspicion is that Jones is a 
one-trick guy who’ll flop if the Lions ask him to do 
many of the physically demanding things Calvin 
Johnson used to do. I’ve heard talk from beat reporters 
that Marvin has been a star of Lions camp and that 
he’s set to be a #1 receiver, and I did bump him up a 
spot out of deference to the fact that I’m not out there 
sweating and seeing him work with my own eyes. But 
until further notice, to me Jones is more of a perimeter 
player.

39. Sterling Shepard, NYG

We can probably fairly characterize Shepard’s 
combine performance as disappointing. I hoped he’d 
test out as a change-of-direction jitterbug nightmare, 
and perhaps convince an NFL squad he could join 
the ranks of the modern miniature outside WRs. That 
could still happen, and Shepard’s Oklahoma tape is 
really fun, but for the moment it’s safest to call him a 
slot player. Then again, considering what the Giants 
have in their receiving corps after Odell Beckham, a 
potentially big workload awaits Shepard no matter 
where he plays, unless you’re ready to buy Year 2 of 
the Victor Cruz Resuscitation Tour. If Shepard is as 
sure-handed and crisp a route runner as he looked in 
college, a pretty high-volume rookie year could await, 
and it’s time to factor a bigger ceiling than I was 
giving him credit for back in the spring. I’ve bumped 
him up inside my top 40 receivers for the run he’ll get 
at the fun he may have, but I do think he still has a 
typical rookie’s downside.

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 194     Injury: N/A     Bye: 8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 22-40



40. Mike Wallace, BAL

Here comes Mr. 60 Minutes, who’s been a fantasy 
disaster in three years since leaving the Steel City, 
landing with a franchise that’s been promising—and 
failing—to deliver greatness via a speed receiver the 
past five campaigns. What could possibly go wrong?

The good news is that we’re all hip to both Wallace 
and the Ravens, so nobody is drafting this guy to be 
a pure fantasy starter. That gives you the luxury of 
circumspection. Clearly, there’s great opportunity 
here. Steve Smith is returning from a torn Achilles’ 
and the next snap ’15 first-rounder Breshad Perriman 
plays will be his first. Plus Joe Flacco might have the 
NFL’s biggest arm, though that didn’t prevent departed 
speedster Torrey Smith from hurting your tummy 
week after week when he was your only available 
fantasy option. Wallace’s speed is still present and 
accounted for; he’s just been playing for QBs (Ryan 
Tannehill and Teddy Bridgewater) ill equipped to take 
advantage. Will Flacco be any better? Maybe!

41. Markus Wheaton, PIT

With Martavis Bryant suspended for the entire ’16 
season, Wheaton has yet another amazing opportunity 
to become a trusted fantasy weapon. But have we 
learned nothing?

In theory, Wheaton fits the profile of the smaller, very 
quick outside receiver who can take advantage of 
rule changes and defensive tendencies toward nickel 
and dime. There should be no physical reason why 
Wheaton can’t use increased playing time and build 
himself a strong career in one of the league’s best 
passing offenses. But I’ve seen this movie before. 
Wheaton had a chance to bust through with Bryant 
suspended four games last year, and he responded 
with eight catches combined. I know his numbers 
got better late last year, though in large part that was 
thanks to one magical afternoon in Seattle during 
which Wheaton went crazy. When Antonio Brown 
couldn’t play in the Divisional Round and Pittsburgh 

 Age: 30     Years: 7     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 205     Injury: 0     Bye: 8

 2015:  39 REC   473 RCYD   2 TD   AY@C = 10.9   SLOT = 33%   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 31     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 23-40

 Age: 25     Years: 3     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 189     Injury: 4     Bye: 8

 2015:  44 REC   749 RCYD   5 TD   AY@C = 14.6   SLOT = 71%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 39     ’15 Final Rank: 42     ’16 Range: 27-37

needed Wheaton to be their #1, he flamed out again. 
You never rule out the light switch clicking on. To 
date, though, Wheaton has made too many mistakes 
and just hasn’t been open enough.

42. Tavon Austin, LA

Let’s clear up a couple of the jokes surrounding Tavon 
Austin. First, those touchdowns. I mean, obviously. 
Ten TDs (five receiving, four rushing, one punt return) 
smack of “Marcedes Lewis circa 2010.” Second, Jeff 
Fisher. This spring, the Rams coach (still? really?) 
told the echo chamber he thinks Austin can double 
his reception total from last season, which would put 
him over 100 grabs. Uh-huh. And who’s throwing 
these many, mighty passes, coach? You got Vince 
Ferragamo under that In-Case-Of-Emergency glass?

Now, that said, I think Austin might be so overvalued 
he’s undervalued. Nobody thinks he’s got a chance to 
finish near fantasy’s top 20 receivers again, but maybe 
he does. He transformed into a traditional outside WR 
last year (except for those snaps where he lined up in 
the backfield), and I reviewed a bunch of his tape for 
this spring’s “NFL’s Quickest Receivers” piece on my 
podcast. Austin came in seventh on that list. If you 
squint real hard you see that Antonio Brown Phylum 
that’s so en vogue right now. I give Austin a chance 
to surprise us, though it’s the QB problem I can’t get 
over. Jared Goff isn’t a super-elite prospect, and rookie 
QBs are usually meh. And if Case Keenum is the 
starter, well, that movie would be a repeat from ’15.

43. Kevin White, CHI

I guess if you were willing to take a shot on White 
before his rookie year, your appetite probably 
shouldn’t be wrecked by the fact that he didn’t play a 
snap in ’15, right? It was a stress fracture in his shin 
and now he’s healthy. But don’t make the mistake of 
thinking that because White was “around” the Bears 
last year, that means he’s accrued some extra-special 
savvy that’ll elevate him beyond typical rookie status.

 Age: 25     Years: 3     Height: 5’8”     Weight: 176     Injury: 4     Bye: 8

 2015:  52 REC   473 RCYD   10 TD   AY@C = 7.5   SLOT = 21%   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 21     ’16 Range: 26-41

 Age: 24     Years: 1     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 210     Injury: 16     Bye: 9

 2015:  0 REC   0 RCYD   0 TD   AY@C = N/A   SLOT = N/A   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 73     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 17-45



No. He’s a rookie. Has he been reading the playbook 
for a year? Okay, granted. But the difference between 
knowing the terminology and actually getting smacked 
during an NFL game is the difference between Bob 
Ross and da Vinci. Discipline yourself. I know White 
made everyone drool with 4.35 combine speed at 6’3”. 
But I also know he came out of a spread West Virginia 
offense that probably still hasn’t washed completely 
off. White can be the upstanding version of Josh 
Gordon eventually, and it might even happen right 
away. But if you draft him assuming that’ll be the 
case, there’s a good chance you’ll be disappointed.

44. Steve Smith, BAL

Smiff was on his way to proving me wrong yet again 
when he ruptured his right Achilles’ in Week 8. His 
final couple seasons in Carolina, he’d been running on 
fumes: slow, not high-pointing as many passes, and 
visibly frustrated with Cam Newton. So I dismissed 
the guy when he took an emeritus contract with the 
Ravens, and I paid dearly. Smiff was awesome right 
away in ’14. But then his production faded and I 
decided he really hadn’t looked all that different on 
film, and his burst of new-city adrenaline had just 
worn off.

Nuh-uh. He was pretty much the Ravens’ only decent 
WR in the first half last season; through seven weeks 
he was in the NFL’s top 10 in targets, catches and 
receiving yards. But of course, the Achilles’ injury 
meant we never got a chance to see if Smiff would 
fade again. Last year was supposed to be his final 
rodeo, but the indomitable Smith didn’t want to go 
out on a stretcher, so he’s back. But at age 37, is he 
capable of recuperating from major surgery and re-re-
re-establishing himself? The Ravens say they expect 
Smith to be ready for Week 1, but as of mid-August he 
hadn’t done anything at training camp.

 Age: 37     Years: 15     Height: 5’9”     Weight: 195     Injury: 10     Bye: 8

 2015:  46 REC   670 RCYD   3 TD   AY@C = 10.0   SLOT = 33%   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 36     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 11-40

45. Travis Benjamin, SD

Benjamin is what you think he is: a teeny mega-burner 
who can only beat you one way. He’s a downfield 
player, full stop. It’s terrific that he somehow managed 
to get inside the top 30 fantasy WRs last year, but 
realize: the kid had 25% of his yards and 83% of his 
TDs in the first three games of ’15, and the average 
yards at the catch on his five receiving scores last 
season was 31.0.

So okay, there’s a place for that in the NFL and even 
in fantasy. Even if the Chargers haven’t fixed their 
o-line, Benjamin has switched to a team with a vastly 
superior QB. Philip Rivers doesn’t possess the same 
deep-bomber mojo he had in the late 2000s, but he’s 
still got wing enough to haul back and chuck ’em 
skyward. Benjamin is gonna score that way at least 
five times in ’16. But he probably won’t help you 
much otherwise, and predicting which weeks the TDs 
will happen is impossible. Draft him as you would a 
DeSean Jackson with a shorter track record.

46. Phillip Dorsett, IND

Like Tyler Lockett, this is a player I wish I had the 
stones to be higher on. In Dorsett’s case, though, my 
guess is not many folks will be thinking about him in 
the top half of your draft, so there’s potential for him 
to stay hidden on your “value” list for a good long 
while.

Amid a glut of Colts receivers that included now-
departed Andre Johnson and Coby Fleener, Dorsett 
barely played for the first two months of his rookie 
year, then he fractured his ankle, needed surgery and 
missed six games. It was pretty much a lost season. 
But Dorsett was one of my favorites in the ’15 draft 
and I think he’s enough of a potential member of the 
Antonio Brown Phylum to make things difficult for 
opposing defenses. With Hilton on one side, Moncrief 
on the other, Dwayne Allen at tight end and Dorsett 
moving around from the slot to outside the numbers...
that’s a lot of guys to keep track of. For a while, at 

 Age: 27     Years: 4     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 175     Injury: 8     Bye: 11

 2015:  68 REC   966 RCYD   6 TD   AY@C = 12.4   SLOT = 11%   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 28     ’16 Range: 22-34

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 185     Injury: 5     Bye: 10

 2015:  18 REC   225 RCYD   1 TD   AY@C = 12.8   SLOT = 47%   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 59     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 22-40



least, Dorsett isn’t going to be a defense’s focal point, 
and I remember him from the University of Miami 
as a flier who also had some crazy open-field moves. 
If you ask me right now which guy I prefer between 
Hilton and Dorsett, duh, one guy has done it before. 
But do I give myself the option of  changing my 
answer after the ’16 campaign? Yup.

47. Devin Funchess, CAR

Let’s see if I can think of a recent prospect whom I 
hated as much as I loved Dorsett. Hm. Oh, yeah, wait: 
Honey Bunches of Funchess! All last winter, I kept 
calling him a tight end. In college at Michigan he was 
a disaster. I thought there was a chance he’d crash out 
of the NFL in a season or two. Then Kelvin Benjamin 
tore his ACL. The Panthers clearly had selected 
Funchess as a developmental prospect, but had to use 
him right away. Some folks believed by default he’d 
have to be Carolina’s #1 WR from the beginning. 
After all, we all said Benjy was raw coming out of 
college, and he had a really good rookie year.

It didn’t happen for Honey Bunches. The team used 
him on a rotational basis in September and October 
and he just couldn’t get open. Around mid-season, 
he was essentially benched for the likes of Jerricho 
Cotchery and Corey Brown. True, by season’s end 
Funchess showed more promise and at least he 
started to score red-zone TDs. But I remain pretty 
skeptical there’s bunches of fantasy production ahead, 
especially with Benjamin back.

48. Corey Coleman, CLE

Let’s hear it for flexible opinions. When I began the 
draft-preview process, I was no fan of Corey Coleman. 
To me, from the perspective of a college football 
fan who hadn’t paid Coleman a ton of individual 
attention, he was just another beneficiary of Baylor’s 
super-spread attack who would disappoint in the NFL 
a la Kendall Wright, Terrance Williams, et al. But 
doing the podcast over the winter has its advantages. 
I was encouraged by a couple of the draft experts on 

 Age: 22     Years: 1     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 225     Injury: 0     Bye: 7

 2015:  31 REC   473 RCYD   5 TD   AY@C = 13.0   SLOT = 14%   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 37     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 27-40

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 194     Injury: N/A     Bye: 13

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 25-42

my show—Justis Mosqueda comes to mind—to give 
Coleman a closer look.

And they were right. His sub-4.4 speed shows up on 
film in a way that, for example, Wright’s lesser speed 
didn’t. Sometimes you can’t draw conclusions about 
how open Big 12 WRs get because defenses play back, 
yet Coleman’s first step out of a break was noticeably 
exceptional regardless of how many defenders were 
around him. Coleman has lots of career potential, and 
yet in ’16 he feels hemmed in by his situation. RG3? 
Josh McCown? Cody Kessler? None of those QBs is 
trustable. Plus Josh Gordon will probably return at 
some point, and we’ve seen him be a #1 receiver in 
the past. I guess maybe we can convince ourselves 
that because the Browns WR depth chart is otherwise 
so barren, perhaps Coleman could duplicate Travis 
Benjamin’s ’15 stat line?

49. Willie Snead, NO

Wait. Who?

An undrafted kid out of Ball State who spent ’14 
getting cut by the Browns and languishing on the 
Panthers practice squad, Snead was someone I’d 
literally never heard of before last year’s opener. Yet 
there he was, playing starter’s snaps with Drew Brees. 
A little guy with average athletic ability, Snead had the 
benefit of smarts, good hands and overall reliability 
that bigger and/or faster players like Brandon 
Coleman, Seantavius Jones and T.J. Graham couldn’t 
offer. (It helped that Marques Colston was cooked.)

So this unknown player scrapped his way to finishing 
30th in targets, 25th in catches and 24th in receiving 
yards among all NFL WRs. And anticipating a repeat 
wouldn’t be crazy. We know there are 600+ Saints 
targets to go around, Brandin Cooks draws extra 
attention, and Brees spreads the love. But I’m a fan of 
rookie Michael Thomas, plus for all his flaws Coby 
Fleener is in the Big Easy, too. When push comes to 
shove, it’s usually the average talents who get shoved 
out of leading roles.

 Age: 24     Years: 1     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 195     Injury: 1     Bye: 5

 2015:  69 REC   984 RCYD   3 TD   AY@C = 10.0   SLOT = 32%   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 35     ’16 Range: 30-40



50. Stefon Diggs, MIN

Please turn your hymnals to page 14 and sing along: “I 
like the way you work it...Stefon Diggity...not a trash 
bag at all.” Unlike Snead, I’d at least heard of Stefon 
Diggs, a former top high-school recruit and a fifth-
rounder out of Maryland who tested small but fast and 
who came into the NFL a better route runner than the 
Vikings probably expected. Whereas I thought Charles 
Johnson would carry over the flashes he showed in 
’14 and be Teddy Bridgewater’s go-to volume target, 
Diggs went from a healthy scratch to Minnesota’s #1 
WR and immediately looked like a pro. Of course, 
now Laquon Treadwell is in town and Diggs will 
have to prove himself worthy of the top spot all over 
again. That effort has reportedly gone well in the early 
stages of camp. But remember that (a) the Vikings 
don’t figure to have a dynamic passing offense; and 
(b) we shouldn’t live and die with breathless training 
camp reports that declare someone like Treadwell is 
“struggling” a month before the season begins.

51. Torrey Smith, SF

Hey, look! It’s a 49ers receiver! I thought about trying 
to rank no Niners in protest, but then I envisioned 
Chip Kelly fans tying me up in a Clockwork Orange 
chair and forcing me to watch slow-motion videos of 
Kelly licking his headset microphone, so I relented. 
(Yes, for the record, that is two Chip-Kelly-licks-his-
headset-microphone jokes in this book. You have to 
admire my commitment to the bit.)

Smith caught 33 passes as the Niners’ nominal deep 
threat last year—for those keeping score at home 
that’s slightly more than two per game—and you 
know what hasn’t changed in the City by the Bay? 
The lummoxes in 49ers red and gold throwing passes. 
Considering he scored 11 TDs just two years ago, 
Smith’s current predicament is a shame. He can 
obviously be a big-play threat. I just don’t trust the 
San Francisco offense to make many big plays. I’m 
elevating him in the receiver ranks in mid-August 
because I probably had him too low to begin with, but 

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 191     Injury: 3     Bye: 6

 2015:  52 REC   720 RCYD   4 TD   AY@C = 10.5   SLOT = 16%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 46     ’16 Range: 34-50

 Age: 27     Years: 5     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 205     Injury: 0     Bye: 8

 2015:  33 REC   663 RCYD   4 TD   AY@C = 14.2   SLOT = 9%   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 35     ’15 Final Rank: 48     ’16 Range: 30-50

I’m still not buying that Blaine Gabbert is going to be 
a competent signal caller.

52. Laquon Treadwell, MIN

Treadwell was my #2 favorite rookie in the ’16 draft, 
behind only Zeke Elliott. Then he landed with the 
Vikings, and I was bummed! Barring a severe change 
in offensive philosophy, Treadwell will be playing in 
one of the league’s least-aggressive aerial attacks.

And that’s a shame. I still like Teddy Bridgewater. 
Does he have a great arm? He doesn’t, but I say it’s 
at least the equal of Andy Dalton’s, and of course 
Dalton gets to take shots while Bridgewater had the 
fewest attempts per game that traveled 10+ yards 
in the air (not even eight per contest). Treadwell is 
probably more of a possession guy anyway, so perhaps 
this is the year the Vikings really take advantage of 
Bridgewater’s wonderful throwing accuracy and smart 
decisions, and develop a latter-day Tom Brady attack, 
with Treadwell at its center. Maybe. It’s likelier that 
Treadwell’s toughness and amazing ball skills will be 
on display only sporadically. Vikings beat reporters 
swear up and down that Treadwell has been poor 
in the first couple weeks of training camp and that 
Charles Johnson—who disappointed badly last year—
will be a factor. Maybe. I think I’d be way likelier to 
take a late-round shot on Treadwell, who I think could 
be a stud. It wouldn’t be the first time that an NFL 
team made a rookie languish out of the limelight a 
little before rewarding him with playing time in late 
August.

53. Sammie Coates, PIT

I just watched all of Coates’s ’15 film, but don’t 
weep for me: it was six plays. Considered a bull of an 
athlete coming out of Auburn but not yet much of a 
football player, Coates was a candidate to sit out most 
of his rookie year, and that’s what happened. The only 
time he got run was after Antonio Brown’s concussion 
in the Steelers’ Wild Card win; the following week in 
Denver, Coates was forced into action, and he made a 

 Age: 21     Years: R     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 221     Injury: N/A     Bye: 6

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 26-46

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 212     Injury: 0     Bye: 8

 2015:  1 REC   11 RCYD   0 TD   AY@C = 8.5   SLOT = 8%   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 27-N/A



couple plays that highlighted his raw strength. In those 
fleeting moments, you could see why Pittsburgh made 
him a third-rounder: he’s got a powerhouse stiff-
arm and surprising functional speed. With Martavis 
Bryant suspended all year and Markus Wheaton a 
perennial disappointment, Coates has a chance at a 
real workload and some tasty stats. Of course, we have 
no idea if he’s ready, and won’t until the games count. 
He was talked up by beat reporters all summer, but has 
still proven pretty raw in preseason games.

54. Nelson Agholor, PHI

Of the 82 WRs who ran at least 300 routes last year, 
Agholor had the second-lowest ratio of receptions 
to routes (5.7%, ahead of only since-retired Malcom 
Floyd) and the second-lowest ratio of targets to routes 
(10.8%, ahead of only unsigned Lance Moore). In 
other words: Agholor was out there a ton in his rookie 
year—he played starter’s snaps in all but the three 
games he missed with an ankle injury—but his QBs 
rarely looked his way.

It’s hard to say why. The Eagles didn’t exactly have 
a fleet of reliable outside receivers. (Hi, Miles Austin 
and Riley Cooper!) From what I can observe on tape, 
Agholor might not have been dramatically open all 
that often, but he also rarely seemed to be a pass play’s 
first option. That probably involves subjective stuff 
like earning a coach’s trust: stuff that is absolutely 
important and real, but which we can’t really know 
until we see a guy start producing. Agholor still has 
the speed and quickness that made him an NFL first-
rounder, and his touchdown in Week 14 against the 
Bills highlighted just what kind of ceiling the kid has: 
he had double-coverage on him and kind of just jetted 
by the defenders when the ball was in the air. He has a 
lot to prove, but it’s worth taking a chance on extreme 
talent late in your draft.

55. Michael Thomas, NO

Yes, the hype is getting out of control on Thomas, 
and yes, I’m elevating him quite a lot to account for 

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 198     Injury: 3     Bye: 4

 2015:  23 REC   283 RCYD   1 TD   AY@C = 11.3   SLOT = 19%   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 29     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 26-N/A

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 212     Injury: N/A     Bye: 5

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 30-N/A

the excitement that’s building around him. But be 
careful. The last rookie receiver Drew Brees made 
into a fantasy starter was Marques Colston in 2006. 
From Robert Meachem to Nick Toon to Kenny Stills 
to Brandin Cooks, Saints WRs have had to pay 
dues before getting major volume. That’s my way 
of saying: Michael Thomas isn’t guaranteed getting 
major volume. For sure, he’s a fun possession-WR 
prospect: big with strong hands and open-field 
toughness. Eventually I can absolutely imagine him 
in the Colston role, swallowing down double-digit 
targets each week. In ’16, it’s way likelier that Cooks, 
Coby Fleener and Mark Ingram are the only guys with 
guaranteed week-to-week aerial workloads, and the 
other guys—including Thomas and Willie Snead, but 
also C.J. Spiller, Brandon Coleman Tommylee Lewis 
and others—will be up and down from week to week.

56. Pierre Garcon, WAS

It seems like a long time ago that Garcon was 
considered a burner. But he was! He came out of 
tiny Mount Union with 4.42 jets and spent the first 
few years of his career making big plays for Peyton 
Manning in Indy. He’s slowed down since then, 
though he’s still an outside receiver who gets off 
the line with decent quickness and strength, and has 
become a fine complementary receiver whose 1,346-
yard season in ’13 was probably a little fluky. That 
was the RG3 year, when everything Washington’s 
offense touched turned to gold. Garcon is a 
professional receiver, and don’t undervalue that when 
his team’s other options are mercurial DeSean Jackson 
and injured rookie Josh Doctson. Kirk Cousins will 
be glad to have Garcon around. But fantasy owners 
probably can’t view him as more than a bench player.

57. Ted Ginn, CAR

In the absence of Kelvin Benjamin last year, Ted Duck 
Junior joined the Duck Hands Family while leading all 
Panthers WRs in targets and catches. (Ted Duck Junior 
should never lead your team’s WRs in targets and 

 Age: 30     Years: 8     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 216     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:  72 REC   777 RCYD   6 TD   AY@C = 10.5   SLOT = 21%   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 40     ’15 Final Rank: 36     ’16 Range: 36-50
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 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 24     ’16 Range: 30-N/A



catches.) As we all got swept up in Carolina’s potential 
undefeated season and watched them squeak out close 
wins, one thing was clear: if they’d had a Ginn-shaped 
deep threat who could actually catch the ball while 
streaking down the sideline by himself, they’d really 
have been something. With Benjy back, Ginn will 
return to his more typical 500-yard, five-TD season 
marked by a few bomb scores and a few humiliating 
drops.

58. Brandon LaFell, CIN

What’s weird about Uncle Duck is that he’s been a 
remarkably consistent terrible player for four out of his 
five NFL seasons. But it’s that one campaign—2014 
with the Patriots, in which he became an important 
ancillary weapon on a Super-Bowl-winning team—
that haunts our dreams and allows us to imagine that 
maybe LaFell can overcome his terrible hands and 
seeming lack of football sense to replace the departed 
Marvin Jones and Mohamed Sanu and actually be 
useful in Cincinnati. I’m almost certain he will not 
do this, because I’ve watched him bobble away so 
many chances to become a consistent player. But you 
can’t deny he’s got a pretty obvious opportunity for a 
100-target season in Cincy.

59. Mohamed Sanu, ATL

Sanu is a really fun and good real-life player. He’s 
a blood-and-guts guy who’ll do anything you want: 
block, run the ball out of the backfield, run clear-out 
routes, play special teams.... But in no way is he a 
#2 receiver in the NFL. When he was thrust into that 
role in ’14, Sanu made a few big plays but mostly 
was over-matched, dropped nine passes, and wasn’t 
open often enough. So when the Falcons gave him 
$14 million guaranteed this winter, wow, that was 
weird. Right now it doesn’t look like Sanu will have 
much competition for starter’s snaps opposite Julio 
Jones, so just like with LaFell—the man who replaced 
him in Cincinnati—there’s an opportunity for fantasy 
relevance via volume. But I don’t trust the player 

 Age: 30     Years: 6     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 210     Injury: 5     Bye: 9
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enough to feel safe starting him week to week in my 
fantasy lineup.

60. Rishard Matthews, TEN

Good for Matthews, a former seventh-rounder, for 
getting $2.5 million guaranteed in free agency. That’s 
not a massive commitment to a WR and by no means 
assures him playing time, but for a fringe guy through 
his four-year career in Miami, that’s life-changing 
dough. On the field with the Dolphins, Matthews was 
a beneficiary of Ryan Tannehill’s lack of deep-ball 
chops: he ran clean routes and usually caught what 
was thrown his way, and was a physical open-field 
runner. The Titans have a glut of WR options that 
begins with last year’s second-rounder Dorial Green-
Beckham and also includes Kendall Wright, Justin 
Hunter, Tajae Sharpe, Andre Johnson and Harry 
Douglas, but of all those guys, Matthews is the one I 
trust to stay on the roster and stay active and engaged 
every week. He won’t post many big games, but you’ll 
usually get something from him.

61. Josh Doctson, WAS

Doctson, a rookie out of TCU, has battled an Achilles’ 
injury since June minicamp, and as of this writing 
still wasn’t practicing. It’s a situation that smacks of 
DeVante Parker last year—though to be fair, Parker 
had ankle surgery and Doctson reportedly doesn’t need 
surgery on his Achilles’—and I’ve lowered Docston 
because the transition from college to the pros is 
difficult, and missing training camp doesn’t help. I 
have to admit that if there’s one guy in Washington’s 
WR corps who could become an all-around superstar 
this year, it probably isn’t DeSean Jackson or Pierre 
Garcon, but rather Doctson, who has a tall frame and 
crazy hops.

To some degree, though, that feels like falling in love 
with the devil you don’t know. We know Jackson is 
only a burner. We know latter-day Garcon is mainly 
a possession guy. We don’t know what Doctson 
will be right away, and that’s intoxicating. I should 

 Age: 27     Years: 4     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 217     Injury: 7     Bye: 13
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acknowledge that if everything breaks right for him—
if he’s healthy and ready for 100+ targets and if Kirk 
Cousins proves ’15 wasn’t pure luck—a rank this low 
will look stupid.

62. Terrance Williams, DAL

In theory, Williams could’ve asserted himself as a 
big-league receiver in Dez Bryant’s absence last year. 
Alas, Tony Romo broke his collarbone and Williams 
was left catching passes from godawful suckhounds 
Brandon Weeden and Matt Cassel, so: no. At this 
point, I’m guessing the Cowboys probably know deep 
in their organizational soul (get it? Jerry Jones doesn’t 
have a soul!) that eventually they’ll need to find 
someone better than Williams to play second fiddle 
to Dez. He’s a league-average talent without great 
speed, hands or routes, and last Thanksgiving he was 
famously neutered on back-to-back interceptions when 
linebacker Luke Kuechly was covering him. Williams 
will make plays if Tony Romo stays healthy, but 
Dallas really, really, really needs Dez to stay upright.

63. Breshad Perriman, BAL

Will we ever know what Breshad Perriman can do? A 
combine freak who played against lesser competition 
at Central Florida with Blake Bortles and never posted 
a huge collegiate season, Perriman injured a knee 
on the first day of Ravens camp last summer. And 
if you want to see the hilarious lies NFL teams tell, 
go on over to my friends at Rotoworld (which you 
should be doing anyway) and look at the Perriman 
updates beginning 7/31/15. The stream of optimistic 
second- and third-hand reports given as fact, followed 
by apparent bemusement from coaches, followed by 
surgery on his PCL...it’s a pretty hysterical object 
lesson in why you’re better off completely ignoring 
everything that comes from a beat reporter (bless their 
hardworking hearts). Anyway, on his road to recovery 
this spring, Perriman suffered another knee injury in 
minicamp and required an arthroscopic procedure. 
There’s no denying that when he’s intact, Perriman 
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could be an intriguing size/speed guy, but how can we 
consider him likely to be ready Week 1?

64. Anquan Boldin, DET

With the 49ers last year, Boldin did two things: (1) 
catch wide receiver screens; (2) behave an awful 
lot like a tight end in the middle of the field. In a 
weapons-starved San Francisco offense, getting the 
ball to Boldin and letting defensive backs try and 
tackle him—he’s closer to 240 pounds now than his 
listed 220—was a fine idea. Boldin still has incredible 
hands, and made a couple QBs with accuracy 
problems look better than they should by continually 
making grabs outside his frame. Of course there’s 
always the possibility that the cliff came during the 
offseason, but if he’s still the guy who was barreling 
over defenders in December last year, Boldin can 
contribute to the Lions. Your fantasy offense? I’m less 
sure about that. There’s a lot of redundancy with what 
Detroit already had in their WR corps, and not a lot 
of proven diverse downfield talent. But if Boldin eats 
into Golden Tate and Eric Ebron, perhaps he can be a 
PPR bye-week weapon.

65. Will Fuller, HOU

You don’t even have to squint to imagine Will 
Fuller joining the Duck Hands Family; he’s a living 
photocopy of Ted Ginn. A 4.32 burner, Fuller spent 
his career at Notre Dame wowing you one minute 
and making you cover your eyes the next. (His hands 
are 8 1/4”—among the smallest ever measured at the 
combine—which could account for his collegiate 
drop problems.) There’s T.Y. Hilton and/or DeSean 
Jackson potential all over Fuller if he can catch the 
ball, but that’s a mighty big if. The Texans will jumble 
him, Jaelen Strong and Braxton Miller in a bag, and 
hope whoever’s best can beat out mediocre Cecil 
Shorts for the starting gig opposite DeAndre Hopkins. 
Early reports out of Texans camp are that Fuller has 
been most impressive of this group, but of course, we 
should take those reports with a grain of salt.

 Age: 36     Years: 13     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 220     Injury: 2     Bye: 10

 2015:  69 REC   789 RCYD   4 TD   AY@C = 7.9   SLOT = 64%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 44     ’15 Final Rank: 44     ’16 Range: 40-N/A

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 186     Injury: N/A     Bye: 9

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 30-N/A



66. Kamar Aiken, BAL

After Steve Smith ruptured his Achilles’ in Week 8 
last year, Aiken emerged as the Ravens’ only reliable 
pass catcher amid a sea of nonsense that included 
Jeremy Butler, Chris Givens, Marlon Brown and 
Webster Slaughter. (Only one of those is a lie.) Aiken 
ran underneath routes, took a lot of hits, and hauled 
in some horrible passes from the likes of Jimmy 
Clausen and Ryan Mallett that were way outside his 
catch radius. He’s not a quick-twitch player, and any 
time he was asked to run double moves, defenders 
just chuckled. But I like Aiken as a deep PPR sleeper. 
Breshad Perriman may in fact be a Kaiser-Söze-esque 
rumor, Mike Wallace is tough to rely on except when 
he’s running deep, and Smith is coming off major 
surgery. A lot of things would have to go right with 
the other aerial weapons in Baltimore for Aiken not to 
have a decent-sized (if unexciting) role.

67. Vincent Jackson, TB

For the life of me, I expected the Bucs to part 
company with V-Jax after last season, because they 
could’ve gotten out from under about $10 million of 
the $12 million they owe him in his walk year. But no. 
Jackson is back one more time, after a season in which 
he missed five games due to knee problems, including 
a sprained MCL that ended his campaign. Jackson’s 
tape didn’t show a player who’s completely done, but 
I did see an alarming number of plays where he just 
looked pretty easy to cover. Defenses don’t bracket 
him much anymore, and especially as the season 
progressed, Jackson wasn’t getting separation on the 
deep outs that used to be his bread and butter. Tampa 
doesn’t have a lot of other guys—I’m not buying the 
Kenny Bell hype after he spent last year on IR—so as 
long as he’s healthy, Jackson should start. I just think a 
50-catch season is about his ceiling, and I lowered him 
in mid-August when it started to become clear that 
the Bucs may be grooming him to take over some slot 
work in ’16.

 Age: 27     Years: 4     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 215     Injury: 0     Bye: 8

 2015:  75 REC   944 RCYD   5 TD   AY@C = 12.4   SLOT = 20%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 31     ’16 Range: 30-50

 Age: 33     Years: 11     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 230     Injury: 6     Bye: 6

 2015:  33 REC   543 RCYD   3 TD   AY@C = 12.7   SLOT = 26%   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 20     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 35-N/A

68. Kendall Wright, TEN

Wright hasn’t been bad enough to go down as a 
historically terrible first-round draft pick. But he’s 
not trending in the right direction. I remember the 
Big 12 skeptics who opined that Wright’s production 
at Baylor was more thanks to bad defense than his 
own special qualities, and in fact Wright ran a 4.61 
with pedestrian quickness measurables at the ’12 
combine. Through four NFL seasons, Wright’s on-field 
performance very much resembles his stats: bleh. A 
few short catches followed by long runs, but mostly 
short catches followed by short runs, and nothing 
that makes you think he’s destined for stardom. The 
Titans signed Rishard Matthews and Andre Johnson, 
they drafted Tajae Sharp, and they’ve still got Dorial 
Green-Beckham and Justin Hunter, among others. 
Wright looks like he’s guaranteed nothing in ’16, not 
least because he’s not expected to available to practice 
for much of August because of a serious hamstring 
injury. I don’t rule out the possibility that the Titans 
part company with Wright before the season starts.

Some Titans beat reporter breathlessly reported that 
Wright and Marcus Mariota put on muscle-weight this 
winter. And I’m not even gonna spend time on this 
here, people. Because if ever there were an example 
of something people just say because they’ve made up 
their minds to like a player.... No. Just...no.

69. Davante Adams, GB

What a nightmare. In ’15, Adams had a chance to 
become every fantasy owner’s best friend. He’d 
shown flashes of refinement as a rookie and drawn 
raves from Aaron Rodgers, so it seemed likely that 

 Age: 27     Years: 4     Height: 5’10”     Weight: 191     Injury: 6     Bye: 13

 2015:  36 REC   408 RCYD   3 TD   AY@C = 11.6   SLOT = 66%   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 47     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 40-N/A

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
That guy put on 15 pounds of muscle!

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 215     Injury: 3     Bye: 4

 2015:  50 REC   483 RCYD   1 TD   AY@C = 9.6   SLOT = 11%   6 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 17     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 38-N/A



he’d be the Packers’ main outside receiver in the 
absence of injured Jordy Nelson. And so it was! For 
a while! But Adams didn’t produce. It wasn’t just bad 
hands, though he definitely displayed those. It was 
more: he never seemed to be where Rodgers expected 
him to be. Watched one way, Green Bay’s film could 
look like an indictment of A-Rod’s accuracy because 
of how frequently and by how far he missed Adams. 
But we know who Aaron Rodgers is, and so the 
only logical conclusion is that Adams just isn’t the 
spotlight-ready player I thought he’d be. Now Nelson 
is back and Adams has less pressure, trying to win the 
#3 job. He’s off to a decent start if only by default: 
Ty Montgomery was only recently activated from the 
PUP list after major ankle surgery and has a ways to 
go, and Jeff Janis broke his hand in the preseason.

70. Dorial Green-Beckham, TEN

DGB as a rookie was every bit as raw as you might’ve 
expected, considering he played a total of 25 games 
of college football and hadn’t been in uniform for two 
years before the ’15 campaign began. He was a mess, 
actually. His routes were plodding and imprecise, and 
podcast listeners began calling him “Dorial Green-
Duckham” in honor of his hands.

Should we expect him to be better this year? I don’t. 
The Titans offense likely will either move it on the 
ground or not at all, Marcus Mariota has a long way 
to go, and Green-Beckham himself didn’t look any 
more polished in the final five games of ’15 when 
he was forced into a starting role. The best case for 
someone of DGB’s monstrous size is always going to 
be Plaxico Burress or maybe Vincent Jackson. That’s 
what the Titans are hoping for. But I regularly tell you 
that while you should try and ignore the rosy things 
that come out of training camps, keeping your ears 
tuned to negative stuff can be instructive, and there’s 
been lots of negative stuff about DGB. Talk about 
how inconsistent he is. Talk about how he doesn’t put 
effort into the little things. I worry less about the fact 
that Green-Beckham is supposedly “buried” on the 
early-August depth chart, and more about the fact that 
his team apparently hasn’t yet been successful lighting 
a fire under him. DGB still has plenty of time to turn 
it around. I’m open to re-elevating his rank. But at the 

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 237     Injury: 0     Bye: 13

 2015:  32 REC   549 RCYD   4 TD   AY@C = 13.4   SLOT = 9%   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 55     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 30-N/A

moment, he’d be tough to trust in a redraft league.

71. Danny Amendola, NE

Amendizzle had to relinquish more than $4 million 
to stay on the Patriots roster, or he’d have been a cap 
casualty this summer. But coming off knee and ankle 
surgeries after yet another disappointing year, the guy 
had little choice. I was among the folks who were 
intrigued when New England replaced Wes Welker 
with Amendola, dreaming of Welker-like quickness 
to go with some legit downfield speed. The on-field 
product hasn’t come close to working out that way. 
Not only is Amendola brittle as a potato chip, it seems 
just about all he’s good for is running the most basic 
short-stem routes and turning around with his arm up. 
I guess that takes a certain toughness —and the ’Dizzle 
does take a lot of hits—but not much else. It’s not hard 
to draw a straight line between Amendola taking over 
for a broken-footed Julian Edelman as Tom Brady’s 
primary WR and the Pats offense hitting the skids in 
’15. He’s not someone you need to draft in August, 
especially because his post-operative health is (in 
typical New England fashion) a complete unknown. 
He’s on the PUP list, and we won’t know a thing about 
his immediate future until the next transaction comes.

72. Jaelen Strong, HOU

Throughout last year’s draft process, I compared 
Strong to pre-knee-injury Miles Austin: a lanky athlete 
with good speed and insane hops. He was a healthy 
scratch in 2015’s first month and then caught two TDs 
against Indy, but beware: one was a halftime Hail 
Mary and on the other he was literally uncovered. 
Only late in the year did I see Strong’s potential, and 
even then only in small doses. Given what little else 
surrounded DeAndre Hopkins in Houston’s WR corps 
last season, and given the Texans selecting Will Fuller 
and Braxton Miller in April’s draft, my conclusion 
is that Strong may be a bit of a knucklehead (not 
least because he was arrested for possession of the 
devil’s lettuce this winter). Strong is still a baby and 

 Age: 31     Years: 7     Height: 5’11”     Weight: 190     Injury: 6     Bye: 9

 2015:  65 REC   648 RCYD   3 TD   AY@C = 6.7   SLOT = 83%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 40-N/A

 Age: 22     Years: 1     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 217     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:  14 REC   161 RCYD   3 TD   AY@C = 10.6   SLOT = 50%   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 77     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 35-N/A



absolutely could take a mulligan on his rookie year. 
But you can’t count on it.

73. Jamison Crowder, WAS

Crowder only needed two games of his rookie season 
to bypass Andre Roberts and Ryan Grant to become 
Washington’s main slot weapon. He ran a ton of 
routes, almost always as a third or fourth option, and 
he dutifully caught the little DinkDunk™ throws 
that came his way. In February you could imagine a 
near future where Crowder became a trusted part of 
Washington’s attack and a non-terrible PPR option. 
Longer term, that pretty much went to pieces when the 
team drafted Josh Doctson. For as long as Doctson, 
DeSean Jackson and Pierre Garcon are on the roster, 
you have to wonder whether Crowder will play much. 
However, if one of the veterans gets cut or Doctson’s 
Achilles’ issue impedes his rookie development, 
Crowder retains a bit of deep-PPR sexiness.

74. Bruce Ellington, SF

Ellington has taken on the title of “deep sleeper” on a 
lot of fantasy lists after impressing many beat reporters 
covering 49ers camps. He’s basically gone unused 
in his first two NFL seasons: an undersized kid who 
was exciting in the open field in college, Ellington 
was never given much run out of the slot because of 
Anquan Boldin’s presence. With Boldin out of town, 
maybe Ellington can try his hand at higher volume 
in a ball-control offense. Sure, you’d be relying on 
Blaine Gabbert or perhaps Colin Kaepernick to use 
him effectively over the longer term—something I’m 
not sure is physically possible—but if you’re in a PPR 
there are worse late fliers you could take.

75. Leonte Carroo, MIA

Leonte Carroo rhymes with Mohamed Sanu. 
Coincidence? A good all-around football player but 

 Age: 23     Years: 1     Height: 5’8”     Weight: 185     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:  59 REC   604 RCYD   2 TD   AY@C = 5.9   SLOT = 76%   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 43-N/A

 Age: 25     Years: 3     Height: 5’9”     Weight: 197     Injury: 4     Bye: 8

 2015:  13 REC   153 RCYD   0 TD   AY@C = 7.9   SLOT = 30%   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 45-N/A

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 217     Injury: N/A     Bye: 8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 45-N/A

not someone who blows you away athletically, Carroo 
can be a Sanu-like glue guy in the NFL, but I don’t 
view him as a future star. He’s tough and beefy and 
plays smart. That’s good! But I’m not buying the 
argument that his collegiate YPC should impress 
anyone; Rutgers’s was a low-volume pass offense that 
surprised via play-action. To me, Carroo is a jack of 
all trades and master of none in the NFL, someone 
who won’t often get separation when/if he lines up 
outside. He could beat out Kenny Stills for Miami’s #3 
job behind DeVante Parker and Jarvis Landry, but his 
best-case in ’16 is limited.

76. Seth Roberts, OAK

Here’s another guy I’d never heard of before last 
preseason. An undrafted player out of West Alabama, 
Roberts spent ’14 on the practice squad, came 
into camp last summer, and beat out Rod Streater 
to be Oakland’s #3 WR. Body-type-wise, he’s 
Marvin Jones: lanky and long-armed without much 
physicality. Because the Raiders have Amari Cooper 
and Michael Crabtree on the outside, Roberts is a 
slot man in three-receiver sets and occasionally last 
year he made defenses pay for putting smaller players 
on him. He’d be an interesting deeper-league add if 
anything happens to Cooper or Crabtree.

77. Tyler Boyd, CIN

Boyd drew some Larry Fitzgerald comparisons 
through this winter’s pre-draft process, but that’s just 
crazy. He’s not as fast or big or powerful as Fitz; the 
main thing they share is an alma mater. Boyd is more 
like Jarvis Landry—someone with a lot of polish but 
someone who might struggle matched across the line 
from top pro corners—and as such you can expect him 
to be a slot receiver, at least early in his career. As I 
mentioned in Brandon LaFell’s profile, the Bengals 
WR depth chart behind A.J. Green is a wasteland, so 
don’t rule out Boyd earning major work early. Just 
don’t expect him to figure as a big fantasy weapon.

 Age: 25     Years: 1     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 195     Injury: 0     Bye: 10

 2015:  32 REC   480 RCYD   5 TD   AY@C = 9.1   SLOT = 85%   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 46-N/A

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 197     Injury: N/A     Bye: 9

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 43-N/A



78. Jeff Janis, GB

We’re not allowed to be overly impatient with guys 
like Janis. It was always going to take him a while. 
This is a kid who played college ball at Division 
II Saginaw Valley State, and could do anything he 
wanted versus the future accountants and dry cleaners 
he was playing against. Now he’s two full seasons 
into his NFL career, playing with Aaron Rodgers and 
coming off a playoff game against Arizona where he 
took over for an injured Randall Cobb and almost 
willed the Packers to a win. Cobb and Jordy Nelson 
should be back healthy in ’16, but the #3 job is there 
for the taking. Unfortunately, Janis broke his right 
hand in practice this August and probably now takes a 
back seat to Davante Adams for Week 1. 

79. Kenny Britt, LA

Do we really have to do this again with Kenny 
Britt? I fell hard for the dude in, like, 2010, but I’ve 
acknowledged my mistake and moved on. How the 
Rams still can’t find an outside WR to supplant the 
oft-injured, fully-knuckleheaded Britt speaks to how 
terrible their GM and coach have been for years. 
Despite Jeff Fisher giving this doofus the keys to his 
particular kingdom for seven years running, Britt has 
never eclipsed 50 catches in a campaign. Sure, he’s 
still got enticing size and speed, and so he’ll make, 
oh, five big plays a year. That and a dollar will get you 
about one-third of a NYC subway ride.

80. Chris Hogan, NE

The Pats signed Hogan to an offer sheet this winter 
and the Bills refused to match, but the $7.5 million 
guaranteed-money commitment shouldn’t lead you to 
believe he’s automatically locked into playing time. 
That’s not the Belichick Way. Hogan will have to beat 
out a litany of WR competitors young and old: Danny 

 Age: 25     Years: 2     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 219     Injury: 0     Bye: 4

 2015:  2 REC   79 RCYD   0 TD   AY@C = 20.3   SLOT = 6%   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 40-N/A

 Age: 28     Years: 7     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 223     Injury: 4     Bye: 8

 2015:  36 REC   681 RCYD   3 TD   AY@C = 16.1   SLOT = 7%   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 65     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 46-N/A

 Age: 28     Years: 5     Height: 6’1”     Weight: 210     Injury: 0     Bye: 9

 2015:  36 REC   450 RCYD   2 TD   AY@C = 13.2   SLOT = 55%   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 40-N/A

Amendola, Aaron Dobson, Keshawn Martin, Malcolm 
Mitchell, Nate Washington and Chris Harper among 
others. He might do it. He played a lot in the slot for 
Buffalo but he’s got the big body and decent enough 
speed to play outside for Tom Brady, perhaps running 
in the Brandon LaFell role. So far, Hogan hasn’t 
done anything in camp, as he’s coming off shoulder 
surgery, and of course the Patriots aren’t going to 
give us any indication whether he’s close to a return. 
If any single player takes hold of that flanker role by 
the time of Brady’s return in Week 5, that guy could 
have real fantasy value. And maybe that’s Hogan. But 
that makes him more of a waiver guy than a fantasy 
draftee.

The Rest:
81. Jermaine Kearse, SEA
82. Ty Montgomery, GB
83. Eddie Royal, CHI
84. Cole Beasley, DAL
85. Charles Johnson, MIN
86. Brandon Coleman, NO
87. Malcolm Mitchell, NE
88. Tajae Sharpe, TEN
89. Terrelle Pryor, CLE
90. Chris Conley, KC
91. Tyrell Williams, SD
92. Victor Cruz, NYG
93. T.J. Jones, DET
94. Robert Woods, BUF
95. Rashad Greene, JAC
96. Braxton Miller, HOU
97. Justin Hardy, ATL
98. J.J. Nelson, ARI
99. Cecil Shorts, HOU
100. Bennie Fowler, DEN



1. Rob Gronkowski, NE

The question with Gronk isn’t whether he should be 
rated fantasy’s #1 TE. The question is how early you 
should draft him. Is he an automatic first-rounder in 
all leagues? Or, rather: given that he’s likely to be an 
automatic first-rounder in all leagues, should you be 
the one to take him?

I’ll get to that, but first a word about the fallacy that 
Gronk is somehow safer from injury than your typical 
running back. Listen, I’ve got my footie pajamas on, 
and even I have to tell you: he’s not! As much as I 
love him and genuinely think he’s the greatest tight 
end in the history of the NFL, he’s been hurt almost 
non-stop the past four seasons. He broke his forearm 
on a PAT in ’12, hurried back, and hurt himself anew 
in New England’s first playoff game. In ’13, he missed 
the season’s first six contests because of complications 
following offseason surgery, and then tore his ACL in 
Week 14. In ’14 he played in September but wasn’t 
the same guy because of that knee. And last year he 
was carted off after a different knee injury in a Sunday 
night game against the Broncos, missed a week, and 
was probably somewhat reduced thereafter. If you’re 
intent on pursuing a zero-RB strategy because you’re 
convinced rushers are too injury prone, good heavens, 
how can Gronkowski be your guy?

And regardless, once again, let me try and briefly 
explain...

Is VBD the only way to view the fantasy world? Of 
course not. But I think it’s a pretty good one. VBD 

 Age: 27     Years: 6     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 265     Injury: 11     Bye: 9

 2015:  72 REC   1,176 RCYD   11 TD   AY@T = 10.2   33.4 ROUTES   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 1     ’15 Final Rank: 1     ’16 Range: 1-1

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
Why does Value-Based Drafting tell us taking any 

TE in the first round is a bad idea?

seeks to establish baselines against which to compare 
players at different positions. The tempting fallacy 
is to say, “Gronk is so much better and safer than the 
#2 TE, he’s automatically a first-round pick!” VBD 
says hold your horses: using economic principles, 
what we really care about is the opportunity cost of 
drafting Gronk. We can’t compare the RB1 to the 
RB2, the WR1 to the WR2, etc., because in the cases 
of those more heavily-drafted positions, we don’t have 
the luxury of taking the #2 guy if we pass on the #1. 
So instead, VBD establishes a “replacement level” 
player at each position (jargon familiar from baseball 
sabermetrics). Through trial and error, research has 
dictated the best “replacement level” metric is the first 
10 rounds of your draft. (But results don’t vary wildly 
if you use some other replacement metric, provided 
it’s further down the ranks.) So we compare each QB 
to the last QB taken in the 10th round, each RB to the 
last RB taken in the 10th round, etc.

VBD is not predictive! You can’t use VBD to develop 
a draft board, because it would be based on stat 
projections and stat projections in football are garbage. 
VBD is best used as a way to develop a sense of how 
positions compare. And tight ends don’t compare well! 
Gronk would need to produce a truly historic season 
to finish in the VBD top 12. Here are the best tight end 
fantasy seasons since the turn of the century:

Only twice since ’00 has a TE justified being selected 
in the first round (and only then 11th overall). Can 
you argue that there’s less downside in Gronk, so even 
if you’re not maximizing upside, you’re minimizing 
first-round risk? I guess. Except I think I just told you 
he’s among the most-injured players in the NFL....

2. Travis Kelce, KC

Let me start my discussion of Kelce by getting super 
defensive. It doesn’t really matter which TE I have at 

 Player  Season VBD Finish
 Rob Gronkowski  2013 11th
 Jimmy Graham  2011 11th
 Rob Gronkowski  2015 16th
 Antonio Gates  2005 18th
 Antonio Gates  2004 19th
 Tony Gonzalez  2008 20th
 Jimmy Graham  2011 22nd

 Age: 27     Years: 3     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 260     Injury: 15     Bye: 5

 2015:  72 REC   875 RCYD   5 TD   AY@T = 5.5   27.1 ROUTES   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 3     ’15 Final Rank: 7     ’16 Range: 2-7



#2, because there’s no way I’m gonna draft him. For 
the same reason I’m not drafting Gronk, I’m waiting 
on TE. There isn’t a big enough difference among the 
best of them. I’ll take the eighth one off the board, 
much later, and feel like he’s not that much worse than 
the second.

And but so...I still do have Kelce #2. Clearly, if I were 
basing this off last year’s numbers and performance, 
that would be a bad call. He wasn’t a TD monster, and 
didn’t make up for that lack of scoring with an elite 
yardage season. And on the field, he was inconsistent: 
he doesn’t get open effortlessly like a Gronk or Jordan 
Reed, and perhaps as a result (or perhaps because he’s 
Alex Smith), Alex Smith doesn’t grant Kelce an elite 
number of targets.

My logic for this Kelce rank is about the kind of 
player he is with the ball in his hands. He’s a killer. 
One reason his Average Yards at the Target is so low is 
that the Chiefs run so many TE screens, because they 
love the sight of him plowing over defensive backs. 
Nobody lugs around more potential tacklers than 
Gronk, but Kelce is an unofficial second in my book. 
He’s topped out at only five TDs in each of his two 
seasons as a pure starter, but with bullish ability like 
his, I think Zeus is due for an uptick.

3. Jordan Reed, WAS

I’m guessing if I’d asked you this time last year, 
Mr. Reed would not have numbered among the 
safest-feeling players you could draft. In his first two 
campaigns, he suffered multiple concussions and a 
slew of hamstring injuries. But our perceptions can 
change pretty quickly, right? Despite missing two 
more games with a fresh concussion, Reed conquered 
the fantasy world in ’15 by scoring two TDs in a 
game four times and earning a reputation for being 
perhaps the second-hardest TE to cover, behind 
only inhumanly large Gronk. Hell, it’s hard to even 
remember worrying about the now-bulletproof Reed’s 
supposedly shaky fantasy stock, right?

Listen, he’s really good. And I’m not trying to imply 
he’d be a dumb pick. He’s just not any safer than 
average. When you’re essentially a glorified receiver, 

 Age: 26     Years: 3     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 237     Injury: 14     Bye: 9

 2015:  87 REC   952 RCYD   11 TD   AY@T = 6.5   27.6 ROUTES   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 9     ’15 Final Rank: 2     ’16 Range: 2-7

you’re out in a pass pattern a bunch, you catch throws 
away from your body, and you take shots. I think 
you could also make the argument that with another 
big-bodied receiver like Josh Doctson around, perhaps 
Washington won’t need to feed Reed eight targets per 
game. But, nah. For as long as he’s healthy, Reed will 
be Kirk Cousins’s favorite closer-to-the-line target, 
and will produce.

This is a crutch argument I don’t feel compelled to 
disprove with math. Anecdotal evidence will do. I 
totally acknowledge that “chemistry” is a thing. I 
even acknowledge it’s a thing born of communication 
and repetition. But as an analytical tool, invoking 
chemistry is right up there with “momentum” and 
“reading goat entrails.” Chemistry is something we 
retrofit once we see that players are having success 
together. You don’t hear many announcers saying, 
“These guys are playing together for the first time, but 
watch this, they’re gonna have such great chemistry.” 
People don’t predict it. They describe it after the fact.

So yes, I’d imagine that Jordan Reed and Kirk 
Cousins, drafted a year apart and often not starting 
early in their careers (Cousins because of RG3, Reed 
because he was often rehabbing), put in extra time 
together. You know else put in extra time together? 
Brock Osweiler and Cody Latimer. Mark Sanchez 
and Josh Huff. Blaine Gabbert and Bruce Ellington. 
Michael Vick and Darrius Heyward-Bey. (Okay, that 
last one was pretty awesome.) Don’t confuse cause 
and effect. Sometimes good players wind up being 
reserves at the same time, so when they emerge 
together, it looks like it happened because of the 
preternatural bond forged in the depths of practice, 
when everyone else is sweaty and annoyed with you. 
Sometimes that absolutely may be true. But I think a 
better rule of thumb is: good players tend to be good! 
And bad players, for as much chemistry as they foster 
in the practice lab, tend to suckety-suck-suck.

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
No wonder that QB and TE have great 
chemistry. They spent time practicing 

together on the second team!



4. Greg Olsen, CAR

In past years when Olsen would last through the sixth 
or seventh round, I’d pounce. He’s consistent. He’ll 
get you 70 catches, 900 yards and six TDs every year. 
But in Kelvin Benjamin’s absence last season, Olsen 
did a bit more than that: his yardage bumped up, 
probably because he caught the ball downfield a bit 
more than usual. As a result, there will be no discount 
in ’16.

Olsen runs great routes, and in Carolina’s offense 
is the ultimate safety valve; Cam Newton knows he 
can get in trouble, use Olsen as a secondary read if 
he needs to, and the TE will always be exactly where 
he’s supposed to be. Olsen has missed only a handful 
of plays in his entire career, he’s finished second to 
Gronk in TE receiving yards in back-to-back seasons, 
and he always numbers among first-down leaders at 
the position. He’s terrific. My guess is that Benjy’s 
return settles Olsen back down into the 9.0 range in 
Average Yards at the Target and perhaps removes a 
skosh of weekly upside.

5. Zach Ertz, PHI

I hate predicting game flow week to week, so I really 
hate predicting it for an entire season. It’s tempting 
to say: “Oh, the Eagles have Doug Pederson at the 
controls, we’re gonna be looking at an eke-it-out 
offense that won’t throw downfield unless the 
scoreboard mandates it, and will otherwise focus on 
the short passing game as an extension of running.” 
And if that little bedtime story winds up being true, 
Ertz will almost certainly top his career-best ’15 
numbers.

Even if that’s not what happens—even if Philly is 
more aggressive than I expect and finds a workable 
solution at QB—I still like Ertz. He’s fast and gets 
open, and his snap count finally skyrocketed in ’15 as 
blocker Brent Celek’s decreased. Now, let’s be honest. 
For a significant portion of last season, owning Ertz 
was frustrating: he played a bunch, but he wasn’t 

 Age: 31     Years: 9     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 253     Injury: 0     Bye: 7

 2015:  77 REC   1,104 RCYD   7 TD   AY@T = 10.5   29.1 ROUTES   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 5     ’15 Final Rank: 4     ’16 Range: 3-6

 Age: 26     Years: 3     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 250     Injury: 1     Bye: 4

 2015:  75 REC   853 RCYD   2 TD   AY@T = 8.2   31.2 ROUTES   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 13     ’15 Final Rank: 10     ’16 Range: 4-12

getting an elite number of targets and couldn’t find 
the end zone. Only a fantasy-playoff surge removed 
the bitter Ertzy taste. (“Talia, write this down. Idea 
for a film called Ertzy: Zach Ertz plays a compulsive 
macramé artist who sells his wares on Etsy.”) But 
rather than viewing those huge efforts in December as 
outliers—which is absolutely a reasonable position—
I’m choosing to see them as reflective of the skills Ertz 
has displayed in short bursts through his three-year 
career. More good stuff ahead, I say.

6. Coby Fleener, NO

It’s funny, I’m willing to make excuses for a lot of 
players who fell prey to Matt Hasselbeck’s decaying 
right arm in Indy last year. But Fleener isn’t one of 
them.

That goes to show you: as much as I sometimes 
present myself as this bloodless arbiter of “real 
football truth,” there’s always subjectivity. I’m not a 
fan of the player Fleener has been through four NFL 
seasons. He’s athletically gifted: a big, fast guy who 
hasn’t been asked to block much, so he’s mostly out 
there running pass patterns. But he drops the ball in 
head-clutching fashion, he blows assignments, and he 
disappears for weeks at a time. He hasn’t been as good 
as he should be.

But what a landing place: 35-year-old Ben Watson 
caught 74 passes for New Orleans last year, and 
finished as fantasy’s #8 TE. As frustrating as I 
find Fleener, how can I claim he’s not superior 
to crumbling old Ben Watson? My Spidey-sense 
starts tingling the moment a crutchster starts hyping 
a player’s situation and ignoring his ability, but 
sometimes a situation just feels overwhelmingly sure-
fire. At the very least, Fleener has been exceedingly 
healthy as an NFL player, and the Saints system is 
comfortable feeding the shorter stuff to TEs. Josh Hill 
couldn’t do it in ’15, but Watson could, and Fleener 
should be a pretty decent volume play.

 Age: 28     Years: 4     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 251     Injury: 0     Bye: 5

 2015:  54 REC   491 RCYD   3 TD   AY@T = 8.0   26.5 ROUTES   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 18     ’15 Final Rank: 21     ’16 Range: 3-13



7. Martellus Bennett, NE

Controversy! Yes, okay, the Patriots’ particular blend 
of short passing did yield one season—2011—in 
which two tight ends were clear fantasy starters. But 
the Pats have been chasing that high since Aaron 
Hernandez’s (alleged) murder troubles began, and we 
fantasy owners keep biting. How else do you explain 
the excitement around Tim Wright in ’14 and Scott 
Chandler in ’15?

So am I doing it again with Bennett? Maybe! No 
matter what we say about Tom Brady’s chops, it’s 
hard for every one of his viable weapons to all play 
in the middle of the field. Like, there’s Gronk, there’s 
Julian Edelman, there’s Danny Amendola, maybe the 
occasional Keshawn Martin.... At some point opposing 
defenses will just station folding chairs between the 
numbers and dare Tom Terrific to do something else.

By the same token, it’s a mistake to put Bennett in 
the same category as Wright and/or Chandler. He’s 
quite a good player. He’s huge, runs pretty well, and 
can really sky. Does he have Gronkowski’s agility? 
He doesn’t. But New England tried again and again 
last year to make Chandler an important part of their 
attack, and Chandler blew every chance in a way that 
I don’t believe Bennett will, provided he’s healthy. He 
wasn’t healthy last year—he played through fractured 
ribs—and plus has been known as a malcontent 
throughout his journeyman’s trip around the league. 
Stuff can go wrong. I don’t believe the Pats are 
destined to have their TEs go #1 and #3 in fantasy 

Stats Lie!

The Good: You worry too much. Since ’12, Fleener is 
middle-of-the-pack among TEs in Drops Per Target 

(3.9%). He’s basically tied with Antonio Gates.

The Bad: With Fleener it isn’t only about drops; 
sometimes he’s just not in the right place. If you look at 
Catches Per Target since ’12, Fleener is 36th out of 37 
qualifying TEs (59.4%). The only worse player is Jared 

Cook. And Fleener was mostly playing with Andrew Luck!

 Age: 29     Years: 8     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 273     Injury: 5     Bye: 9

 2015: 53 REC   439 RCYD   3 TD   AY@T = 5.7   29.6 ROUTES   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 4     ’15 Final Rank: 26     ’16 Range: 6-17

points like they did in ’11. But Bennett’s probably 
grabbing 70 balls and six or seven TDs.

8. Delanie Walker, TEN

His first two seasons in Tennessee, Walker finished 
12th and ninth in TE fantasy points. Last year, he 
finished fifth. The reason for this uptick had little to do 
with any fresh abilities Walker discovered in his age-
31 season. It was about volume. Dude’s targets went 
up 30%, and so his catches went up 30%. Math is fun!
Walker is what he is: a smart and dependable player 
who’s a good-not-great athlete, but who in Tennessee 
stands out like a Stark in a sea of Lannisters. While the 
Titans keep trodding out WRs who run poor routes, 
who drop passes, who get hurt, and who generally 
don’t seem to have a clue, Walker stands honorably by 
his crummy teammates and gathers up their workloads 
without a grumble. And he makes a chunk play every 
week; in ’15 there was no game in which Walker 
suited up and didn’t have at least one gain of double-
digit yards. He’s rock damn solid.

The reason I wouldn’t reach for Walker is that the 
Titans probably don’t want him to have to be quite 
such a bedrock. They certainly hope to have more 
than 130 WR receptions in ’16; that’s the number 
they had last year and it was the lowest total in the 
NFL. In other words, rather than being a sign of any 
kind of particular excellence, Walker having so many 
targets was a symptom of dysfunction. Do I believe 
everything that ailed Marcus Mariota and his stand-ins 
in ’15 will suddenly be fixed? Not necessarily. But my 
guess is that the Titans know they can’t be effective 
with solid, unspectacular Delanie Walker getting such 
a huge slice of their passing-game pie.

9. Gary Barnidge, CLE

What an unbelievable year ’15 was for Mashed Potato 
Mountain. In six NFL seasons, Barnidge had 44 career 
catches. And then he grabbed 79 in one campaign. 
And there wasn’t anything fake about it; he looked 

 Age: 32     Years: 10     Height: 6’0”     Weight: 248     Injury: 3     Bye: 13

 2015:  94 REC   1,088 RCYD   6 TD   AY@T = 8.7   31.1 ROUTES   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 8     ’15 Final Rank: 5     ’16 Range: 7-11

 Age: 31     Years: 9     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 250     Injury: 3     Bye: 13

 2015:  79 REC   1,043 RCYD   9 TD   AY@T = 9.5   34.6 ROUTES   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 3     ’16 Range: 6-15



like a guy who’d been doing it for years. He made 
full-extension catches over the middle, he leapt over 
linebackers and safeties in the end zone...this was legit 
stuff that only excellent players are supposed to be 
able to do. Of course, for at least one season, MPM 
was an excellent player.

So why aren’t I “all in” for ’16, especially if I’m 
saying Barnidge’s production wasn’t lucky? Let me 
explain. I and most everyone else used to think of 
Barnidge as a blocking specialist. (In fact, the Browns 
TE anyone dubbed a secret sleeper last year was Rob 
Housler.) What MPM’s game film from last season 
proves is that assessment was wrong. He’s a legit 
good tight end. But how many legit good tight ends 
are there in the NFL? Maybe 15? Maybe 20? So yes, 
I acknowledge that Barnidge outscored most of those 
guys last year, and even with RG3 under center his 
QB situation probably isn’t significantly worse. Still, 
are you ready to say in a vacuum that Barnidge is a 
better player than Julius Thomas? Or Jason Witten? 
Or Delanie Walker? Or Antonio Gates? As you can 
see from my TE list, I have Barnidge ahead of some 
of these dudes and behind others, but the larger point 
is that there’s a lot of similar players in a single wide 
and flat tier. It’s amazing Barnidge now belongs to 
that tier! But one season of catching passes from Josh 
McCown, Johnny Manziel and Austin Davis isn’t 
enough to say he belongs ahead of that tier! He’s in 
it. That’s good enough. You should wait a really long 
time on TE, and get who you get. If it’s MPM? Great. 
If it’s one of the other guys? That’s fine, too. Just 
beware of jumping too hard on the back of the surprise 
guy a year late.
 

I already discussed “chemistry” a bit in Jordan Reed’s 
profile. Chemistry is a real thing. We’re just awful at 
deciding who has it before it becomes obvious. When 
the crutchsters say “those guys have no chemistry,” 
what they really mean is “those guys’ stats are 
disappointing to me.”

Cast Off Your Crutch Arguments:
That QB and TE obviously have no 

chemistry!

Let me give you an example to show what I mean. 
Josh McCown began ’15 as Cleveland’s starting QB, 
but suffered a concussion on the season’s first drive 
and was replaced by Johnny Manziel. (That was many 
TMZ columns and whitened nostrils ago. Allegedly.) 
Manziel played most of the subsequent two games, 
and Barnidge produced just four catches for 55 yards. 
McCown returned in Week 3, and Barnidge had four 
straight games with a TD while also racking up some 
big yardage numbers. Then McCown sat out Week 9 
with a shoulder issue, Manziel played, Barnidge had 
two catches for 35 yards, and that was enough for the 
crutchsters. Out went the signal flares! “Manziel and 
Barnidge have no chemistry! For as long as Manziel is 
playing, you have to bench Mashed Potato Mountain!”
What’s that old line about not confusing correlation 
with causation? In Week 10, Manziel and Barnidge 
hooked up six times including a TD, and then in 
Weeks 14, 15 and 16 the duo combined for 11 more 
catches, 160 more yards and two more scores. As 
happened with every Browns QB last year who 
examined the WR corps and said, “Blurgh!” Manziel 
decided Barnidge was his best weapon, and they 
produced.

Just beware dumb, lazy, retrofitted analysis intended 
to explain away small-sample-size phenomena. If your 
ears are tuned to it, if you train yourself to suss it out, 
you’ll hear it in so many places inside the NFL media 
and fantasy football echo chambers. Avoid it like the 
plague, and take advantage of the doofi in your league 
who’re willing to buy what the crutchsters sell.

10. Julius Thomas, JAC

We all excused Formerly Orange Julius’s TD-heavy 
ways during his Denver days because he was part of a 
super-elite offense. Scoring 24 TDs over two seasons 
creates a lot of incentive for excuse-making! When 
Thomas left the Broncos for Jacksonville, the question 
became: was there something special about his game 
that would lead to an inordinate number of red-zone 
scores no matter what city he played in (after all, 17 of 
those 24 Denver TDs were of the RZ variety), or was 
he simply part of the runaway Peyton Manning train 
that coincidentally crashed so badly in ’15?

 Age: 28     Years: 5     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 260     Injury: 9     Bye: 5

 2015:  46 REC   455 RCYD   5 TD   AY@T = 8.2   29.8 ROUTES   7 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 12     ’15 Final Rank: 15     ’16 Range: 8-13



We still don’t really know. Thomas broke his hand last 
summer and missed the season’s first four games, and 
thereafter never became a consistently major part of 
the Jags attack. From what I’ve seen on his older tape, 
I actually do think F.O.J. is a pretty unique end-zone 
guy. He’s tricky with his short-yardage route tree, not 
giving defenders hints about which way he’ll break, 
and he also does that big-bodied thing of basically 
blotting out the sun when he can box his man. For 
that reason, I could see him rewarding fantasy owners 
who wait on him with a high-single-digit TD season. 
But as I’ve said in this almanac pretty much any time 
I’ve written about a Jacksonville player, the passing 
game is due for an overall regression, both because 
the team hopes it won’t dig itself such huge first-half 
holes and because Blake Bortles isn’t as good as his 
’15 numbers. However, Thomas belongs squarely in 
the low-level fantasy starter conversation, and if you 
choose him as your guy late in a draft, I’m completely 
cool with it.

11. Tyler Eifert, CIN

The first thing to worry about with Eifert this year 
is his ankle. He had surgery to repair an injury he 
suffered at the Pro Bowl (!) and the Bengals have told 
anyone who’ll listen that they don’t expect him to be 
ready for Week 1. We tend to ignore coachspeak when 
it’s entirely positive. But when negative stuff slips 
out? Yikes.

So on the one hand, we’ve got the fact that if you draft 
Eifert, you’ll probably have to draft a second TE you 
can start early in the season. And then, once Eifert 
is back and healthy, there’s his other major question, 
which is: are his touchdowns really unrepeatable? 
Because you hear that a lot: 13 TDs on 52 catches is 
a stupid ratio, Eifert is an ankle/neck/knee/shoulder/
elbow/forearm/concussion injury waiting to happen, 
and anyone investing in him might as well just go buy 
some Enron stock.

I mean, I’m not sure. So I did some research...

 Age: 26     Years: 3     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 250     Injury: 19     Bye: 9

 2015:  52 REC   615 RCYD   13 TD   AY@T = 7.9   25.7 ROUTES   6 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 19     ’15 Final Rank: 6     ’16 Range: 8-17

Among tight ends with at least 30 catches in a season, 
Eifert had the fourth-highest TD/catch ratio of the past 
decade, and many of the other guys on this list didn’t 
fare great in their subsequent years:

Maybe this list isn’t extraordinary helpful, because 
maybe what it says is: “If Tyler Eifert is like Rob 
Gronkowski and Antonio Gates, don’t worry about it! 
And if Tyler Eifert is like Visanthe Shiancoe...gulp!”

I’ll say this: there was certainly some down-and-
distance luck involved with Eifert in ’15...the Bengals 
had the third-most red-zone snaps in the NFL last year, 
and Eifert was second to Jordan Reed in red-zone 
catches. Of course, it’s a stroke in Eifert’s favor that 
he’s strong in TD-rich country, but we do know that 
the red zone can taketh away.

But I also counted five TDs where Eifert was split 
wide, isolated one-on-one on a corner, and brutalized 
the guy for a score. That’s not usual for a TE. Eifert 
has uncommon quickness for his size and is an 
amazing leaper. Add the fact that Marvin Jones and 
Mohamed Sanu have been replaced by the likes of 
Brandon LaFell and Tyler Boyd, and it’s hard to see 
Eifert’s role decreasing if and when he gets healthy. 
Sure, maybe a repeat of 13 TDs—11 from the red 
zone, two from the 22-yard-line—isn’t realistic, 
especially in a season where he’s likely not ready in 
Week 1. But Eifert isn’t a Shiancoe-esque fluke. He 
could make for a smart roster stash if he falls in your 
draft.

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
How historically unusual was Eifert’s TD/
reception ratio, and how likely is a repeat?

 Player/Year  TD/Rec Next Year TDs
 Julius Thomas, ’14  27.9% 5
 Dwayne Allen, ’14  27.6% 1
 Vernon Davis, ’13  25.0% 2
 Tyler Eifert, ’15  25.0% ???
 Rob Gronkowski, ’10 23.8% 17
 Anthony Fasano, ’08 20.6% 2
 Rob Gronkowski, ’12 20.0% 4
 Antonio Gates, ’10  20.0% 7
 Visanthe Shiancoe, ’09 19.6% 2
 Dallas Clark, ’07  19.0% 6



12. Dwayne Allen, IND

Unlike several of the players I have ranked around 
him who seem pretty similar, Allen feels like a risk. 
Maybe Delanie Walker and Tyler Eifert and Antonio 
Gates won’t blow up every week, but I don’t think 
they’ll have consistently terrible seasons. Allen, on 
the other hand, is coming off a consistently terrible 
season. He didn’t even run 15 routes per game, as the 
Colts needed his blocking more than Matt Hasselbeck 
needed another target to miss with footballs. Allen 
hasn’t caught more than 45 passes since his rookie 
campaign in ’12, and he’s never topped 521 yards in a 
season. His eight TDs in ’14 retroactively look like a 
fluke.

So if I’m betting on Allen at #12 this year, I’m 
betting on a new outcome. Andrew Luck is back, 
which obviously hoists everyone’s outlook above that 
second-half nonsense in ’15. Also, Coby Fleener is 
gone and Rob Chudzinski is Indy’s new coordinator. 
But I want to be careful with paint-by-numbers 
analysis like this. Just because one guy leaves the 
depth chart doesn’t mean the other guy automatically 
gets all his work. Jack Doyle could get way more 
involved in Indy’s attack (though I’m betting we do 
see more “01” and “11” personnel, which means one 
TE and three or four WRs). And yes, Coach Chud has 
overseen productive TEs, but wasn’t that the same 
argument crutchsters used to endorse Kyle Rudolph 
getting teamed up with Norv Turner a couple years 
ago?

More than anything, I’m a fan of Allen, and have 
been for years (mostly to my detriment). He gets 
injured too frequently—in ’15 he had ankle and calf 
problems—but he’s beastly strong and agile for his 
size, with consistent hands and a wise head. I hope 
Fleener’s departure and Chudzinski’s arrival mean a 
more central offensive role for Allen. I believe he’s a 
much better player than we’ve ever gotten to see.

 Age: 26     Years: 4     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 265     Injury: 21     Bye: 10

 2015:  16 REC   109 RCYD   1 TD   AY@T = 5.6   14.6 ROUTES   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 14     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 8-21

13. Antonio Gates, SD

At least Gates doesn’t have Ladarius Green to kick 
around anymore. What’s that? This April, the Chargers 
drafted Hunter Henry in the second round? Damn. 
Opening giggles aside, my assumption is that no 
rookie TE is anywhere near ready to contribute—it’s a 
brutally difficult position, especially from a blocking 
perspective—so I doubt Henry does much more than 
learn this season, and if anything he’ll be less of a 
drain in his first campaign as a Charger than Green 
was in his last.

But how much does Gates have left in the tank? 
Y’know: some! Like, he hasn’t been the in-his-prime, 
Hall-of-Fame Antonio Gates for several seasons. Years 
of toe and foot injuries have turned his “running” 
technique into more of a slow wobble on stilts, and 
his 40 time is now measured in geological epochs. 
But even at age 36, he’s still savvy, he’s still got Phil 
Rivers’s trust, and he’s still got nice hands. Assuming 
he doesn’t relapse with the PEDs that got him banned 
for a month last year, and assuming he stays healthy, 
opportunities should be plentiful.
But about that age. Let’s ask...

Uh, not well. If Gates produces a big season at his age, 
he’ll buck a lot of historical data. Here are the highest 
yardage seasons since the advent of the 16-game 
season:

True, we can look at Tony Gonzalez and feel hope. 
But if you remove Gonzo and add up all TDs scored 
by other TEs in their age-36 campaigns and beyond, 
you only get eight. Eight TDs! Total! In 38 seasons! 
Whoa. So producing big numbers in ’16 will be a 

 Age: 36     Years: 13     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 255     Injury: 1     Bye: 11

 2015:  56 REC   630 RCYD   5 TD   AY@T = 8.4   31.3 ROUTES   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 16     ’15 Final Rank: 11     ’16 Range: 10-15

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
How old is too old for a TE? How have age-36-

and-older players at the position fared?

   
 Player/Year  Age Rec Yards TDs
 Tony Gonzalez, ’12 36 93 930 8
 Tony Gonzalez, ’13 37 83 859 8
 Wesley Walls, ’02  36 19 241 4
 Wesley Walls, ’03  37 20 222 1
 Pete Metzelaars, ’96 36 17 146 0
 Pete Metzelaars, ’97 37 17 144 0



tall task for Gates, which explains why I’m not crazy 
about making him my fantasy starter. Then again, 
Gates matched Gonzalez’s outlandish production 
throughout the 2000s. Maybe age is just one more area 
of one-upsmanship.

14. Jason Witten, DAL

On the one hand, you want to Eternal-Sunshine-Of-
The-Spotless-Mind last season from your memory 
banks. Tony Romo barely played in ’15, and his 
replacements arrived in Dallas via clown car. But on 
the other hand, how many rodeos do we think Witten 
has left?

I will not tell you that Witten’s potential is inversely 
proportional to the Cowboys’ running game. 
(Attention: crutch argument.) It’s very possible for 
Zeke Elliott to be great and Witten to be a fantasy 
starter in the same season. No, the potential problem 
with Witten comes down to whether he’s slowing 
down, and I kind of think he’s slowing down. But then 
again, damn, yeah, I mean it’s hard to tell, I get it, it 
was Brandon Weeden and Matt Cassel and Kellen 
Moore, and maybe Witten just had to jog in place so 
as not to overrun throws. I really shouldn’t be taking 
instruction from last year’s film, when Witten never 
dropped a thing and was at least out there a bunch, 
getting 100-plus targets.

Probably I’m being swayed by the historical data 
again. If, as I said in Antonio Gates’s preview, the 
age-36 TE data is frightening, the age-34 data ain’t 
tons better. Since ’79, only nine TEs at least 34 years 
old have finished with more than 500 receiving yards 
in a season. That’s alarming, but not damning. Witten 
is a blood-and-guts type who’s never been a great 
red-zone guy—probably because he’s such a good 
blocker—but who doesn’t need big plays. Volume 
should be there. I’m talking myself into saying, “Meh, 
if your preference is for safe instead of upside? I’m 
actually fine if you wind up with Witten.”

 Age: 34     Years: 13     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 263     Injury: 0     Bye: 7

 2015:  77 REC   713 RCYD   3 TD   AY@T = 7.2   30.1 ROUTES   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 6     ’15 Final Rank: 12     ’16 Range: 10-16

15. Ladarius Green, PIT

If Coby Fleener is an overrated but formerly 
productive player heading to a seemingly great 
situation, what the heck is Green? I’ll tell you what he 
is. He’s either Chris Ivory circa ’13 (changing teams 
after never producing much, but turning out strong) 
or he’s Jacoby Jones circa ’12 (changing teams after 
never producing much, and blowing chunks). Add in 
the question of whether Green will even be able to 
play at all because of his current medical concerns, 
and you’ve got a whole lot of unknowns.

For four years, we’ve been hearing about Green’s 
insane speed and hops. How he’d make us forget 
Antonio Gates. How he’d make us forget, I dunno, 
Jerry Rice. But the production hasn’t been there, 
which begs the question: were the Chargers reluctant 
to feed Green because Gates is a Hall-of-Famer who’s 
still really good, or did they know something about 
their young TE?

I can’t pretend to answer definitively. I paid special 
attention to the three games Green played minus 
Gates early in ’15 (Gates was suspended for a 
month, but Green missed one of those contests 
with a concussion), and while the numbers weren’t 
overpowering, Green kind of was. He was nasty with 
the ball. He’s legit fast. His Week 4 TD against the 
Browns was a total jump-ball de-pantsing of Donte 
Whitner. The Steelers are out of the Heath Miller 
business; they didn’t pay Green huge guaranteed 
money, but they could be presenting him an 
opportunity in one of the NFL’s best pass attacks.

But the problem is: Green is dealing with post-
concussion symptoms and hasn’t even been able to 
practice with the Steelers. There’s been speculation 
that he didn’t disclose his headaches to his new team 
and could even have his contract voided. That would 
be a shame, and you shouldn’t assume it’ll happen, 
but the larger point is: as good as Green might be and 
thus as tempting as his fantasy stock is, you probably 
shouldn’t draft him to be your starter knowing what 
we currently know.

 Age: 26     Years: 4     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 240     Injury: 5     Bye: 8

 2015: 37 REC   429 RCYD   4 TD   AY@T = 8.1  30.6 ROUTES   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 26     ’15 Final Rank: 18     ’16 Range: 5-N/A



16. Eric Ebron, DET

I had Ebron as a post-hype sleeper last year, but I’ll be 
frank: he still wasn’t good enough. He never should’ve 
been a first-round pick—he’s not a great, sudden 
athlete and not a prototypical red-zone leaper—but 
I acknowledge he’s as fast as all get-out. So why 
doesn’t Ebron make more big plays? Because he 
doesn’t catch many passes, especially not down the 
field. Why doesn’t he catch more passes? Because 
even he acknowledges his concentration hasn’t been 
great. Why doesn’t he get more targets? Because he’s 
rarely Matthew Stafford’s first read. Why isn’t he 
Stafford’s first read more frequently? Because he’s 
an erratic route runner and probably hasn’t earned his 
play callers’ trust. Other than that, y’know, all good.

The Lions will need receivers to step forward and 
replace Calvin Johnson. Ebron hasn’t been in the 
league long enough to call him a bust, and it won’t 
be a shock if he takes advantage of circumstance and 
his speed to become the player Detroit thought they 
were getting at #10 overall. But that’s not the way he’s 
trending, especially considering his high-profile injury 
in early August: Ebron was carted off and the media 
freakout immediately decided he’d torn an ACL, while 
in fact he’d merely sprained an ankle. He should be 
okay to begin the year.

17. Clive Walford, OAK

What I like about Walford is he didn’t mess around 
as a rookie. He came out of the University of Miami 
with a reputation as a Dwayne Allen type—a complete 
TE whose savvy outstripped his age—and within just 
a few games, he basically pulled even with Mychal 
Rivera on the Raiders depth chart. True, he did this via 
his blocking more than his receiving; while Walford 
averaged 13.9 routes per game in ’15, Rivera averaged 
16.1. But Walford was on the field more frequently. 
Hopefully that speaks well of his Year 2 development.

I suspect Walford’s best career case from a fantasy 
perspective is someone like an Allen or a Heath Miller, 

 Age: 23     Years: 2     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 255     Injury: 5     Bye: 10

 2015:  47 REC   537 RCYD   5 TD   AY@T = 5.7   26.9 ROUTES   5 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 15     ’15 Final Rank: 13     ’16 Range: 10-20

 Age: 25     Years: 1     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 250     Injury: 0     Bye: 10

 2015:  28 REC   329 RCYD   3 TD   AY@T = 9.6   13.9 ROUTES   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 41     ’15 Final Rank: 30     ’16 Range: 12-20

in that he may wind up being jailed by his own all-
around competency. I don’t think Walford will ever 
wind up being one of those prototypical high-volume 
seam guys, because his hips are a bit stiff and he’s not 
an inherently slippery guy who’s difficult for a faster 
linebacker to cover. But if Oakland’s offense is ready 
to level-jump toward the elites, I have little doubt 
Walford would benefit.

18. Will Tye, NYG

I liked Will Tye immediately. Larry Donnell severely 
hurt his neck in Week 8 last year, and Tye took over 
starter’s snaps...and I’d honestly never heard of the 
dude. An undrafted rookie out of Stony Brook who’d 
initially played at Florida State, Tye became the cog in 
the Giants offense that Donnell failed to be early in the 
year.

How did he do it? Well, he’s a relatively squat, 
powerful guy who doesn’t make his living with 
change-of-direction. Instead, Ben McAdoo decided 
getting it to Tye short and letting him barrel over 
people was a winning strategy: he has a nice stiff-arm 
and he doesn’t go down easy. He’s a Ben Watson 
type. Tye’s a reliable guy who almost certainly won’t 
be a top-10 fantasy TE, but who (if he gets starter’s 
snaps) almost certainly won’t fall out of the top 20. Of 
course, he needs to convincingly beat out Donnell for 
any of this to happen, but I think he will.

Stats Lie!

The Bad: Walford’s Catches Per Target ratio in ’15 (58.3%) 
was 37th among the 42 TEs with at least 20 grabs. So 

even if he didn’t have any drops, his chemistry with
Derek Carr was poor.

The Good: I don’t hate CPT as a stat, but in small doses 
it can mislead us. Walford caught 28 of his 48 targets. I 
watched film of every one, and counted seven obviously 

intentionally thrown-away passes where Walford was just 
the nearest guy, and so technically the “target.” I also did 
see plays where the chemistry wasn’t great! But remove 

even some of those throw-aways, and Walford’s CPT looks 
just fine. Beware small sample sizes.

 Age: 25     Years: 1     Height: 6’2”     Weight: 262     Injury: 0     Bye: 8

 2015:  42 REC   464 RCYD   3 TD   AY@T = 5.6   23.3 ROUTES   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 25     ’16 Range: 11-25



19. Jimmy Graham, SEA

Last summer, Graham was one of the NFL’s (and 
fantasy football’s) most speculated-about players. His 
trade from New Orleans to Seattle was a bombshell, 
and its implications were hazy. Would leaving Drew 
Brees and joining a Marshawn-Lynch-led running 
attack leave Graham—long considered a super-elite 
talent—with a smaller role? Would the Seahawks 
make him block more? Would Graham be the guy to 
hustle Pete Carroll’s attack into the pass-heavy 2010s?

For Graham, ’15 turned out to be a weird season 
with a tragic end. He was disappointing in his first 
11 games as a Seahawk, but not because the team 
tried to turn him into a blocker. At the time of his 
injury, Graham was top 10 among NFL TEs in targets, 
catches and receiving yards. He did run fewer routes-
per-snap than he was accustomed to in New Orleans, 
and I’ve no doubt that was a constraining factor, but 
his receiving workload wasn’t out of whack with 
a typical tight end’s. The missing ingredient was 
touchdowns! This guy who’d scored between nine 
and 16 TDs four straight seasons—this guy who was 
probably his position’s foremost leaper—scored twice 
in ’15 and only had eight red-zone targets, compared 
to an average of nearly 23 per season his final four 
years as a Saint. Not good.

Then on November 29th, he tore his patellar tendon. 
And that is really, really bad....

Across all positions, a torn patellar tendon is just 
about the worst “regular” injury a player can suffer. 
It ends careers, and even when it doesn’t, it changes 
their trajectory. There’s no formal database of players 
who’ve suffered torn patellar tendons, but in recent 
years think of Cadillac Williams, Ryan Williams, 
Jerrod Mayo, Nate Allen, Jim Leonhard, Morris 
Claiborne...the “before” and “after” pictures for these 
players isn’t good. And as for pass catchers, here’s 
what I’m able to cobble together for stats in the season 

 Age: 30     Years: 6     Height: 6’7”     Weight: 265     Injury: 5     Bye: 5

 2015:  48 REC   605 RCYD   2 TD   AY@T = 9.2   26.7 ROUTES   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 2     ’15 Final Rank: 16     ’16 Range: 10-N/A

Harris’s Mid-Profile Digression
Historically speaking, how badly does a torn 
patellar interrupt a pass-catcher’s career?

following their tear years:

I included Brooks and Boston (who go back 14+ 
years) to inject some hope, because recent history isn’t 
pretty. Cruz is our top-of-mind example: all we heard 
last summer was how great he looked in camp and 
how he’d be ready for Week 1, and then he suffered 
calf complications and never played in ’15.

Can you make a case that Graham is worth taking 
a late-round risk on, because if he bucks the trend, 
you’re getting a fantasy starter for cheap? I guess. 
But I don’t think I’d bother. Given his disappointing 
production in Seattle when healthy, I find it basically 
impossible to believe he’s ready to overcome this 
crushing injury and re-assume his spot as a super-elite 
fantasy guy. And if he’s not gonna be super-elite, if 
he’s just gonna be another middle-class TE, well, 
there are a lot of those, and most of them don’t have 
reconstructed patellar tendons to worry about. I admit, 
it was good news to see him activated from the PUP 
list so early in training camp, and I elevated Graham a 
bit as a result. But please recall that Cruz was actually 
never even placed on the Giants’ PUP list last summer. 
Not being on the PUP list doesn’t guarantee a thing.

20. Jordan Cameron, MIA

It seems that it’s Jordan Cameron’s lot in life to roam 
the planet finding weird, soul-crushing situations in 
which to labor. First it was four seasons in Cleveland, 
having Brandon Weeden, Colt McCoy and Brian 
Hoyer as his QB, and suffering concussions. Then 
finally Cameron hit free agency and found a new 
maddening signal caller with whom to have awful 
rapport.

Ryan Tannehill has had a difficult time making anyone 
other than Jarvis Landry a useful fantasy player, and 
Cameron is no exception: from Weeks 3 to 17 in ’15, 
Cameron never topped three catches or 35 receiving 

 Player, Tear Year  Rec Yards Rec TDs
 Robert Brooks, ’96  60 1,010 7
 David Boston, ’02  70 880 7
 Mark Clayton, ’10  3 26 0
 Austin Collie, ’12  6 63 0
 Victor Cruz, ’14  0 0 0

 Age: 28     Years: 5     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 260     Injury: 7     Bye: 8

 2015:  35 REC   386 RCYD   3 TD   AY@T = 10.1   24.5 ROUTES   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 7     ’15 Final Rank: 29     ’16 Range: 15-24



yards. As I’ve written regarding every Dolphins 
pass catcher, hope comes in the form of Adam Gase. 
Perhaps Miami’s new head coach carries around 
the bobby pin that’ll unlock whatever mechanisms 
currently constrain Tannehill’s brain. It could happen. 
But it’s likelier that “system” and “game plan” aren’t 
the problems with the Dolphins QB. He’s simply not 
good when he can’t dink-and-dunk. If Cameron can’t 
be part of the dinkange and dunkage, he won’t be 
useful for fantasy in ’16.

21. Jared Cook, GB

I know! Suddenly Cook is Aaron Rodgers’s tight end! 
I can relate with your interior monologue, which goes, 
“How bad can Jared Cook really be? Could he really 
screw up landing in one of the best possible situations 
for a pass catcher?” My answer is: yes. Yes, he can.

Hey, I boosted Cook’s stock to account for his greater 
upside in ’16. If A-Rod is able to get through to this 
dude and transmogrify him into pre-injury Jermichael 
Finley, we’re talking about a no-doubt fantasy starter. 
Ranking him #21 is a boost. But it also reflects the 
very real possibility that Cook crashes and burns, 
because Cook always crashes and burns.

But yes! I know! You can point to the QBs with whom 
Cook has played in his seven NFL seasons: Vince 
Young, Kerry Collins, Rusty Smith, Jake Locker, Matt 
Hasselbeck, Sam Bradford, Kellen Clemens, Shaun 
Hill, Austin Davis, Nick Foles and Case Keenum. 
Lumped together in one giant Frankenstein body, 
this agglomeration of mediocrity wouldn’t add up to 
one Aaron Rodgers. My problem with this logic is: 
you know who else hasn’t played with an elite QB? 
Almost everyone. Like, didn’t Delanie Walker walk 
into the same situation Cook left and produce? Do 
we suddenly think so much of Andy Dalton that Tyler 
Eifert is playing with a stud? Travis Kelce? Gary 
Barnidge? Etc.? Let’s not go out of our way to make 
excuses for Cook. He’s a spectacular athlete who isn’t 
a good football player, and now he’s been a summer 
fantasy darling for seven years running. A sudden 
reversal isn’t impossible, but I’m not betting on it, 
even if he has returned off the PUP list after offseason 
ankle surgery.

 Age: 29     Years: 7     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 254     Injury: 0     Bye: 4

 2015:  39 REC   481 RCYD   0 TD   AY@T = 8.7   22.4 ROUTES   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 29     ’15 Final Rank: 34     ’16 Range: 8-30

22. Zach Miller, CHI

Confusingly, for several years there were two TEs 
named Zach Miller in the NFL at the same time. This 
Miller is not the fellow who was an All-American at 
Arizona State, who was drafted by the Raiders in the 
second round, and who got huge free agent money 
with the Seahawks. This Miller played option QB at 
Nebraska-Omaha, teased us with some interesting 
athletic talent with the Jags for a couple years, missed 
tons of time with injury, bounced around the league, 
and finally stayed healthy in ’15 and scored five 
TDs in limited action replacing an injured Martellus 
Bennett. And now for the first time in his career, he’ll 
be an NFL team’s first-stringer to begin a campaign.

If he stays healthy, Miller could rise from the vast TE 
middle class. As befits a former collegiate running 
QB, he’s got legit open-field chops and is a loose-
hipped, fluid athlete. If Kevin White isn’t ready to 
contribute after his redshirted rookie year, the Bears 
will be looking for people who can catch when Alshon 
Jeffery is quadruple-covered, and Miller might be that 
guy. But while it’s impossible to conclusively predict 
injuries, some players are likelier to get hurt than 
others, and you’d probably have to put Miller in that 
camp. Plus it’s Jay Cutler. So who knows!

23. Austin Seferian-Jenkins, TB

Is ASJ the Christine Michael of tight ends? Is he the 
Kenny Britt of tight ends? Is he the marshmallow 
peeps of tight ends? The thing you keep expecting 
to be good, but never is? (At this point, doesn’t 
Seferian-Jenkins’s new nickname almost have to be 
Marshmallow Peep?)

He’s only been in the NFL two years, but ASJ has 
built up a lot of bad feelings among fantasy owners 
and potentially within the Buccaneers organization. He 
was supposedly kicked out of spring practice back in 
June whereupon he posted some cryptic tweets about 
how he couldn’t “let the negative stuff get to (him)”; 
I’m the last person you’ll find caring about this TMZ 

 Age: 32     Years: 7     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 240     Injury: 17     Bye: 9

 2015:  34 REC   439 RCYD   5 TD   AY@T = 7.2   13.9 ROUTES   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: 16     ’16 Range: 13-25

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 262     Injury: 16     Bye: 6

 2015:  21 REC   338 RCYD   4 TD   AY@T = 11.2   19.0 ROUTES   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 11     ’15 Final Rank: 27     ’16 Range: 8-22



crud normally, but when a Politburo-style organization 
like an NFL franchise can’t keep the negative stuff to 
itself and it keeps leaking out, I do start to wonder. 
ASJ has battled shoulder and back problems for two 
seasons and maybe that’s been his biggest sin in his 
team’s eyes: not offering a good return on investment.

With someone as athletically crazy as Seferian-
Jenkins, there’s always room for optimism. He can 
be tough to handle as a powerful, balanced runner 
in the open field and his catch radius is absurd. But 
the bottom line is that the kid has caught 21 passes 
in back-to-back campaigns, during which he hasn’t 
exceeded nine games. The light bulb may just not have 
gone on yet for ol’ Marshmallow Peep. And the Bucs 
have continued to make unhappy noises about him, 
going so far as to put Cameron Brate ahead of him on 
the depth chart. Early August depth charts are worth 
as much as the paper on which they’re printed, but 
there’s certainly enough smoke here in regard to ASJ 
that you’re advised not to be tempted by him on draft 
day.

24. Kyle Rudolph, MIN

Rudolph is a good blocker. But being a good blocker 
ain’t why the Vikings took him in the second round in 
’11, and it ain’t why fantasy players have been hyping 
him for half-a-decade. Athletically, we were sold a 
Jimmy Graham type: a leaper with sure hands who’d 
terrorize the end zone. In fact, the knock on Rudolph 
coming out of Notre Dame was that he was a glorified 
slot receiver, and would have a hard time staying on 
the field because he hadn’t done much blocking.

Sure, yes, circumstances have conspired to curtail 
Rudolph’s fantasy career. He had back-to-back seasons 
ruined by injury—first a broken foot, then sports 
hernia surgery—and now he finds himself part of 
perhaps the NFL’s least-aggressive pass attack. There’s 
nothing wrong with his talent. He catches the ball very 
well; if it’s a good throw inside his body, Rudolph is 
snagging it in stride and turning upfield. He runs okay, 
he jumps okay, he doesn’t make tacklers miss. He’s 
probably a league-average TE, or maybe his hands 
elevate him slightly above average. But right now he’s 
on a team that doesn’t use him as a primary weapon.

 Age: 27     Years: 5     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 265     Injury: 15     Bye: 6

 2015:  49 REC   495 RCYD   5 TD   AY@T = 8.1   24.0 ROUTES   2 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 10     ’15 Final Rank: 14     ’16 Range: 13-26

25. Charles Clay, BUF

The world of tight ends is pretty murky, right? I mean, 
I have Clay at #25, but I don’t watch his film and 
think there’s anything particularly wrong with him, 
nor would I think you’re crazy for saying, “He’s a 
big guy with soft hands and solid overall athleticism, 
and I think he should be ranked #14.” Jimmy Graham 
is the exception because he’s an obvious freak 
currently limited by injury, but otherwise the entire 
neighborhood from like #7 to #26 is a subdivision 
where the houses kind of all look the same. It’s why in 
recent years I’ve been prone to saying, “Tight end is 
the new kicker.”

Yes, this NFL position is stacked with players who, 
if they become an offense’s focus in ’16, could make 
you a very happy fantasy owner. So to some extent, 
ranking them has less to do with their in-a-vacuum 
talent and more with the likelihood that such focus 
could happen. In Clay’s case, the Bills aren’t exactly 
bursting with WR talent, and Sammy Watkins has 
an injury. So it’s not hard to imagine an accuracy-
challenged thrower like Tyrod Taylor leaning heavily 
on Charles Clay. Yet those things were true last 
season, too, and Clay’s 76 targets were 17th-most 
among TEs. (To be fair, he missed the season’s final 
three games with a back injury.) If you choose to rely 
on Clay, you’re not getting one of those spectacular 
leaping dominators who’ll carry three tacklers on his 
back into the end zone, but you are getting a good 
player.

26. Vance McDonald, SF

The Niners look like a mess on offense and don’t 
have a clear starter at tight end, which makes it easy 
to avoid the entire group. But in his good moments, 
McDonald has always popped a little bit on tape with 
excellent size, jumping and running. Unfortunately, his 
hands are awful. He’ll battle Garrett Celek and Blake 
Bell for snaps, but he’s the only one with any upside at 
all, and certainly the fantasy hype on him will start to 
get rolling after he caught two touchdowns in the first 

 Age: 27     Years: 5     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 255     Injury: 5     Bye: 10

 2015:  51 REC   528 RCYD   3 TD   AY@T = 7.2   25.5 ROUTES   4 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 23     ’15 Final Rank: 18     ’16 Range: 15-27

 Age: 26     Years: 3     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 267     Injury: 11     Bye: 8

 2015:  30 REC   326 RCYD   3 TD   AY@T = 8.3   15.1 ROUTES   6 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 48     ’15 Final Rank: 31     ’16 Range: 15-40



week of the preseason. I definitely can’t tell you that 
McD doesn’t have fantasy-starter-quality athleticism, 
but my guess is that even if the volume winds up 
being there for him for a while, his drops will get him 
in trouble with his coaches.

27. Maxx Williams, BAL

A year is a long time. So even though our brains 
understand that rookie TEs are going to stink for 
fantasy, when someone like Maxxxxxx stinks as a 
rookie it feels like he’s stunk for a while! But this is 
simply a position that takes time to master. And the 
fact that the Ravens added Ben Watson and still have 
Crockett Gillmore means that Williams probably isn’t 
due for a bust-out in ’16, either.

The Ravens seemed ready to give Maxxxxxx a pretty 
big workload in September, but he had a key drop 
Week 3 against the Bengals and also couldn’t haul in 
a fourth-down bomb that might’ve rescued Baltimore 
from a loss, and then disappeared Week 4 against the 
Steelers and Week 5 against the Browns. Soon he was 
playing backup to Gillmore, and he only really got 
back to meaningful action after Gillmore’s season-
ending injury in Week 13.

As a dynasty prospect, Maxxxxxx still has theoretical 
appeal, even if he didn’t display much of it as a rookie.  
He’s a Dallas Clark type: mostly a receiver, not yet a 
blocker. But he’s fast, can cut, and should one day be 
a red-zone leaper. For redraft, though, you can safely 
leave him alone.

28. Luke Willson, SEA

Willson will be Seattle’s catch-first insurance policy 
in case Jimmy Graham isn’t ready in ’16. In three 
seasons combined he has 59 catches, and has only 
exceeded three grabs in a game twice in 45 career 
contests. That’s partly been about opportunity: in ’13 
he backed up Zach Miller and last year he backed up 
Graham. But in ’14 Miller got hurt leaving Willson 

 Age: 22     Years: 1     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 250     Injury: 2     Bye: 8

 2015:  32 REC   268 RCYD   1 TD   AY@T = 6.4   19.6 ROUTES   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 27     ’15 Final Rank: 42     ’16 Range: 22-34

 Age: 26     Years: 3     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 252     Injury: 3     Bye: 5

 2015:  17 REC   213 RCYD   1 TD   AY@T = 7.8   10.1 ROUTES   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 46     ’15 Final Rank: 45     ’16 Range: 21-35

and blocker Cooper Helfet as the available TEs for 
most of the season; Willson played a bunch that year, 
but still saw underwhelming production.

But on film, in tiny doses, I’ve been an admirer. To 
my eyes, Willson has looked like an explosive player 
who’s been underused. He’s fast and shifty in the open 
field, and has been difficult for linebackers and safeties 
to handle. I admit Willson hasn’t seen enough week-
to-week action for me to draw firm conclusions about 
his talent, but I suspect there’s a sneaky-good player 
in there. The rare times the Seahawks have run a play 
with him in mind, Willson has usually caught the ball 
and made something happen. If Graham’s torn-up 
knee keeps him out of action, just remember Willson 
has some upside.

29. Hunter Henry, SD

Rookie tight ends struggle. Rookie tight ends who play 
behind Antonio Gates keep their mouths shut, their 
eyes open, and their uniforms clean. I agreed with 
the consensus that Henry was the best TE prospect 
in April’s draft, and a few seasons down the road, 
I suspect he’ll be ready for a feature role. He’s the 
prototype of a big, in-space tight end. But unless your 
dynasty league lets you keep rookies for four or five 
years, I question the value in spending a high rookie 
pick on a TE, especially when you consider that by the 
time Gates is gone and Henry is ready, Philip Rivers 
will probably be gone, too. As we speak, the QB 
who’ll make Henry a fantasy star is probably lighting 
it up for his high school team.

30. Larry Donnell, NYG

The Duck Hands Family started with Donnell. True, 
he only had one drop in ’15—and granted, there are 
guys in the NFL with way worse hands—but the 
whole “wooden ducks for hands” thing began in 
Week 2 last year: the Giants trailed the Falcons by 
four points with less than a minute to go, Eli Manning 
lofted one up, Larry hoisted his huge frame skyward 
to make a crucial and beautiful catch deep in Atlanta 

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 250     Injury: N/A     Bye: 11

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 25-35

 Age: 28     Years: 3     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 265     Injury: 8     Bye: 8

 2015:  29 REC   223 RCYD   2 TD   AY@T = 6.0   25.4 ROUTES   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 20     ’15 Final Rank: 41     ’16 Range: 24-36



territory...and it slid right between his webbed mitts. 
It really isn’t fair. Donnell’s hands aren’t actually that 
bad. But my podcast listeners will forever know him 
as Duck Hands.

The truth of Donnell’s fantasy stock is harsher: he 
had a chance to grab hold of the Giants’ starting gig, 
but it came clear that while he’s a strapping lad, he’s 
too slow. He just doesn’t do anything once he’s got 
the ball. And then he suffered a serious neck injury in 
Week 8 that cost him the rest of his ’15 season. And 
while his replacement, Will Tye, isn’t exactly a great 
athlete either, he’s practically the Flash by comparison. 
The best Donnell is likely to be is an annoyance for 
folks who take a chance on Tye.

31. Jacob Tamme, ATL

As the Falcons lost Roddy White as an effective player 
and Leonard Hankerson to a hamstring injury and 
then to the waiver wire, Tamme became Matt Ryan’s 
de facto #2 receiver. That didn’t help. He doesn’t get 
open enough, and when he did in ’15—particularly 
down the field—Ryan had a tendency to miss him. 
Yeah, he did catch 59 balls which was 11th among 
TEs. But this has mostly been the story of Tamme’s 
career: big opportunities squandered. There was a time 
when Peyton Manning trusted him, and even rode him 
to a couple decent seasons, but whenever a depth chart 
crack has appeared for Tamme to become a steady 
fantasy contributor, it hasn’t happened. And now the 
Falcons have rookie Austin Hooper around for Tamme 
to groom.

32. Jeff Heuerman, DEN

Boy that Broncos logjam at TE sure has cleared out, 
right? Gone are Julius Thomas, Owen Daniels, Jacob 
Tamme and Vernon Davis, and it appears Heuerman—
who missed his rookie season with an ACL tear—will 
get first crack at establishing himself as a starter. But 
Denver does have Virgil Green and Garrett Graham 
around, plus ask yourself: if we’re stressing out about 

 Age: 31     Years: 8     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 230     Injury: 2     Bye: 11

 2015:  59 REC   657 RCYD   1 TD   AY@T = 8.3   30.2 ROUTES   1 DROP

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 28     ’15 Final Rank: 20     ’16 Range: 24-36

 Age: 24     Years: 1     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 255     Injury: 16     Bye: 11

 2015:  0 REC   0 RCYD   0 TD   AY@T = N/A   0 ROUTES   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 6     ’15 Final Rank: 2     ’16 Range: 27-40

whether the Mark Sanchez/Paxton Lynch combo can 
keep Demaryius Thomas and Emmanuel Sanders 
happy, how many scraps will be left over for the tight 
end? Heuerman came into the ’14 draft with questions 
about his routes and his blocking, things that probably 
didn’t get better while he was on IR.

33. Austin Hooper, ATL

See also: every other rookie tight end ever. Okay, well, 
it’s not impossible for a rookie TE to have a good 
fantasy season. But it’s not likely. Here’s a mini-
digression: the only rookie TEs to finish in the fantasy 
top 20 at their position in the 2000s...

Some nice names on this list, and I guess hey, maybe 
Austin Hooper can finish 14th! But the yardage totals 
are so low that if history is any indication, Hooper 
had better be a red-zone specialist right away. But of 
course, Jacob Tamme is on hand and it’s not likely that 
the Falcons will hand Hooper the keys. Longer term, 
he has some dynasty appeal: he’s not a burner, but he 
tested out at the combine as having good agility for his 
size. There may come a time when Mister Hooper is 
worth starting in fantasy. This ain’t that time.

34. Ben Watson, BAL

Watson was supposed to be all done. In two seasons 
as Jimmy Graham’s understudy in New Orleans he’d 
caught a combined 39 passes and mostly had been 
a blocker. With Graham gone in ’15, the valuable 
starting gig was supposedly going to Josh Hill. But 
Hill never even beat out Watson in training camp last 
summer, and Benjy wound up with the best fantasy 
finish of his 12-year career.

 Age: 22     Years: R     Height: 6’4”     Weight: 248     Injury: N/A     Bye: 11

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 29-40

 Player, Rookie Year  Yards Rec TDs TE Rank
 Jeremy Shockey, ’02 894 2 3rd
 Rob Gronkowski, ’10 546 10 5th
 John Carlson, ’08  627 5 7th
 Heath Miller, ’11  459 6 11th
 Aaron Hernandez, ’10 563 6 11th
 Tim Wright, ’13  571 5 14th
 Dustin Keller, ’08  535 3 14th
 Owen Daniels, ’06  352 5 14th
 Chris Cooley, ’04  314 6 14th

 Age: 36     Years: 12     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 255     Injury: 1     Bye: 8

 2015:  74 REC   825 RCYD   6 TD   AY@T = 9.1   32.3 ROUTES   5 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 32     ’15 Final Rank: 8     ’16 Range: 22-42



But the Saints knew Watson’s unexpected season—
bolstered as it was by five red-zone TDs—wasn’t 
worth chasing financially, so they let him leave for $3 
million guaranteed in Baltimore, where the glut of TEs 
is nearly comical. While the Ravens would assuredly 
like Maxxxxxx Williams to prove he’s ready for the 
lead job, they’ve got Watson, Dennis Pitta, Crockett 
Gillmore recovering from back surgery, Nick Boyle 
suspended for 10 games and converted WR Darren 
Waller suspended for four. I’m super-doubtful that the 
age-diminished Watson will get a starting TE’s targets 
again, and won’t be shocked when he becomes a 
blocker again if Maxxxxxx is ready.

35. Jace Amaro, NYJ

Amaro missed the entire ’15 season with a torn 
shoulder labrum and didn’t show much as a rookie in 
’14. The only reason he gets a write-up here is that the 
Jets have the worst TE corps in the NFL and Amaro 
is the depth-chart member with the most upside. As a 
draft prospect, Amaro was viewed as polished route 
runner but a not-great athlete who might struggle to 
get open against pro-quality defenders. He hasn’t 
disproven that evaluation yet, though he is a kid who 
had 106 catches his final year at Texas Tech.

36. Tyler Higbee, LA

When Jared Cook left the Rams, Lance Kendricks was 
the remaining incumbent, but the team selected Higbee 
and Temarrick Hemingway this spring. Kendricks is 
best suited to be a blocker, so if one of the kids can 
emerge as a “move” tight end, he’ll presumably lead 
the squad in TE targets. For the moment that guy 
appears to be Higbee. He’s got a rap sheet—he pled 
“not guilty” to assault charges, but the case hasn’t yet 
been adjudicated—which explains why a guy with 
his terrific size/speed combo fell to the fourth round. 
He may not be an exemplary human being, but he 
could be a starting tight end in the NFL (those two 
things aren’t mutually exclusive), and he could make 
some noise here and there for fantasy owners. But it’s 
difficult to get excited about any Rams TE as a starter.

 Age: 24     Years: 2     Height: 6’5”     Weight: 265     Injury: 18     Bye: 11

 2015:  0 REC   0 RCYD   0 TD   AY@T = N/A   0 ROUTES   0 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 31-42

 Age: 23     Years: R     Height: 6’6”     Weight: 250     Injury: N/A     Bye: 8

 ’15 Preseason Rank: N/A     ’15 Final Rank: N/A     ’16 Range: 30-N/A

37. Vernon Davis, WAS

The story of Big Vern goes to show what kind of 
razor’s edge NFL players reside on. We’re literally 
talking about one of the best athletes in the history of 
the position, who deserved every bit of being drafted 
#6 overall way back in ’06. A man his size had no 
business being as fast and slippery as he was. But 
long around the summer of ’14, it went away. I’m not 
trying to say I was clever enough to see signs before it 
happened. I wasn’t. But with the benefit of hindsight 
it does seem as though Davis just got way easier to 
cover, and the implication is that either he’s been 
injured or he’s lost a step. In D.C., Big Vern joins a 
backup platoon for Jordan Reed that may also include 
Niles Paul, Logan Paulsen and/or Derek Carrier. None 
is guaranteed to make the team.

The Rest:
38. Cameron Brate, TB
39. Darren Fells, ARI
40. Ryan Griffin, HOU
41. Lance Kendricks, LA
42. Owen Daniels, FA
43. Richard Rodgers, GB
44. Crockett Gillmore, BAL
45. Brent Celek, PHI
46. Garrett Celek, SF
47. Mychal Rivera, OAK
48. MyCole Pruitt, MIN
49. Virgil Green, DEN
50. Josh Hill, NO

 Age: 32     Years: 10     Height: 6’3”     Weight: 250     Injury: 3     Bye: 9

 2015:  38 REC   395 RCYD   0 TD   AY@T = 9.9   21.5 ROUTES   3 DROPS

 ’15 Preseason Rank: 21     ’15 Final Rank: 37     ’16 Range: 32-N/A



1. Seattle Seahawks

Key Additions: DT Jarran Reed (2nd-round pick); CB 
Brandon Browner (Saints)

Key Subtractions: LB Bruce Irvin (Raiders); DT 
Brandon Mebane (Chargers)

Last Year’s Finish: #5

Pithy Blurb: “It’s the same core cast of characters. I’ll 
never take a defense early enough to wind up with the 
Seahawks, but their studs—Sherman, Bennett, Avril, 
Wagner, Thomas, Chancellor—really are studs.”

2. Denver Broncos

Key Additions: DE Jared Crick (Texans); DT Adam 
Gotsis (2nd-round pick)

Key Subtractions: DE Malik Jackson (Jaguars); 
LB Danny Trevathan (Bears); SS David Bruton 
(Washington)

Last Year’s Finish: #1

Pithy Blurb: “Von Miller won’t be angry about his 
contract, and that’s a good thing. But will they be able 
to replace Malik Jackson’s multi-faceted role along the 
d-line? Almost certainly: no.”

3. Houston Texans

Key Additions: DE Devon Still (Bengals)

Key Subtractions: DE Jared Crick (Broncos); FS 
Rahim Moore (Browns)

Last Year’s Finish: #6

Pithy Blurb: “J.J. Watt is the headliner and the 
linebackers are quite good. But the safeties are a pretty 
amazing disaster; the fact that the Texans still haven’t 
truly addressed the position is just weird.”

4. Arizona Cardinals

Key Additions: DE Chandler Jones (Patriots); FS 
Tyvon Branch (Chiefs); DE Robert Nkemdiche (1st-
round pick); LB Donald Butler (Chargers)

Key Subtractions: DE Dwight Freeney (Falcons); FS 
Rashad Johnson (Titans); CB Jerraud Powers (Ravens)

Last Year’s Finish: #4

Pithy Blurb: “Jones is the big investment here. He 
was inconsistent in New England, but at his peak he’s 
a dominator. Is he the solution for a pass rush that’s 
never lived up to what the secondary can do?”

5. Carolina Panthers

Key Additions: DT Vernon Butler (1st-round pick); CB 
James Bradberry (2nd-round pick); CB Daryl Worley 
(3rd-round pick)

Key Subtractions: CB Josh Norman (Washington); SS 
Roman Harper (Saints); CB Charles Tillman (retired)

Last Year’s Finish: #3

Pithy Blurb: “The decision to drop Norman amid a 
rebuilding secondary is the kind of thing Super Bowl 
champs do, not runners-up. They sacrificed short-term 
success for long-term cap health.”

6. Los Angeles Rams

Key Additions: DT Dominique Easley (Patriots); CB 
Coty Sensabaugh (Titans)

Key Subtractions: CB Janoris Jenkins (Giants); FS 
Rodney McLeod (Eagles); DT Nick Fairley (Saints); 
DE Chris Long (Patriots); LB James Laurinaitis 
(Saints)



Last Year’s Finish: #12

Pithy Blurb: “This secondary doesn’t look so great 
after losing two of its three best players, but the front 
seven is constructed almost entirely of monsters, and 
they’re so deep at defensive tackle it’s ridiculous.”

7. New England Patriots

Key Additions: DT Terrance Knighton (Washington); 
DE Chris Long (Rams); CB Cyrus Jones (2nd-round 
pick); DE Shea McClellin (Bears)

Key Subtractions: DE Chandler Jones (Cardinals); DT 
Dominique Easley (Rams); DT Akiem Hicks (Bears)

Last Year’s Finish: #10

Pithy Blurb: “They probably have enough pass rush 
even without Chandler Jones, but the corner depth 
after Malcolm Butler was what killed ’em last year, 
and it looks likely to kill ’em again in ’16.”

8. Minnesota Vikings

Key Additions: FS Michael Griffin (Titans); LB 
Emmanuel Lamur (Bengals); CB Mackensie 
Alexander (2nd-round pick)

Key Subtractions: none

Last Year’s Finish: #7

Pithy Blurb: “Everson Griffen is a superstar, and 
Anthony Barr and Eric Kendricks aren’t far behind. 
Maybe they’re not spectacular as a unit, but Mike 
Zimmer churns out safe fantasy defenses every year.”

9. Kansas City Chiefs

Key Additions: LB Andy Mulumba (Packers); DE 
Chris Jones (2nd-round pick)

Key Subtractions: CB Sean Smith (Raiders); FS Tyvon 
Branch (Cardinals); DT Mike DeVito (retired)

Last Year’s Finish: #2

Pithy Blurb: “The reason to be worried about the 
Chiefs DST is Justin Houston. He tried to play through 
a damaged ACL in the playoffs, and needed major 
surgery. He’s no lock to play at all in ’16.”

10. Cincinnati Bengals

Key Additions: LB Karlos Dansby (Browns); CB 
William Jackson (1st-round pick)

Key Subtractions: FS Reggie Nelson (Raiders); LB 
Emmanuel Lamur (Vikings); CB Leon Hall (Giants); 
DE Wallace Gilberry (Lions)

Last Year’s Finish: #9

Pithy Blurb: “A unit whose good work always seems 
to get partially undone by Vontaze Burfict’s brain. 
They must lead the league in drives extended by 
M.N.P. (mind-numbing penalties).”

11. New York Jets

Key Additions: DT Steve McLendon (Steelers); LB 
Darron Lee (1st-round pick); LB Jordan Jenkins (3rd-
round pick)

Key Subtractions: DT Damon Harrison (Giants); LB 
Demario Davis (Browns); CB Antonio Cromartie 
(unsigned)

Last Year’s Finish: #11

Pithy Blurb: “Run stoppage had been a strength, but 
now they’re looking weak up the middle. But don’t 
worry! Your uncle told you Darrelle Revis is totally 
worth $32 million against the cap the next two years!”

12. Jacksonville Jaguars

Key Additions: DT Malik Jackson (Broncos); CB 
Jalen Ramsey (1st-round pick); FS Tashaun Gipson 
(Browns); CB Prince Amukamara (Giants)

Key Subtractions: DE Chris Clemons (retired)

Last Year’s Finish: #26



Pithy Blurb: “It’s now or never for Gus Bradley. He 
gets Dante Fowler back, the Jags signed a ton of good 
players and drafted Ramsey. The Gus Bus will hit the 
road if he can’t improve this defense in ’16.”

13. New York Giants

Key Additions: DT Damon Harrison (Jets); DE Olivier 
Vernon (Dolphins); CB Janoris Jenkins (Rams); CB 
Eli Apple (1st-round pick); CB Leon Hall (Bengals); 
FS Darian Thompson (3rd-round pick)

Key Subtractions: DE Robert Ayers (Buccaneers); CB 
Prince Amukamara (Jaguars); LB Jon Beason (retired)

Last Year’s Finish: #27

Pithy Blurb: “You can’t say Jerry Reese doesn’t see 
the writing on the wall. He sure did throw money 
around. Problem is: how often do Dream Team free-
agent classes actually work out?”

14. Baltimore Ravens

Key Additions: FS Eric Weddle (Chargers); CB Jerraud 
Powers (Cardinals)

Key Subtractions: LB Courtney Upshaw (Falcons); 
DE Chris Canty (unsigned); LB Daryl Smith 
(Buccaneers)

Last Year’s Finish: #20

Pithy Blurb: “They need Terrell Suggs and Elvis 
Dumervil healthy, and Jimmy Smith to play like a #1 
corner. But I don’t trust any NFL exec more than I 
trust Ozzie Newsome. Man knows what he’s doing.”

15. Miami Dolphins

Key Additions: DE Mario Williams (Bills); DE Jason 
Jones (Lions); FS Isa Abdul-Quddus (Lions); LB Kiko 
Alonso (Eagles); CB Byron Maxwell (Eagles); CB 
Xavien Howard (2nd-round pick)

Key Subtractions: DE Olivier Vernon (Giants); 
DE Derrick Shelby (Falcons); CB Brent Grimes 
(Buccaneers)

Last Year’s Finish: #25

Pithy Blurb: “It’s basically impossible to spend more 
money on a d-line than the Dolphins will this season. 
They’d better get to the QB, because when Maxwell is 
your #1 corner, you’re in some serious doo-doo.”

16. Oakland Raiders

Key Additions: CB Sean Smith (Chiefs); LB Bruce 
Irvin (Seahawks); FS Reggie Nelson (Bengals); SS 
Karl Joseph (1st-round pick)

Key Subtractions: CB Charles Woodson (retired); 
LB Aldon Smith (suspended); DE Benson Mayowa 
(Cowboys)

Last Year’s Finish: #17

Pithy Blurb: “Tons to hate about the way this 
secondary played in ’15, so at least they threw some 
bodies at the problem. Mack/Edwards/Irvin has a 
chance to make chaos for opposing QBs.”

17. Buffalo Bills

Key Additions: LB Shaq Lawson (1st-round pick); 
LB Zach Brown (Titans); LB Brandon Spikes (sat out 
’15); LB David Hawthorne (Saints)

Key Subtractions: DE Mario Williams (Dolphins); CB 
Leodis McKelvin (Eagles); CB Ron Brooks (Eagles)

Last Year’s Finish: #22

Pithy Blurb: “This unit was excruciating if you went 
DST early last year. The two kids they drafted will 
eventually be good and at least we know the Ryan 
Boys will blitz. But perimeter personnel is thin.”

18. Pittsburgh Steelers

Key Additions: none



Key Subtractions: DT Steve McLendon (Jets)

Last Year’s Finish: #8

Pithy Blurb: “That #8 finish feels like a mirage. The 
d-line depth is mostly bad, the corners are bad...
this feels like a pair of terrific inside linebackers 
surrounded by a bunch of projects.”

19. Green Bay Packers

Key Additions: DT Kenny Clark (1st-round pick)

Key Subtractions: CB Casey Hayward (Chargers); DT 
B.J. Raji (retired); LB Andy Mulumba (Chiefs)

Last Year’s Finish: #13

Pithy Blurb: “They hope Clay Matthews can move 
back outside, and fantasy owners hope so, too, because 
sacks taste nice. But will the Pack stop the run with 
what they have in the middle?”

20. Detroit Lions

Key Additions: DT A’Shawn Robinson (2nd-round 
pick); DE Wallace Gilberry (Bengals)

Key Subtractions: DE Jason Jones (Dolphins), SS Isa 
Abdul-Quddus (Dolphins); DE Darryl Tapp (Saints); 
LB Stephen Tulloch (unsigned)

Last Year’s Finish: #21

Pithy Blurb: “Ziggy Ansah and Darius Slay do not an 
entire defense make. They have depth problems on the 
line and all-around problems at safety. But I bet you 
wish your nickname was ‘Ziggy.’”

21. Washington

Key Additions: CB Josh Norman (Panthers); SS David 
Bruton (Broncos); DE Kendall Reyes (Chargers)
Key Subtractions: DE Jason Hatcher (retired) 

Last Year’s Finish: #14

Pithy Blurb: “The corner combo of Norman and 
Bashaud Breeland could be great, but how many years 
in a row will we look at that Washington front seven 
and go, ‘They could really use some players’?”

22. Tampa Bay Buccaneers

Key Additions: DE Robert Ayers (Giants); CB Vernon 
Hargreaves (1st-round pick); CB Brent Grimes 
(Dolphins); DE Noah Spence (2nd-round pick); LB 
Daryl Smith (Ravens)

Key Subtractions: none

Last Year’s Finish: #17

Pithy Blurb: “Gerald McCoy and Lavonte David are 
excellent, but too much money spent on too many 
poor free-agent acquisitions over the years. The entire 
back end really needed replacing.”

23. Atlanta Falcons

Key Additions: DE Courtney Upshaw (Ravens); DE 
Derrick Shelby (Dolphins); DE Dwight Freeney 
(Cardinals); SS Keanu Neal (1st-round pick); LB 
Deion Jones (2nd-round pick); LB De’Vondre 
Campbell (4th-round pick)

Key Subtractions: DE Kroy Biermann (unsigned); SS 
William Moore (unsigned)

Last Year’s Finish: #19

Pithy Blurb: “This year, at least instead of throwing 
a bunch of high-priced free-agent bodies at their 
defense, Atlanta is legit trying to get younger on D. 
But do I trust these talent evaluators? Not really.”

24. Chicago Bears

Key Additions: LB Danny Trevathan (Broncos); LB 
Jerrell Freeman (Colts); DT Akiem Hicks (Patriots); 
LB Leonard Floyd (1st-round pick); DE Jonathan 
Bullard (3rd-round pick)

Key Subtractions: LB Shea McClellin (Patriots)



Last Year’s Finish: #27

Pithy Blurb: “In Trevathan and Freeman, the Bears 
signed the two best available interior linebackers, but 
they’ve got miles to go elsewhere. Hey! If you’ve ever 
played for John Fox anywhere! Suit up!”

25. Philadelphia Eagles

Key Additions: FS Rodney McLeod (Rams); CB 
Leodis McKelvin (Bills); CB Ron Brooks (Bills)

Key Subtractions: DT Cedric Thornton (Cowboys); 
CB Walter Thurmond (retired); CB Byron Maxwell 
(Dolphins); LB Kiko Alonso (Dolphins); LB DeMeco 
Ryans (unsigned)

Last Year’s Finish: #16

Pithy Blurb: “Can somebody please come over here 
and completely scrub the stink of the Chip Kelly 
Administration completely off of our defense? We can 
still smell it.”

26. Indianapolis Colts

Key Additions: CB Patrick Robinson (Chargers)

Key Subtractions: LB Jerrell Freeman (Bears); FS 
Dwight Lowery (Chargers)

Last Year’s Finish: #15

Pithy Blurb: “It’s the same group, just another year 
older. Vontae Davis is a top-10 CB and D’Qwell 
Jackson is awesome in the middle, but they’re sure 
counting on Robert Mathis not being decrepit.”

27. San Diego Chargers

Key Additions: CB Casey Hayward (Packers); DE 
Joey Bosa (1st-round pick); DT Brandon Mebane 
(Seahawks); FS Dwight Lowery (Colts)

Key Subtractions: FS Eric Weddle (Ravens); CB 
Patrick Robinson (Colts); DE Kendall Reyes 
(Washington); LB Donald Butler (Cardinals)

Last Year’s Finish: #29

Pithy Blurb: “Downgrading from Weddle to Lowery 
is like trading in your Porsche for a tricycle. I like 
the Hayward signing opposite Jason Verrett, but this 
defense looks like it’s in for another long season.”

28. Tennessee Titans

Key Additions: FS Rashad Johnson (Cardinals); DT 
Austin Johnson (2nd-round pick); DE Kevin Dodd 
(2nd-round pick)

Key Subtractions: FS Michael Griffin (Vikings); CB 
Coty Sensabaugh (Rams); Zach Brown (Bills)

Last Year’s Finish: #23

Pithy Blurb: “It hurts to watch the Titans waste Jurrell 
Casey’s prime as they rebuild around him yet again. 
They got younger and cheaper this winter, but my 
suspicion is they didn’t get any better.”

29. New Orleans Saints

Key Additions: DT Nick Fairley (Rams); DT Sheldon 
Rankins (1st-round pick); LB James Laurinaitis 
(Rams); DE Darryl Tapp (Lions); LB Craig Robertson 
(Browns); SS Roman Harper (Panthers)

Key Subtractions: LB David Hawthorne (Bills); CB 
Brandon Browner (Seahawks)

Last Year’s Finish: #31

Pithy Blurb: “Saints fans won’t have Rob Ryan to 
kick around, and I’m all for injecting different blood 
in place of old, bearded blood. But this many changes 
with this many older dudes is only stopgap material.”

30. Dallas Cowboys

Key Additions: DT Cedric Thornton (Eagles); DE 
Benson Mayowa (Raiders); LB Jaylon Smith (2nd-
round pick)

Key Subtractions: DE Greg Hardy (unsigned)



Last Year’s Finish: #24

Pithy Blurb: “Pop quiz, hotshot. What happens when 
both your starting defensive ends are suspended 
for the season’s first four games, and your MLB is 
suspended for 10 games? Correct. Disaster.”

31. San Francisco 49ers

Key Additions: DE DeForest Buckner (1st-round pick)

Key Subtractions: none

Last Year’s Finish: #32

Pithy Blurb: “Think about how far this defense has 
fallen, and how quickly. That team with Patrick Willis, 
Justin Smith, Aldon Smith, Donte Whitner, Ray 
McDonald: it was so good. And now it’s...not.”

32. Cleveland Browns

Key Additions: LB Demario Davis (Jets); FS Rahim 
Moore (Texans); LB Emmanuel Ogbah (2nd-round 
pick)

Key Subtractions: LB Karlos Dansby (Bengals); 
FS Tashaun Gipson (Jaguars); SS Donte Whitner 
(unsigned); LB Craig Robertson (Saints); DT Randy 
Starks (unsigned)

Last Year’s Finish: #30

Pithy Blurb: “Welcome to the Philadelphia 76ers of 
the NFL. What little legit defensive talent the Browns 
had flew out the door this winter, as they race to the 
bottom to get the 2017 #1 pick.”



Standard-Scoring
Top 200
1. Adrian Peterson, MIN  RB1
2. Todd Gurley, LA  RB2
3. Jamaal Charles, KC  RB3
4. Antonio Brown, PIT  WR1
5. Julio Jones, ATL  WR2
6. Odell Beckham, NYG  WR3
7. Dez Bryant, DAL  WR4
8. A.J. Green, CIN  WR5
9. DeAndre Hopkins, HOU  WR6
10. Doug Martin, TB  RB4
11. Allen Robinson, JAC  WR7
12. Brandon Marshall, NYJ  WR8
13. Jordy Nelson, GB  WR9
14. Demaryius Thomas, DEN  WR10
15. Rob Gronkowski, NE  TE1
16. Cam Newton, CAR  QB1
17. Alshon Jeffery, CHI  WR11
18. Jonathan Stewart, CAR  RB5
19. David Johnson, ARI  RB6
20. Ezekiel Elliott, DAL  RB7
21. Lamar Miller, HOU  RB8
22. Mike Evans, TB  WR12
23. Keenan Allen, SD  WR13
24. Amari Cooper, OAK  WR14
25. Brandin Cooks, NO  WR15
26. Sammy Watkins, BUF  WR16
27. LeSean McCoy, BUF  RB9
28. Mark Ingram, NO  RB10
29. Aaron Rodgers, GB  QB2
30. Le’Veon Bell, PIT  RB11
31. Kelvin Benjamin, CAR  WR17
32. Eddie Lacy, GB  RB12
33. Latavius Murray, OAK  RB13
34. Russell Wilson, SEA  QB3
35. Devonta Freeman, ATL  RB14
36. Thomas Rawls, SEA  RB15
37. Larry Fitzgerald, ARI  WR18
38. Matt Forte, NYJ  RB16
39. Jeremy Maclin, KC  WR19
40. Matt Jones, WAS  RB17
41. Randall Cobb, GB  WR20
42. Eric Decker, NYJ  WR21
43. Carlos Hyde, SF  RB18
44. Emmanuel Sanders, DEN  WR22
45. Julian Edelman, NE  WR23
46. Golden Tate, DET  WR24
47. Carson Palmer, ARI  QB4
48. T.Y. Hilton, IND  WR25
49. Drew Brees, NO  QB5
50. Andrew Luck, IND  QB6
51. Ben Roethlisberger, PIT  QB7
52. Tom Brady, NE  QB8
53. Jeremy Hill, CIN  RB19
54. C.J. Anderson, DEN  RB20
55. Melvin Gordon, SD  RB21
56. Doug Baldwin, SEA  WR26

57. Jeremy Langford, CHI  RB22
58. T.J. Yeldon, JAC  RB23
59. Arian Foster, MIA  RB24
60. Jarvis Landry, MIA  WR27
61. Michael Floyd, ARI  WR28
62. John Brown, ARI  WR29
63. Ryan Mathews, PHI  RB25
64. Dion Lewis, NE  RB26
65. Giovani Bernard, CIN  RB27
66. Frank Gore, IND  RB28
67. Travis Kelce, KC  TE2
68. Jordan Reed, WAS  TE3
69. Greg Olsen, CAR  TE4
70. Allen Hurns, JAC  WR30
71. Michael Crabtree, OAK  WR31
72. Josh Gordon, CLE  WR32
73. Jordan Matthews, PHI  WR33
74. DeSean Jackson, WAS  WR34
75. Tyler Lockett, SEA  WR35
76. Donte Moncrief, IND  WR36
77. DeVante Parker, MIA  WR37
78. Jay Ajayi, MIA  RB29
79. LeGarrette Blount, NE  RB30
80. Ameer Abdullah, DET  RB31
81. Chris Ivory, JAC  RB32
82. DeAngelo Williams, PIT  RB33
83. Marvin Jones, DET  WR38
84. Sterling Shepard, NYG  WR39
85. Tony Romo, DAL  QB9
86. DeMarco Murray, TEN  RB34
87. Justin Forsett, BAL  RB35
88. Buck Allen, BAL  RB36
89. Derrick Henry, TEN  RB37
90. Danny Woodhead, SD  RB38
91. Duke Johnson, CLE  RB39
92. Mike Wallace, BAL  WR40
93. Markus Wheaton, PIT  WR41
94. Philip Rivers, SD  QB10
95. Zach Ertz, PHI  TE5
96. Coby Fleener, NO  TE6
97. Tavon Austin, LA  WR42
98. Kevin White, CHI  WR43
99. Rashad Jennings, NYG  RB40
100. Steve Smith, BAL  WR44
101. Travis Benjamin, SD  WR45
102. Phillip Dorsett, IND  WR46
103. Devin Funchess, CAR  WR47
104. Corey Coleman, CLE  WR48
105. Karlos Williams, BUF  RB41
106. Isaiah Crowell, CLE  RB42
107. Spencer Ware, KC  RB43
108. Matt Ryan, ATL  QB11
109. Derek Carr, OAK  QB12
110. Willie Snead, NO  WR49
111. Stefon Diggs, MIN  WR50
112. Devontae Booker, DEN  RB44
113. Chris Johnson, ARI  RB45
114. Charcandrick West, KC  RB46
115. Martellus Bennett, NE  TE7
116. Torrey Smith, SF  WR51

117. Laquon Treadwell, MIN  WR52
118. Charles Sims, TB  RB47
119. Tevin Coleman, ATL  RB48
120. Sammie Coates, PIT  WR53
121. Nelson Agholor, PHI  WR54
122. Michael Thomas, NO  WR55
123. Alfred Morris, DAL  RB49
124. Delanie Walker, TEN  TE8
125. Gary Barnidge, CLE  TE9
126. Pierre Garcon, WAS  WR56
127. Eli Manning, NYG  QB13
128. Matthew Stafford, DET  QB14
129. Ted Ginn, CAR  WR57
130. Blake Bortles, JAC  QB15
131. Julius Thomas, JAC  TE10
132. Tyler Eifert, CIN  TE11
133. Bilal Powell, NYJ  RB50
134. Theo Riddick, DET  RB51
135. C.J. Prosise, SEA  RB52
136. Brandon LaFell, CIN  WR58
137. Mohamed Sanu, ATL  WR59
138. Rishard Matthews, TEN  WR60
139. Josh Doctson, WAS  WR61
140. Dwayne Allen, IND  TE12
141. Antonio Gates, SD  TE13
142. Terrance Williams, DAL  WR62
143. Breshad Perriman, BAL  WR63
144. Anquan Boldin, DET  WR64
145. Will Fuller, HOU  WR65
146. Ryan Fitzpatrick, NYJ  QB16
147. James Starks, GB  RB53
148. Christine Michael, SEA  RB54
149. Kamar Aiken, BAL  WR66
150. Vincent Jackson, TB  WR67
151. Kendall Wright, TEN  WR68
152. Khiry Robinson, NYJ  RB55
153. Tim Hightower, NO  RB56
154. Andy Dalton, CIN  QB17
155. Jameis Winston, TB  QB18
156. Kirk Cousins, WAS  QB19
157. Brock Osweiler, HOU  QB20
158. Jason Witten, DAL  TE14
159. Ladarius Green, PIT  TE15
160. Eric Ebron, DET  TE16
161. Darren McFadden, DAL  RB57
162. Terrance West, BAL  RB58
163. Zach Zenner, DET  RB59
164. Kenneth Dixon, BAL  RB60
165. Davante Adams, GB  WR69
166. Dorial Green-Beckham, TEN  WR70
167. Jordan Howard, CHI  RB61
168. Shaun Draughn, SF  RB62
169. Andre Ellington, ARI  RB63
170. DeAndre Washington, OAK  RB64
171. Danny Amendola, NE  WR71
172. Jaelen Strong, HOU  WR72
173. Ronnie Hillman, DEN  RB65
174. Jamison Crowder, WAS  WR73
175. Clive Walford, OAK  TE17
176. Will Tye, NYG  TE18



177. Jimmy Graham, SEA  TE19
178. Bruce Ellington, SF  WR74
179. Ryan Tannehill, MIA  QB21
180. Marcus Mariota, TEN  QB22
181. Leonte Carroo, MIA  WR75
182. Darren Sproles, PHI  RB66
183. Stevan Ridley, DET  RB67
184. Tyrod Taylor, BUF  QB23
185. Chris Thompson, WAS  RB68
186. C.J. Spiller, NO  RB69
187. Shane Vereen, NYG  RB70
188. Jerick McKinnon, MIN  RB71
189. Josh Ferguson, IND  RB72
190. Seth Roberts, OAK  WR76
191. Tyler Boyd, CIN  WR77
192. Jeff Janis, GB  WR78
193. Alfred Blue, HOU  RB73
194. Cameron Artis-Payne, CAR  RB74
195. Kenyan Drake, MIA  RB75
196. Wendell Smallwood, PHI  RB76
197. Paul Perkins, NYG  RB77
198. Jordan Cameron, MIA  TE20
199. Jared Cook, GB  TE21
200. Alex Collins, SEA  RB78



PPR 
Top 200
1. Antonio Brown, PIT  WR1
2. Julio Jones, ATL  WR2
3. Odell Beckham, NYG  WR3
4. Adrian Peterson, MIN  RB1
5. Todd Gurley, LA  RB2
6. Dez Bryant, DAL  WR4
7. A.J. Green, CIN  WR5
8. DeAndre Hopkins, HOU  WR6
9. Jamaal Charles, KC  RB3
10. Brandon Marshall, NYJ  WR7
11. Demaryius Thomas, DEN  WR8
12. Allen Robinson, JAC  WR9
13. Jordy Nelson, GB  WR10
14. Doug Martin, TB  RB4
15. David Johnson, ARI  RB5
16. Alshon Jeffery, CHI  WR11
17. Rob Gronkowski, NE  TE1
18. Lamar Miller, HOU  RB6
19. Cam Newton, CAR  QB1
20. Mike Evans, TB  WR12
21. Larry Fitzgerald, ARI  WR13
22. Keenan Allen, SD  WR14
23. Ezekiel Elliott, DAL  RB7
24. Devonta Freeman, ATL  RB8
25. Brandin Cooks, NO  WR15
26. Julian Edelman, NE  WR16
27. Amari Cooper, OAK  WR17
28. Mark Ingram, NO  RB9
29. Sammy Watkins, BUF  WR18
30. LeSean McCoy, BUF  RB10
31. Le’Veon Bell, PIT  RB11
32. Randall Cobb, GB  WR19
33. Jarvis Landry, MIA  WR20
34. Jeremy Maclin, KC  WR21
35. Aaron Rodgers, GB  QB2
36. Jonathan Stewart, CAR  RB12
37. Latavius Murray, OAK  RB13
38. Emmanuel Sanders, DEN  WR22
39. Eddie Lacy, GB  RB14
40. Kelvin Benjamin, CAR  WR23
41. Golden Tate, DET  WR24
42. Doug Baldwin, SEA  WR25
43. Russell Wilson, SEA  QB3
44. Thomas Rawls, SEA  RB15
45. Matt Forte, NYJ  RB16
46. Matt Jones, WAS  RB17
47. Eric Decker, NYJ  WR26
48. Michael Crabtree, OAK  WR27
49. Dion Lewis, NE  RB18
50. Melvin Gordon, SD  RB19
51. Giovani Bernard, CIN  RB20
52. Arian Foster, MIA  RB21
53. Danny Woodhead, SD  RB22
54. T.Y. Hilton, IND  WR28
55. Carson Palmer, ARI  QB4
56. Carlos Hyde, SF  RB23

57. C.J. Anderson, DEN  RB24
58. Drew Brees, NO  QB5
59. Andrew Luck, IND  QB6
60. Ben Roethlisberger, PIT  QB7
61. Tom Brady, NE  QB8
62. Duke Johnson, CLE  RB25
63. Travis Kelce, KC  TE2
64. Jordan Reed, WAS  TE3
65. Greg Olsen, CAR  TE4
66. Jeremy Langford, CHI  RB26
67. Ryan Mathews, PHI  RB27
68. Jordan Matthews, PHI  WR29
69. John Brown, ARI  WR30
70. Tyler Lockett, SEA  WR31
71. Jeremy Hill, CIN  RB28
72. Frank Gore, IND  RB29
73. T.J. Yeldon, JAC  RB30
74. Ameer Abdullah, DET  RB31
75. DeMarco Murray, TEN  RB32
76. Jay Ajayi, MIA  RB33
77. Allen Hurns, JAC  WR32
78. Michael Floyd, ARI  WR33
79. Marvin Jones, DET  WR34
80. Donte Moncrief, IND  WR35
81. Sterling Shepard, NYG  WR36
82. Josh Gordon, CLE  WR37
83. Tony Romo, DAL  QB9
84. DeSean Jackson, WAS  WR38
85. DeVante Parker, MIA  WR39
86. LeGarrette Blount, NE  RB34
87. DeAngelo Williams, PIT  RB35
88. Buck Allen, BAL  RB36
89. Justin Forsett, BAL  RB37
90. Chris Ivory, JAC  RB38
91. Charles Sims, TB  RB39
92. Theo Riddick, DET  RB40
93. Derrick Henry, TEN  RB41
94. Willie Snead, NO  WR40
95. Zach Ertz, PHI  TE5
96. Coby Fleener, NO  TE6
97. Steve Smith, BAL  WR41
98. Markus Wheaton, PIT  WR42
99. Travis Benjamin, SD  WR43
100. Corey Coleman, CLE  WR44
101. Bilal Powell, NYJ  RB42
102. Rashad Jennings, NYG  RB43
103. Phillip Dorsett, IND  WR45
104. Philip Rivers, SD  QB10
105. Mike Wallace, BAL  WR46
106. Tavon Austin, LA  WR47
107. Kevin White, CHI  WR48
108. Stefon Diggs, MIN  WR49
109. Darren Sproles, PHI  RB44
110. C.J. Prosise, SEA  RB45
111. Devontae Booker, DEN  RB46
112. Anquan Boldin, DET  WR50
113. Martellus Bennett, NE  TE7
114. Karlos Williams, BUF  RB47
115. Devin Funchess, CAR  WR51
116. Torrey Smith, SF  WR52

117. Laquon Treadwell, MIN  WR53
118. Pierre Garcon, WAS  WR54
119. Delanie Walker, TEN  TE8
120. Gary Barnidge, CLE  TE9
121. Charcandrick West, KC  RB48
122. Matt Ryan, ATL  QB11
123. Derek Carr, OAK  QB12
124. James Starks, GB  RB49
125. Jerick McKinnon, MIN  RB50
126. Isaiah Crowell, CLE  RB51
127. Spencer Ware, KC  RB52
128. Rishard Matthews, TEN  WR55
129. Michael Thomas, NO  WR56
130. Nelson Agholor, PHI  WR57
131. Kamar Aiken, BAL  WR58
132. DeAndre Washington, OAK  RB53
133. Julius Thomas, JAC  TE10
134. Tyler Eifert, CIN  TE11
135. Sammie Coates, PIT  WR59
136. Josh Doctson, WAS  WR60
137. Andre Ellington, ARI  RB54
138. Tevin Coleman, ATL  RB55
139. Dwayne Allen, IND  TE12
140. Antonio Gates, SD  TE13
141. Eli Manning, NYG  QB13
142. Matthew Stafford, DET  QB14
143. Mohamed Sanu, ATL  WR61
144. Ted Ginn, CAR  WR62
145. Blake Bortles, JAC  QB15
146. Jason Witten, DAL  TE14
147. Ladarius Green, PIT  TE15
148. Eric Ebron, DET  TE16
149. Brandon LaFell, CIN  WR63
150. Chris Johnson, ARI  RB56
151. Alfred Morris, DAL  RB57
152. Chris Thompson, WAS  RB58
153. C.J. Spiller, NO  RB59
154. Josh Ferguson, IND  RB60
155. Terrance Williams, DAL  WR64
156. Kendall Wright, TEN  WR65
157. Darren McFadden, DAL  RB61
158. Shane Vereen, NYG  RB62
159. Shaun Draughn, SF  RB63
160. Breshad Perriman, BAL  WR66
161. Cole Beasley, DAL  WR67
162. Christine Michael, SEA  RB64
163. Kenneth Dixon, BAL  RB65
164. Ryan Fitzpatrick, NYJ  QB16
165. Jamison Crowder, WAS  WR68
166. Bruce Ellington, SF  WR69
167. Ronnie Hillman, DEN  RB66
168. Khiry Robinson, NYJ  RB67
169. Vincent Jackson, TB  WR70
170. Tim Hightower, NO  RB68
171. Terrance West, BAL  RB69
172. Zach Zenner, DET  RB70
173. Paul Perkins, NYG  RB71
174. Will Fuller, HOU  WR71
175. Danny Amendola, NE  WR72
176. Tyler Boyd, CIN  WR73



177. Andy Dalton, CIN  QB17
178. Jameis Winston, TB  QB18
179. Kirk Cousins, WAS  QB19
180. Brock Osweiler, HOU  QB20
181. Leonte Carroo, MIA  WR74
182. Davante Adams, GB  WR75
183. Clive Walford, OAK  TE17
184. Dorial Green-Beckham, TEN  WR76
185. Will Tye, NYG  TE18
186. Jordan Howard, CHI  RB72
187. Jimmy Graham, SEA  TE19
188. Eddie Royal, CHI  WR77
189. Seth Roberts, OAK  WR78
190. Ryan Tannehill, MIA  QB21
191. Marcus Mariota, TEN  QB22
192. Kenyan Drake, MIA   RB73
193. Wendell Smallwood, PHI  RB74
194. Mike Gillislee, BUF  RB75
195. Tyrod Taylor, BUF  QB23
196. Jordan Cameron, MIA  TE20
197. Jared Cook, GB  TE21
198. Stevan Ridley, DET  RB76
199. Alfred Blue, HOU  RB77
200. Cameron Artis-Payne, CAR  RB78



Dynasty Standard-
Scoring Top 200
1. Antonio Brown, PIT  WR1
2. Julio Jones, ATL  WR2
3. Odell Beckham, NYG  WR3
4. A.J. Green, CIN  WR4
5. Todd Gurley, LA  RB1
6. Le’Veon Bell, PIT  RB2
7. DeAndre Hopkins, HOU  WR5
8. Dez Bryant, DAL  WR6
9. Demaryius Thomas, DEN  WR7
10. Allen Robinson, JAC  WR8
11. Rob Gronkowski, NE  TE1
12. Ezekiel Elliott, DAL  RB3
13. Alshon Jeffery, CHI  WR9
14. Keenan Allen, SD  WR10
15. Amari Cooper, OAK  WR11
16. Mike Evans, TB  WR12
17. Brandin Cooks, NO  WR13
18. Sammy Watkins, BUF  WR14
19. Jordy Nelson, GB  WR15
20. Cam Newton, CAR  QB1
21. Adrian Peterson, MIN  RB4
22. David Johnson, ARI  RB5
23. Brandon Marshall, NYJ  WR16
24. Lamar Miller, HOU  RB6
25. Jamaal Charles, KC  RB7
26. Doug Martin, TB  RB8
27. Kelvin Benjamin, CAR  WR17
28. Mark Ingram, NO  RB9
29. Aaron Rodgers, GB  QB2
30. Randall Cobb, GB  WR18
31. Latavius Murray, OAK  RB10
32. Emmanuel Sanders, DEN  WR19
33. Matt Jones, WAS  RB11
34. Eddie Lacy, GB  RB12
35. Russell Wilson, SEA  QB3
36. Jonathan Stewart, CAR  RB13
37. LeSean McCoy, BUF  RB14
38. Devonta Freeman, ATL  RB15
39. Thomas Rawls, SEA  RB16
40. Andrew Luck, IND  QB4
41. Jeremy Maclin, KC  WR20
42. Carlos Hyde, SF  RB17
43. Tom Brady, NE  QB5
44. Melvin Gordon, SD  RB18
45. Julian Edelman, NE  WR21
46. T.Y. Hilton, IND  WR22 
47. Larry Fitzgerald, ARI  WR23
48. Eric Decker, NYJ  WR24
49. Tyler Lockett, SEA  WR25
50. Golden Tate, DET  WR26
51. Matt Forte, NYJ  RB19
52. T.J. Yeldon, JAC  RB20
53. Doug Baldwin, SEA  WR27
54. Jarvis Landry, MIA  WR28
55. Carson Palmer, ARI  QB6
56. Jeremy Hill, CIN  RB21

57. Jordan Matthews, PHI  WR29
58. DeVante Parker, MIA  WR30
59. Jay Ajayi, MIA  RB22
60. Josh Gordon, CLE  WR31
61. Sterling Shepard, NYG  WR32
62. Drew Brees, NO  QB7
63. Ben Roethlisberger, PIT  QB8
64. John Brown, ARI  WR33
65. C.J. Anderson, DEN  RB23
66. Jeremy Langford, CHI  RB24
67. Giovani Bernard, CIN  RB25
68. Michael Floyd, ARI  WR34
69. Ameer Abdullah, DET  RB26
70. Donte Moncrief, IND  WR35
71. Dion Lewis, NE  RB27
72. Travis Kelce, KC  TE2
73. Jordan Reed, WAS  TE3
74. Allen Hurns, JAC  WR36
75. Michael Crabtree, OAK  WR37
76. DeSean Jackson, WAS  WR38
77. Ryan Mathews, PHI  RB28
78. Kevin White, CHI  WR39
79. Duke Johnson, CLE  RB29
80. DeMarco Murray, TEN  RB30
81. Corey Coleman, CLE  WR40
82. Laquon Treadwell, MIN  WR41
83. Greg Olsen, CAR  TE4
84. Zach Ertz, PHI  TE5
85. Josh Doctson, WAS  WR42
86. Karlos Williams, BUF  RB31
87. Marvin Jones, DET  WR43
88. Martavis Bryant, PIT  WR44
89. Arian Foster, MIA  RB32
90. Tyler Eifert, CIN  TE6 
91. Coby Fleener, NO  TE7
92. Derrick Henry, TEN  RB33
93. Frank Gore, IND  RB34
94. Tony Romo, DAL  QB9
95. Phillip Dorsett, IND  WR45
96. Stefon Diggs, MIN  WR46
97. Michael Thomas, NO  WR47
98. Derek Carr, OAK  QB10
99. Will Fuller, HOU  WR48
100. Devontae Booker, DEN  RB35
101. Devin Funchess, CAR  WR49
102. Buck Allen, BAL  RB36
103. Chris Ivory, JAC  RB37
104. Tavon Austin, LA  WR50
105. Travis Benjamin, SD  WR51
106. Kenneth Dixon, BAL  RB38
107. C.J. Prosise, SEA  RB39
108. Nelson Agholor, PHI  WR52
109. Mike Wallace, BAL  WR53
110. Danny Woodhead, SD  RB40
111. Jameis Winston, TB  QB11
112. Philip Rivers, SD  QB12
113. LeGarrette Blount, NE  RB41
114. Justin Forsett, BAL  RB42
115. Tevin Coleman, ATL  RB43
116. Sammie Coates, PIT  WR54

117. Willie Snead, NO  WR55
118. Torrey Smith, SF  WR56
119. Julius Thomas, JAC  TE8
120. Martellus Bennett, NE  TE9
121. Charcandrick West, KC  RB44
122. Spencer Ware, KC  RB45
123. Eric Ebron, DET  TE10
124. Tyler Boyd, CIN  WR57
125. Paul Perkins, NYG  RB46
126. Isaiah Crowell, CLE  RB47
127. Matt Ryan, ATL  QB13
128. Eli Manning, NYG  QB14
129. Matthew Stafford, DET  QB15
130. Blake Bortles, JAC  QB16
131. Markus Wheaton, PIT  WR58
132. Pierre Garcon, WAS  WR59
133. Steve Smith, BAL  WR60 
134. Dorial Green-Beckham, TEN  WR61
135. Braxton Miller, HOU  WR62
136. Marcus Mariota, TEN  QB17
137. Delanie Walker, TEN  TE11
138. Jerick McKinnon, MIN  RB48
139. Rashad Jennings, NYG  RB49
140. Ted Ginn, CAR  WR63
141. DeAngelo Williams, PIT  RB50
142. Brock Osweiler, HOU  QB18
143. Andy Dalton, CIN  QB19
144. Gary Barnidge, CLE  TE12
145. Dwayne Allen, IND  TE13
146. Khiry Robinson, NYJ  RB51
147. Jordan Howard, CHI  RB52
148. Malcolm Mitchell, NE  WR64
149. Charles Sims, TB  RB53
150. Theo Riddick, DET  RB54
151. Mohamed Sanu, ATL  WR65
152. Rishard Matthews, TEN  WR66
153. Kendall Wright, TEN  WR67
154. Vincent Jackson, TB  WR68
155. Jaelen Strong, HOU  WR69
156. Alfred Morris, DAL  RB55
157. Clive Walford, OAK  TE14
158. Chris Johnson, ARI  RB56
159. Kirk Cousins, WAS  QB20
160. Jason Witten, DAL  TE15
161. Paxton Lynch, DEN  QB21
162. Danny Amendola, NE  WR70
163. Leonte Carroo, MIA  WR71
164. Breshad Perriman, BAL  WR72
165. Christine Michael, SEA  RB57
166. Davante Adams, GB  WR73
167. Jared Goff, LA  QB22
168. Carson Wentz, PHI  QB23
169. DeAndre Washington, OAK  RB58
170. Wendell Smallwood, PHI  RB59
171. Kenyan Drake, MIA  RB60
172. Darren McFadden, DAL  RB61
173. Antonio Gates, SD  TE16
174. Maxx Williams, BAL  TE17
175. Ladarius Green, PIT  TE18
176. Jimmy Graham, SEA  TE19



177. Austin Seferian-Jenkins, TB  TE20
178. Jeff Janis, GB  WR74
179. Ty Montgomery, GB  WR75
180. Andre Ellington, ARI  RB62
181. Bilal Powell, NYJ  RB63
182. James Starks, GB  RB64
183. Tim Hightower, NO  RB65
184. Will Tye, NYG  TE21
185. Terrance Williams, DAL  WR76
186. Keith Marshall, WAS  RB66
187. Hunter Henry, SD  TE22
188. Cameron Artis-Payne, CAR  RB67
189. Ryan Fitzpatrick, NYJ  QB24
190. Brandon LaFell, CIN  WR77
191. Zach Zenner, DET  RB68
192. Jonathan Williams, BUF  RB69
193. Teddy Bridgewater, MIN  QB25
194. Ryan Tannehill, MIA  QB26
195. Jamison Crowder, WAS  WR78
196. Shane Vereen, NYG  RB70
197. Justin Hardy, ATL  WR79
198. Devin Smith, NYJ  WR80
199. J.J. Nelson, ARI  WR81
200. Austin Hooper, ATL  TE23



Dynasty PPR
Top 200
1. Antonio Brown, PIT  WR1
2. Julio Jones, ATL  WR2
3. Odell Beckham, NYG  WR3
4. A.J. Green, CIN  WR4
5. DeAndre Hopkins, HOU  WR5
6. Dez Bryant, DAL  WR6
7. Demaryius Thomas, DEN  WR7
8. Rob Gronkowski, NE  TE1
9. Le’Veon Bell, PIT  RB1
10. Allen Robinson, JAC  WR8
11. Alshon Jeffery, CHI  WR9
12. Todd Gurley, LA  RB2
13. Keenan Allen, SD  WR10
14. Amari Cooper, OAK  WR11
15. Brandin Cooks, NO  WR12
16. Sammy Watkins, BUF  WR13
17. Mike Evans, TB  WR14
18. Ezekiel Elliott, DAL  RB3
19. Jordy Nelson, GB  WR15
20. Brandon Marshall, NYJ  WR16
21. David Johnson, ARI  RB4
22. Cam Newton, CAR  QB1
23. Randall Cobb, GB  WR17
24. Adrian Peterson, MIN  RB5
25. Lamar Miller, HOU  RB6
26. Jarvis Landry, MIA  WR18
27. Jeremy Maclin, KC  WR19
28. Emmanuel Sanders, DEN  WR20
29. Jamaal Charles, KC  RB7
30. Mark Ingram, NO  RB8
31. Devonta Freeman, ATL  RB9
32. Doug Martin, TB  RB10
33. Julian Edelman, NE  WR21
34. Aaron Rodgers, GB  QB2
35. Latavius Murray, OAK  RB11
36. Larry Fitzgerald, ARI  WR22
37. LeSean McCoy, BUF  RB12
38. Kelvin Benjamin, CAR  WR23
39. Golden Tate, DET  WR24
40. Matt Jones, WAS  RB13
41. Eddie Lacy, GB  RB14
42. Eric Decker, NYJ  WR25
43. Doug Baldwin, SEA  WR26
44. T.Y. Hilton, IND  WR27
45. Tyler Lockett, SEA  WR28
46. Russell Wilson, SEA  QB3
47. Melvin Gordon, SD  RB15
48. Jordan Matthews, PHI  WR29
49. Matt Forte, NYJ  RB16
50. Thomas Rawls, SEA  RB17
51. Giovani Bernard, CIN  RB18
52. Jonathan Stewart, CAR  RB19
53. Andrew Luck, IND  QB4
54. Carlos Hyde, SF  RB20
55. DeVante Parker, MIA  WR30
56. John Brown, ARI  WR31

57. Tom Brady, NE  QB5
58. Sterling Shepard, NYG  WR32
59. Dion Lewis, NE  RB21
60. T.J. Yeldon, JAC  RB22
61. Michael Floyd, ARI  WR33
62. Jeremy Langford, CHI  RB23
63. Duke Johnson, CLE  RB24
64. Donte Moncrief, IND  WR34
65. Josh Gordon, CLE  WR35
66. Corey Coleman, CLE  WR36
67. Michael Crabtree, OAK  WR37
68. Carson Palmer, ARI  QB6
69. Jeremy Hill, CIN  RB25
70. Jay Ajayi, MIA  RB26
71. Allen Hurns, JAC  WR38
72. C.J. Anderson, DEN  RB27
73. Ameer Abdullah, DET  RB28
74. Kevin White, CHI  WR39
75. Laquon Treadwell, MIN  WR40
76. Josh Doctson, WAS  WR41
77. Travis Kelce, KC  TE2
78. Jordan Reed, WAS  TE3
79. Drew Brees, NO  QB7
80. Ben Roethlisberger, PIT  QB8
81. DeSean Jackson, WAS  WR42
82. Ryan Mathews, PHI  RB29
83. DeMarco Murray, TEN  RB30
84. Marvin Jones, DET  WR43
85. Martavis Bryant, PIT  WR44
86. Danny Woodhead, SD  RB31
87. Arian Foster, MIA  RB32
88. Phillip Dorsett, IND  WR45
89. Stefon Diggs, MIN  WR46
90. Michael Thomas, NO  WR47
91. Greg Olsen, CAR  TE4
92. Zach Ertz, PHI  TE5
93. Buck Allen, BAL  RB33
94. Karlos Williams, BUF  RB34
95. Derrick Henry, TEN  RB35
96. Coby Fleener, NO  TE6
97. Tyler Eifert, CIN  TE7
98. Frank Gore, IND  RB36
99. Will Fuller, HOU  WR48
100. Devontae Booker, DEN  RB37
101. Travis Benjamin, SD  WR49
102. Tony Romo, DAL  QB9
103. Kenneth Dixon, BAL  RB38
104. Nelson Agholor, PHI  WR50
105. Devin Funchess, CAR  WR51
106. Tavon Austin, LA  WR52
107. Willie Snead, NO  WR53
108. Justin Forsett, BAL  RB39
109. Derek Carr, OAK  QB10
110. Chris Ivory, JAC  RB40
111. Paul Perkins, NYG  RB41
112. Tyler Boyd, CIN  WR54
113. C.J. Prosise, SEA  RB42
114. Theo Riddick, DET  RB43
115. Torrey Smith, SF  WR55
116. Bilal Powell, NYJ  RB44

117. Charles Sims, TB  RB45
118. Sammie Coates, PIT  WR56
119. Steve Smith, BAL   WR57
120. Dorial Green-Beckham, TEN  WR58
121. Jameis Winston, TB  QB11
122. Philip Rivers, SD  QB12
123. Jerick McKinnon, MIN  RB46
124. Charcandrick West, KC  RB47
125. Tevin Coleman, ATL  RB48
126. LeGarrette Blount, NE  RB49
127. Mike Wallace, BAL  WR59
128. Julius Thomas, JAC  TE8
129. Martellus Bennett, NE  TE9
130. Braxton Miller, HOU  WR60
131. Markus Wheaton, PIT  WR61
132. Eric Ebron, DET  TE10
133. Pierre Garcon, WAS  WR62
134. Spencer Ware, KC  RB50
135. Malcolm Mitchell, NE  WR63
136. Rishard Matthews, TEN  WR64
137. Delanie Walker, TEN  TE11
138. DeAngelo Williams, PIT  RB51
139. Jaelen Strong, HOU  WR65
140. Leonte Carroo, MIA  WR66
141. Kenyan Drake, MIA  RB52
142. Matt Ryan, ATL  QB13
143. Isaiah Crowell, CLE  RB53
144. Eli Manning, NYG  QB14
145. Matthew Stafford, DET  QB15
146. Blake Bortles, JAC  QB16
147. Kendall Wright, TEN  WR67
148. Gary Barnidge, CLE  TE12
149. Dwayne Allen, IND  TE13
150. Marcus Mariota, TEN  QB17
151. Rashad Jennings, NYG  RB54
152. James Starks, GB  RB55
153. Darren Sproles, PHI  RB56
154. Andre Ellington, ARI  RB57
155. Wendell Smallwood, PHI  RB58
156. DeAndre Washington, OAK  RB59
157. Jordan Howard, CHI  RB60
158. Danny Amendola, NE  WR68
159. Ted Ginn, CAR  WR69
160. Mohamed Sanu, ATL  WR70
161. Vincent Jackson, TB  WR71
162. Davante Adams, GB  WR72
163. Darren McFadden, DAL  RB61
164. Brock Osweiler, HOU  QB18
165. Andy Dalton, CIN  QB19
166. Alfred Morris, DAL   RB62
167. Khiry Robinson, NYJ  RB63
168. Antonio Gates, SD  TE14
169. Jason Witten, DAL  TE15
170. Clive Walford, OAK  TE16
171. Cole Beasley, DAL  WR73
172. Chris Johnson, ARI  RB64
173. Kirk Cousins, WAS  QB20
174. Paxton Lynch, DEN  QB21
175. Jeff Janis, GB  WR74
176. Ty Montgomery, GB  WR75



177. Maxx Williams, BAL  TE17
178. Jimmy Graham, SEA  TE18
179. Ladarius Green, PIT  TE19
180. Austin Seferian-Jenkins, TB  TE20
181. Breshad Perriman, BAL  WR76
182. Will Tye, NYG  TE21
183. Anquan Boldin, DET  WR77
184. Terrance Williams, DAL  WR78
185. Chris Thompson, WAS  RB65
186. Shane Vereen, NYG  RB66
187. Jamison Crowder, WAS  WR79
188. Bruce Ellington, SF  WR80
189. C.J. Spiller, NO  RB67
190. Hunter Henry, SD  TE22
191. Jared Goff, LA  QB22
192. Carson Wentz, PHI  QB23
193. Tim Hightower, NO  RB68
194. Shaun Draughn, SF  RB69
195. Zach Zenner, DET  RB70
196. Austin Hooper, ATL  TE23
197. Ryan Fitzpatrick, NYJ  QB24
198. Ronnie Hillman, DEN  RB71
199. Bennie Cunningham, LA  RB72
200. Keith Marshall, WAS  RB73



Two-QB Top 200 
(Standard Re-Draft)
1. Cam Newton, CAR  QB1
2. Adrian Peterson, MIN  RB1
3. Todd Gurley, LA  RB2
4. Aaron Rodgers, GB  QB2
5. Jamaal Charles, KC  RB3
6. Antonio Brown, PIT  WR1
7. Julio Jones, ATL  WR2
8. Odell Beckham, NYG  WR3
9. Russell Wilson, SEA  QB3
10. Dez Bryant, DAL  WR4
11. A.J. Green, CIN  WR5
12. DeAndre Hopkins, HOU  WR6
13. Carson Palmer, ARI  QB4
14. Drew Brees, NO  QB5
15. Andrew Luck, IND  QB6
16. Doug Martin, TB  RB4
17. Allen Robinson, JAC  WR7
18. Brandon Marshall, NYJ  WR8
19. Ben Roethlisberger, PIT  QB7
20. Jordy Nelson, GB  WR9
21. Demaryius Thomas, DEN  WR10
22. Rob Gronkowski, NE  TE1
23. Tom Brady, NE  QB8
24. Alshon Jeffery, CHI  WR11
25. Jonathan Stewart, CAR  RB5
26. David Johnson, ARI  RB6
27. Ezekiel Elliott, DAL  RB7
28. Lamar Miller, HOU  RB8
29. Mike Evans, TB  WR12
30. Keenan Allen, SD  WR13
31. Amari Cooper, OAK  WR14
32. Brandin Cooks, NO  WR15
33. Sammy Watkins, BUF  WR16
34. LeSean McCoy, BUF  RB9
35. Mark Ingram, NO  RB10
36. Le’Veon Bell, PIT  RB11
37. Tony Romo, DAL  QB9
38. Kelvin Benjamin, CAR  WR17
39. Eddie Lacy, GB  RB12
40. Latavius Murray, OAK  RB13
41. Devonta Freeman, ATL  RB14
42. Thomas Rawls, SEA  RB15
43. Larry Fitzgerald, ARI  WR18
44. Matt Forte, NYJ  RB16
45. Philip Rivers, SD  QB10
46. Jeremy Maclin, KC  WR19
47. Matt Jones, WAS  RB17
48. Randall Cobb, GB  WR20
49. Eric Decker, NYJ  WR21
50. Carlos Hyde, SF  RB18
51. Emmanuel Sanders, DEN  WR22
52. Julian Edelman, NE  WR23
53. Golden Tate, DET  WR24
54. T.Y. Hilton, IND  WR25
55. Matt Ryan, ATL  QB11
56. Derek Carr, OAK  QB12

57. Jeremy Hill, CIN  RB19
58. C.J. Anderson, DEN  RB20
59. Melvin Gordon, SD  RB21
60. Doug Baldwin, SEA  WR26
61. Eli Manning, NYG  QB13
62. Matthew Stafford, DET  QB14
63. Blake Bortles, JAC  QB15
64. Jeremy Langford, CHI  RB22
65. T.J. Yeldon, JAC  RB23
66. Arian Foster, MIA  RB24
67. Jarvis Landry, MIA  WR27
68. Michael Floyd, ARI  WR28
69. John Brown, ARI  WR29
70. Ryan Mathews, PHI  RB25
71. Dion Lewis, NE  RB26
72. Giovani Bernard, CIN  RB27
73. Frank Gore, IND  RB28
74. Travis Kelce, KC  TE2
75. Jordan Reed, WAS  TE3
76. Greg Olsen, CAR  TE4
77. Allen Hurns, JAC  WR30
78. Michael Crabtree, OAK  WR31
79. Josh Gordon, CLE  WR32
80. Jordan Matthews, PHI  WR33
81. Ryan Fitzpatrick, NYJ  QB16
82. DeSean Jackson, WAS  WR34
83. Tyler Lockett, SEA  WR35
84. Donte Moncrief, IND  WR36
85. DeVante Parker, MIA  WR37
86. Andy Dalton, CIN  QB17
87. Jameis Winston, TB  QB18
88. Kirk Cousins, WAS  QB19
89. Brock Osweiler, HOU  QB20
90. Jay Ajayi, MIA  RB29
91. LeGarrette Blount, NE  RB30
92. Ameer Abdullah, DET  RB31
93. Chris Ivory, JAC  RB32
94. DeAngelo Williams, PIT  RB33
95. Marvin Jones, DET  WR38
96. Sterling Shepard, NYG  WR39
97. DeMarco Murray, TEN  RB34
98. Justin Forsett, BAL  RB35
99. Buck Allen, BAL  RB36
100. Ryan Tannehill, MIA  QB21
101. Marcus Mariota, TEN  QB22
102. Derrick Henry, TEN  RB37
103. Danny Woodhead, SD  RB38
104. Duke Johnson, CLE  RB39
105. Mike Wallace, BAL  WR40
106. Tyrod Taylor, BUF  QB23
107. Markus Wheaton, PIT  WR41
108. Zach Ertz, PHI  TE5
109. Coby Fleener, NO  TE6
110. Tavon Austin, LA  WR42
111. Kevin White, CHI  WR43
112. Rashad Jennings, NYG  RB40
113. Steve Smith, BAL  WR44
114. Travis Benjamin, SD  WR45
115. Phillip Dorsett, IND  WR46
116. Devin Funchess, CAR  WR47

117. Corey Coleman, CLE  WR48
118. Karlos Williams, BUF  RB41
119. Isaiah Crowell, CLE  RB42
120. Spencer Ware, KC  RB43
121. Jay Cutler, CHI  QB24
122. Alex Smith, KC  QB25
123. Willie Snead, NO  WR49
124. Stefon Diggs, MIN  WR50
125. Devontae Booker, DEN  RB44
126. Chris Johnson, ARI  RB45
127. Charcandrick West, KC  RB46
128. Joe Flacco, BAL  QB26
129. Martellus Bennett, NE  TE7
130. Torrey Smith, SF  WR51
131. Laquon Treadwell, MIN  WR52
132. Charles Sims, TB  RB47
133. Tevin Coleman, ATL  RB48
134. Sammie Coates, PIT  WR53
135. Nelson Agholor, PHI  WR54
136. Michael Thomas, NO  WR55
137. Alfred Morris, DAL  RB49
138. Delanie Walker, TEN  TE8
139. Gary Barnidge, CLE  TE9
140. Pierre Garcon, WAS  WR56
141. Ted Ginn, CAR  WR57
142. Julius Thomas, JAC  TE10
143. Tyler Eifert, CIN  TE11
144. Bilal Powell, NYJ  RB50
145. Robert Griffin III, CLE  QB27
146. Teddy Bridgewater, MIN  QB28
147. Theo Riddick, DET  RB51
148. C.J. Prosise, SEA  RB52
149. Brandon LaFell, CIN  WR58
150. Mohamed Sanu, ATL  WR59
151. Rishard Matthews, TEN  WR60
152. Josh Doctson, WAS  WR61
153. Dwayne Allen, IND  TE12
154. Antonio Gates, SD  TE13
155. Terrance Williams, DAL  WR62
156. Breshad Perriman, BAL  WR63
157. Anquan Boldin, DET  WR64
158. Will Fuller, HOU  WR65
159. James Starks, GB  RB53
160. Christine Michael, SEA  RB54
161. Kamar Aiken, BAL  WR66
162. Sam Bradford, PHI  QB29
163. Mark Sanchez, DEN  QB30
164. Vincent Jackson, TB  WR67
165. Kendall Wright, TEN  WR68
166. Khiry Robinson, NYJ  RB55
167. Tim Hightower, NO  RB56
168. Jason Witten, DAL  TE14
169. Ladarius Green, PIT  TE15
170. Eric Ebron, DET  TE16
171. Darren McFadden, DAL  RB57
172. Terrance West, BAL  RB58
173. Zach Zenner, DET  RB59
174. Kenneth Dixon, BAL  RB60
175. Davante Adams, GB  WR69
176. Dorial Green-Beckham, TEN  WR70



177. Jordan Howard, CHI  RB61
178. Shaun Draughn, SF  RB62
179. Andre Ellington, ARI  RB63
180. DeAndre Washington, OAK  RB64
181. Danny Amendola, NE  WR71
182. Jaelen Strong, HOU  WR72
183. Ronnie Hillman, DEN  RB65
184. Blaine Gabbert, SF  QB31
185. Colin Kaepernick, SF  QB32
186. Jamison Crowder, WAS  WR73
187. Clive Walford, OAK  TE17
188. Will Tye, NYG  TE18
189. Jimmy Graham, SEA  TE19
190. Bruce Ellington, SF  WR74
191. Leonte Carroo, MIA  WR75
192. Darren Sproles, PHI  RB66
193. Stevan Ridley, DET  RB67
194. Chris Thompson, WAS  RB68
195. C.J. Spiller, NO  RB69
196. Shane Vereen, NYG  RB70
197. Jerick McKinnon, MIN  RB71
198. Jimmy Garoppolo, NE  QB33
199. Jared Goff, LA  QB34
200. Paxton Lynch, DEN  QB35
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